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AUTHOR’S INTRODUCTION
Here’s the fourth book in a series of compilations of questions,
answers, and tech hints taken from my column. This time it covers the
AMI’s. Also included is some material of a more general nature, that
applies to AMI’s as well as other makes.
AMI’s have a special place in the jukebox world. Much of their design
was pretty free-wheeling, with some interesting and innovative features. The flip side of the coin is that they can be pretty frustrating to
work on, and seem to need a little more maintenance than the other
brands.
For these reasons (and others), AMI seems to have the underdog
status. However, some of their designs approach brilliance. Two
examples come to mind, the space age styling of the Continental, and
the amazing designs of some of their sound systems.
Again, I’d like to thank all our readers for their questions and tech
hints. In many ways, this is your creation as well as mine.
I hope this book will assist you in keeping your AMI running. If
nothing else, and you have a selector problem in your AMI Continental,
you’ll know you’re not alone.
Harold Hagen

Harold Hagen
(Dr. Know-It-All)

1951 AMi D-40
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CABINETS
METALLIC PAINTS FOR AMI B
In retrospect, this seems like a no-brainer,
but it took me a long time to come up with it.
Almost all jukes need some silver or gold
paint somewhere on them. But while I’ve
found brands that look good, almost all of
them would smudge if subjected to handling
(like the gold front door on an AMI B, or the
massive upper metalwork on an Aireon Airliner). After trying virtually every brand I could
find, I found a few that wouldn’t smudge, but
in general those brands required much longer
drying times. It finally hit on me to try auto
touch up paint in spray cans. Since this paint

is for car exteriors, I reasoned that it wouldn’t
fingerprint or smudge. The brand I like best
has one of those “EZ spray nozzles” which
put out a flat “fan” spray of paint. Also, it’s
lacquer, not enamel, which dries quickly. A
warning, however. Be sure to use primer,
and be sure it’s lacquer-based as well. If you
use gray enamel, then put lacquer over it, the
paint will react and crinkle. The only drawback I’ve found is the comparatively high
price. But on the outside of a juke, or an
interior part that is handled a lot, I think it’s

worth the extra cost.
Another discovery I made recently was a
line of metallic paints from “Colorworks by
Krylon”. While these are inexpensive enamels, they go on beautifully, and some of the
colors are otherwise hard to find, like the
copper (just the thing for an AMI H grille). The
real surprise is the Bronze color. I really think
the name is deceptive - it really looks like a
metallic gunmetal gray, plus this color dries
very quickly and doesn’t smudge. It’s great
for assorted interior parts during restoration.
Nick DeCarlis, Gainsville, FL

DIFFERENT WIDTH AMI E'S
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Hi Harold,
I’ve enjoyed your writing in ‘AJ’ over the
year so I thought I’d reciprocate by mentioning a few of my thoughts and experiences on
this side of the water. No reply is required or
expected, just keep up the good work. If you
do have any answers to my questions perhaps you could weave them into your ‘AJ’
column sometime.
Nice to see your article on the AMI E, it
wasn’t until recently that I actually got to se
one up close. I was surprised to see how
‘chunky’ the castings actually were on the
bottom corners of the Push Button banks.
The tone arm was also a surprise, straight
but curved in towards the front. I had only
seen the later more angular ones. The E-80’s
imported over here all seem to have the
same lower louvres as the D’s, instead of the
‘Color Cubes’. Some were also minus the
AMI emblem on top, as on page 131 of
‘Jukebox Saturday Night’. You suggest that

the E’s were all the same width but surely it
was the D’s because the E’s were the first
AMI to have the 120 Mech option. All the E,
F & G 120 selection models were wider than
the 80’s. If you compare the brochure illustrations on page 7 of ‘AJ’ #78 you can see the
difference in width between the E120 in the
upper picture and the E80 below it. The ‘Egg
Crates’ seem to be the same size but on the
E80 they meet in the centre with just a thin
piece of trim between then. In Chris Pierce’s
new book ‘Jukebox Art’ there is a good color
brochure illustration of an E80, on p92.
How about an AMI ‘D’ for model review.
With their scroll top window they must be the
only AMI with a Seeburg inspired cabinet.
Why the change in design of the coin instruction information on the window, was one for
45 and the other for 78 RPM machines?
Has anyone been to the ROWE/AMI Jukebox Museum in Grand Rapids? What do they
have there and is it open to the public?
Geoff Cox, Surrey, England
Dear Geoff:

Thanks for writing. Your letter is quite long,
so I could only print a fraction of it, but there
is more interesting information that I’ll work
into future issues.
Interesting about the E80. It’s one of those
details that I might never notice unless someone pointed it out. We have an E80 at Jukebox City and I see what you mean, but I might
never have noticed it otherwise. Keep in
mind that proportionally, we work on fewer
AMI's than you do.
I did an article on the D80 September 1990
(maybe before you subscribed). I don’t know
why they had two different designs on the
window - perhaps someone will fill us in.
I have no information on the AMI museum.
Mike thinks it’s a display at their corporate
office, but we don’t know how far they go
back, or how many jukeboxes they have. If
anyone has seen this display, it would be a
good subject for an article.
Harold

AMI F TOP MEDALLION LIGHT
Over the last 20 years, I have bought,
rebuilt, and sold several model F’s, so I know
them quite well. And your nice article prompts
a couple of comments.
First of all, did you know that the plastic
‘AMI Music” medallion at the top is illuminated? Yes, behind it is a standard base 7 1/
2 watt bulb, the one that is about the size of
a golf ball. Of course, it is always burnt out,
and the only way to get at it is to remove the

plastic. Loosen the three access screws in
the top of the cabinet and remove the three
screws on the bottom of the plastic. Then
carefully pry it off. Behind the plastic is a
diffuser which is always discolored. I generally throw the diffuser away.
While rebuilding a machine about 15 years
ago, I decided to take a shot at replacing the
7 1/2 watt medallion lamp with a 4 watt
fluorescent lamp. A trip to the electrical dis-
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tributor to buy the lamp sockets, starter socket,
and ballast revealed that it was cheaper to
buy the entire fixture and strip the parts out of
it, which I did. I made metal brackets to mount
the lamp sockets, and mounted the starter
socket and ballast in the ‘roof’ of the AMI F.
It worked great and looked great. Last I
heard, that machine is somewhere in California.
Bob Burke, Media, PA

AMI G CABINET RESTORATION
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI G where the textured surface of the top of the cabinet has peeled off
due to water damage. Do you know of the
best way to duplicate this texture. Also, I
have considered stripping the cabinet and
painting it with a high gloss paint (like auto
paint). I seem to recall an article dealing with
this in AJ but can’t find it. Do you know of a
good way to paint high gloss on wood?
Thanks for your help.
Michael Joesten, Southlake, TX

Dear Michael:
I don’t know of any way to duplicate the
original finish. You’re probably going to have
to strip the cabinet and start over, whichever
route you choose.
Once the cabinet is stripped, then you’ll
have to primer it. Then you can paint the final
coat. If you’re not an expert painter, you may
want to find a paint shop to do the high gloss
finish. I talked to Vicki, and she says the
primer is the important thing. Several coats

may be required, with sanding between coats.
The quality of the finish coat mostly depends
on the preparation.
There are couple of ways to go for a finish
similar to the original. The first is a spackle
finish like trunk paints. But your choice of
colors is limited.
Vicki says theirs a product called “Stone
Craft” by Krylon, that looks quite similar to the
original finish. Again, your choice of colors
may be limited.
Harold

AMI F & G CABINET FINISH
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Regarding Michael Joesten’s question ,
“AMI G Cabinet Restoration”, I have experience restoring the original finishes of these
and other jukes and when it comes to the “F”
and “G” models, the textured painted splatter
can be duplicated accurately by using the
“Stone Craft” made by Krylon, and Formby’s
as well offers this splatter paint. You’ll have

good success if you remove all the loose
flaking paint, then repaint the cabinet with a
latex semi-gloss to the base color you choose.
(I would stick with one of the 6 original colors
that AMI came out with.) I usually roll it on,
and don’t worry about roller marks, for it will
all be hidden when you top-coat this with the
“Stone Craft”. You’re using Stone Craft for
two reasons: 1. to recreate the texture of the

original, and 2. to add the speckled color flake
to the surface (the flecked speckled colors
can be white or black, gray, red, etc. whatever
matches original). I use the interior of the
cabinet up behind the title holders as my
reference because it’s the cleanest sample of
the original painting (usually void of nicotine).
Tom Weisel, Telford, PA

AMI F & G FINISH RESTORATION
RE: AJ article in Jan 99 issue - AMI G
cabinet restoration.
The AMI G that I saw had a green “bumpy”
textured finish with a bronze/gold fleck. To
achieve this finish, it is done in stages.
1) To start, chip or peel off some original
paint to use as your color sample.
2) Now forget about the color, and work on
the texture. This can be done by various

means and requires a bit of Trial and Error.
One of the following can be used to get the
desired texture: a speckle paint or the Stone
Craft paint that Vicki mentioned; a gravel
guard paint sold in automotive stores and
used on rocker panels of cars; assorted
ceiling texture pains used to repair textured
ceilings. All come in spray cans and have
assorted textures depending on the manufacturer and how thick you put it on (this is
where the T & E comes in).
3) Once you’ve got the desired texture,
take your paint chip to a paint store and get
them to mix you a quart (or a liter if you’re in
a foreign country) of that color in latex. Use a
small roller (3/4” X 3”) and roll the paint over
the textured finish.

4) While you were out at the paint store, you
also stepped into a craft store and got a small
package of “dry sparkle” in a gold/bronze
color. Again T & E, sprinkle it over the wet fresh
paint. I made a single hole shaker out of a
small jar with a metal lid with a small nail hole
in it.
The secret to a good finish is to practice on
a board first and develop a technique that
you’re comfortable with.
Gerry Parson, White Rock, BC

F120

G200
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AMI JAO-200 TITLE BOARD
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a couple of corrections from this
months AJ (#153):
1. I have an Rowe/AMI JAO-200, which is
almost identical to the JAN in the feature
article (pg.7). You said: “The title board, as
mentioned, can display all 200...”. This is
wrong. The main title board can hold up to 80
strips (160 selections), the other 20 were
contained up in the upper display board, in
place of the 2 outer album covers (you can
get 2 groups of 10 up there). This leaves the
one album cover in the center with the 2
“colour spray” windows (I believe that’s what
AMI calls them).
You reviewed this jukebox a couple of years
ago, I’m curious as to why you didn’t review
the “O” along with the “N”? Even though
they’re almost identical in appearance, there
are some differences internally. I guess mainly
for the new “Wallette” (WRA/B) wallbox. I
hope this helps. Thank you for a great column/ magazine, Rick.
2. In the article about the Continental TT
speed problem (pg.5), you (Harold) said that
“ the surface velocity on the motor shaft is
proportional to the diameter of the shaft. The
bigger the shaft, the faster the TT. The size
of the idler wheel doesn’t affect speed...” I
would think that the size would affect the
speed, just as changing the size of gears
(gear ratio) in a drive train of any machine
(say 33 rpm to 45, or 78 to 45 or 33, as in
Seeburgs). Please correct me if I’m wrong on
this.
Rick Force, Ontario, CA

Dear Rick:
Thanks for the correction on the AMI JAO200.
In my earlier days, I grouped together
more than one model of jukebox (for example, all the Rock-Ola Princesses). I found
that it limited me later- for example, if I
wanted to do a later Princess, then it had
already been done. Look at it this way - I can
do the “O” later.
I’ve done most of the popular models
through the early sixties. I know I need to do
more later models, but unfortunately I haven’t
had the contact with the boxes ( I feel better
if I’ve actually had my hands on a jukebox
recently when I write one up).
As far as your question about the idler
wheels, I still stand behind what I said. Of
course, this only applies to models with a
single diameter idler wheel. For the models
with a dual size idler wheels (50’s RockOlas), what you say is true. The large diameter wheel is driven by the motor, and the
small diameter section drives the turntable,
and it does act as a reduction gear.

But for the models with a single size idler,
the size of the idler doesn’t matter. Compare
the two drawings. In both, the velocity at the
surface of the motor shaft is the same. Thus
the velocity of the edge of the idler where it
touches the motor is the same for both idlers
(although the smaller one will rotate at a
faster RPM, the surface velocity will remain
the same).
The surface velocity of the idler where it
touches the turntable will be the same as its
surface velocity where it touches the motor
shaft. Thus the surface velocity of the inside
of the turntable will be the same.
And since the inside diameter of the turntable hasn’t changed, its rotational velocity
(RPM) will be the same.
Once you stop thinking in terms of RPM,
and think in terms of velocity, it should be
obvious.
Of course this is idealistic, and is ignoring
slippage, and deformation of the idler where
it touches the motor shaft, which will affect
speed slightly.
Harold

V
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HOW TO PAINT CONTINENTAL PLASTIC
Here’s an excellent way to revive your
faded out AMI Continental fiberglass mech
trim back to the original orange. It’s a great
fix for the washed out green, dulled blue,
and barely visible red in your Seeburg V
color diffuser. It will make the green plastics in a Wurlitzer 700, 800, and 850 look
bright green again like in the ads. Put red
and green behind the yellowed 750 and
850 plastic. You can even paint the red
and green back on the 800 center grille as
pretty as they were originally. you can put
back the red in a color wheel. Even color
your own lightbulbs.
It’s easy to use. Safe. Hard to make
mistakes with. Durable. Cheap. And easy
to find - but few even think to look for it.
It’s transparent candy-apple paints used
for cars and models.

Because it’s transparent, it’s very forgiving. Since you’re usually painting inside
something, bumps don’t matter.
Because it’s made for cars out in the sun,
it’s tough, won’t stretch, and will last a long
time.
It may take several coats to build up
enough color. The Continental took 14 - 6
coats of orange plus 1 of red on inside and
out. You can adjust colors by spraying
another over it.
It dries fast, about like silver paint, so you
can do a second coat quickly.
Where can you get it? Testor’s has hobby
cans in red, green, and blue. Pep Boys has
larger cans in red and blue. Standard
brands has extra colors, including orange,
burgandy, and gray. A professional automotive paint Dietzel has 25 transparent
11

colors. If you don’t have spraying equipment, you could take it to a paint store and
have it put in a spray can for a mere $5.
So far there’s one useful color in a transparent I haven’t found yet - and that’s
yellow. Dietzel has gold but no one has
yellow, for some reason. If anyone knows
where to find transparent yellow, give a
holler.
Wayne Kline, Burbank, CA
Dear Wayne:
Thanks for writing. We appreciate your
tips.
Wayne also sent some color photos of
the plastics he has painted, and they do
look nice.

BAKED ENAMEL
High gloss “Baked Enamel” for bakelite
mech and side covers. Preheat kitchen oven
200-225 degrees F. Lowest possible rack.
Ingredients: Mech or side cover (ready for
paint). Several cans of spray paint. Old cookie
sheet. Assuming you have an area for spray
painting, paint as usual.
Turn oven off!! Set painted item on cold

cookie sheet in oven. Close oven door and
bake for about 2 hours.
Precautions must be observed:
1. Get wife’s permission.
2. Be sure item is not thermoplastic.
3. Be sure oven is off, especially gas ovens,
as the paint fumes are very flammable. Flame
could ignite fumes.

How to patch red lightup plastic:
Go to an auto parts store and get a taillight

patch. It’s see-through without being transparent. Self-adhesive, you can cut it to size

4. Use enamel paint only.
5. Prior to cooking food in oven, be sure no
paint smell is detectable. A clean oven is
necessary.
If common sense is used the end result will
be a very high gloss finish. Numbers 1 & 5 will
ensure future paint job projects.
Ken Sturtevant, Phoenix, AZ

PLASTIC REPAIR
and it costs less than 2 bucks.
Wayne Kline, Burbank, CA

REMOVING PAINT FROM PLASTIC WITH AMMONIA
Over the years, I’ve written several articles
for antique radio publications on specific
topics pertaining to the restoration of vintage
radios. Recently, I and my co-writer published an article on a topic that may be of
interest to jukebox as well as radio restorers:
stripping paint from plastic.
Most restorers know the benefits of using
ammonia for tasks such as cleaning and
brightening brass parts. A leisurely soak in
an ammonia bath will strip off dirt, lacquer
clear coating, and varnish leaving brass clean
and ready for polishing with your favorite
metal polish. Very few, however, know of
ammonia’s properties as a paint stripper.
A while back, I bought a Rock-ola 1446
jukebox at auction and immediately jumped
into a complete restoration of it. Like many
boxes that have been around the block a few
times, this one was loaded with challenges.
At some point in its history, someone thought
he’d brighten up the old box. Armed with a

brush and a can of red enamel, this amateur
restorer painted sides, door and title compartment with a thick coat of the new color.
I’m sure you can picture the results.
Removing the paint from the sides and
door was no problem as I could use paint
stripper on the wood and metal surfaces with
confidence. But what to do with the clear
plexiglass hood over the titles? Because it
was a thermoplastic, paint stripper would eat
it for dinner. Tedious sanding and polishing
was just not worth the trouble and, besides,
inside corners were unreachable. Fortunately
I’d had experience with this problem on some
vintage plastic radios that had suffered the
same treatment: cabinets, dial covers, knobs
and all. The answer was a bath in ammonia.
Although not a true paint solvent, ammonia
will attack the bond between paint and plastic
with no damage whatsoever to delicate thermoplastics. The soak may require 1 to 24
hours, but the paint will lift off with very little

effort after the bath. (Always be sure to cover
the container and allow proper ventilation
when using ammonia to avoid inhalation). A
large piece might require a lot of ammonia,
but ammonia is quite cheap when bought
from a discount store. My local surplus store
sells it for $.89 per gallon, that’s about one
tenth the cost of paint stripper. Ammonia can
even be extended by adding some water.
The Rock-ola has since been professionally painted and looks like new. The clear
plexiglass looks great, as the heavy coat of
paint protected it over the years. It is virtually
scratch-free and sparkling!
I have since then used ammonia for many
varied stripping jobs. I have even used it to
strip chrome plating from plastic knobs! It
should be mentioned that ammonia will remove painted designations and other thinly
plated surfaces, so take care when using this
powerful solvent.
Jack Clark, Mount Juliet, TN

REMOVING PAINT FROM PLASTIC WITH BRAKE FLUID
A possible answer to Kevin’s letter on
paint removal from plastic is to carefully
try brake fluid. I used to do this when I
built plastic models. The brake fluid would
remove the paint but it didn’t attack the
plastic.
I bought a complete but dirty Seeburg
201 for $1200. Also bought a V Hideaway with remote control volume for
$400.
How about an article on what to check
before plugging in that new FIND. I always check the line cord and look for
burned wires. What else?

Another TIP. The best cleaner I’ve
found for removing that brown nicotine
stain is SPRAY NINE made by Knight’s.
You can buy it at many grocery and
automotive stores.
Wilson Krier, Bath, PA
Dear Wilson:
Thanks for the tips. I knew brake fluid
would remove paint, as I’ve heard several horror stories of these guys with
their repainted cars, having their power
windows spring a leak (back when they
were hydraulically operated), and ruining their new paint jobs.
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If you’re doing it with the plastics still in
the cabinet, be sure to thoroughly mask
the cabinet around the plastics.
Your idea about what to check before
plugging in the jukebox is a good one.
Something else is to watch the tubes so
that they don’t spark or glow red on the
plates. And of course give it the sniff test
periodically to make sure nothing is burning. I’ll work on an article for a future
issue.
I’m not familiar with SPRAY NINE, but
I’ll watch for it. Something else that works
quite well is the spray Bathroom Cleaner
that you can get at any grocery store.
Harold

REMOVING PAINT FROM PLASTIC WITH OVEN CLEANER
In response to your Doctor KIA section in
the April issue, about the painted pilasters in
the Seeburg C.
I collect antique toy trains and one known
subject in this group of people is how to
remove paint from plastic trains without destroying the plastic.
Easy Off Oven Cleaner!
I’ve used this product to restore a plastic
water tower someone had painted, a box car
shell and even a pair of vinyl sunvisors for my
67 Fairlane that were painted with brown

primer over black. The visors came out looking brand new with a little Armorall applied.
Of course, you must be very careful because
this stuff is very strong and will harm other
parts. If possible, remove the pilasters from
the cabinet first before trying this. I have just
finished removing the pilasters on my newly
acquired G and I found that they came out
quite easily for my attempt at a juke box
restoration. Well, I hope this letter will help,
good luck.
Bob Kraus, Williamstown, NJ

Thanks for the hint. I knew if I printed the
question last month, I’d get some replies.
I’m assuming someone has replaced the
pilasters on your G with C plastic pilasters.
One word of caution on the C pilasters:
they are sprayed with some kind of paint on
the inside, so be careful when removing paint
from the outside not to get the paint stripper/
brake fluid/ammonia/oven cleaner on the
inside.
Harold

GLUING PUSHBUTTONS ON AMI E-120
Hi Mike and Harold:
Thanks for your help over the past couple
of months: time for me to give something back
perhaps.
I recently dismantled the selector bank on
my AMI E-120 (see p. 5 in the May issue) , and
took out all of the metal rods from the buttons.
After much experimentation, the adhesive I
liked best was Locktite 242 Threadlocker.
Reasons were these:
It is very thin when applied, rather than
epoxy which is a bit “bulky”. My concern with
epoxy is that it could get stuck at the base of
the slot and cause the buttons to be uneven.
Plus of course it’s a bit sticky and the application timing is critical.
It stays liquid for a long time, and is easy to
wipe away if you apply a bit too much, unlike
superglue.
I have no idea how long it will last, but they

feel rock solid at the moment! One small drop
was enough.
Secondly, while I find the parts suppliers do
a “fantastic job and generally provide a good
value, there are some products which seem
like a lot of money for what you get. Specifically, the repro foils for refurbishing Seeburg
“C”, etc. I think I may have found a commercial
source for these, just got the catalog through
the post and they do all sorts of finishes.
The company is Rosco (www.rosco.com)
and they supply all over the world. As an
example, silver or gold grid flex mirror costs
$74 for 4.5 metres X 61 cm - about 2’ wide by
15’ long. Now, that’s the price here in Eng-land
and I’m “certain” that it would be more like $50
in America because...that’s the way things
are over here!
There are all manner of different finishes;
even one which looks perfect for my AMI E-

120. I’ll send a photo when it’s finished.
Head office in America is 800-767-2669. I
hope this might be of some help.
Chris Topham, Ashington, England
Dear Chris:
Thanks for the tech hint on the AMI buttons.
These should always be checked whenever
working on an AMI of this vintage (D's, E's,
etc.) I’ve seen these spit buttons clear across
the room.
Rosco materials are usually sold through
theater supply places. You can most likely find
something close, and for an AMI it probably
won’t matter too much. Making exact reproductions is expensive, and for the low quantities involved, the parts suppliers have to charge
enough to recoup their investment and hopefully make a profit.
Harold

STRIPPED AMI CASTER STEMS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
One more question before I go. My AMI E120’s wheels are stripped. What do you recommend for replacements and where can I
purchase them.
I hope to hear from you at your convenience
and I thank you for your help in advance.
Fred Campos, Cape Coral, Florida
When you say wheels, I’m guessing you’re
talking about the casters. Not sure which
casters the AMI E uses. Are they the ones with
the threaded shaft like the D’s and earlier? I

haven’t found any replacements for them.
If so, you have two choices. Either way
remove the original casters and the brackets
they screw into.
The first is to go to rectangular base casters you can get from any caster supplier.
These can be held on with large wood screws,
or bolts through the floor.
The other way is to go to the caster sockets
like the 50’s Seeburgs use, and then use the
2” plug-in caster like the 40’s Wurlitzers use
(Faultless EW439R). The 2 1/2” Seeburg cast-
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ers would also work - just make sure you
position them to have clearance.
This requires boring 9/16” holes in the floor,
but I think it’s a better solution. You can get
these from Victory Glass or probably A1 Jukebox.
Whatever casters you use, they should
have a 2” hard rubber wheel. Plastic wheels
are not satisfactory.
Harold

TOUCHING UP WRINKLE FINISH ON AMI D40
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
While recently restoring an AMI D40,
I discovered a way to freshen up some
wrinkle finished parts. As long as the
finish is still intact (not worn, scratched,
scraped up). I clean the part thoroughly
with soap and water (sometimes for the
really dirty ones a 409 type cleaner is
necessary) and a nail brush to work the
dirt out of the wrinkles. Rinse when done.
I then dry it with a hair dryer to get all the
water outta those places we don’t want it
to be. I then mask off the areas I don’t want
to color. I say “color” because I do not use
spray paint but instead I use a product

called Marhyde. It is a car interior vinyl
coloring that is advertised to soak into the
vinyl. It really does a nice job! I have used
it on all kinds of wrinkle finished parts, like
the tranfer motors and the small junction
box on the 500 mech. I also use it on the
wire casings from the motors, it colors the
vinyl nicely. Just remember to treat it like
a spray paint when using. Mask everything off and I find a few light coats to color
then a final heavier coat to give a uniform
finish.
Thanks
Pat Reese, Warrington, PA

BARE WIRING IN AMI F-120
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I previously wrote you, mentioning an AMI
F120 and a Wurlitzer 2800 that I was looking
at, and questions that came to my mind, more
of a bewildered “If I get one of these, where do
I go next?”
I have since purchased the AMI. It’s in
pretty good shape, and as you said, the selection mechanism is pretty easy to understand.
After a few adjustments I made, it now works
for selections 41-120 as well as the initial 40
that were already working, and the needle now
sets down at the beginning of the record, not
the middle. I intend to replace the cartridge as
you suggest. Then I’ll look at re-capping the
amp. Currently, the woofer is making plenty of
sound, but the high frequency horn doesn’t
make a peep. I haven’t even begun to investigate. What do think I should look for first?
I asked about wiring that was missing insulation, and you asked if I was talking about the
zip cord in the cabinet. I think zip cord means
two wire AC cord like used in lamps. If so, yes,
there’s a bit of that that needs replacing. :-)
The part I’m really concerned about, though,
involves the cloth-covered wires used in the
selection mechanism’s harness. There’s an
area in the upper left hand corner of the lower
compartment where it looks like a mouse
decided the insulation would make great nesting material, and an inch or two has been
removed from ten or so conductors; fortunately, they don’t seem to be touching. I
suppose my first fix will be to wrap these with

electrical tape (individually, of course!). Do
you think I should eventually replace these
wires somehow?
Thanks for all your help!
Steve Wahl, Chanhassen, MN
I gave you some wrong advice on the
cartridge in a previous letter. I was thinking
those still had the Astatic 51 style cartridge,
but they have the GE magnetic.
I still replace them with the Pfanstiehl
P132D, but it also takes a minor modification
in the amplifier. Basically, it takes a voltage
divider on the input to reduce the voltage to the
amp. Otherwise it will overload.
For your high frequency horn, there are two
possibilities. First, the horn itself is bad. You’ll
probably have to take the wires loose from the
horn, and momentarily connect 1.5 volts from
a D-cell across the terminals. If you hear
noise, the horn is OK. If not, then it will have to
be rebuilt by a reconing shop.
The second possibility is a capacitor in the
“Frequency Dividing Network” (crossover).
There are a couple of 20 MFD non-polarized
capacitors in it (it’s located in the ceiling of the
cabinet towards the right).
As far as the wires, I wouldn’t recommend
electrical tape. It will eventually come loose.
There are two ways to go. If the bare spot
is fairly short, and there’s a little slack in the
wires, then cut the wire, and slip a length of 1/
8” heat shrink tubing over one of the loose
ends. It should be a half-inch or so longer than
the bare spot. Make sure it’s back far enough
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that it won’t get heated when you solder the
wires.
Now overlap the ends a quarter inch or so
and twist them together, then solder. Once it’s
cooled, slide the heat shrink so no bare wire is
showing, and heat it to shrink.
If the bare section is longer (or there’s no
slack), then you’ll probably have to splice a
section in. Cut the original wire so a quarter
inch or so of bare wire is showing at each cut
end. Then cut a piece of hookup wire about 3/
4” longer than the piece you cut out. Cut two
pieces of heat shrink about an inch long and
slide them on as before, one on each cut end.
Now splice and solder the piece of hookup
wire at each end, slide the heat shrink on, and
heat to shrink.
Antique Electronic Supply sells cloth covered hookup wire. If you do one wire at a time,
you shouldn’t have to worry about colors.
Harold

100 pF

to HF switch

1 meg

.047
12K

Take .047 capacitor loose from input jack, and
install divider network. 100 pico farad capacitor
may have to be adjusted to balance treble

CARTRIDGES
AMI RECORD EATER
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a Rowe/AMI, model MM5. I have
been told it is one of the last tube models.
With a new needle and new records the
machine plays certain records and destroys
others. The number on the needle is N0014.
Is there another needle that will play all
records properly? The previous owner put
putty under the arm at the curve about three
inches behind the needle. He also supplied
the needle.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Bob Runt, Medina, OH
Dear Bob:
Putty under the tone arm? Don’t they put
quarters on top of the tone arms anymore?

The first thing to do is get rid of the putty and
check the tracking. You’ll need to pick up a
tracking gauge from a stereo store. As as
offhand guess, these probably track around
4-5 grams.
The second thing is to get your needle from
a jukebox supply dealer. The needles you
get at a stereo store won’t handle the tracking necessary for a jukebox. There are several dealers that advertise in Always Jukin’.
The needles sold for jukeboxes have a lower
compliance to handle the increased tracking
pressure. Also check to see if you have the
right cartridge (Shure M44C).
If your model has the tone arm on the left
side, then the cartridge should be mounted

backwards in the tone arm. I’ve seen a couple
of these where a former owner turned the
cartridge around because he thought it looked
wrong, I guess.
The needle number doesn’t sound familiar
to me. I think those use the N44 needle.
Anyone who is capable of putting putty on a
tone arm is capable of putting the cartridge in
backwards and using the wrong needle.
I’m amazed they still were using tube-type
amplifiers this late (1971), but they actually
had tube amplifiers as an option for a couple
of years beyond 1971. We’ve supplied a
service manual, so hopefully you can get this
jukebox performing well (they are great
sounding when working properly).
Harold

NEEDLES FOR AMI F
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a Model F AMI jukebox. The carriage seems to work fine on the even number
selections, but on the odd numbers the carriage switch lever jams behind the tripped
selection finger. Could the SR (1) work alright
on even numbers, the back row of selection
fingers, and not on the odd or front row?
I was also wondering if anyone carries
needles for the model F with a model 800
carriage. The needle number is 21-4515; or
is there a new cartridge that can be installed?
I would appreciate any help or information
you can give me to the above questions.
Roger Andreasen, Blair, NE
Dear Roger:
I don’t think a month could go by without
some sort of AMI selector problem.
Technically, though, this isn’t a selector
problem, as it is making the selections OK, it
just isn’t picking them up properly.
You probably realize this, but there are two
microswitches and two lever assemblies,
one for the odd selections, and one for the
even selections. It sounds to me that the

microswitch for the odd selections (toward
the front of the machine) is not functioning
properly, or the lever assembly is not actuating the microswitch. Anyway, this is where
you should be looking.
Regarding needles, there are two possibilities for the “F”. Some F’s used the slide in
needle like the G’s, but most used an Lshaped needle. Send a sketch, and also, if
it’s a slide-in needle, the width, to make sure
I know which needle you need. The number
21-4515 sounds like an old WICO number,
which isn’t in the new catalog. The needle
picture is from a 1956 WICO catalog, but
they have changed their catalog numbers
since then.
This is all assuming that you have the
original GE magnetic cartridge in your jukebox. The confusing thing is that there are
about 4 different versions of this cartridge
used in the various AMI models, including
one stereo version.
I got a shock as there were no dealers
advertising needles in the June issue. Supplying needles is a difficult business anyway,
as so many machines have replacement
cartridges in them, and sometimes the only
way to get the right replacement is to have
the customer send the old needle. I have to
find needles for customers over the phone
sometimes at my other job. As an example,
for a Seeburg M100C, it could have the
original blackhead, the Seeburg redhead,
one of three or four conversion cartridges
that have been made through the years, or
the new Pickering replacement. Occasion15

ally I see an early 50’s Seeburg with a stereo
tonearm and the stereo redhead. I can ask
the customer to describe the cartridge, but
believe me, some people couldn’t describe
the difference between a dog and a cat over
the phone.
I’m pretty sure that you have the L-shaped
needle. These are available - see possible
sources in "Stereo Replacement Cartridge"
letter, and check back issues for telephone
numbers.
The alternative is replacing the cartridge
with a stereo magnetic cartridge, such as the
Shure M44E, or the RS500 from Radio Shack,
and wiring both channels in parallel. You’ll
have to adjust the tracking, but you will get
better sound.
Harold

TONE ARM HITS TRANSFER ARM IN AMI K
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
When the odd number selections are
made the selection plays fine. The problem
comes in when an even number is selected.
The tone arm hits the transfer arm.
Stephen Crane, Margate, NJ
Dear Stephen:

It sounds to me as if the tone arm height is
too low. It’s always a little disconcerting to
watch the needle hit the transfer arm and
bounce over it (I’m sure it does a world of
good to the needle tip).
The tone arm height adjustment is the

screw that points upward under the center of
the tone arm. What I like to do is make an
even selection, then turn off the mechanism
switch just before the tone arm gets to the
transfer arm. Then you can adjust the height
so that the needle just clears.
Harold

CARTRIDGE REPLACEMENT IN AMI JAN200
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have recently purchased a Rowe model
JAN200, in extremely bad shape. I have
succeeded in getting it operational, installing
a cap kit, new tubes in the amplifier, and I am
in the process of restoring the cabinet. I
would like to replace the cartridge. My problem is, I am trying to locate a replacement
cartridge. It has a Shure M77DA, which is no
longer available. I understand that the M77DA
has a tracking force of 4-5 grams. Would you
know of another cartridge that can replace
the M77DA?
Thank you for your time.
Dennis Downing, Staten Island, NY
Dear Dennis:
Is your M77DA missing or shot? Or do you
just want to replace it on general principles?
If you want to stay original, needles are
available and if it's missing I’m sure I could
come up with a used cartridge. If you just
want to replace it, there are a couple ways to
go.
The later AMI’s and Rock-Olas used a

Shure M44C (I think that’s the right number).
These have been available, but were a little
pricey (but if you’ve been buying 7868’s for
your amp, you’re used to that). Home Arcade
is selling Shure M35C’s as a replacement,
but I’m not sure they will handle 5 grams. You
might try calling them to see what their tracking rating is.
Radio Shack sells their “DJ” cartridge, the
DJ500, for about $30. It’s made by Stanton,
and is made to withstand abuse and heavy
tracking.

I’ve been doing a ceramic cartridge conversion, using the Pfanstiehl P132D. This
handles the tracking with no problem, and
sounds good. It takes modification to the
preamp input, which I’ve drawn below.You
may have to try different values for the 150
pF to get the right amount of treble.
When you’re connecting up your new cartridge, remember to reverse phase the two
channels. The black goes to the “-” for one
channel, and the “+” for the other.
Harold
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AMI MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI/Rowe “Bandstand” (196566) model #JAO200. I need a new cartridge
for it. The one in it is a Shure M-77DA. I know
WICO sells a direct replacement, but what
other (better, if any) type can I use? I want a
good sounding one with hopefully a smaller
(more modern) stylus in it. The original needle,
if it were any bigger, could play 78’s instead
of 45’s.
Next, I need to replace or either replace or
rebuild my turntable motor. The motor is
quiet & plays the correct speeds (33 1/3 and
45 RPM) but transmits rumble to the tonearm/platter. I also need the three rubber
mounts (these might take care of the problem by themselves). I would also like to get
the matching AMI wallbox (model WRA or
WRB Wall-ette).
I’m new to jukeboxes. Your classifieds are
the largest I have seen in any of the “Trade
Journals” I subscribe to. I thought I would

write to you (Dr. Know-It-All) to see who you
recommend or if you have the above parts.
One other question: what is the machine
worth? (after above repairs are completed).
It works great mechanically/electrically (I had
it repaired by Jukeboxes Etcetera in Glendora
- they did an excellent job - thanks, Martin R.)
The cosmetics (including the animation unit)
are in great shape. Thank you for the good
help/time.
Rick Force, Mira Loma, CA
Dear Rick,
The M77 is kind of an obsolete cartridge.
The later AMI’s and the Rock-Olas went to
the M44C, which is similar to the cartridge
that WICO sells (Home Arcade also sells
them). These are a good cartridge - I can’t
see any reason not to use one.
Home Arcade also sells the rubber turntable motor grommets. Replace these and oil
the motor (be careful not to get the oil on the
motor shaft and rubber idler wheel), and the
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rubber grommets will probably take care of
your problem. When you install them, make
sure the weight of the motor is supported by
the pointed ends of the grommets.
As far as the wallbox, you’ll probably have
to advertise. I doubt if you’ll have too much
trouble finding one.
I’m not too fond of giving values for jukeboxes, especially without seeing it, and the
guides don’t go this late. Also, I run the risk of
offending people or hurting their feelings.
The “Console” style jukeboxes are still relatively low in value (we usually price them at
$600 to 1000 at Jukebox City). For a very
nice cabinet, it could go higher. The AJ Price
Guide lists it at $1800 tops (retail).
Look at it this way - they have nowhere to
go but up. And as the earlier jukeboxes get
scarcer and more expensive, these are bound
to appreciate .
Harold

REMOVING GROUND STRAP IN AMI REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE
I just purchased one of the new replacement cartridges from Ken Arnold (the ones
that take the place of the Shure M77DA). I
intended the cartridge for an AMI JAM.
Well, as we all know on the AMI’s you
have to reverse the leads on one channel for
the amp to function properly. After installing
the new cartridge as per the manual, I made
a selection and to my surprise no sound!

Well, I checked the wiring - it looked good. So
I tried hooking it up without the leads reversed. It played and sounded good, but no
AMI oomph. So a quick call to Ken for some
info. resulted in a referral to Bill Bickers who
was nice enough to explain to me that the
new Pickering cartridges have a ground strap
that needs to be removed for service in an
AMI.

Without modifying the cartridge, when you
reverse one of the leads as the manual
states, the positive then becomes grounded
to the chassis which then kills the sound. So
with a mini screwdriver I pried u p the ground
strap and pulled it out before installation.
Once it was back in my jukebox, the first
selection gave me that classic jukebox sound
AMI does so well.
Pat Reese, Warrington, PA

LATE ROWE TONE ARM
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
In 1950 to around 1967 the tone arm is on
the right hand side of the ROWE/AMI mechanism as you open up the machine, then from
1968 to the present the tone arm is on the left
side of the mechanism. I would like to know
why Rowe/AMI did this.
Mark Brennan, East Peoria, IL
Dear Mark:
That’s an interesting question. I’ve looked

at these mechanisms a few times and wondered too.
Actually, it sort of makes sense. The motor
that operates the gripper arm and tone arm is
on the left, and by putting the tone arm on the
left also, it keeps all this mechanical linkage
is one area. I think it helped keep the overall
size of the mechanism to a minimum.
I’m really impressed with the compactness
of the Rowe mechanism.

It does look funny to watch these play the
record, as the record turns backwards under
the tone arm. This necessitated their installing the cartridge backwards, which also looks
funny.
I’ve worked on two of these where someone had replaced the cartridge and installed
it in the usual direction in the tone arm, so that
the cartridge was actually facing the wrong
way on the record
Harold

AMI VARIABLE RELUCTANCE CARTRIDGE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a 1954 AMI F-80 jukebox and the
cartridge finally went away. So I called two or
three different companies to order a new
cartridge. They all sent me the same cartridge, the Astatic 51-1. I tried all of them,
none of them worked, and as you know,
nobody will take any electrical components
back. So, I finally got a repair manual and it
said that this box required a VARIABLE
RELUCTANCE CARTRIDGE, and by spending lots of money on telephone calls, I found
one in it’s original box in St. Louis from the
Coin Return, and it worked perfectly. Now my
question, when this cartridge goes away,
what do I have to do to use the three 51-1’s
I now have, because I think I have the only

Variable Reluctance Cartridge in the world.
I would also like to know where I might find
a repair manual for a Seeburg LPC 480.
Thank you for your consideration.
John W Morton, Springfield, MO.
Dear John,
You’re not alone in the world. AMI used the
GE Variable Reluctance cartridge through
the Continentals. Actually, they used about 4
versions of the GE VRII series (in fact, I think
that there were two version used in the F).
After the Continental, they went to a Shure
cartridge, which is also variable reluctance,
but of a more modern design.
These GE cartridges are pretty long-lived,
and I wouldn’t think you should have to worry
about replacing it again. I have installed

ceramic cartridges in these, but it does require modification of the amplifier (see the
JAN article for the modifications to the amplifier. You would wire both channels of the
P132D in parallel for the F).
As far as your 51’s, you have two choices.
Either save them in case you get a jukebox
that uses one, or advertise to sell them and
try to recoup as much of your investment as
you can. I’m surprised that three places sent
you the wrong cartridge.
Two or three months ago, I had an AJ
subscriber recommend the Radio Shack
RS500DJ cartridge for these.
Do we know where you can get a manual?
Right here. We have an AMR reprint for
$39.95, plus $3.95 shipping.
Harold

AMI CARTRIDGE CONVERSION
A great cartridge conversion for the AMI
models G, H, and the mono Continentals, is
to replace the GE magnetic cartridge with the
RS500DJ cartridge from Radio Shack. These
are made by Stanton, and are designed for
up to 5 grams tracking pressure, but they will
stand more than that. These are made for the
portable DJ machines (the ones where they
play the record backwards, sideways, and

every other direction) and are built very ruggedly. The sound quality is phenomenal, and
they track much better on stereo records
than the original cartridge.
To install, both channels must be connected in parallel. Otherwise, other than possibly having to adjust tracking pressure and
tone arm height, there are no modifications
to make.
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The catalog number for the cartridge is 422794, and the price is $29.95. A replacement
needle (catalog number 42-2793) costs
$19.95.
Nick deCarlis, Gainesville, FL
If they will stand up to “back-cueing and
scratch-mixing”, as the catalog states, they
will surely stand up to jukebox use.
Harold

TRACKING PRESSURE ON AMI D-40
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Hey...on an AMI D-40 with the Astatic 51
cartridge (3 mil needle).... According to my
Astatic spec sheet, this cartridge has a tracking force of 8 grams. Out of curiosity, I measured the tracking on my D-40 and found that
it is WAY over 10 grams. My gauge stops at 10
grams, but it continued to try to go past this
mark with considerable force. Judging by the
way it was moving I’d say it’s somewhere
around 15+ grams...WAY TOO MUCH.
Now...how in the heck do you adjust the
tracking force on these mechs? With the tone
arm pivot so near the back end of the arm, it

will take considerable additional counterweight
to get it lighter. So much that I’m sure it will look
gaudy as can be, if you can even get it done.
Any ideas?????
Thanks again,
Mark Krieger, Seymour, IN
Dear Mark:
Unfortunately, there is no easy way to do
this.
What I’ve done in the past, and it’s not easy
to do, is to attach a spring to the back end of the
tone arm (by drilling a small hole at the very
rear). I can’t remember what I attached the

lower end of the spring to - I think I mounted a
tab from the horizontal plate. It wasn’t too
objectionable to look at, but was tricky to get
the right tension.
Normally, the Astatic 51 has no problem
with tracking up to 20 or 30 grams (although I
did get some once that weren’t made right). If
you’re playing original 78’s, 15 grams isn’t a
problem. Vinyl and repro 78’s should be under
10.
Harold

LIGHTENING AMI D-40 TONE ARM
The question was asked a few months ago
about lightening the tracking on a 40 play AMI.
The one I just worked on was a 45 conversion,
so it had the longer tone arm with very little rear
overhang.
I drilled and tapped a hole in the rear for a 440 screw. Then attached a solder lug under
the locknut for the height adjustment screw
under the rear of the tone arm, to attach the
lower end of a spring.
Finding a spring is the hardest part. Having
an assortment of small springs is a big help.
Every time you junk something out, save all

the small springs (and other hardware, too).
Junked record changers, tape decks, and
VCR’s are good sources.
Don’t put the nut on the screw until you find
123
123
123
123
123

the proper spring. It may have to be adjusted
for length and the ends reformed. Use a gram
gauge to measure the tracking at the cartridge
end. 8-10 grams is probably the best you can
do with this model.
Once you have the proper spring, slide the
upper end on the screw then put a nut on,
screw it into the tone arm and tighten the nut
against the tone arm. Make sure it doesn’t
stick out the back of the tone arm any more
than possible (clearance to the records or
blue rings is minimal).
Harold

NEEDLES FOR ROWES AND ROCK-OLAS
Hi Harold,
Regarding the needles used in Rowes and
Rock-Olas with the Shure N44 cartridge, originally Rock-Ola used the N44C, tracking at 35 grams. Rowe used the N44E. The C is the
conical tip, the E elliptical. I believe the tone
arm design determines which needle to use,

but I’ve used generics in the C or E version
with no noticeable difference.
For the tone arm reject switch in the RockOla, remember that the point gap must be
minimal. It’s only the needle in the groove that
pushes the blade. Too large a gap and the
needle will jump back. These tone arms were

designed so that if they skipped, they would
move towards the end of the record. For the
needle to jump back in the beginning or middle
of a record, look for a bind in the tone arm
pivots or shaft as you did, or lack of slack in the
tone arm cable.
Charlie Maier, Philadelphia, PA

AMI D-40 TONEARM SPRING
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I saw your tech hint in the latest issue of AJ
about lightening the tone arm on the AMI D-40
with a spring on the rear. That looks like a great
way to do it.
I have used a different method for years. I
was able to obtain some real ‘soft’ compression springs from some salvaged assemblies
at work before I retired. The springs are about
one inch in diameter, 1 1/2 inches long and
use a wire diameter of about .030 (30 thousandths) of an inch. I simply place the spring
under the tone arm, letting is sit on the bracket

underneath. The tone arm weight keeps it
there. I can adjust tracking pressure somewhat by moving the spring closer to the arm
pivot (heavier) or toward the cartridge to lighten
the tracking. I have used this on my AMI C and
D-40 for years. The great part about this is no
drilling or modification of any kind. The question is: Great; where do we get the springs?
Good question.
I have recently checked the spring stocks
at various retail hardware supplies but have
found nothing like these springs. I’ll keep looking and maybe something suitable will turn up.
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I pass this along in case readers have access
to similar springs.
Bob Burke, Media, Pa
Dear Bob:
I’ve tried using compression springs but
have always had trouble keeping them in place
(the ones I had, at least).
Springs are a really difficult item. The spring
manufacturers want you to buy 10000 at a
time. The selection at hardware stores is
usually for larger or stiffer springs. The best
source I’ve found is from junking out old record
changers/tape decks/VCR’s etc. Harold

USING SHURE CARTRIDGE IN AMI JAK
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Hello Harold! I am buying a really nice
AMI-JAK-200. Although this is a mono
jukebox, I would like to install a stereo
cartridge. This jukebox has the original
G.E. VRII cartridge. I read in this month’s
issue about installing a Stanton 500EL. I
assume the G.E. VRII is of the magnetic
variety and no additional pre-amp is

necessary. Is it possible to install the
more common Shure M44, like a lot of
other jukeboxes use? The blue needles
for the M44’s are a lot cheaper (a couple
of years ago I bought a handful from a
local JB distributor for $3 ea.) rather than
buying Stanton needles for $20+. What
are your words of wisdom?
Thank you,

Dan Shay, Fresno, CA
Dear Dan:
The Shure cartridge should work OK.
Your only problem will be the tracking
pressure. You’ll probably have to reduce
it.
If there’s a grounding strap on the
cartridge, remove it. Then wire the two
channels in parallel.
Harold

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE FOR AMI'S
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’ve got a tech hint for making AMI H & I
sound great. I put a new cartridge of the make:
STANTON 500 EL. This is a dj cartridge that
can have 5 grams of weight. It is a stereo but
you just have to put the ground together and
the l&r together. You don’t have to change
anything on the amp. This cartridge is an
American made cartridge so it’s not hard to
get. I make more than 20 AMI’s with this
cartridge and they all sound great. For a
heavenly sound make sure the amp is a good
rebuilt one, put a 12 inch guitar full range

speaker and a new tweeter with filter and it
sounds like a Seeburg V200. The speakers
are optional for most people only the cartridge
is enough.
For rumble stop: always clean the motor
inside and look if the bushings are not worn.
The spring on the motor shaft may not stick
above the shaft. Be sure that begin and ending
of the spring is not pointing outside (when the
motor runs put your finger to the shaft. It must
run smooth. When there are new idler wheels
for sale than it’s best to replace it.

Regards :
Ivo Dalemans, Belgium
Dear Ivo:
Thanks. I believe the DJ cartridge is available in the US through Radio Shack. It’s one of
the few magnetic cartridges that will handle
the tracking. Also, it’s rugged as its made for
abuse.
You could also use it in the later stereo
AMI’s. Just remember to reverse the phasing
on one channel.
Harold

NEEDLE FOR AMI F
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’ve got my recently purchased AMI F playing music (it sounded like crap until I swapped
out a bad 12AU7, then “Whoa!” These things
sound nice), but the original needle is shot
(naturally). Well, here’s the thing. It’s one of
those funky GE VR cartridges. I don’t know
what the original type and correct needle is.
Mine’s a VRII, but I thought the F was originally
an RPX.
I’m half thinking of dumping the VRII and
putting an NP/AC in there - it’s a conversion
I’ve heard works well, as the NP/AC can take
the high tracking force and has comparable
output. Any second opinions on this?
Anyway, I’m not sure which needle the VRII
takes. Victory Glass sells a few Pfanstiehl

needle types for AMI’s of this vintage, but I’m
not sure which goes into a VRII, and I’m not
sure the VRII is the right cartridge for the AMI
F anyway.
Then again, I’ve heard the VRII’s are a
touchy setup (mine sure is), and that they
really hate stereo records anyway, so it’s
better to just convert it out. Any thoughts on
this?
Phillip Nagadowski
Dear Phillip:
The F had a one year only cartridge. You
can tell it because the needle is one piece, and
L-shaped.
The later models used a separate holder
for the needles, and the needle tips slid into the
end of the holder.

I think the VRII used the later design, so
probably someone has replaced the cartridge.
If you stay with the original cartridge, you
may have to send the needle tip in for comparison (to make sure you get the right replacement). Either to Victory Glass or Ed Saunders
(Jukemania).
The VRII doesn’t have much vertical compliance, so its performance on stereo records
is marginal.
I’ve heard the NP/AC works well but haven’t
had personal experience with it. I usually go
with a ceramic stereo cartridge (the Pfanstiehl
P132D), but it requires modifying the amplifier.
Harold

1973 ROWE RI-1G SETS DOWN 1/2” IN
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a question about my AMI/Rowe RI1G. When I turn it on after – let’s say – a day
of non-use, it starts normally playing the first
selection from the starting groove of the
record.
After 4-5 selections the needle starts setting
down on the record at about ½” from the outer
edge, sometimes more, sometimes less.
It does not do this every time I turn it on
after a day of non-use; yesterday in the evening

all the selections started correctly at 1/10”
from the record edge.
Do you think I have some backlash in the
sector gear, or that the spring washer at the
base of the arm cam is not well compressed
or whatever?
Mario Melara, Italy
Dear Mario:
This is awfully difficult to figure what’s
happening from here. I can offer a couple of
thoughts.
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First, make sure the vertical tone arm pivot
isn’t too tight. If the arm hesitated setting
down, it might drift inward a little before the
needle touched the record.
The brass spring clip inside the cam should
prevent the tone arm from swinging in too far.
You may have to stop power just before the
tone arm sets down and manually turn the
cam to watch the action.
Harold

COIN SYSTEMS
FREE PLAY AMI A
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
How do you free play a AMI A?
Jon Spangrud, Plano, TX
Dear Jon:
There are a couple of ways to do this.
Unfortunately, the manual doesn’t have any
pictures of this assembly, but it isn’t too

difficult a procedure.
On these, the credit wheel is the one that
looks like a squirrel cage. On the right are the
three credit ratchets, each one operated by a
solenoid connected to a coin switch. If you
can tie down either the dime or quarter solenoid (the center one or the back one), it will

effectively free play it.
Alternatively, to the left of the squirrel cage
is a ratchet that moves the wheel down one
position for each selection. You can remove
the ratchet tooth from the lever and this also
free plays it.
Harold

FREE PLAYING AN AMI A
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI A that is missing the coin
gear. I would like to be able to bypass the
coin gear and make this free play if this is
possible.
Dan Callahan, Foley, AL
Dear Dan:
I checked out the schematic. I think it is
possible, but there is a minor complication.
I made a simplified schematic. As you can
see, there isn’t much to the wiring in the
cabinet. The circuit goes from the minus
through the coils, then the switches, to the
coin gear.
The complication is that when you make a
selection, the selector coil is in series with a
relay coil in the coin gear. Thus, the selector
coil isn’t made for the full DC supply.
The easy answer is to just jumper lines 2
and 3. But I think it would be better to have a
resistor between these two lines.
The second complication is that I don’t

know what value the resistor should be, so It
will have to be found by trial and error.
I’d start with about 50 ohms. Try a number
of selections to see if it selects reliably. If not,
try a lower value, and work your way down
until the selectors work reliably. Use a 5 watt
resistor for the final value.
Note that there is a small danger with this
circuit. If someone holds their finger on a
button too long, it could blow a fuse or possibly damage a coil.
Harold
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(To Coin Gear)

AMI CONTINENTAL FREE-PLAY
Dear Dr Know-It-All:
How do you put an AMI Continental on
continuous Free Play?
Art Brame, N. Wilkesboro, NC
Dear Art:
This is an easy one
(I know - I did it to my
own Continental).
As you look in from
the rear, the accumulator assembly is
the box on the left
about halfway up.
Take the cover off,
and you’ll see a big
solenoid inside. This
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is the subtract solenoid, and all you have
to do is cut one of the wires to the
solenoid coil. Then you just have to
make sure you have some credit, and
without the subtract solenoid operating,
that credit will remain.
Harold

AMI J COIN SYSTEM PROBLEMS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Just writing to let you know I’ve finally
found a silver age jukebox I could afford!
I am the proud owner of a 1959 AMI
JBJ120. And I love it! It took me roughly
150 hours to restore. I’ve never been
prouder of a project I’ve undertaken. My
wife was very understanding. I spent every minute of time I had in the basement
workshop. Needless to say she’s very
impressed with the finished product.
It plays beautifully but there is still one
bug in it I’m having trouble with, so once
again I’d like to draw upon your wisdom.
With the subtract coil disconnected it works
fine as a free play machine. I would like
however to return it to coin play, as soon
as I find a coin acceptor for it. The problem
is in the credit add and subtract unit or in
part of this circuitry. When the nickel coin
switch is operated it sends 3 pulses instead of one, and the (15ç or more) light
appears. This also happens when the half
dollar coin switch is operated (3 pulses
again). The dime switch acts like a nickel
switch (1 pulse) and the quarter switch
acts like a dime (2 pulses). I thought about
the wires being crossed, but then I couldn’t
account for the 3 pulses on two of the
switches.
The credit unit seems to add and subtract credit but never returns to the home
position, only as far back as the nickel
position. If I operate the reset armature
with my finger it returns easily and does
not bind.
When I add credit at the service switch
(which also advances the credit wheel 3
pulses or 15ç) or at the coin switch, the
mech starts working on its own and selects F20 every time. This seems to stop
once the machine has warmed up.
I realize I said one problem earlier in my
letter and then went on and on, but I think
they are all related, and I like my explanations to be thorough.
Is it normal for the mechanism to take 22
seconds to scan one full rotation?
Mauro De Simone, Rexdale, Ontario
Dear Mauro:
After reading this letter, It just sounds to
me that someone has made some modifications to change the pricing structure on
the jukebox.
Trouble is, I’d just about have to be a
psychic to know what all they’ve done. I’m
going to stick my neck out, and make a
guess what's been done. I think they’ve
probably modified it for 2 plays for a quarter.

You don’t have the slug rejector (coin
acceptor), so you can’t tell what they did to
it. To make this work, they would have had
to switch wires around at the coin switch
terminal board, and wired the quarter
switch wire to the coin accumulator dime
wire. This would add 2 to the accumulator
wheel when a quarter was deposited.
This would also require modifying the
slug rejector so that it would no longer
accept nickels, dimes, or half dollars.
In addition, since the accumulator wheel
counts in increments of 5ç, originally (for
dime play) it would increment down 2
positions every time you made a
10ç selection (3 notches for EP). Thus,
they’ve also modified it (in the selector
assembly) to only count down one position for a regular selection.
You’ve got your work cut out if you want
to put this back on dime play. The first
thing is that you’ll have to sort out the wires
to the coin switch.
The second is to figure out why the
accumulator is only notching up 3 positions on the wire that’s now connected to
the nickel switch. This is probably the wire
that’s supposed to be connected to the
quarter switch. Normally, the solenoid is
supposed to pull it around 6 positions, so
something must be blocking it. The nickel
wire connects through a second solenoid
that blocks it from rotating more than one
position, while the dime wire connects
through a third solenoid that prevents it
from rotating more than 2 positions. These
seem to be working - other than the wires
being connected to the wrong switches.
But something has to be preventing it from
rotating the full 6 notches if the quarter
wire is selected.
If you can get the add solenoids working
right, then you have to figure out why it’s
only counting down one notch. There are
a pair of switches in the selector assembly
(pulse generator). See the diagram on
page 19 of the selector section of your
manual (also below). The left hand cam
switch is pulsed twice every time you
make a selection. In addition, if the EP
switch is in the EP position (closed), the
right hand switch is pulsed once, making
a total of three.
I’m not familiar with the EP switch arrangement on these. The manual only
shows one EP switch, so I’m assuming
there is a mechanical arrangement with
little tabs you move to actuate the switch
for the letters you want to be EP. One
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possibility is that they have moved all the
tabs to the EP position and disconnected
the left hand (subtract 2) switch on the
drawing. So the right hand (EP) switch,
which only pulses once, is the only one
connected.
If the EP tabs are not in position, then
they’ve modified the cam so the left hand
switch only pulses once (by cutting off a
lobe). Or else they've switched connections between the two switches.
This would explain why it never counts
down to the zero credit position. It takes
two credits (10ç) to activate the selectors,
but only counts down one notch, to the 5ç
credit position.
As I said earlier, you have your work cut
out. It’s going to take some detective work
to sort this one out.
I'm not sure I'd want to go to this much
trouble if it were my own. One thing for
sure - I'd ignore the half dollars.
On your second problem (the selectors
taking off on their own when you establish
credit), I’m going to stick my neck out
again. On the motor that drives the pulse
generator (in your selectors), in order to
stop rapidly, the armature moves sideways, so the gear disengages, when the
power is cut off. This allows the gear drive
to stop instantaneously, while the armature coasts to a stop. If the motor is not well
enough lubricated, the armature will not
disengage fast enough, and the rotor will
coast too far. If you have no credit, it will
stop, then immediately take off when credit
is established.
On your final question, 22 seconds
seems a little long for one rotation. I worked
on an AMI H recently, and it took about 15
or 16 seconds. It could be that the rectifier
or capacitor in the power supply are a little
weak, or the magazine motor could be
weak or in need of disassembly and lubrication.
Harold

Cam Switches (in selectors)
Std
EP

to reset
magnet

EP Switch

PRICING CHART FOR ROWE RI-1
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I recently purchased a manual for a Rowe
AMI RI-1 from you. In general, it is fine, but
it is missing some information and I wondered if you could help me find it elsewhere.
The manual refers to a pricing chart, contained in the “Envelope Assembly”, that specifies how one sets the three pricing switches

to achieve different pricing combinations.
The chart is not in the manual, so I don’t know
how to set pricing. I wondered if you might
know of a source for this information. Thanks
for any help you can provide.
David Rose, Boston, MA
Dear David:
I checked all our manuals, and none had

the “Envelope Assembly”.
I’m guessing that the Envelope Assembly
was included inside the jukebox originally. If
I’m right, then someone has removed yours
and thrown it away.
The best I can do is to mention it in the
column, and hope that someone has one of
these charts they would sell or make a copy.
Harold

PRICING CHART FOR ROWE R80 THROUGH R83
This was AMI’s second all-electronic credit
unit and was used in their
first Microprocessor Controlled Jukebox models
R-80S through R-83, in
the mid to late 70’s.
These credit computers
were very reliable when
they were used in commercial service and for
the most part could be
considered as “set it and
forget it”. The operation
of the credit computer
could be easily bypassed
with the use of the “Test”
switch on the Selector
Logic Unit.
Enclosed is a photocopy of the original pricing and label chart that
was packed with the machines at the factory. The
self adhesive labels were
installed on a pricing card
behind the glass on the
credit window. This arrangement made setting
up pricing on a new machine quick and easy.
One of the more popular
pricing combinations in
the late 70’s in this area
was 1/25¢, 4/50¢, 9/$1.
Bob
Schappert,
Patterson, NY
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ELECTRICAL
REPLACING AMI-A MICROSWITCHES
After reading in your diary about the
AMI-A, I thought you might be interested
in my solution to the special microswitch
problems.
I mounted a regular long-leaf
microswitch on the gripper rest posts,
one in play position and one in rest
position. These switches operate when
the gripper is fully extended to release
the record. The rest position switch is
called “Left Cam Switch”. The play position switch is called “Right Cam Switch”.

These switches were mounted with 3/4
X 3/4 aluminum angle to the posts.
The stop switch assy. was modified to
use only a two wire cable. A two pole
“Stop Relay” must be added in the small
mech. junction box and extensive wiring
is necessary.
The accompanying schematic explains the circuit. This is a lot of trouble,
but I believe it was worth the effort as I
have done numerous ones in the past
three years and have never had a call

back yet.
Wes Dean, Lizella, GA
Dear Dean:
Thanks for sending this stuff. I’m not
printing the schematic due to space considerations, but will make a copy available to anyone who sends me an SASE.
But this looks like a fairly complex job,
and would only recommend it to the well
experienced.
Harold

AMI D80 BLOWS MECHANISM FUSE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Here’s my second question. On my
AMI D80, the 8/10 amp fuse on the R13
Junction Box blows periodically - seems
to be happening more frequently. The
amp has been rebuilt, selenium rectifier
replaced, grounded line cord installed.
Any suggestions?
Scott Zederbaum, Edison, NJ
Dear Scott:
The 8/10 amp fuse is for the mechanism only, so the problem has to be

there.
First, the 8/10 amp fuse is supposed
to be a “slo-blo” (MDL) type fuse. An
AGC fast-blo fuse may blow even though
the circuit is working OK.
The two most likely problems in the
mechanism are a bad mechanism motor, or a bad coil (Reset Solenoid). Check
the coils to see if they look burnt. Also, if
the reset solenoid sticks or stays energized too long, it will blow the fuse.
I’d take the 8/10 amp fuse out, and

connect an ammeter across the
fuseholder terminals. That way you can
monitor the current as the mechanism
cycles. Note the current draw as the
motors run. It should be on the order of
1/2 ampere. The current draw as the
reset solenoid operates will be higher
than 8/10 amp, but should be of a short
duration.
Harold

AMI BLOWING FUSE TECH HINT
Re: AMI D-80 blows fuse, December
’98, Page 4. Further Suggestions. If the
Doctor’s good advice doesn’t resolve
this bug, I offer the following ideas:
1. First of all, that mechanism is wired
with rubber covered “zip” cord which
deteriorates with age. You need to inspect this wiring carefully for dried out
and cracking insulation because these
old wires can short out and blow the
fuse. They are tricky to replace, but it
must be done if they are bad, especially
when you consider that two of them
carry 120 volts to the turntable motor.
Safety hazard.
2. Also check the four conductor cable
connecting the mechanism and the main
junction box. This rubber insulated cable
can look fine on the outside, but inside

the rubber covered wires may well be
bad. Bend the cable while you listen to it.
If you hear cracking noises when it is
flexed, it’s time to replace it. The most
likely place for this cable to short out is at
the mech. end at the four prong plug.
Carefully remove the small screw that
hold the aluminum plug cover in place.
Look carefully at the wires where they
solder to the contacts. I’ll bet all four are
bare.
I had this cable bad on a Model C
some years ago. It would blow a fuse on
average about once a month. And a new
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fuse would always get it going again.....for
a while. Suitable four conductor cable
can be purchased at Radio Shack.
3. Check the contacts on the selection
relay and the reversing relay located
next to the turntable above the carriage
switches. If they are out of proper adjustment so that the normally open close
before the normally closed opens, this
will create a momentary short as the
relay transfers, blowing the fuse.
Hope this is helpful
Bob Burke, Media, Pa
Dear Bob:
Thanks for the hints. I should have
thought of the rotten wiring the fifties
AMI’s always have.
Harold

AMI D-80 BLOWING FUSE TECH HINT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
As for the blown fuse on the D-80, I
suggest he clean and adjust the exposed switch contacts at the extreme
right side of the mech. The ones actuated by the round tonearm casting. I had
one blow fuses because it would arc and
cause a loud pop in the speaker. Again,
I would check the wires that bend as the

mech scans. I’d replace them anyhow;
they are only almost 50 years old. One
more thing, if his mech doesn’t have the
plastic cap on the end of the actuator
arm for the contacts mentioned above,
I’d urge a couple of turns of electrical
tape to isolate any possible stray voltages.
John Stasek, Homewood, IL

AMI H BLOWING TRANSFORMER FUSE
Dear Dr Know-It-All:
I have an AMI H, 200 selection jukebox. When I make a selection, the only
thing that happens is the pulse generator turns. The pulse converter, credit
unit, etc. do not appear to be getting any
power. It appears that I’m not getting
any DC anywhere. The turntable and
amplifier are getting power. I checked
the 2 amp fast blo located inside the
junction box and it was blown. I replaced the fuse and disconnected everything to the junction box (to make
sure nothing else in the jukebox was
shorting out the power supply) and it still
blows. Also, someone had spliced a
non-polarized plug into the main power
cord.
Is it the rectifier, capacitor, or resistor?
If it’s the rectifier, can I replace it with
current (no pun intended) parts that are
readily available? Also a diagram showing the new replacement would be
greatly appreciated.
Thanks for your help.
Dana Hom, Mill Valley, CA
Dear Dana,
I’ve reprinted the schematic of the
power supply for reference. Looking at

it, I can see three components that could
cause the fuse to blow: the transformer,
the rectifier, or the capacitor.
First, disconnect the transformer wires
from the rectifier assembly. If the fuse
still blows, then it’s the transformer. If
not, then we can move on.
Reconnect the wires to the rectifier,
and disconnect the capacitor. If the fuse
blows, then it’s the rectifier. If not, then it
just about has to be the capacitor.
You can verify this with an ohmmeter.
On the RX1 scale (or the lowest resistance scale of a Digital VOM) measure
across the capacitor and the different
diode sections. If you get zero ohms
anywhere, then that is the bad component.
The resistance across the transformer
secondary is very low (well under one
ohm), so you probably won’t be able to
measure it. If the transformer is bad,
you’ll probably be able to smell it.
The diodes can be replaced by a pair
of ECG 156 or equivalent. You might
want to put a 1 ohm 5 watt resistor in
series with the common cathode connection of the silicon diodes to limit peak
current. You can mount these components on tie points. The band on the
diodes correspond to the cathodes (the
straight line on the schematic).
If the transformer is bad, you can advertise for an original replacement. It
shouldn’t be too hard to find as they used
this on several models. If the transformer
is bad, I’d still check the other components, as transformers usually don’t burn
out on their own.
I don't understand their thinking on
these. They have a transformer that never
turns off with a fuse you can't get at.
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AMI H-200 DEAD
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI H-200. It won’t do
anything - it won’t make selections, and
it won’t scan. I’ve tried everything - can
you help?
Mike Raymond, Cedar Rapids, IA
Dear Mike:
This was a tough question for several
reasons. First, AMI’s of this era are not
easy to work on to start with. Second,
the schematic in the AMR reprint manual
is small and not very clear. Third, there
is some confusion in regard to the scan
switch. Fourth, it’s hard to trace out the
schematic and figure out what’s going
on in a 15 minute phone conversation.
Our copy machine was broken when
you called, so I wasn’t able to make an
enlargement of the schematic. I have
one now, and I was able to trace out the
circuit when you use the scan push
button.
There are sequential diagrams which
AMI called “Schem-A-Grams”. But here’s
where the confusion begins. The main
schematic shows a two pole D. C. Switch
which has two positions - on and off.
There is a separate pushbutton for scan.
The “Schem-A-Gram” shows a three
pole three position (on-off-scan) switch
which takes care of all functions. You
mentioned that yours has the separate
scan pushbutton. So the Schem-AGrams aren’t any help.
When you push the scan push button,
you should be applying power to the
record rack motor, which is a DC motor.
Since the DC supply is used in both the
mechanism and the selectors, I’d start
there. The supply is inside the junction
box. There’s a fuse inside the junction
box on the primary of the transformer.
The secondary goes to a full wave rectifier and a filter capacitor. Check across
the filter capacitor - I think they run over
30 volts no load.

I’ve drawn the scan circuit below.
Note that the negative of the supply is
isolated from the mechanism ground.
You can connect the negative voltmeter
lead to the black wire on the secondary
of the AC transformer, or at the negative
of the filter capacitor in the junction box.
The positive of the DC power supply
goes through a fuse in the junction box,
then to the DC switch in the mechanism.
All four switch connections should have
voltage (the other section switches the
DC to the selectors).
From the switch the voltage goes to
the “Stopping Switches”. These are the
microswitches in the rear that pick up
the selections. The power from the DC
Switch goes through a “Slip Ring” (actually a sliding contact) to the Normally
Open contact on Stopping Switch 1. As
the microswitches are spring loaded on
the actuator, the Normally Open contact
is actually closed on standby.
The “C” (common) terminal of this
microswitch connects to the Normally
Open terminal of Stopping Switch 2.
This is also closed, so the power is

connected to its common terminal. This
connects to another slip ring, then it
goes to the Cam Switch. One section of
the cam switch has three blades pressed
together when it’s in standby. Make sure
that the gripper is fully returned to the
record rack and these three blades are
pressed together.
From the cam switch, the power
should go straight to one side of the
Record Rack Motor. The other side of
the motor goes to the Scan Push Button,
then back to the negative side of the DC
power supply.
There should be positive voltage at
the Cam Switch, and no voltage at the
Scan Push Button switch (when depressed). If you have these voltages,
then the motor is bad. If you don’t have
these voltages, then you’ll have to trace
it out with the voltmeter to find where
you’re losing power.
What we hope is that once you get the
scan to work, the other problems will fall
into place. If not, we’ll work on them as
we come to them.
Harold
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AMI H BLOWING FUSE
Regarding Mauro DeSimone’s problem with his AMI JBJ120 blowing fuses:
I had a similar problem a couple years
ago with a model “H” phono that I rebuilt
for a customer. It worked fine in the
shop, but just about the time it took me to
get home, the phone was ringing with

the message we all hate - “It’s doing the
same thing — again” (blowing the fuse).
What it turned out to be (after many
hours of trouble shooting) was that the
coin return control cable was INTERMITTENTLY touching the back of the
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“wait” light socket at the solder connection. Can’t tell you how many times the
covers were pulled off the mech, or how
many times the mech was pulled in and
out, but like I said —many hours were
spent, and many fuses.
Ron Rich, Millbrae, CA

AMI JBJ120 BLOWS FUSE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have yet another problem with my AMI
JBJ-120.
I finally ordered a gram gauge because
they were on sale six months back. When I
opened the box, the AMI was the closest
victim! So I walked over to it, eager to play
with my new toy, and proceeded to adjust the
tracking. I lifted the tone arm up to manipulate the flat spring, and on the next selection
the center 1 amp fuse blew and the WAIT to
make selection light came on for the first time
ever. Now when I make a selection this
happens more often than not. The electronic
stores are running out of 1 amp fuses so
PLEASE HELP!!
Mauro DeSimone, Rexdale, Ontario
Dear Mauro:
You get all the tough problems. Troubleshooting an AMI of this vintage remotely is
close to impossible.
I have to assume the fuse that’s blowing is
the one that supplies DC voltage to the
selector circuitry. If it were the mech fuse, the
selectors would still work and the WAIT light
wouldn’t be coming on.

The first thing to consider is whether this
is a result of something that happened while
you were checking the tracking, or if it is
independent. The DC for the selectors goes
to the off-on-scan switch. That’s the only
place it’s present in the mechanism. From
there it goes to the Pulse Receiver. Check in
the vicinity of the scan switch to make sure
nothing’s shorting.
It sounds to me that it happened independently, and it was just a coincidence that it
happened while you were working on it.
The circuit for the WAIT light is pretty
simple. It’s in a circuit in series with the Pulse
Generator motor.
The Motor Control Switch is operated by a
cam on the Pulse Generator motor. On
standby, it’s in the position shown. The AC
Control Switch is a homing switch on the

AC
Common

Wiper

letter stepper. With the stepper at rest (wiper
arms returned to the home position, it should
be closed. Thus the WAIT light should be
bypassed.
The only way for the WAIT light to be on
(assuming your connecting cables and plugs
are OK) is for the AC Control Switch to be
open. That means either that switch is not
making contact, or the stepping switch is
stuck (not returning to the home position).
This isn’t telling us what’s blowing the
fuses. But it’s a place to start looking. Check
your letter stepper to make sure it’s rotating
freely and nothing is shorting.
Interesting we’re back to the letter stepper
again. While you’re in there, check the condition of the wiper arms, too.
Good luck. You’re going to be needing it.
Harold
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DEAD CONTINENTAL 2
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI Continental 2. The box is the
stereo version, 200 play. When I got the box,
the numbers 11 through 20 would not latch
in. The numbers 1 through 10 worked sporadically as did the letters A through K. The
box would pick up and play the records about
50% of the time.
I replaced all the dual electric wires (brown
and black), one at a time, so as not to get
them confused. I also numbered the smaller
wires connected to the amp so I could get
them back in the right spot. The amp has
been rebuilt with all new tubes. The auxiliary
preamp above the main amp was not
checked.
After I got the amp and wiring done, the box
would work a couple of times, then nothing.
Then it would play a record at a slow speed
(we figured out that it had the 33/45 intermix
on it, but part was removed except the switch)
When we held the 33/45 switch back the
turntable would play at 45 speed.
All the buttons latch in now but nothing
happens. The amp is on because when you
touch the needle, it makes noise. The credit
switches do not work. The turntable does not
turn. he record carriage does not rotate.
Also, the manual switch on the right side
does not scan. I checked all the fuses 5 times
so far by holding them up to the light. When

I manually move the credit wheel back to
zero, the buttons still lock in. The round credit
light lights up and says “10 cent selection”.
I fiddled with the latch bar and the latch bar
solenoid and got it to work but the solenoid
was a tad weak, but it still popped out the
buttons. The latch bar does not work now.
I took out the selection panel and sprayed
it with professional tuner cleaner.
For a couple of times the white button on
the left caused the latch bar to work. Now
nothing.
The motor control relay (done manually)
causes the search unit to rotate, but the other
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control relay does nothing.
I stuck my finger in the scanning control
assembly and slightly rotated whatever is in
there, but that was after I did the other stuff.
I think I have one or more bad fuses, even
though I eye-checked them. Or something in
the credit system is bad. Or I have a switch
stuck somewhere...or...
I hope you can help me out ‘cause I don’t
have a “GHOST” of an idea how to fix this
beauty.
Mike Lush, Beavercreek, OH
Dear Mike:
Your letter kind of overwhelmed me. When
I see a jukebox with so many problems, I
don’t know where to begin.
But often is the case where you have many
seemingly unrelated problems that have a
common cause.
I your case, it sounds as though your DC
supply is dead. For some weird reason, the
fuse for the primary of the transformer in your
junction box is under the chassis.
I’d also check the rectifier and filter capacitor in this power supply.
When checking fuses, visual inspection
works most of the time. But you should also
check them with an ohmmeter to be sure.
Check your DC supply (see the March 93
issue for the schematic). Once that’s taken
care of, we can work on the other problems
(preferably one at a time).

AMI CONTINENTAL BLOWS MECHANISM FUSE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have recently stumbled across an AMI
Continental II and purchased it at a reasonable price for my next project box. It’s a little
rough, but there’s tons of potential. It is the
stereo round version with 200 selections. It’s
missing the amp, cartridge, and needle, which
I’ve located locally (amp. is mono though, oh
well). It’s also missing the mech cover (which
I know is reproduced), casters, and the
speaker compartment cover, and a spring
and a rubber mech mount.
I wanted to get it cycling properly before I
put it away on the back burner, but am having
some problems. Maybe you can enlighten
me. When I punch in a selection, everything
is fine until one of the stopping switch pawls
encounters the selected pin. At this exact
moment the 1 amp fuse in the junction box
blows every time. It’s the one on the end of
the row of three. Sorry, that’s the best description I can give. I’ve tested the transfer
motor and adjusted all the switches I thought
were relevant. But still no luck. I haven’t got
a manual so I’ve been using my “J” manual.
It helps a bit.
Any help would be greatly appreciated. I’ve
already committed to memory everything
you’ve written in your diary column regarding
the Continental, and have found it very useful. Thanks for the detailed information in
your diary, it has been of value. You’ve had
a run of these Continentals in the last while.
Mauro DeSimone, Rexdale, ONT
Dear Mauro:
Glad you enjoy the diary. It’s usually fun to
write.
I’d recommend getting the right manual.
There are electrical differences between the
J and the Continental mechanisms. The biggest difference is the change to an AC motor
for the transfer (gripper) motor. The actual
circuitry isn’t too different - the main change
is that they connect a relay coil where the
original transfer motor armature was connected, and use the relay contact to switch
the AC to the transfer motor. But the various
switches are physically differently.
The 1 amp fuse just about has to be the DC
fuse to the mechanism power. The stopping
switches are in this circuit.
So somewhere in the stopping switch circuit, if one of the stopping switches closes, it
puts a short circuit or excessive current drain
across the DC supply.
You don’t explicitly say whether this happens on odd side or even side selections, or
both. I’m assuming both.
The manual does give sequential diagrams.
But they aren’t very easy to relate to the

wiring diagram. And they only show the circuit for Stopping Switch 1, or Stopping Switch
2, but not both together. I’ve redrawn the
Stopping Switch circuit, so that it makes a
little more sense.
If either Stopping Switch is actuated (the
armature moves to the left), the line through
Cam Switch 2 to the right side of the Magazine Motor is removed from the DC+ and
connected to the DC-. This puts a short
circuit across the armature, to stop the motor
rapidly (dynamic braking).
If SS1 is actuated, the line that goes downward and connects to the two Toggleshifter
coils (orange wire) is connected to the DC-.
Since Cam Switch 5 is closed (until the
gripper arm starts moving outward), the DC
voltage is put across Toggleshifter 1 coil.
This puts the Toggleshifter is the proper
position for playing an odd side.
If SS2 is actuated, this line will still be
connected to the DC+, and the DC supply
voltage will be across Toggleshifter 2 coil.
The moment that a Stopping Switch is
actuated, the DC voltage will be impressed
across one of the Toggleshifter coils. So this
is the first thing to check, that these coils
aren’t burned up.
The only thing else that is energized at this
particular moment is the transfer motor relay.
The circuit to this relay comes from the
Stopping Switches through Transfer Switch

2. This relay is in the little box that the
Transfer Motor and TT motor plug in to. I
doubt that this relay is burned out, but check
for a short circuit at the coil connections.
There is also a circuit to the reset coils, but
they are in series with Cam Switch 6, which
should be open now. There should be no
current through the Reset Solenoid coils, but
check the operation of CS6.
Now we’re getting down to the really difficult things, like shorted wires, bad
microswitches, or mis-wired microswitches.
The wiring to the Stopping Switches and
Reset Solenoids goes through a set of slip
rings, so check that none of them are bent
and shorting.
The Continental Manual does have the
color-coded wiring diagram (p. RCS-30), so
you can trace the wires and see that everything is connected up right. In this case I
highly recommend getting a manual.
If I were working on this, I'd probably take
the 4-pin plug loose from the junction box,
and connect an ohmmeter to the pins that the
black and red wires connect to. Then you can
operate the stopping switches manually. If
the ohmmeter shows a short circuit, then
you're going to have to start disconnecting
things in the mechanism until you narrow
down the source of the short circuit. The
Toggleshifter coils should measure a few
ohms.
Harold
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CURE FOR CONTINENTAL BLOWING FUSE
I read the article about the malfunctioning
Continental II in the March 1997 edition of
Always Jukin’ and I think I can help.
I had the same problem this past summer
on my Continental I. Ross Blomgren of RJB
fixed it. The problem was a faulty microswitch.
I am not real good with the technical or
mechanical aspects of jukebox functioning,
so I cannot describe exactly what was wrong.
I have enclosed a marked copy from the
parts manual to show you where the faulty
microswitch was located.
The drawing is not complete. I believe
there are actually five of these switches in a

row (the drawing shows only two). I believe it
was the fourth switch from the left that malfunctioned. Ross replaced the switch and the
juke has worked fine since. Replacing the
switch was a real “bear” because of all the
disassembly required to get at it. The project
took several hours.
I hope this helps. By the way, if you know
where I could purchase another similar replacement switch, I would certainly appreciate hearing from you. Ross suggested I
might have further problems like this and that
these switches are hard to find. I’d like to
have one on hand, just in case. Thanks.
Bill Sachse, Jr., Whitefish Bay, WI

Dear Bill:
Thanks for writing. I haven’t had to replace
one of these yet. I have a number of miscellaneous microswitches around - I could probably match it up if I had one to compare. I’ll
see if I can figure out a source.
These are called cam switches. There are
six - a row of five toward the rear (#'s 1 to 5),
and one toward the front (#6). The one you
mention was probably cam switch 4. In my
diagram last month, it was labeled CS4. I’m
not sure what kind of internal malfunction
could cause the fuse to blow, but it is definitely in the circuit.
Harold

FUSTAT IN AMI CONTINENTAL
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Please draw your attention to the copy
you will find enclosed to this letter. It is
the transformer of an AMI Continental 2
and I’m searching for the fuse (Fustat)
which is screwed inside. Please inform
me if you are able to deliver this item and
how much it will cost or kindly give me a
hint where I can get such a fuse (Fustat).
Eric Hohne, Eltville, Germany
Dear Eric:
I checked the schematics, and found
that the AMI’s take a 3.2 amp Fustat.
One source is Home Arcade, who

advertise in Always Jukin’ (first page,
second section). If you do send for one,
buy a spare or two.
As a temporary fix, wire in an inline
fuse holder (a fuse holder with a wire
coming out each end) to the Fustat
terminals, and install a 3.2 amp Slo-Blo
fuse.
If you have a problem with the jukebox
blowing fuses, this might be worth doing, until you get it fixed. Fustats are
expensive.
See the above article on Fustats.
Harold

GLOSSARY: FUSTAT
There have been several schemes to
make fuses so that it is impossible to put in
a fuse of too high an amperage. The SFE
fuse used in cars is a common one, where
the higher rated fuses are longer, making
it impossible to put one in place of a lower
rated fuse. Other designs were the GMQ
and N type fuses.
The S type Fustats were used in a couple
of instances in jukeboxes. Seeburg used
them in the 24 VAC power going to the
wallboxes, and AMI used them in the 24
VAC power going to the mechanism and
selectors.
The most common value is 3.2 amperes, although 1.6 amp is also seen.
Fustats are a SLO-BLO fuse, where they
will withstand momentary overloads without blowing.
The Fustat uses a screw base. like the
old style house fuses, although the diameter is smaller. To distinguish between the
different amperage fuses, different thread

pitches are used.
The sockets are actually the standard
fuse size, but have a threaded insert
screwed in. The insert is self-locking, so it
can’t be unscrewed. Special Fustat sockets are also made, that don’t use an insert.
The fuse base and the sockets were
made from ceramic or plastic material.
This has one potential disadvantage. Since
the thread pitch, rather than the diameter,

changes with fuse rating, it’s possible to
force an oversize fuse into the socket. It
probably won't go in far enough to make
contact, but has the unfortunate result of
breaking the threads in the socket, effectively ruining it. I’ve seen a few where the
correct size fuse would no longer remain in
the socket. It either had to be replaced, or
a separate fuseholder wired in parallel to
the original socket.

(From WICO catalog. Unfortunately,
WICO doesn't carry 3.2 amp fustats)
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GROUNDED LINE CORD IN AMI A-E
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I had written about this several years ago,
but the point was driven home again recently. I was working on an AMI D-40, and
had the amplifier set up on the bench. I
touched the amplifier chassis, and felt a
noticeable shock.
I remembered working on these before,
and finding that the chassis can be a fairly

large voltage from ground. It seems to have
something to so with the design of the power
transformer. It’s either capacitive, from the
outer end of the high voltage winding, or
leakage in the insulation. So far, all I’ve seen
have been low current, and not really hazardous, but unpleasant, nevertheless.
I connected the meter from an outlet cover
to the chassis, and measured 270 VAC.

In an effort to prevent an unpleasant, if not
hazardous, situation, I strongly recommend
a grounding line cord on all AMI’s through the
E series. I connect the green wire of the line
cord to the junction box shell, and run a wire
from it to the amplifier chassis.
Come to think of it, a grounded line cord is
not a bad idea for any jukebox.
Harold

GROUNDED LINE CORDS
Regarding safety, I strongly recommend
that everyone take the time to replace the
line cord with a three conductor cord &
GROUND ALL YOUR MACHINES BACK
TO THE OUTLET. On 50’s Seeburgs, the
most convenient and out-of-the-way place
to attach the ground is on the metal bracket
(which is attached to the cabinet) that holds
the back door in place. This way, you won’t
have to remove the ground every time to
take off the lower back door.
This bracket is only 6-9 inches from the
bakelite receptacle. This will ground the
entire jukebox. Just in case, I think it’s a

good idea.
I hope some of your readers will find the
above information useful.
Bob Putnak, Monongahela, PA
Dear Bob:
Thanks for writing. I’m coming more and
more to the conclusion that we should be
doing this on all makes and models. I’ve
seen a couple of jukeboxes in the last year or
so that had an intermittent electrical short
that might have gone unnoticed if I hadn’t put
on a grounded cord.
I’m also going to have to add to this because of a recent experience I had. The

house I’m living in (which I bought two years
ago) is about 30 years old, and at some point
the previous owners had finished the lower
floor and installed some outlets at the same
time. Just recently, I discovered that the
outlets were not grounded properly - it turns
out they had used a couple pieces of ROMEX
that didn’t have a ground conductor.
It obviously doesn’t do any good to install a
grounded line cord to your jukebox and plug
them into an ungrounded outlet. So to your
recommendations, I’m going to add getting a
Ground Fault Indicator and checking your
outlets.
Harold

ROTTEN AMI ZIP CORD
AMI’s of the 50’s and early sixties have a
pronounced tendency for the insulation on
the “Zip” cord on the interior of the cabinet to
deteriorate. It may look OK at first inspection,
but the insulation will be hard and brittle, and
any flexing of the wire results in the insulation crumbling.
For safety sake, flex the zip cord in several places. If the insulation shows any sign
of brittleness, it all should be replaced.
This isn’t going to be an easy job. Probably the mechanism is going to have to be

removed from the cabinet, and all the wire
harnesses removed. You may be amazed
how bad the wire looks once it is removed
from the cabinet.
The cable harnesses probably have string
to hold them together. This will have to be
removed. Then the cables can be laid out on
the bench and the individual wires replaced.
Finally, the cables can be laced up and reinstalled in the cabinet.
There is also some 110 volt wiring in the

mechanisms. In the G-200 through the J’s,
there is the turntable motor wiring. In the K’s
and Continentals, there is also a small relay
box and wiring to the transfer motor.
The D-80’s through G-120’s are a special
problem, with three zip cord wires run in the
flexible cable to the movable mechanism.
Inspect these wires carefully, as the oil in the
mechanism can also cause the insulation to
deteriorate. Unfortunately, replacing these
wires is a major job.
Harold

CHECK FUSE SIZES
In your Know It All column, a reader
asked what else should be checked, other
than AC wiring, when plugging a machine in
for the first time. One thing I have learned to

check on an unknown machine (one that I
have never seen in operation) is to check for
correct amperage fuses. I once plugged in an
LPC1 where someone had installed a 10 amp
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fuse in the amp power supply circuit. The
power transformer for the amplifier smoked
and that lesson taught me to look at the fuse
first.
Bob Schappert, Patetrson, NY

CHECK ALL JUKEBOXES FOR OVER-FUSING
Shortly after reading your feature article
on the AMI F120, I happened to acquire one.
It was in reasonably good shape and has the
original coral finish.
As I do with most old equipment, I hooked
it up to a variac and brought the power up
slowly. The turntable started to spin and the
amp came to life.
My first thought was to try to play a selection. There was no response from the keys
(maybe I’d play a record manually). Suddenly, I could smell burning tar and noticed
the power transformer for the DC supply was

hanging off the chassis and extremely hot.
A quick check of the fuses and to my
dismay I found the .8 amp slow blo fuse
wrapped in aluminum foil! Unhooking the
transformer from the load it still remained
hot. The bridge rectifier ohmed out OK so I
installed a junk pile, but adequate, 24 volt
transformer. This time the variac trick worked
and I was able to play a couple of selections
successfully.
Suddenly, there was a blown fuse for the
mech! I soon realized it was destroyed while
playing the odd number selections.

The culprit turned out to be the cancel
solenoid for the odd bank; it was dead shorted.
Please, readers, do not overfuse these
treasures of the past, they may go up in
SMOKE!
As you stated, Harold, this is a great sounding Jukebox and is fun to watch play.
Off to my next project — an AMI J-120.
Leon Sampson, Leominster, MA
Dear Leon:
I printed this as a reminder to the readers
(and myself) to check all fuses for size as
soon as you get a machine. They’re there for
a good reason.
Harold

CLEANING CONTACT POINTS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Today I received your answer to the
problem I was having with my AMI E-120
and dropped everything I was doing to
work on it. I read your letter and at the
same time referred to the manual several times before I actually got into it. I
hadn’t turned it on for about two weeks
so I decided to try it. When I turned it on
after a few minutes the turntable began
spinning and I knew that it wasn’t working properly. I selected a record and the
pin canceled and the carriage moved a
hair (something it hadn’t done before)
but then stopped.
I checked everything step by step as
you indicated in your letter and everything seemed to be correct. I then decided to clean the contacts. I’ve heard
not to use a file or sandpaper so the only
thing I had was regular paper. I cleaned
all the contacts that I had access to,
especially the starting switches, turned it
back on, selected a record, and it took off
and played the record and returned it to
the rack. I thought things were OK after
several selections but after a record had
played the gripper arm grabbed the record
and nothing else happened. I had to turn
the motor by hand so that the record was
returned to the rack, cleaned the contacts, tried it once more and it was back
to normal. I think this jukebox gets a little
shook up when I have one of your letters
in hand. Next time it acts up I will flash
your letter at it and hopefully it will behave. I want to take this opportunity to
thank you for your help twice in getting
my jukebox working. If it weren’t for you
and “Always Jukin’” I would’ve never had

this juke working since the closest person that knows anything about them
lives 7 hours away in central Florida.
Thanks again,
Fred Campos, Cape Coral, FL
Dear Fred:
I loved this letter. The thought of waving my letter in front of the jukebox makes
me wonder if we should be doing exorcisms to get rid of jukebox demons.
Contacts are a continuing problem with
50’s AMI’s. Having the exposed contacts
right in the middle of the mechanism is
just asking for trouble.
First, you have to clean the oil and
grease off the points. I use stiff paper blank title strips work well. Cut strips
about a quarter inch wide, spray a little
solvent or contact cleaner on the paper,
and run between the contacts. If the
contacts are open, apply a little pressure
with a small screwdriver or pointed tool.
Files are definitely out. They can scar
the surface of the points, and you never
will get good contact over the area of the
point.
Fine (600) sandpaper works pretty well.
Cut a strip about a half-inch or so wide,
and bend the sandpaper along the length
over on itself so that the abrasive is
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outward on both sides. Then you can run
this piece between the contact points so
you can clean both points at once.
This is assuming they are not too bad.
You can spread the points apart and look
between them to see how smooth and
shiny they are.
If they are bad enough, you may have
to disassemble the switch. This isn’t a lot
of fun. Remove all the wires from the
switch (making diagrams as you go), and
remove the switch from the mechanism.
Be careful disassembling the switch.
The little rectangular phenolic pieces
have to be pried off, and it’s easy to break
them. Start from one end taking pieces
off, and lay them in a safe place where
they can’t get accidentally bumped and
rearranged. Lay them down in order as
you take them off. This is very important.
Now you can get at the points and give
them a good cleaning. Sand them until
they’re shiny and smooth. If they are
pitted enough that you can’t get them
shiny and smooth, then the contact points
should be replaced.
Replacing contact points is another
subject I’ll cover later. The big problem is
finding replacement points.
Another note: most contact points come
with some kind of plating. It’s probably
already been worn or burned off, so
sanding the points is not doing any damage in this respect. The cleaned and
sanded points will probably last a few
years, but not as long as they did originally.
Harold

CLEANING PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
How about an article on cleaning keyboard switches?
Wally Peacock
Dear Wally:
Generally, when I’m cleaning
pushbutton switches, I’ll clean the outside if it is noticeably dirty. I like using
Carbo-Chlor as a solvent for cleaning
and degreasing — it is relatively safe to
use (it was made as a replacement for
Carbon Tetrachloride which definitely
isn’t. It’s still advisable to have good
ventilation). I use a small parts cleaning
brush and a paper towel to wipe up the
residue. (since this was written, Carbo
Chlor is no longer available. Either a
good contact cleaner, or an electrical
parts cleaner work OK)
Now, you were probably talking about
the switch contacts themselves (I assume it wasn’t making selections properly). Switch contacts are supposed to
be self-cleaning—the wiping action of
the contacts tends to keep them clean.
This is only true if the switches get used.
The biggest problem with switches is
when they don’t get used, for example
when you buy a jukebox that has been
sitting unused for several years. The
switch contacts tend to get a tarnish that
can be difficult to remove. If the little
fingers lose tension, the blade sliding
between them will have trouble making
contact. Occasionally, the sliding part
will get out of position and miss making
contact.
In all but the toughest cases, you can
spray a good contact cleaner (available
at any electronic parts store) on the
switches and work the buttons in and
out. Often it takes 50 or so pushes on
each button to get reliable contact.
As a check to the operation of the
switches (to make sure that all contacts
are working properly), use a Volt-Ohmmeter on the Rx1 scale. I much prefer
the old-fashioned analog type (not the
digital) as it is so much easier to spot
intermittent contacts. I’ve drawn a pic-

ture of a typical pushbutton bank. The
configuration varies from machine to
machine, but the front section (labelled
A,B,C,D,1,2) is pretty universal.
Connections A through D are a normally closed series circuit. When no
pushbuttons are pushed, there should
be a low resistance connection between
A and D. If it is more than one or two
ohms, then start working your way across
by first connecting between A and B. If
there is any resistance, spray and work
the first button in and out, until the resistance is low. Now connect from A to C
and repeat the procedure for the second
button. Work your way across one position at a time until you get to D and the
6th button, and the resistance from A to
D is low.
Next connect the ohmmeter from A to
1. When the first button is pushed, the
connection is removed from B (and everything down the line) and transferred
to 1, so you should have low resistance
from A to 1. Similarly, when you press
the second button, there should be a low

resistance from A to 2, and so forth down
the line. If you have continuity from A to
D but not to the numbers, try changing
the ohmmeter connection from A to D
and going across the bank in the opposite direction.
The rear section on the illustrated
switch is a parallel circuit, and if any
button is pressed, there should be low
resistance from E to F.
Seeburg 100 play pushbuttons have a
slightly different configuration. The front
section is essentially the same, while the
rear section is the same as the front, only
mirror-imaged. You may have to consult
the service manual schematic for the
exact configuration of the switch you’re
checking out.
If after all this, you don’t have low
resistance connections in the switch,
there may be a bent or broken contact.
Unless you’re really good at fine detail
work, I’d recommend finding another
switch assembly.
Harold

TYPICAL PUSHBUTTON SECTION

E
F

2

1
B

A

C

D

(this pushbutton doesn’t apply directly to AMI’s, but is for illustration of the techniques)
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REPAIRING PINS IN RECTANGULAR NYLON CONNECTORS
Selector system works fine; buttons release, selector pins release but carousel
motor won’t start. Checked override switch,
replaced couple of capacitors in stepper,
checked service switch, motor, record loading switch, transfer switch. If I push the
transfer switch bank by hand, I can get the
motor to go into reverse mode and bring up
a record and play it. Turntable turns; amp
comes on. Cancel works, record goes down,
but then everything stops. Carousel does
not move to next selection pin. If I manually
press start switch located in electrical selector, nothing happens. Even pushing the carriage switch doesn’t help. I checked the
rectifier for 24 volts. Have not done the
capacitors in the amp yet. I have the feeling
that the problem is that I am not getting
power for the first phase of the motor in these
contacts.
Thanks for any help you can give me.

The above letter did not get mailed to you
because the problem was solved and this is
how. One of the contact pins on one of the
selector coil plugs had a flattened side.
If you remove the pins from the plug they
should look like this:

Not this:

If one side of the pin is flat, it will not make
contact with its mate when the plug is inserted, so obviously you get a closed circuit
to the plug, but not beyond the plug. Trusty

ohmmeter solved problem. Thought I would
send you the problem and the solution as a
tech hint.
Ron Bergstrom, Saskatoon, Sask.
Dear Ron:
Thanks. I hate those rectangular nylon
connectors.
Other notes: to get the pins out, the tang on
the upper side of the pins has to be pushed
inward. A small pointed tool to poke up inside
the plug works - I use a small jeweler’s
screwdriver.
Before re-inserting, make sure the tang is
sticking out enough to catch and hold the pin
in.
The crimp joints occasionally go bad. If in
doubt, solder them.
Sometimes they get hard to connect to
their mating plug. A shot of WD-40 makes
sure they insert all the way.
Harold

FLUORESCENT BALLAST TEST
Tom Datri, Germantown, MD, pointed out that one of the things
I mentioned in the Diary last month was potentially dangerous. I
can see that I was not explicit enough in my directions, so I’ll run
through them again.
My idea was to connect both sides of the line plug to one lead
of the ohmmeter. What I may not have made clear was that you
don’t want to plug it into a live outlet (this would definitely be an
unpleasant experience, as both sides of the line plug are shorted
together).
A
As you can see from the simplified diagram, one side of the line
connects directly to one pin of the fluorescent lamp, while the other
side of the line connects through the ballast to one of the pins at
the other end of the fluorescent.
This is a quick and easy test. With both sides of the line
connected together and the JB power switch on, you should
measure 0 ohms at one end of the fluorescent tube (A to C), and
the resistance of the ballast at the other end (A to B). The
rermaining two socket terminals will be open circuit.
My experience is that ballasts usually run 15-20 ohms. This may
vary somewhat with the manufacturer of the particular ballast, but
if you find one with 2 or 3 ohms resistance, replace it. It only takes
a second to burn out your new fluorescent tube with a bad ballast.

BALLAST

C

FLUORESCENT LAMP SOCKETS

B

STARTER

TESTING MICROSWITCHES
One of those things that we can’t afford in
the jukebox business is callbacks. Not many
other things can decrease your profit or customer confidence as rapidly.
After having callbacks on a couple of 50’s
Wurlitzers, I came to the conclusion that the
microswitches used in these machines deserved closer examination when reconditioning them, even though they were working
properly when in the shop.
What I discovered were microswitches
that would start to lose contact before the
switch clicked. The usual places I have had
trouble are the two microswitches that sit on
the side of the selector bank on the early 104
play models, and the two that are in the

selector unit in the 200 play models. On the
104 play models, the jukebox will either die
mid-cycle, or fail to reverse when the arm
comes to a selected pin, and then jam up. On
the 200 play models, when a selection is
made, the motor will start turning the rotating
plate, and then jam up. This is dangerous, as
it can burn up the number solenoid coils.
Another place they have given me trouble
is the cartridge microswitch on the doubletonearm Wurlitzers. The symptom here is
static or a crackling noise on the audio, often
with one side worse than the other.
The cam switches in the Rock-Olas also
give problems
I prefer to use an analog ohmmeter (the
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ones with the needle pointer) to check the
microswitches, as it is easier to see an intermittent. For the normally closed contact,
push the lever until it is just about to click, and
watch the needle. For the normally open
contact, push the lever past the point where
it clicks, and let it out slowly. In either case,
watch the pointer for any indication of intermittent contact. You should not have any
resistance before the microswitch clicks. If
you do, replace it.
More recently, I’ve found that the “beeper”
continuity tester in digital VOM’s works very
well too. As long as the meter has instantaneous response, intermittent contacts can
instantly be noted.

FLUORESCENT LAMPS
In the late 30’s, the beginnings of the lightup era spotlighted the need of lighting large
areas of plastics evenly. Some of the early
light-up machines used large numbers of
small bulbs to try to get even lighting.
An early attempt at providing even illumination was the tubular incandescent
(Lumiline). These bulbs were usually from 12
to 18 inches long, and contained a filament
strung from one end to the other. The long,
thin filament was fairly fragile, and the bulb
ran hot.
Fluorescent lamps were introduced to the
jukebox world in the early 40’s. These were
approximately the same shape as the
Lumilines, but had a completely different
method of operation.
Instead of having a high vacuum, the fluorescent tube is filled with low pressure mercury vapor. When electric current runs through
the mercury vapor, the gas ionizes and produces ultra-violet energy. The inside of the
bulb is coated with a phosphor, which converts the ultra-violet into visible light. At each
end of the fluorescent tube, there is a filament similar to the filament in an incandescent lamp.
Unfortunately, connecting the fluorescent
lamp directly to the 110 volt line would produce nothing. It takes a higher voltage to
“strike” the arc. Also, a device called the
“ballast” has to be connected in series with
the line. The ballast has two functions - to
limit the current through the bulb when running, and to provide a voltage pulse when
starting.
Most fluorescent lamps in jukeboxes have
what is called the “Preheat” or “Trigger Start”
circuit. These can be either of the manual
start variety, or they can have a starter that
does it automatically.
In the manual start circuit (used in the
Rock-Ola 1422), a momentary contact switch
is used. When power is first applied, nothing
happens as the gas has not ionized. When
the start switch is closed, the current flows
through the ballast, through the filament at
one end of the bulb, through the start switch,
through the filament at the other end, back to
the other side of the 110 volt line.
Normally, the switch is held in the “on”
position for a couple of seconds. During this
time, the current heats the two filaments,
which tends to vaporize mercury vapor that
has condensed.
The ballast is basically an inductor (choke
coil), with many turns of wire wound around
an iron core. Current flowing through the
inductor builds up a magnetic field in the
core, which is stored energy. When the switch
is released, the sudden open circuit leaves
the inductor with current going through its

windings, with no place for the current to go.
An inductor tries to maintain a constant current flow, and can generate a large voltage
across its connections attempting to do this.
This large voltage pulse is applied across the
two ends of the fluorescent tube, and is
enough to ionize the mercury vapor.
Once the mercury vapor is ionized, the
ballast will try to maintain a current flow
throughout the cycle. Also, the ionization in
the bulb doesn’t die immediately when the
current flow is interrupted as the AC voltage
reverses direction, so the bulb will continue
to pass current when the voltage is established in the opposite direction.
Most use a starter in place of the manual
start switch. When power is applied, before
the fluorescent lamp has lit, most of the 110
volt power will be across the two terminals of
the starter. The starter has a small gas-filled
bulb with a bi-metal strip and a contact. The
voltage across the gas causes it ionize and
conduct current. This causes the gas (and
the bimetal strip) to heat up. When the bimetal strip heats, it starts to bend, causing
the end to touch the contact, creating a short
circuit across the starter terminals.
Once the starter shorts, the 110 volt supply
is forced across the ballast and lamp filaments. Since the gas is no longer being
heated, the bimetal cools and opens the
circuit. Thus, it acts like the momentary contact switch mentioned above, and the lamp
should light up. If not, the cycle repeats itself
until the bulb lights.
The starter must be designed so that its
“ignition” voltage (the voltage that the gas
starts to conduct) is
greater than the voltage 110 volt
AC
drop across the fluorescent lamp when lit, so
the starter will not attempt to start the fluorescent when it has alA
ready started. This ignition voltage varies with
B
the size of fluorescent
lamp, so the starter must
be matched to the lamp.
Also in the starter is a

small capacitor, connected across the two
terminals. It doesn’t have anything to do with
the operation of the lamp, it's there to reduce
radio interference.
The second circuit show a variation that’s
used on a few models of jukeboxes, notably
some of the fifties Seeburgs. The 110 volt
power goes to a surface mount outlet, with
the ballast in series with one of the power
leads. The fluorescent light fixture plugs into
this outlet, and has only the bulb and starter
in the fixture.
The fluorescent light fixture has a standard
male plug on it, and can be plugged directly
into a standard 110 volt outlet. Be forewarned - don’t try this. When the starter
switch closes, the full 110 volts would be put
across the filaments in the fluorescent lamp,
the ends will light brightly, and before you
can pull the plug, the lamp (and probably the
starter) will be history. Unless there is a
ballast on the fixture, never plug it into a wall
outlet to test it.
The same thing can happen if the ballast is
shorted. Before plugging in a new lamp in an
untried circuit, check the resistance of the
ballast. Most seem to be in the area of 15 to
20 ohms.
Another annoying problem with fluorescent circuits is ballast hum. The ballasts are
usually mounted on the inside of the cabinet,
and the wood acts as a “sounding board” for
the hum. Often the ballast is mounted on
rubber grommetts to reduce the hum getting
to the cabinet wall, but the rubber deteriorates. Usually, the only solution is to replace
the ballast.

Ballast
Fluorescent Lamp
C
D

Starter or
manual
switch

110 volt
AC
Fluorescent Lamp
Ballast

Starter or
manual
switch
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FLUORESCENT LAMP TROUBLESHOOTING
PRELIMINARY TESTS:
1) Continuity tests. Before you replace a
bulb, check the ballast resistance. Notice
from the schematic in the “Fluorescent Ballast Test” article, if you connect a jumper
between both terminals of the line plug and
connect this to one lead of an ohmmeter, you
should measure 0 ohms to point A, and
approximately 15 - 20 ohms to point C. The
problem is that you don’t know which socket
terminal is which. So you try all four socket
terminals, and one of them at one end should
be 0, and one at the other end should be 15
- 20.
If the ballast measures less than 15 ohms,
replace it. If the ballast is bad, the bulb will
have an expected life of about one second.
Check to make sure the bulb is good. The
resistance between the two terminals at each
end should be a few ohms.
Disconnect the jumper and ohmmeter from
the line plug, install the bulb, and plug it into

the line. Install a new starter. It should start.
If not, there has to be a continuity problem
between the sockets (terminals B and D in
the previous article) and the starter.
LAMP DOESN’T LIGHT OR TRY TO START:
1) Check the filaments of the lamp. Use an
ohmmeter, they should be a few ohms at
each end.
2) Try another starter.
3) With the bulb in the socket and the line
cord plugged in, install the tester described in
this issue. The neon should light. If not, try
wiggling around the bulb in the sockets.
Fluorescent light sockets can have a problem making contact to the bulb pins. In 40’s
Rock-Olas, the wires are tack-soldered to
the terminals (inside the sockets), and the
solder joints often break loose.
LAMP TRIES TO START CONTINUOUSLY:
1) This is usually due to a bad fluorescent
lamp, but could be the starter or ballast.
LAMP STARTS BUT GOES OFF AND RE-

STARTS OVER AND OVER:
1) This is usually a sign of a tired fluorescent lamp.
STARTER TRIES TO RESTART BULB
WHILE IT’S STILL LIT:
1) This can also be due to a tired fluorescent lamp. The voltage drop increases with
age, until it’s high enough that the starter will
“kick in” even though the lamp is lit.
2) Using the wrong starter can cause this.
Different model starters have different voltages to ignite, and they must be matched to
the lamp size.
LAMP TRIED TO START ONCE BUT
BURNS OUT:
1) This is due to a defective ballast.
LAMP LIGHTS AT ENDS ONLY:
1) This is caused by a defective (shorted)
starter.
BALLAST RUNS HOT:
1) Normally, the ballasts run warm. If one is
uncomfortable to touch, or gives off an odor,
replace it.

MIS-MARKED FLUORESCENT BALLASTS
I had a call a while back from someone that
was having trouble getting a fluorescent light
to work on a Seeburg C. This was the 25 watt
fixture in front, and he had replaced the
ballast, bulb, and starter (FS25), and it still
didn’t work right.
Other than replacing everything again, to
make sure he didn’t get a defective part, I
couldn’t offer any suggestions.

I did come up with a remote possibility,
however. I’ve noticed this before, and was
reminded when I brought a ballast over for
Mike.
The ballasts I get from WICO are mismarked. The ones they sell for the 14,15 and
20 watt bulbs are marked 19-20-22-25 watts,
and the ones they sell for the 25 watt bulbs
are marked 22-25 watts.

I haven’t actually tried it, but I don’t think the
14-15-20 watt ballast will work on a 25 watt
bulb (if it did, why would they market a
separate 25 watt ballast?)
The 25 watt ballast will also work with the
18 watt fluorescent bulbs.
Fluorescents are confusing enough, without getting mis-marked parts.
Harold

AMI STOPPING SWITCHES
Subject: “K”; Continental; Lyric; etc.
Problem: Transfer Arm cannot pick up
selected record because the magazine went
just past it before stopping. In severe cases,
the magazine may not stop at all.
Symptom 1: Problem occurs most of the
time, but only on either right sides or left
sides. Stopping action is fine for all the
opposite sides.
Likely Cause: Defective stopping switch.
Replace; gain access by removing pinwheel
assembly.
Symptom 2: Problem occurs some of the
time, more likely with certain records (for
example: B15 through B20 almost always
fail to stop correctly), and the problem occurs regardless of which side of those records you select.
Likely cause: Slip ring #1 is not making a
good connection, because its tension against
the slip disk is not adequate. Remove wiper
blade assembly, located under mechanism
chassis below rear of tone arm. Bend wiper
blades slightly to make good contact, then

replace assembly. Mechanism must be partially removed from cabinet to do this.
Remember: Stopping switches and slip ring
assembly complete the braking circuit to the
magazine motor. The magazine motor must
stop instantly; it must not coast.
Steve Westrup, Springfield, IL
Dear Steve:
Thanks for this tech hint. These AMI’s can
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have vague and intermittent problems that
can drive a person crazy. So many of them
turn out to be contact problems (either in the
switches or wiping contacts) that these should
be checked right away.
It’s interesting that you touch on two topics
that I’ve mentioned recently: microswitches,
and dynamic braking. Last month, I talked
about testing microswitches. Anyone having
trouble with their stopping switches can refer
to it. Even if they seem to be working OK,
chacking them may reveal a potential future
intermittent problem.
The stopping switches are the two microswitches on the rotating plate in front of
the pinwheel assembly on the back side of
the mechanism (the ones that are just about
impossible to get at). Anyone attempting to
do what you describe should have a service
manual. This is far from a trivial operation.
I loved the comment in your letter about
being able to watch your Continental II while
you shower. Very few of us are that lucky!
Harold

FLUORESCENT LIGHT CIRCUIT TESTER
Many times I’ve wished I had a tester that
I could use to check fluorescent light circuits.
There are many times when there is an
intermittent in the wiring or in a socket, and a
tester would make it much easier to pinpoint.
When power is applied, the voltage goes
through the ballast and the fluorescent lamp
filaments to the starter. There is a gas filled
bulb in the starter that also has a bi-metal
switch. The gas ignites, heating the bi-metal,
causing the switch to close momentarily.
When the switch closes, there is no voltage
across the gas, and the bi-metal cools. When
the switch opens, the stored energy in the
ballast causes a voltage to be placed between the two ends of the fluorescent lamp.
The lamp is filled with mercury vapor, which
ionizes and conducts current between the
two ends.

Sometimes an intermittent connection can
be found by wiggling the wires or moving the
bulb in the sockets. However, suppose the
intermittent is in connections B or D. Then,
once lit, the bulb will stay lit since there is no
current flowing in the starter circuit. But, if the
power is turned off, it may fail to start when
power is re-applied.
What I designed was an indicator built into
a starter case that will indicate when there is
continuity through all circuits to the starter
socket. To build it, take the starter cover off,
and cut out the capacitor and gas-filled bulb.
Wire a NE2H (available from Radio Shack) in
series with a 22K 1/2 watt resistor, and
connect these across the starter terminals.
Drill a 1/4” hole in the top of the starter cover,
and position the NE2H so that it will protrude
part way out the top of the cover. Now re-

install the cover. Then run a bead of epoxy or
silicone between the hole and the NE2H so
it won’t rattle against the cover opening.
Plug the tester in place of the starter. If the
circuit is good, the neon lamp will light. Now
wiggle the wires and move the fluorescent
lamp around in the sockets. If there are any
intermittents, the neon will flicker or go on
and off.

NE2H

22 K
RESISTOR

AMI SCAN CONTROL
Dear Dr Know-It-All:
The AMI’s mentioned in your column do
seem to have a lot of selection problems. I
wasn’t surprised when one was cured by
changing an old Selenium rectifier that only
gave out 13 volts. It does seem a bit hard
for readers to criticise a Manufacturer for a
problem which is often due to lack of proper
service or maintenance. Most jukebox owners seem to treat them like a radio or TV,
only needing a service when they break
down. Sad really, as quite often they only
fail through lack of lubrication. I suppose
the late 50’s AMI’s with their built-in Wallbox
type selector make them more prone than
most to selection problems as the dirt builds
up on the contacts. On the other hand,
AMI’s of 30+ vintage are still being operated every day in the third world so the
“Selection” problems can’t be too bad else
they’d all be shot up by the patrons long
since.
I’ve also had problems with the Scan
control on AMI’s with model 900/950 changers, a pain to work on because unlike the
later Mechs, you have to keep taking the

Playmeter off and on the deck to check if
the fault is cured. I think the scan problems
must start when the rubber sleeve on the
Annunciator drum drive shaft gets old.
Rather than take the Playmeter off the
deck and change the sleeve, I think people
have gone for what appeared to be the
easier option and simply try adjusting the
Magnet position screws and the
Microswitch position screws which control
the magazine stopping position. I had one
machine that didn’t quite reach the end of
its scan cycle. Just before the microswitch
was triggered the record magazine contacts opened slightly and the effect was
that the Turntable motor remained on and
the record magazine would make jerky
movements with an increasing pause between each jerk. The fault was described to
me as “the deck keeps jumping around
when it’s not in play, like there’s something
live in there”. It did give that effect, with the
Mech bouncing around on its springs. It
even made me wonder for a moment if
some large tropical insect had hatched out
in there during the hot summer. I later

discovered that the contacts on the
microswitch were bent. I straightened them
out, then re-assembled the Playmeter on
the deck and coupled the drive shaft to the
back of the magazine motor, only to find the
problem was still there. After spending the
best part of a day on it, I finally realised that
both contacts on the Microswitch need to
be able to move and rub against each other.
In this case, the fixed contact was resting
hard against the stop, by moving it away the
problem was cured.
Geoff Cox, Surrey, England
Dear Geoff:
Thanks for the thoughts.
I looked in the parts books and the last
model for the scan control in this awkward
position is the J. Later, they moved it up to
the upper left rear of the mechanism.
I did see the symptoms you described
once. I think it was on a Continental, so it
wasn’t so hard to fix.
The scan control in my Continental I works
fine (I’ll keep my fingers crossed).
Harold

MIS-MARKED FLUORESCENT STARTERS
I’ve also had a problem with fluorescent starters. I bought a box of FS25’s
from WICO that didn’t work right. The
bulb would attempt to start, but the
starter would keep on trying to start the
bulb, and the bulb never would come on.
I bought a box of starters from another

supplier (Competitive Products). A few
did work OK, but the majority acted the
same as the WICO starters.
These starters were evidently mismarked or made wrong. They would
work fine as an FS-2 (with 20 watt
fluorescents).
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I bought some name brand FS-25
starters from a local lighting supplier, and
they seem to work OK. This goes to
show that when everything’s been replaced, and the light still doesn’t work,
try another starter, preferably of a different manufacturer.
Harold

SLOW RUNNING MOTORS IN AMI D-80
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Within the last year or so my wife and I
bought an AMI D-80. Most problems we’ve
encountered have been cured with cleaning,
adjusting leaf switches, and new tubes and
caps in the amplifier. However, we still experience an intermittent glitch.
When making a selection, the magnet won’t
overcome the detent to hold the appropriate
key down. The motors run slowly or stall, and
after playing the selection it won’t kick the key
back out to allow it to travel. It doesn’t happen
every time - just intermittently.
The book shows open circuit voltage should
be 32. We’ve got that, but when the problem
occurs out meter reads 14-17 VDC. Any suggestions?
Kriss Morrison, Bonfield, IL
Dear Kriss:
If everything is acting sluggishly, then I
would suspect a power supply problem. These
use a selenium bridge rectifier. If one leg of the
bridge were intermittent, it would cause the
voltage to drop like this.
The bridge mounts on brackets from the

power transformer inside the large junction
box. Silicon bridge rectifiers are easily avail-

+

AC

-

AC

original selenium

+

AC

AC

-

replacement silicon bridge

able. I like the 25 amp variety - they have rigid
terminals that are easy to solder to. It should
be at least 100 PIV. Radio Shack has a 6 amp
200 PIV bridge that would work OK, but it has
wire leads and you’d have to be more careful
with it.
With the silicon bridges, one corner will be
marked “+” , or be angled somehow to distinguish it. The terminal diagonal to it will be the
“-”, and the other two the AC (it doesn’t matter
which is which).
The original selenium rectifier also has four
terminals. The very center one is the “+”. The
one at one end is the “-”. The other two (at the
1/4 and 3/4 positions) are the AC. The “+” has
one wire - it goes to the fuseholders. The “-”
has three wires. The AC wires are the ones
coming straight from the transformer.
Once the selenium is removed, you can
mount the bridge on one of the brackets.
There’s also the possibility of a bad switch
or relay contact. But I think It would be a good
idea to replace the selenium rectifier anyway.
Harold

REPLACEMENT BLOWER MOTOR FOR PHONO-VUE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
While working on my Phono-Vue this weekend, I discovered the blower that cools the
projection lamp was not working. It was in bad
need of lubrication, but when I tried to remove
the squirrel cage, the ball on the end of my
Allen wrench broke off in the set screw, and
wouldn’t come out. A closer look at the motor

showed the outer casing to be “punched”
together in several places, making it difficult to
get apart without tearing it up. I decided I’d be
better off buying a new blower, and modifying
the mounting bracket. Imagine my surprise
when I found the exact Dayton 4C012 replacement blower in the Grainger catalog - it even
has the same part number after 35 years. The
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motor itself is physically different, but the rpm
and blower housing is exactly the same - it
bolted up perfectly. A little pricey at $40, but
well worth the lost aggrevation. Plus, a good
blower will increase the life of those films and
projection lamps.
Jim Dirksen, Marietta, GA

ROWE R-91 POWER SUPPLY BOARD PARTS
Dr Know-It-All:
I own a 1987 AMI/Rowe R-91 jukebox and
I’m trying to repair the power supply in it, but I
am having trouble identifying a couple of parts
on the power supply pcb as this particular pcb
isn’t shown in my (R-90 - the closest I could
get!) service & parts manual.
The power supply model is 4-65092-06
(export model) and contains Rowe Power
Supply Board 6-09357-02 (pcb No. 6-0935601). Are you able to help me out with a schematic drawing or using the part numbers I’ve
quoted from the pcb, can you tell me the
values of a couple of components from this
machine?

The components in question are:
Zener Diode CR512 ( 1N47?? - I can’t read the
markings on it).
Transistors Q501 & Q502 with the markings
8619
NSDU01A.
Transistor Q503 with the markings FMPS
AO6.
I cannot find a DIN code or comparison/
substitue number in my data books for these
transistors so I cannot replace these parts.
Any help appreciated thanks,
Simon Schimpf, Ballajura, Western Australia
Dear Simon:
I did some searching, and found that you

are right, Rowe didn’t include the schematic
for the power supply board. The R-90 manual
shows the same part number for the board as
the R-91, but only gives the part number for the
whole board, not the components.
I did find a schematic for the -01 version of
the board in the manual that covers through
the R-87. But it also has no part numbers for
the components.
There is a man that does repairs on Rowe
boards, who advertises in AJ. His name is
Bruce Wentworth, and his number is 603382-6272 (voice or fax). It might be easier just
to send the board to him.
Harold

ROWE R-91 POWER SUPPLY INFO
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Re: R-91(Rowe) power supply parts:
The zener diode (CR 512) is either a 13 or
14 (later version) volt unit. The generic # for
the 13v is 1N4743A (NTE / GTE 143A) The
14v is #1N5244B(NTE / GTE 5023A). As he
wrote “1N47 ??? —”, I belive that he needs the
13 volt unit. ( The other zener on that board is
either a 7.5 volt or an 8.2 (later) volt unit (I don’t
have numbers for them).
Q5101/2 are both “MPS UO1A”. From
looking at the schematic for a power supply

board of that vintage (no board part #’s are
listed on my copy) and a newer version (-03)
I’m sure that a “TIP 31A” used in the later
version, will sub.(8619 is the code date —19th
week of 1989)
Q503 is an “MPS AO6” — (if he cannot find
one, have him contact me, I have THOUSANDS of them)
FYI — Rowe has changed the numbering
system a little on their parts. They no longer
use the dashes, however, the last two digits
still represent the version # and are always

backward compatable. IE: part # 60935700
would be the first version and #60935701
would be the next. The “01” will directly replace
the “00” and most likely, the “00” can be used
as a replacement for the “01”(in RARE instances, other changes may have to be made
to use the 00 in place of the 01).
That’s it for now —
Ron Rich, Millbrae CA
Dear Ron:
Thanks again for your input. Your tech hints
are always welcome and appreciated.
Harold

SPEEDING UP AMI D-80 MOTORS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I would like to add something to a question
in the August issue of AJ from Kriss Morrison
about slow running motors in an AMI D-80.
Harold suggested replacing the selenium rectifier bridge with a new silicon bridge, which is
good advice. Sometimes on AMIs of this vintage the motors are still sluggish even with a
new rectifier bridge and a through cleaning &

lubrication of the motors and the mechanism.
When this occurs I have found that a 50 or 100
MFD @ 50 volt capacitor connected across
the DC terminals of the rectifier will pep the
motors up significantly.
I sometimes wonder if after 50 years the
motor’s permanent magnets weaken somewhat. What’s your opinion on that?
Bob Burke, Media, Pa.
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Dear Bob:
They may lose some of their magnetism,
although most I’ve had apart seem to have
pretty strong magnets. Usually putting in a
silicon bridge will speed them up adequately.
But if all else fails, the capacitor is a good idea
(AMI used one on their later models).
Harold

MECHANISMS
AMI C DOESN'T RETURN RECORD BY ITSELF
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI C and I’m having a heck of
a time getting past three problem areas. I
think they might all be related...hopefully you
can help me find a solution.
The AMI works fine in that it plays, cycles,
scans, etc. But as the tone arm lifts off the
record, the reject mechanism stops. If you
take the weighted arm on the switch behind
the tone arm and hold it in contact, the
mechanism will continue its reject cycle. You
can release the switch after the scan cycle
begins and it will work fine on its own - it will
scan for the next record, pick it up and place
it on the turntable. The reject button has a
similar sensitivity. If you just push the button,
the reject cycle will begin, but will quit as soon
as you release the button. If you continue to
push the reject button, the reject cycle will
continue.
The second is in the selection keys. They
don’t have lives of their own. The accumulator has current and seems to work with either
a coin or by touch. I had a local radio repairman check the metal selection box located
on the door and he said all the contacts and
wiring were fine. But I can’t get any current to
the selection keys.
The third problem is the door light doesn’t
have power. All the other lights in the machine work well.
As you can tell by my descriptions, I’m not
great at electronic puzzles. But I’ve checked
every wire, cleaned every contact, and I can’t
figure it out. If you have any advice, I’d be
grateful.
Dave Shor, Helena, MT
Dear Dave:
They sound like three independent problems to me.
These use a latching relay in the reject
circuit. When the “Reversing Switch” (that’s
the reject switch, the one with the weight)
closes, the coil to the “Reversing Relay” is
energized. If it were working properly, the
“RR1” contact would close, and keep the
reversing relay energized until the record is
put back in the rack (another set of contacts
on RR operates the transfer motor).
In your case, it would appear that RR1 is
not making contact, and the second the
reversing switch is de-activated, the relay
drops out and the mechanism stops. Then if
you operate the reversing switch or the
manual cancel button, the mechanism will
start up again and return the record, as long

as you hold one or the other.
Cam switch 2 has to be closed. Otherwise
it would not react to the reversing or cancel
switch.
I assume you have the manual. They have
the sequential diagrams for the mechanism.
The record return portion of the sequence is
on page 26.
The relay is in the little junction box on top
of the mechanism casting. They show a
diagram on page 28. The contact in question
is the rightmost contact in the relay drawing.
One side of this contact will have a wire going
directly to one side of the relay coil, so it
shouldn’t be too hard to identify.
I have to make a comment about AMI’s
drawings. They are using an old fashioned
style of drawing switch and relay contacts,
that was used more by the electrical control
people. The symbol that looks like a capacitor is an open switch or relay contact, and the
one that looks like a capacitor with a diagonal
line through it is a closed contact.
The selectors are a little bit more of a
problem. They’re not real easy to trace out on
these models. The manual does give you a
set of sequential diagrams on pages 16 and
17.
I’m assuming you have power and the
credit switch is closed. Diagram 3 shows the
current path when a button is pressed. The
current goes from the minus, through the
selector coil, through the pushbutton, to the
reset coil (this is the one that ratchets the
counter down), through a normally closed
contact in the relay, then finally through the
credit switch to the plus of the power supply.
A couple of hints. Make sure the plugs to
the selector coils are in the right position. The
common to the coils goes through one plug
on each side, and if the plugs are in the wrong
order, this common will not be connected.

REVERSING
RELAY RR

The pushbuttons can give problems. They
are wired in series, so if there was a bad
connection or contact in the #1 position,
none would work.
Sorry I can’t be more help. You’ll need your
technician friend to trace the circuit out. As I
said earlier, the manual is essential.
The light circuit is a little strange. The
schematic shows four light sockets, labeled
lower, middle, upper, and title, in the main
junction box. They don’t show which the door
plugs into. Since the title strips are in the
door, I’ll assume it plugs into the title socket.
The manual neglects giving any diagrams of
the lighting circuits. The title outlet should
have power whenever the jukebox power
switch is on. Plug a lamp into the socket to
make sure.
The contacts to these sockets can get
bent. Sometimes you have to get inside the
junction box and bend them so they will make
contact.
The strange part is the wiring to the “upper”
and “middle” sockets. According to the schematic, they are wired to contacts on a relay in
the junction box. On standby, the upper has
power. Whenever a selection is made, the
relay cuts power to the upper, and applies it
to the middle. Perhaps you can avoid these
two sockets, or jumper the contacts in the
relay so they are both energized continuously. Don’t jumper the contact that goes to
the amplifier socket.
The first (and most obvious) test is to plug
the cord to the door directly into an extension
cord. This will tell you if the problem is in the
door light wiring.
This is a fluorescent light circuit. I wrote an
article on troubleshooting the fluorescent
light circuits in the September, 94 issue. This
gives a step by step procedure to check it out.
Harold
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AMI-D RECORD RACK PROBLEM
On early AMI 80 & 120 mechs. a worn
chain will cause a tracking problem.
The carriage motor uses a dynamic brake
to index the mech. When the mech. is the
furtherest from the motor in the pulling direction, there is more links in the chain, which, if

worn, to cause improper indexing when the
motor brakes and the inertia of the carriage
carries it forward to a false point. When the
carriage is closest to the motor there is less
loose links and the carriage indexes properly.

We have found the only remedy is to install
a new chain. We hope this will be some
benefit to anyone with this problem.
Wes Dean (Jukebox Junkyard), Lizella,
GA

AMI D-80 ON 50 CYCLES
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I Have a question for you.
How can you have the right speed for an
AMI D-80, for 220 volt 50 cycle (foreign France)?
(Business Name Mascreation), Port
Frejus, France
Dear —:
Sorry, I couldn’t read your name on the
FAX.
Changing the speed on an AMI is a lot
easier than a gear driven machine, such as
the Seeburgs or the 24 play Wurlitzers.
On the D-80, the turntable motor drives a

Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
This is in response to a letter I noticed
on page 9 of the Feb. 91 issue.
Bob Graham wrote his AMI E plays
either too fast or too slow. I had a similar
problem with my E (the first box I bought
in 1986). If Bob will lift up the metal plate
on the turntable, he will notice a rubber
belt, which is driven with by another
rubber belt next to it. Replace both of
these belts & his E will play like new. If
these belts have an orange or yellow dot
on them, they’re originals & have not

belt to an intermediate idler, which drives a
second belt to the turntable. All that needs to
be done is to make a larger drive pulley for
the TT motor shaft.

increase this
diameter

The pulley is held on to the TT motor shaft
by a set screw. Take it into a machine shop
and have them make one with a larger diameter.
You’d have to increase it’s size by 20%.
However, since this model tends to run a little
slow (due to inability to get the original belts)
I’d add a little to that. Ask them to make it
about 23 or 24% oversize. It should come out
pretty close (if it’s too fast, they can always
take a little metal off).
Of course, you also need a transformer to
step the voltage down to 110.
Harold

AMI BELTS
been replaced since 1953!
As to where in his area he can get
these replacements, I don’t know, but
possibly through a jukebox parts distributor or collector/advertiser in Always
Jukin’.
Sy Kaplan, Southampton, PA
Dear Sy:
Thanks for writing. I've fought with
these a few times.
I've had trouble finding these belts
(they were only used on a couple of

models). The problem is that they have
to be the proper thickness and have to
be made of fairly soft rubber to give the
correct speed. I've always had trouble
with them running slow. I've never been
able to make belts in the EV-GAME line
work properly.
I don't remember seeing these advertised recently. We would appreciate any
information as to a source of these belts.
Harold

AMI E-80 O-RINGS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’m working on an AMI E-80 which is missing the two “O” rings which drive the turntable. I would like to know if you know the
exact size of the originals. On the D-80 I
usually replace the turntable drive belts with
the newer G or H set up that does away with
the “O” rings, but on the E this setup interferes with the turntable surround.
Roy Winfield, West Orange, NJ
Dear Roy:
I’ve fought with these a few times and
never have come up with a completely satisfactory solution.
The original belts were rubber, and they
were thicker and softer than the neoprene

belts you can get now. The speed is a little bit
dependent on the thickness of the belts, and
with the neoprene they always seem to be
slightly slow.
We have neoprene belts at Juke Box City
- they’re the best we’ve found for the purpose. I’m going to run this in AJ to see if
anyone else has come up with a better solution.
FYI, the primary belt is PN 01-235, and is
.139" by 3 1/8 ID. The secondary belt, PN 01237, is .139" by 3 3/8" ID. To convert to inside
circumference, multiply by Pi. These part
numbers are from Bearings, Inc.
Harold
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PRODUCT REVIEW - CORRECT SPEED KIT FOR AMI'S
This is a first time for me. I’m going to
review a product that I designed.
The AMI D80, E80, and E120 use a turntable drive that uses two belts and an idler
pulley. I’ve always had a problem with these
getting the correct speed. Almost always the
best speed I could get was about 43 RPM.
The problem, I determined, is that the
neoprene O-rings that are available are a
little too small in diameter, and a little stiffer
than the original rubber belts. The sketch I’ve
drawn shows how the effective radius of the
belt around the pulley depends on the crosssectional diameter of the belt. The speed is

proportional to the effective radius of the
driving pulley.
The drive motor has a removable pulley on
its shaft. The diameter is .358”. I felt the only
way to get a true 45 RPM was to increase the
effective
radius

size of this pulley. I multiplied the diameter of
the original by 45/43, to get an oversize
diameter. Then we had a machine shop
make us up a quantity.
Jukebox City is selling the kit, which includes two belts and the new motor pulley.
I’ve installed the set on a turntable assembly,
and the speed is very close to 45.
Of course, the motor, idler pulley shaft, and
turntable shaft must all be clean and well
lubricated. It may require disassembly of the
motor to clean and lubricate the bearings. If
this is not done, the speed will still be low.
Harold

AMI E-80 MECHANISM NOT STOPPING CORRECTLY
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I am writing this letter to try and clear
up a small problem I am having with my
AMI model E-80. I cannot get the mechanism to stop in the same place scanning
left and right. It seems to be off about 1/
4” difference. In other words, if I select
#1 and #2, (which is both sides of the
same record) the bow will not be centered on the record either way. If I adjust
the mech to stop correctly on all “A”
sides then it will miss all “B” sides completely, sometimes grabbing thin air,
other times catching the next record.
It seems to me that the arms for the trip
switches are not really adjustable in
regard to each other. The trip assembly
can be adjusted but not separately. When
I rebuilt this jukebox I replaced the old
selenium stack with a new bridge which
may speed up the motors slightly but I
have had no such problem with a “G120” I re-did a couple years back. I have
had to find a common point for the mech
to stop to get it to operate properly but
then the “record playing” device is not
centered. Any input on this problem
would be greatly appreciated. Keep up
the excellent work that has made “Dr.
Know-It-All” my favorite column in Always Jukin’.
Allen Knarr, St. Louis, MO
Dear Allen:
I’m going to have to make a couple of
assumptions here. The first is that the
“Carriage Stop Switches” are not grossly
misadjusted. The second is that the
carriage “Over-Travels” - that is, it goes
past the record before it stops. For example, if the carriage is going left to
right, it stops to the right of the center of

the record slot.
Check to make sure there is not too
much slack in the chain from the carriage motor.
The first thing I would do is adjust it so
that the error is about evenly spaced
whether you’re going toward the left or
right. Now we can get an idea if the
switch adjustment is more or less correct.
Make an odd selection and stop the
mechanism just before it gets to the
selected pin. Turn the carriage motor by
hand until the pawl hits the pin. Stop just
when the switch contacts close. The
gripper arm should be close to centered
over the record. Check the other way,
too.
You might want to take an ohmmeter
to check the contacts. If they didn’t make
good contact, the carriage might have to
travel too far to get them to activate the
Selection Relay.
When the Selection Relay activates, it
removes the power from the carriage
motor armature, and places a short circuit across the armature. The carriage
motor armature is still rotating, so it tries
to act as a generator. Current from the

armature flows through the short circuit,
retarding the armature rotation, causing
it to come to a stop rapidly. This is called
“Dynamic Braking”.
As shown in the drawing below, the
current from the armature goes through
the closed contact of CS2, the NO (Normally Open) contacts of the Selection
Relay, and back through the Starting
Switch (see also the No. 3 RECORD
SELECTED schematic on page 15). The
closed contact of CS2 is shown on the
“A” section of Fig. 12, and the Selection
relay in Fig. 1. The Starting Switch is the
switch on the mechanism base that
closes whenever any of the selection
pins are in the selected position, and is
shown in Fig. 1 & 2.
If any of these contacts have resistance, the current through the armature
while braking will be reduced, the motor
will not stop as fast, and the carriage will
coast beyond the selection. This can
also happen if the carriage motor is not
in the best of shape (for example, if the
brushes are worn), it will not stop quickly
enough.
Hope this helps.
Harold

SR(1)
Starting
Switch

CS(2)
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AMI E-80 TRANSFER MOTOR NOT WORKING RIGHT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI E-80 that will scan to the
selected record then the problems start.
The transfer motor turns slowly, and the
contacts of the reversing relay spark and
“bounce”. If I hold the R. R. in the open
position, the motor runs great and the record
plays but blows a fuse when it rejects. It will
return the record with no problem if I close
the selection relay manually, before the reject contacts make.
Also, the jukebox did not have the .05 cap
in the mechanism junction box and looks like
it never did. The caps in the amp were all 400
V. I changed them all to 600 V according to
the schematic. Should I have made these
changes?
Thanks for any help.

Jack Collette, Novi. MI
Dear Jack:
The cap in the junction box is probably for
interference suppression, and doesn’t affect
the operation of the mechanism. Going to
600 volt caps in your amp is fine, but certainly
isn’t going to have any effect on your mech
operation.
I’ve been mulling over your question for a
while, and there are a couple things that
have me confused.
Do you have a manual? The drawing on p.
2 of the mechanism manual section shows
the reversing relay and the selection relay. I
just wanted to make sure you didn’t have
them backwards.
What’s confusing me is that you say closing the selection relay causes the record to

be returned to the magazine. This is just the
opposite of what should be happening. Normally, closing the selection relay brings the
record out to the turntable, and closing the
reversing relay returns the record to the
magazine.
So we have two possibilities. Either you
have the two relays confused, or the power
supply is putting out the wrong polarity voltage, and the motor is turning backwards.
Remotely possible is that the wires to the
transfer motor have been reversed, or the
little 4-pin plug is plugged in wrong (this style
plug can be forced in the wrong way).
Does this show signs of someone else
working on it? If so, this could be difficult to
track down.
Harold

AMI E-120 NOT SCANNING
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
A year ago in Always Jukin’ #112, you
helped me with a problem I was having with
my first jukebox, an AMI E-120. Everything
was fine with it until this weekend. On Sunday morning I selected two songs and the
first one played fine. When it was time to
search for the second selection I could hear
then see that the carriage was being sluggish, slowing down then speeding up until it
finally reached the record and played it
through fine. When the record was finished
it was returned to the rack, but the turntable
did not turn off and kept running. I have
checked the fuses and they are good, the
carriage motor, no problem there. Your suggestion a year ago to a similar problem was
replacing the rectifier in the main junction
box with a silicon bridge (100 PIV, 5 amps
min.) type which I did this morning and the
problem is still there. If I push the selector
buttons, I can see that they do cancel out but
it does not scan and remains there spinning
with the amplifier on. Also, I moved the
gripper motor by hand and placed a record
on the turntable and let it play through, which
it did, and it was returned to the rack, but still
the amplifier and turntable are still running. I
hope you can help me as you did a year ago.
I sure miss listening to it. Hope to hear your
suggestions soon and I thank you in advance.
Fred Campos, Cape Coral, FL
Dear Fred:
This is a little confusing, and I'll do my best
to figure out what's happening.
If the transfer motor is working OK, then
obviously the power supply is OK. Then the

problem has to be in the “Carriage Motor” or
the circuitry to it.
First, make sure the lever for the last
selection played has been canceled properly. If one of the “Carriage Switches” (see
page 6 in the Mechanism Service Manual) is
still up against a lever, it won’t scan.
I’ve sketched the simplified carriage motor
circuit below. When the jukebox is in the
standby mode (no selections made), the
starting switches are both open. On the
120’s, you have three banks of selector coils.
One starting switch operates off one bank,
the other off the remaining two banks. If any
selection levers are tripped, one or the other
of these switches will close. Note also the
manual scan button is connected in parallel
with these switches. At this point, make a
selection.
The circuit then goes through the carriage
motor, then through CS(2) which is closed
when the jukebox is in the standby or scan
mode, then through SR(2), the normally
closed contact of the start relay. Finally, it
goes through the DC switch to the positive of
the supply.
These various switches are shown in the

Mechanism Service Manual section of the E
manual. The Starting Switch Adjustments
are shown on pages 3 and 12. CS(2) is the
closed contact in diagram A on page 10.
SR(2) is the normally closed contact in the
Selection Relay, shown on page 2.
If the gripper motor is working, then the DC
switch is OK.
Finally, we’re back to the carriage motor.
Are you sure it’s OK?
So go through and check all the switch
contacts. If the motor is OK, it should go.
A final note - if there is a problem in the
power supply or in the DC switch, there will
be no power to the coil of the “Phono Junction
Box Relay R”, and the amp and TT would be
powered. But then the transfer motor would
get no power.
If you’re in the standby mode and have
made a selection, try operating one of the
“Carriage Switches” to see if the transfer
motor brings a record out.
I realize this discussion is getting a little
complex. If you can’t get it going, write back
and tell me what it does with the tests I
describe.
Harold
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AMI E-120 SELECTOR AND MECHANISM PROBLEMS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I am a new subscriber to “Always Jukin’”
and have just acquired my first jukebox, an
AMI E-120. I have several problems. The
carriage does not scan and the transfer arm
does not work. This jukebox is missing the
con switch assembly and slug rejector and I
assume it is on free play but I really don’t
know. When I turn it on the first thing I hear is
a chattering noise coming from the credit unit
and if I leave it on long enough there is a 100
ohm resistor connected to a relay that gets
very hot to the touch. I have checked both the
carriage motor and transfer arm motor and
they are fine. There is a box on the right rear
of the carriage mechanism next to the record
rack. I assume this is a service box since it
has an on-off switch and a button. Turning
this on or pushing the button does nothing. I
used a voltmeter to check if there was any
current coming from the cord that comes
from the Junction box and plugs into the box
mentioned above, and there is no current. I
have also cleaned all contacts. When I turn it
on all the colored lights come on and as soon
as the amplifier heats up the turntable begins
to rotate and the amplifier is working fine. I
hope that you can give me suggestions as to
what you think may be wrong with this. Am
really anxious to get it working properly. I
thank you in advance for your valued advice.
Fred Campos, Cape Coral, FL
Dear Fred:
First thing, if your amplifier is on, it can be
because you aren’t getting any voltage from
the low voltage DC supply. The amplifier
relay has a reverse action - it turns the
amplifier off when the coil gets voltage.
It sounds as though you have problems in
both the selectors and the mechanism. These
two sections are almost completely separate, and should be worked on separately.

I assume you have a manual. The manual
is pretty good, with sequential diagrams on
both the selector circuit and the mechanism
circuit. The selectors are described in the
section of the manual called “Functional
Characteristics of the Model E-80 and E-120
Phonograph”. The mechanism operation is
described in the “Mechanism Service Manual”
section. The only thing common between the
mechanism and selectors is the power supply.
So let’s start there. If you look on page 10
of the “Functional Characteristics” section,
you’ll see a drawing of the interior of the main
junction box. On the far left is the “Transformer and Rectifier Assembly”. See where
the “DC+” and “DC-” wires connect to the
selenium rectifier. Measure that voltage - it
should be on the order of 25 to 30 volts. If it’s
significantly low, the rectifier should be replaced. Use a silicon bridge (100 PIV, 5
amps minimum).
Next notice there are separate fuses for the
mechanism and selectors (both 8/10 amp).
Make sure they are OK.
Now, to work on the selectors, unplug the
power wire from the main junction box to the
mechanism junction box (on the back of the
mechanism).
You say the 100 ohm resistor in the credit
unit is heating? The only way I can see for
this to happen is if one of the pushbutton
switches is staying on. This is just a hunch.
The plastic pushbuttons have a tendency to
work off the shaft on these. If one works part
way off, the switch can close. Check the back
side of the switches to see if any of the
pushbutton shafts are in more than the others.
As far as the mechanism, once you check
the rectifier and fuses, you should get power
to the mechanism. What part of the cycle are

you in? One point to remember in these that
if the power is removed while the gripper arm
is returning the record, it won’t restart itself
when power is applied - you have to hit the
reject switch to get it going again.
Another word of warning on these - the little
4-pin plugs they use can be forced in the
wrong way. Check to make sure someone
hasn’t inserted one wrong.
See drawing A, page 10 of the mechanism
manual. Make sure the gripper arm is in the
rear (restored) position, and the cam has
come around far enough to operate the switch
(you can turn the gripper motor by hand). At
this time, if any of the fingers are in the
selected position, the scan motor should
take off. Check to make sure that the “Bail
Switches” are working properly (see p. 12).
This is just a start. I can’t cover all the
possibilities in one reply. Let me know what
you find out.
Harold
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GRIPPER JAMMED IN AMI F-120
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
My dad has an AMI F120 from 1955.
We’ve been trying to fix it for months.
The turntable never shuts off, all records
are in the rack, and the arm is locked in the
up position. The turntable carriage is stuck
all the way at the left end of the jukebox. No
matter what selection button is pushed, nothing happens. I tried to clean all the contacts
we could find, but this did not fix the problems.
Do you have any suggestions?
Thanks very much,
Mike Polczynski, N. Huntington, PA

Dear Mike:
Is the gripper arm jammed? If so, what
has probably happened is that the “Toggle
Pin Carrier” (L-400 in Fig. 19) somehow got
flipped when the gripper arm was in the
turntable position. When returning the record,
this totally jams up the gripper assembly.
The only way to get it out of this mode is
to back up the gripper motor manually. Take
the little cover off the motor case, and turn
the armature with your finger. The hardest
part when it’s jammed is to figure out which
way to go. Try it both ways - hopefully you’ll
feel it start to loosen up one way.
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Once the gripper is back to the turntable,
flip the toggle pin carrier. If you’re at the end
of travel, you may not be able to. You’ll have
to move the carriage by manually turning the
armature in the magazine motor. Stop it in a
slot with no record.
Now apply power and operate the reject
switch. Hopefully, if you haven’t blown the
mech fuse or damaged the gripper motor, it
will take off and return the gripper arm to the
record rack.
There may be other problems. We can
take this one step at a time.
Harold

AMI GRIPPER PROBLEMS
Dear Dr Know-It-All:
I have a great looking AMI I-100 and
have purchased a service manual from
you several months ago. You told me
on the phone that it was a pretty complicated machine.
You sure were right. I’ve lost lots of
sleep trying to figure out what’s wrong.
I had the amp rebuilt and it sounds
great.
The machine is very inconsistent. The
transfer gears are not locked up but
seem to be out of sequence.
Any help out there would be deeply
appreciated. The serviceman played
with it four different times and seemed
very confused.
If I order the parts book, are there any
parts available? The serviceman says
no, and wouldn’t know what part to
purchase, anyway. He suggests getting rid of the machine but I’m not giving
up.
I paid $300 for the machine, $37 for
the service manual, $131 for amp rebuild, an $90 for the serviceman to
tinker with the machine.
I know the machine probably is not
worth what I have in it, but I like it and

would buy another juke if I find one. This
is a new hobby and not for profit. Any
advice short of getting rid of it would be
helpful.
Not hear much music yet but having
fun.
Ed Burgner, Columbus, OH
Dear Ed:
You’re right, these AMI’s can be difficult to work on. I’ve had a few that gave
me a bad time.
I can think of two possible causes
offhand. The first, and most likely, is that
the gripper (transfer) assembly is in need
of lubrication. Often, the old oil gets hard
with age, and the various pieces do not
rotate or slide within each other freely
enough. The best solution is disassembly, cleaning and new oil, but this is a job
for an experienced jukebox person, as
getting the timing and alignment correct
is a little tricky.
I’d try drenching the gripper assembly
with WD-40. If this is the problem, perhaps the WD-40 will liquify the old oil
enough to operate properly. Then repeat a couple of times over the space of
a few days, and then start feeding in
some light machine oil to all the pivot

points and sliding places. If this doesn’t
cure it, then get help.
There is another obscure problem I’ve
had with these. There are some leaftype switches that are operated by a
lever sticking out the end of the main
cam on the gripper assembly, and if one
of these doesn’t make good contact,
then the assembly that determines which
side of the record plays will be in the
wrong position when the record is
brought out. If it decides to make contact after the record is out, then that
assembly will flip, and the mechanism
will lock up tight when it tries to return
the record. Again, I’d leave this to the
expert.
If you can’t fix it yourself, the critical
thing is finding someone to work on it
that knows more than the serviceman
you found. Mike suggests you talk to the
guys at Jukebox Central, Madison, Ohio,
at 216-428-3523. Maybe they can help
you or refer you to someone who can.
As far as ordering parts, you should
be able to find sources of parts through
the ads in this magazine.
Harold

AMI-H STUBBORN REJECT
This is a follow-up to Harold’s troubleshooting a reject problem in an AMI-H.
This problem is quite common to the
model 900 mechanism used on the G200 through the J-200 models. These
models incorporate a brass pin for each
selection available. Hence there are 200
pins residing in the large round casting
on the back of the mechanism. If it’s been
several months since you’ve selected a
certain song, the memory pin representing that location will become sticky and
won’t freely move front to back like it
should. I tend to think there is a little
galvanic action happening here between
the two dissimilar metals which is contributing to the sticky pins. Another indication that the pins are becoming sticky
is if it takes several tries to make a
selection.
Now once the pin is pushed in (i.e.,
selected properly), the search unit revolves in a 360 degree circular motion to
find the displaced pin by actually bump-

ing into it. As the microswitch closes,
dynamic braking occurs to the motor
turning the basket of records, and the
gripper motor starts to retrieve the record.
At this point, the memory pin is physically
pressed against the search unit actuating the microswitch. When the gripper
bow presents the record and the tone
arm starts moving left a pulse is sent to
“hammer” the pin flush, allowing the
search unit to move over top of the now
flush memory pin. This opens up the
microswitch and electrically stops the
gripper motor at the proper location. This
is how it should work, and the problem
arises when the memory pin is not driven
home flush with the casting which allows
the microswitch to remain on, causing
the gripper motor to run to the end of its
mechanical stop.
When this happens, the motor armature is bound, and normal reject methods
such as the tone arm or red button on
back of machine will have no effect. The
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motor must be run backwards with the
use of your index finger against the motor’s
armature, and you’ll have to reset the pin
manually.
This particular mechanism initiated me
into the hobby of jukeboxes back in 1973
when I was a senior in high school. Twenty
two years and hundreds of jukeboxes
later, I’m finding it’s one of the more
difficult machines out there to repair. I
enjoy your magazine and look forward to
reading the tech hints section the most.
Tom Weisel, Telford, PA
Dear Tom:
Thanks for writing.
I usually try these with my finger to see
if the pins are sticky. A quick spray with
WD-40 and working them in and out with
my fingers usually cures the sticking.
In my case, it wasn’t my problem, but I
can see it could cause trouble, so it’s
definitely something to check.
Harold

AMI H WON'T PLAY AFTER MANUAL SCANNING
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI H that has a strange problem. If I make a selection it will go to the
selection, play it, scan some more, and shut
off. Then I can make another selection, and
it will again play OK.
However, if I use the scan switch, and
manually scan it, then make a selection, it
will not start scanning to seek the selection.
The only way I can get it to scan is to reach
in and manually trip the lever in the scan
control assembly. Then it will play normally
until I use the scan switch again to scan it.
Where do you think my problem is?
Gerald Sullivan, San Diego, CA
Dear Gerald:
I think the problem is in your scan control

assembly. I’ll run through its operation briefly.
The scan control assembly consists of a
relay coil, a spring-loaded disk, a switch,
and a lever that is operated by the relay coil
to release the disk.
The disk has a serrated outer edge, and
rides on a rubber sleeve on a shaft from the
scan motor.
When you make a selection, the relay coil
is energized, pulling down the lever, which
releases the disk, which rotates counterclockwise (by the spring action). The switch
turns on, starting the mechanism scanning.
As it scans, the disk turns clockwise. It’s
geared so that the record magazine has to
turn a little over one turn, to make sure it gets
all selections. After it plays the selection, it

goes back to scanning until a pin on the disk
goes against the switch, turning it off.
If you use the manual scan switch, the disk
will try to continue turning clockwise past the
shut-off point, until it hits a stop. Then it’s
supposed to slip on the rubber drive sleeve.
What I’m guessing is that when the disk
hits the stop, it must be jamming or sticking,
so that when the relay coil pulls on the lever,
it’s unable to release the disk.
Unfortunately, the scan control assembly
is nestled underneath the popularity assembly, and hard to work on and see what’s going
on. But I would guess you’re going to have to
take it apart and clean and lube, and check
for binding.
Harold

AMI H TRANSFER MOTOR SLOW
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
For my AMI H (Oh, boy!): I may have a
rectifier fetish. I had replaced the rectifier in
the junction box with two 1N4005 Radio
Shack diodes. My voltage at the transfer
motor is only about 20 volts. Shouldn’t it be
30 volts? Motor has been replaced, but still
runs slow and seems weak. Wrong diodes?
Ron
Bergstrom,
Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan
Dear Ron:
For the diodes, the 1N4005 is rated at 1

amp. It should be heavy enough, but I like to
use diodes like the ECG125 that are rated at
2 or 2.5 amps. Radio Shack has some 3 amp
diodes that would work (276-1144).
I don’t think the diodes are the problem.
Silicon diodes all have about the same voltage drop. If not, they are either shorted or
open circuit.
I see three possibilities. 1: One diode is
open, which would result in a lower output
voltage since it would only be running half
wave. 2: The capacitor in the power supply is

weak or open. 3: The motor is bad and is
drawing too much current.
I’d try replacing the diodes again, then try
bridging the capacitor with a 1000 MFD 50
volt unit. If this doesn’t help, then I’d try to
measure the current going to the motor. I
think these draw somewhere around a half
ampere when running normally.
Does the scan motor seem to run fast
enough? If not, then it is probably a power
supply problem. If yes, then it is most likely a
bad transfer motor.
Harold

AMI K TT RUNNING TOO FAST
Dear Dr Know-It-All:
I have an AMI K-series that plays
records too fast. The turntable shaft and
idler wheel are correct, so I’d like to
actually slow down the motor a bit. Any
way I can do this?
Keep up the good work,
Ron
Bergstrom,
Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan
Dear Ron:
I’ve seen this before. I don’t know if
they did this on purpose, or what.
There’s no way to slow the motor down,
other than feeding a different frequency
into it (that's what the autospeed unit
does in a Seeburg).
The only way to change speed is by
changing the diameter of the TT motor
shaft. The speed is directly proportional

to the diameter, so have a calculator and
a micrometer or dial caliper handy. The
desired diameter is equal to the present
diameter multiplied by 45 divided by the
present speed.
Does your TT motor shaft have a spring
wound around it? If not, then you’re
going to have to file down the shaft. You
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just have to hold a file against the side of
the shaft as it rotates.
If it does have a spring, then it becomes more difficult. One solution is to
find a spring wound with thinner wire.
Remember that the total diameter is
equal to the diameter of the motor shaft
plus twice the spring wire diameter. You
really need dial calipers to measure the
spring wire diameter. It helps to have a
assortment of small springs around. You
may also have to file down the motor
shaft and go to a smaller ID spring.
I’m not sure why these run fast. I have
this mental picture of a secret memo
from AMI to the operators saying “Our
jukeboxes run faster so they will play
more records and produce greater profits.”
Harold

AMI K CYCLES CONTINUOUSLY
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a problem with an AMI model
K. When you turn it on, a record is
selected, taken out, and placed on the
turntable, the tone arm set on the record,
and immediately without playing the
record it rejects, places the record back
on the record drum, then the cycle starts
all over again. This will continue till you
unplug the box. Any information will be
greatly appreciated. Thanking you in
advance.
Stephen Crane, Margate, NJ
Dear Stephen:
Although not explicitly stated in your
letter, I’m assuming that it’s the same
record each time. That is, the record
magazine is not moving when the record
is returned. If I’m wrong, write back and
I’ll try again.
I think the first place I’d look is the
operation of the camshaft switches.
When the record is returned to the magazine, camshaft switches 1 through 5

should all be depressed. When the
record is placed on the turntable, switch
6 should be depressed. I’m hoping you
have a manual. It gives adjustment instructions.
If these switches are not being properly depressed, then you have a problem in the actuating mechanism, or else
the transfer motor is loose or positioned
wrong.
Another remote possibility is the transfer motor itself. It’s an AC gearmotor,
and the armature slides in and out to
engage the gears. When the power is
removed, the armature should slide out
and disengage immediately. This allows the gears to come to a rapid stop.
If the motor is not properly lubricated,
the armature will not disengage, and it
will coast through the shutoff point, and
start the cycle over again.
Finally, if the plugs from the turntable
motor and the transfer motor were reversed in the relay box, the transfer

motor would run continuously.
Write back and let me know if I made
the right assumptions. If not, or if you
checked the above and still didn’t find
the problem, write back with a more
detailed description.
Harold

AMI CONTINENTAL IMMEDIATELY RETURNS RECORD
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI Continental 2 that has
an intermittent problem. Occasionally it
places the record on the turn table and
immediately returns it to the magazine.
When this problem occurs you can feel
a soft pulse tripping the reverse relay in
the control box when the reset solenoid

fires. When the problem occurs, it will
happen with either even or odd selections. Disconnecting the cut off switch
and the reject switch did not cure the
problem. When the problem does not
occur and the reversing relay is tripped
with the reject button or the cutoff switch
the pulse is very firm. I have replace all
AC wiring in the machine. The No. 1 and
No. 2 stopping switches have been replaced, transfer switches have been
metered and check out good, the cam
switch adjustments have been gone
through, and the reversing relay has
been cleaned and adjusted. Also, there
is a resistor and capacitor in the control
box that are not on the schematic for the
changer. Do you know their purpose?
Disconnecting the capacitor seems to
have helped the problem, but not cured
it. Do you have any suggestions? My
next step would be a wholesale replacement of the Cam Switch microswitches
and transfer Microswitches if I can find a
source.
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William Weissman, Williamstown,NJ
Dear William:
This is really weird. Your problem is
identical to one I ran into recently, and
talked about in the December diary.
In my case, is was because the mute
relay in the amplifier was not connected.
The mute relay connects with the red
and orange wires going to a terminal
strip on the amplifier. First, check the
wiring. With the jukebox on standby,
check to see if you have about 24 volts
DC between these two terminals.
Disconnect these two wires from the
amplifier, and check the resistance between the terminals. It should be somewhere around 400 ohms. This is the coil
of the relay. An open relay coil would
cause this problem.
The added components are probably
to reduce sparking at contacts, and probably won’t affect your problem.
Beyond this, I really can’t think of anything you haven’t tried. Good luck.

AMI CONTINENTAL IMMEDIATELY RETURNING RECORD
Just got the new AJ where you have an
AMI Continental that puts down a record and
puts it right back.
I got a really nice original about three years
ago that actually worked pretty much when I
bought it (very rare in Florida). When I got it
home, it immediately started doing the exact
same thing.
I went through most of the steps you described with no luck. It was driving me crazy.
I don’t remember exactly what adjustment
I made (I’ve worked on a bunch of boxes
since then) but I can steer you in the right
direction.
As you know, this AMI uses a 110 volt AC
motor that only rotates in one direction, unlike the other 50’s models that use a low
voltage DC motor and a reversing switch.
The motor turns a crankshaft which is connected to the record arm.
If the motor rotates a little too far when it
sets down the record, it will continue to rotate
a bit more due to inertia, just far enough for
a switch somewhere to kick in and cause the
motor to start again and return the record to
the stack. I recall finding an adjustment that

made the motor cut out a bit sooner, the
problem was solved, and I’ve had no recurrence in the last three years.
I’m a little pressed for time, or I’d look in the
manual and try to remember exactly what I
did. I’ll leave it in your capable hands to take
it from here. Good luck!
Nick DeCarlis, Gainsville, FL
Dear Nick:
I think I know which adjustment you mean.
There are several microswitches that are
actuated by the cam - 5 when the gripper
returns the record to the magazine, and one
when the record is set down on the turntable
(#6). If #6 were not far enough in, it might
actuate the microswitch too late and allow it
to coast through until the switch de-actuated.
Also check to make sure the motor is well
oiled. When the power is turned off, the
armature should disengage from the gears.
If it isn’t free to slide away from the gear, the
inertia of the armature will carry the motor
though.
In my case, it was a non-problem. Not
having the mute relay connected somehow

allowed a current pulse through the reversing relay, which would allow it to latch occasionally and return the record. Connecting
up the mute relay in the amplifier cured the
problem. I still don’t know why this was
happening.
Harold

AMI CONTINENTAL TURNTABLE RUNS FAST
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
My AMI Continental plays at 47 RPM.
Is there some simple way I can adjust
that speed back to 45 RPM?
Please note I have an intermix turntable but someone who owned the box
before me disabled the 33 RPM feature.
Perhaps in making that modification an
incorrect part was installed and that has
created my current problem.
Any ideas? Thanks.
Bill Sachse Jr., Whitefish Bay, WI
Dear Bill:
It’s odd - a few days ago I had the
identical question from Greg, who used
to work at Jukebox City.
There are three things that affect the
turntable speed. The speed of the motor, the diameter of the motor shaft, and
the inside diameter of the turntable. Lack
of lubrication will also affect the RPM,
but would make it run slow.
I’ve drawn a sketch of the typical drive
system. The motor shaft drives an idler
wheel which drives the inside of the
turntable.
The turntable motors are “synchronous” - their speed is locked into the line

frequency. So unless your line frequency
was high (totally unlikely), we have to
assume the motor speed is right.
The surface velocity on the motor
shaft is proportional to the diameter of
the shaft. The bigger the shaft, the faster
the turntable.
The size of the idler wheel doesn’t
affect the speed. The velocity where it
rides on the motor shaft is the same as
where it drives the inside of the turntable.
The inside diameter will inversely affect the turntable RPM. The smaller the
diameter, the faster the rotational speed.
So the two possibilities for mismatched parts are the wrong motor shaft
adapter or the wrong turntable. If you
had a 45 only motor, the shaft wouldn’t
be stepped, and perhaps the diameter is
bigger than the 45 section of the stepped
intermix part.
On the other hand, if you had a 45
only turntable, perhaps the inside diameter is smaller, causing it to rotate faster.
The intermix turntable should have the
retractable fingers for the 45’s.
If you have all the correct compo46

nents, then I’m at a loss why this happens. Maybe AMI was trying to increase
profits by making the jukebox get through
the records faster.
There’s only one sure way to slow this
down. Take the motor shaft adapter to a
machine shop and have them take about
4% off the outer diameter. For the intermix motor, this would be the larger diameter section.
Harold
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AMI LYRIC TOGGLE SHIFTER SOLENOID
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I own an AMI Lyric that will only select one
side of the record.
I think the problem is in a solenoid that is
used to select either one side of the record or
the other. Is this correct, and do you know the
value of this solenoid in resistance? There
are two solenoids involved, one for each side
of record, I think. I did not want to unhook the
good one, as it is in a heck of a tight place on
the machine.
I would appreciate if you could give me the
value of it and would appreciate it even more
if you have one of these laying around. I have
run several ads in both your paper and JBC
and have not been able to locate a solenoid
or the resistance of one.
Bob Maston, Rock Island, IL

Dear Bob:
What you’re referring to is called the “Toggle
Shifter Solenoid”.
I dug around in our parts pile at Jukebox
City, and think I came up with the right facts.
I had a G-200 handy so I could look at it.
The gripper motor is different, but the rest of
the mechanism is pretty much the same.
I found a solenoid coil that someone had
tagged “Toggle Pin Shifter Solenoid G-200”.
It measured 12 ohms.
I found another coil with a bracket identical
to one in the G. It measured about 8 ohms.
The parts books show a different part
number for the G and for the Continental/
Lyric era. The logical conclusion (if one can
be completely logical with an AMI) is that the

Toggle Shifter coil measured 12 ohms for the
G, and they reduced it to 8 ohms for the later
ones (possibly to get a stronger pull).
So I can’t be 100% sure without actually
tearing into one, but I feel that your Lyric
solenoid coil probably would measure 8 ohms.
I realize it sounds like a big job, but I’d
recommend removing the selector parts and
the record magazine from the rear, as I
talked about in the March diary. There are
some switches and sliding contacts in the
vicinity of the Toggle Shifter Solenoids that
should be cleaned. There’s also the possibility that your problem isn’t a coil, but one of the
switch contacts. Once you got it apart this far,
you could measure your solenoids, to see if
one is defective.
Harold

AMI JAL SLAMS RECORD DOWN
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have two jukebox repair questions for
you. The first concerns the record transfer
sequence in a Rowe JAL200. When the
gripper bow picks up a record from the
magazine to play it, it “slams” the record
onto the turntable. When finished playing
the gripper returns the record to the rack at
normal speed.
I’ve seen the change cycle on another
newer Rowe (model MM6) and it is more
gentle with the records.
I’ve gone through the mechanism, and
the timing cam on the left of the turntable,
and nothing seems to be jamming or sticking, and the electrical sequencing follows
the description in the service book.
I have replaced the selenium stack rectifier in the power supply (it was weak) with
new diodes and the DC voltage is 28 volts.
Any comments or recommendations?
James Alexander, Jonesboro, GA
Dear James:

The transfer motor on these is an AC
gearmotor, so the DC supply wouldn’t affect it.
The motor operates a crank that’s connected by a link to the gripper assembly.
The speed of the motor is set by the line
frequency, so that won’t vary.
I can think of only two reasons that it
would slam the record down. The first is
that something is binding as the record
starts to come out, then as it breaks free it
sort of springs ahead.
The second is that there is excessive
slop in the linkage. As the gripper arm
starts to set the record down, it could run
ahead of the motor, due to gravity pulling
it down. Or the gears could be worn, causing excessive play in the output shaft. Or
the crank could be loose on the shaft.
Either way, you have some disassembly
ahead. Not an easy job.
Harold

AMI JAL SLAMS RECORDS DOWN
In the August issue, there was a question
about an AMI JAL slamming the record down
on the turntable. At that time I didn’t have a
good answer.
We had an AMI JAN to sell at Jukebox City.
It did the same thing occasionally. It seemed
to be worse playing the left side of the record.
I finally noticed that the left hand toggle pin
(12) was not being held tightly inward while
the gripper arm came out. If I held the pin in
by hand, the gripper arm set the record down

much more gently.
The lever shown under part 10 actually
engages part 12 at the slot near the left end.
I couldn’t find an adjustment on the linkage
to the lever to make it hold the pin in solidly.
I did the next best thing - I bent the lever a little
to the right. Now when I make a left side
selection, the pin is held tightly in, and the
records are deposited on the turntable at a
more normal speed.
Harold
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AMI TRANSFER MOTOR REPAIR
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
If this will help anyone else, when I first got
this Continental, it had a problem with what
seemed to be a binding problem in the transfer assembly, as the record was being returned to the magazine. After dis-assembling the transfer assembly two or three
times and figuring how to put it back together
again, with the switch adjustments, I finally
realized that maybe the problem could lie in
the record transfer motor assembly. Looking
in AJ for parts suppliers, I found that not
many people had a motor assembly. One
wanted to set me up with a “jury rig” set-up
which I would have used as a last resort.

Another almost gave me a cerebral hemorrhage when he quoted me the price. I could
be wrong, but $200 seemed just a wee bit out
of line. So I opened the assembly, found one
gear spinning on the shaft, rather than turning with it. The gears are pressed on; and
while welding probably would have been
better, I emery clothed the smooth surfaces,
made sure the gear was in the right position,
heated up the shaft and gear with a soldering
iron, and soldered it in place. Put the two
halves together with four long screws and
nuts I had laying around, and I’ve had no
binding since, about 4000 plays on the Con-

tinental. Hope that helps someone.
Barrie Fishkin, New Milford, CT
Dear Barrie:
I don’t think I’d recommend welding. Soldering should be strong enough. If not, use
silver solder.
I know that $200 seems like a lot. These
are scarce, and the law of supply and demand rules. You can usually find things
cheaper if you do enough hunting. You were
lucky that yours was repairable.
I should also mention the gear case halves
are held together by rivets, which have to be
drilled out, to open the gear case.
Harold

MULTI PRODUCTS COMPANY
Multi Products manufactured the AC
gearmotors used in AMI's starting with the K.
They have a rebuilding service for these

older motors.
A reader notified us that their number was
no longer in service. I tracked them down -

their new number is 414-554-3700. They are
still doing the rebuild service.
Harold

ROWE R-80 DOESN'T BRING RECORD OUT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a Rowe-AMI R80 Fleetwood,
and on pressing the selection buttons,
the magazine turns and stops at the
right selection. I can hear a motor start
and a noise coming from what appears
to be a set of gears under the tone arm
pivot, but nothing happens. I can move
the gears manually and the record is
picked out and placed on the table, the
arm comes over and plays. It will not
then reject but the same motor starts

and a noise comes from the same set of
gears. When helping these gears as
before the arm rejects, the record is
replaced into the magazine, the magazine turns and if no other selection has
been made, the magazine stops.
I hope from this description that you
have some idea of the problem, and if
so, what it is and where to get the part or
parts and how to fit it and get it working
again.
We brought this box and two others
over with us when we moved from England two and a half years ago. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be
any interest in these wonderful machines in Canada as there is in England
and the USA.
Ron Geary, Pembroke, Ontario
Dear Ron:
It sounds as though the Transfer Motor armature is turning. Somehow the
power is not getting from the armature
to bring the record out.
The motor (18) has an integral gear
case. From the output of the gears, it
drives a crank that in turn drives some
linkage to operate the gripper mechanism.
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I can see two possibilities. First, the
crank (17) is pinned to the motor shaft
with a roll pin (16). It’s possible that the
roll pin is sheared, and the motor shaft is
turning but not moving the crank. Or it’s
possible the linkage has come loose
from the crank.
Second, the gears could be stripped
inside the gear case (this is not a rare
occurrence). It is possible to get your
motor rebuilt. Multi-Products Company,
who made these, has a rebuilding service. Contact them at 414-554-3700.
Harold
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CHECKING ROCK-OLA (& AMI) MECHANISM MOTORS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
My question is about the 50’s Rock-Ola
gripper arm and carousel motors. Typically I
disassemble the motor, clean, and re-lube.
Then I hook the motor up to a DC power
supply to check that it functions properly. I
was curious if you knew how much current
these motors should draw unloaded. Also, is
there some way to check out the armature to
see if it’s failing? (Ohms readings).
Erik Bahl, Perry, GA
Dear Erik:
I can’t give you an exact value. I have an
old car radio supply that tops out at about 20
volts, that I use to test these motors for
current draw and stall torque.
At this voltage, they draw roughly 1/2 amp.

I can’t give you an exact figure - the meter is
not accurate to read at this level. But 1/2 amp
is tops, probably a little less.
Some of the AMI’s fuse them at .8 amp, so
it has to be less than that.
You can then try to hold on to the gear and
retard the rotation. After you’ve done a few,
you can get a feel for how much torque they
have. They should not be too easy to stop by
holding onto the gear.
It’s hard to make a resistance check of the
armature. The resistances are low, and it’s
difficult to make good contact.
To check for shorts, it takes a piece of
equipment called a "growler", which most
people aren't going to have. Usually, if it has
a short, it will draw excessive current, have

low torque, and/or have excessive wear on
the commutator.
I like to take the cover off (if it has one) so
I can stop the armature by hand. On the
Rock-Ola and earlier AMI motors you can
grab the armature shaft where it extends out.
Then allow it to rotate very slowly, so you can
feel for any dead spots (lack of torque in any
position). Don’t hold it in the stalled condition
for too long. It will probably be drawing over
1 ampere now.
Let it run freely. You can tell quite a bit now
by the sound. If it passes the above tests and
sounds smooth, then it’s most likely a good
motor. Of course, the final test is installing it
and seeing how it runs.
Harold

CLEANING MECHANISM PARTS
I realize this will probably result in a
multitude of letters from readers with
their own favorite methods of cleaning
parts, but I thought I’d describe my latest
method.
It’s a two step method. The first step is
to clean the parts in a parts cleaner. We
have one of these floor standing parts
cleaners like you’d find in a commercial
garage. This takes most of the grease
and dirt off the metal.
Gunk engine degreaser works pretty
well, too. You need a stiff bristled brush
to work loose the thicker grease.

Rinse off the part in hot water and let
it sit for a couple minutes while the
excess water runs off. The part now
should be free of grease and dirt, but will
still have a brownish color. This is from
the oil being impregnated in the metal,
especially on castings.
The second step is to use a spray-on
bathroom cleaner (Dow and Bissell work
well). Thoroughly spray the part and
watch the “scrubbing bubbles” do their
job. The foam will turn brown, and brown
liquid will run off the part (it’s really pretty
amazing to watch). After it has soaked

for a couple minutes, wash off again with
hot water.
Blow off as much water as possible
with an air hose (if you have one) and let
dry. Oil or grease any bearing surfaces,
rollers, etc., before they are exposed to
the air for a length of time.
The difference in appearance is amazing. Now the parts (especially the castings) will be shiny silver color and will
look like new.
Rust on steel parts of course is another
problem.

CLEANING MECHANISM PARTS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
In the January, 96 issue of Always
Jukin’ Jukebox Diary section you mention cleaning VL-200 mechanism parts
with a “parts washer” and “bathroom
cleaner”. Is this an automotive cleaner
like Chemtool or something like that?
How about the bathroom cleaner? Do
you use plain old scouring powder like
Ajax, or one of the new bathroom cleaners?
Bob Terfruchte, Austin, TX
We have one of the garage style parts
washers, the kind that stand on legs and
have a lid that folds down when not in
use. I imagine that you can find them at

an auto parts store or a “Tool Town” type
of place. Then you would use the solvent they recommend.
Washing the parts in these gets the
grease and dirt off. Then I rinse the parts
off in hot water. They are free of grease,
but the parts will still have a brown cast,
especially the castings. I think this is
mostly due to oil that has soaked into the
metal, although it can be nicotine, too.
I use the spray-on type of bathroom
cleaner (Dow, Bissell, Lysol). Dow, with
its “Scrubbing Bubbles”, is probably the
easiest to find in your grocery store. I
spray it on the parts and let it set for a
couple of minutes.
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It’s really fun to watch. The foam from
the cleaner will actually turn brown as it
cleans the oil and nicotine from the part.
If it’s crusted on, you may have to use a
Scotchpad. But usually it will come out
without scrubbing.
I then rinse the parts in hot water
again, and blow them out with an air
hose. Once they’re dry, I oil any rotating
or sliding surfaces.
Now the parts come out bright and
shiny, without the brownish color. It really makes the mechanisms look like
new.
Harold

RESTORATION TECH HINTS
During the restoration of my G, I have
discovered several products that I feel
would help any jukebox restorer spend
less time restoring and more time enjoying their treasures. Here are just a few:
1) Steam Premium Engine Degreaser,
made by Gumout. This particular
degreaser works wonders on cruddy
mechanisms and the sticky, tar-like junk
found on Seeburg domes and program
glass. It dispenses from a spray can, but
tends to stick to greasy surfaces with a

G-120

jelly-like consistency. It has the added
advantage of a tolerable odor - unlike
the smell of most kerosene-based
degreasers that seems to linger around
forever. It washes away completely with
hot water. I have used the degreaser on
three Seeburg Mechs so far, with fantastic results (even better than bathroom cleaner!). It costs about $3.00 per
can, and is available at most any auto
parts suppliers.
2) Mother’s (brand) Chrome and Aluminum Polish - also available at most
any auto parts suppliers. This stuff is
great for removing light rust and corrosion, and really brings back the shine to
both plated and non-plated metal parts.
I have used it on speaker supports,
electrical selector push buttons, chrome
and aluminum trim, and various other
small metal parts. It saves a whole lot of
time, helps protect from further corrosion, and makes the part look like new.
3) When stripping the record rack on
any mech, aerosol paint remover combined with a Scotch Brite scrubbing pad
are helpful in reaching into tight crevices
and removing ALL of the residual paint
from the rack. It takes time, but the
results are worth the effort, and absolutely necessary if you have a rack originally painted red . If you plan to break
from the original color scheme of these
mechs, keep in mind that red paint, if not

COMPLETELY REMOVED, will tend to
bleed through any other color topcoat
applied. A little forethought (and a little
extra “elbow grease”) may save you
hours of stripping/sandblasting. H o p e
these recommendations help someone
save some restoration time. Thanks
again for your continued technical support!
Ed Olsen, Tucker, GA

G-200

OILING YOUR JUKEBOX AFTER CLEANING AND DRYING
This is very important for the healthy
operation of your jukebox. Use only a
small amount of oil in the right places.
These include any friction point: bearings, shafts, motors, and springs. Yes,
springs - where the spring hooks into a
hole is a wear point and needs a drop of
oil at each end. If you have a lubrication
chart in your manual, refer to that or use
your best judgment to locate all moving
parts.

Now lets talk about oil. Not all oils are
the same. The best kind to use is a 10weight non-detergent oil. Why? Because
it stays on your metal and fiber surfaces
much better. Car and truck motor oil has
detergent in it, but a jukebox is not a car
or truck so don’t use that kind! You can
find 30 weight non-detergent oil at automotive supply stores, but it is a little
heavy, especially if your jukebox is in a
cooler location.
Vern Tisdale, Phoenix, AZ
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ROWE R87 PLAYS WRONG RECORDS OCCASIONALLY
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a 1984 R-87 ROWE/AMI 200 selection stereo jukebox. Around every third spin of
the record basket it skips the records - for
example if selection 100 was punched it will
show 100 on the display, but 101 will be
playing. I found out today (Monday) that it
doesn’t have to start skipping at 100, it’s just
every couple turns of the basket it will skip
every record that was punched in for one trip
around the basket. Then for the next couple of
spins it plays fine. Please help. Thank you.
Bill West, Philadelphia, PA
Dear Bill:
I’m sorry to say this is a little out of my area
of expertise. I’ve had little experience with late
model Rowes.
I’ll tell you what I think I know. The mecha-

nism keeps track of the position of the magazine by means of an optical encoder. This
provides an output when the magazine passes
the home position. There is also an output for
every record position the magazine passes.
Thus a counter is reset in the computer and it
counts up one for every record spot to keep
track of where it is.
For the mechanism to pick the wrong selection, then I’d guess there either has to be a
problem in the optical encoder, or in the computer.
Since the record playing indicated is the
same as what you selected, and it is off by one
the whole trip around (at least I think that’s
what you’re saying), then it sounds like the
encoder is dropping one output count occasionally, throwing it off by one selection for one

rotation of the magazine. It could be adjustment, or it needs cleaning, or it’s defective.
The encoder is to the right of the gripper
assembly, down towards the hub of the record
magazine.
I suppose it’s possible that the computer is
missing a count occasionally. But I’d start with
the encoder, clean the inside surfaces where
it fits around the encoder disk. Also clean the
disk and see if that helps.
I’ll print this - maybe somebody more experienced on these will offer more or better
information.
Harold

LUBRICATING ROWE MECHS AND CLEANING ENCODER
Hi Harold,
A couple of items on your great article on
the Seeburg 1000 in Sept. AJ. The stylii used
in the Seeb. 1000 was a special Monaural
Stylus made specifically for the Seeb. 1000. It
was a diamond needle and the color of the grip
was Red. I don’t know the part number off
hand. If I can find any of the blister packs they
came in I will send you the original Seeburg
number. As far as I know Pickering no longer
makes these needles. The LPC type stylus
would fit the cartridge although the audio quality may be degraded as compared to the
proper type needle. Records for the Seeburg
1000 were also made for Seeburg by RCA
Custom Products, Decca and possibly Capitol. I think the year of manufacture might make
the difference.
In the Dr. Know It All Column in the Sept.
issue, regarding Rowe / AMI R-87 playing
wrong selections occasionally. The pair of
optical encoders that straddle the magazine
drive gear have very small diameter wires. If
the plug was handled roughly (pulling too hard
on the wires) when removing it from the Mech.
Control module on the mech, sometimes the
wires would break loose from the connector

pins. Another problem encountered when these
machines were in commercial use, some
operators or mechanics would mistakenly
apply grease or other lube to the magazine
drive gear. Big Mistake.......The optical encoder counts the gear teeth as they go around
in scan. If grease was applied to the gear and
fill in the space between the gear teeth it would
give the computer via the mechanism control
unit, a false count. A marginal adjustment of
the positioning of the optical encoder can also
create intermittent mis-selection. Adjustment
procedure is in the manual and is done at
magazine position 99 if I remember correctly.
Excess magazine backlash or “play” could
also cause this problem. I mentioned it was a
dual optical unit, one optic counted the gear
teeth, the other was for the home position
which is a small round hole in the metal
magazine drive gear.
For many many years and even to this day,
AMI made one of the most “Lubeless” mechs
in the business compared to other mfgrs.
Many times problems were introduced into a
mech. by inexperienced service people lubricating the mech in places it was not supposed
to be lubed. The 8400 Mech could easily run

for its entire commercial lifetime with no lubrication other than what it came with when new.
The only requirement I can remember was
possibly a couple of drops on the TT shaft in
the appropriate places and possibly the tone
arm shaft using Lubricating oil only (uncontaminated Zoom Spout oil OK).
Extending the life of the many Jukeboxes
now well past their commercial lifetime may
call for lubing in a few other places but never
the magazine drive gear ( large metal one ) on
mechs from R-84 and up (including CD). I
used to clean the optical encoders with a Q tip
and Windex, only if it appeared necessary or
in high dust locations. Same goes for the gear
if it has a lot of dust build up on it.
Of course, the Mech. Control module ,
Central Control Computer or wire harnessconnector problems could also cause selection problems but those that I mentioned were
common causes encountered in the field. The
optical encoders could also be intermittent but
I seldom had to change any.
Regards,
Bob Schappert, Patterson, NJ

WRONG SELECTIONS IN ROWE R-87 (TECH HINT)
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
On the R-87 question last month — You
are correct, it can be an encoder problem,
which in itself can be a large problem due to
the fact that the opto that was used in SOME
Rowe/AMI phono’s are no longer available.
What has to be known is which mech control
board that phono has in it, and which encoder
it has. It’s easy to determine the encoder by
the color of the plug used. Early (NLA) opto’s
have a white plug, late ones are red in color.
The mech control pcb is another problem, as

no matter what number is silk screened, you
cannot tell if it has been updated for the new
opto or not, unless it is marked. I don’t know for
sure, but I think that the new opto was used
starting with mechanism controller #40722102. I do know that you cannot intermix these
units as the voltage going to the “LED” differs!
(I know that I have a chart on this problem
somewhere and when I find it, I’ll send you a
copy). You might suggest to Bill that after
cleaning the unit, he try readjusting it accord-
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ing to the instructions in the manual.
Another cause of this problem can be a
worn “Sprag” assembly.
Ron Rich, Millbrae, CA
Dear Ron:
Thanks for writing. Luckily, cleaning seems
to have taken care of his problem.
I would like to offer a word of warning.
Adjustments and alignment on these is not a
job for the inexperienced.
Harold

SLOW AMI E-120 TURNTABLE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI G-120 which has a slow
turning turntable. I’ve replaced the idler wheel
but the motor turns too slow. I’ve adjusted the
spring to no avail, the only way to speed it up
is to wrap a layer of masking tape around the
drive shaft which created enough friction after
7 or 8 records the motor heats up and will play
at 45 RPM.
Do I take part the motor, and what do I
clean? Do I put in a rebuilt motor? Or do I place
a more permanent adapter on the shaft?
Thanks.
Jim Bonkowski, Troy, MI
Dear Jim:
There are several reasons why the turntable could be running slow.
1) The motor itself. It could be lacking
lubrication, or the old oil could have thickened.
Generally, it’s best to take the motor apart.
Spray some WD40 on the shaft where it goes
into the bushing, and work the shaft in and out.

Then dry the shaft and put on a light machine
oil (I use Zoom-Spout). Also oil the felt packing
at each end of the motor case.
When you re-assemble the motor, the bushings may not be aligned right. Tap the ends of
the motor with a small hammer. This should
align the bushings, and the shaft should turn
freely now.
Check for side play on the shaft. If there is
noticeable side play, you probably should find
a new motor.
Occasionally, you’ll find a motor that just
runs slow and there’s nothing you can do
about it. In that case, you’d just have to find
another motor.
2) The rubber on the idler is hard and it is
slipping. The rubber should feel pliable to the
touch. It also should be clean and dry. Use a
solvent like lacquer thinner or MEK.
3) Too little or too much spring tension. Too
little will allow the idler to slip. Too much will
also slow it down, and will cause premature

wear of the motor bushings. If the rubber in the
idler is pliant, it doesn’t take much tension in
these.
What happens often is that as the old idler
hardens, people increase the spring tension
to try to get traction. So you’ll sometimes find
the wrong spring in these.
I can’t really tell you how much tension
these should have. This is something you just
“learn by feel”.
4) Lack of lubrication in the idler or turntable.
When it’s all together, you should be able to
stop the turntable fairly easily. When you let
go, it should get up to speed quickly. Hopefully,
the speed will be OK. If not, you may have to
send the whole assembly (mounting plate,
motor, and turntable) off to someone to check
out.
Harold

AMI E-120 THROWS RECORDS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Just wondered if you may have a solution to
my problem. I bought an AMI E-120 and it
played great. Then it blew (burned out) a coil
Sent it to get it repaired as I am unfamiliar (at
the time) with the mechanics of a juke and
thought this better suited to a more experienced person. Well, he licked that problem
but a new one cropped up. Now, when it goes
to make a selection, it chooses the odds well,
but it throws the evens...literally. He is looking
at different items but I think it may have him
stumped. Any ideas on how to lick this? Any
assistance will be greatly appreciated.
Matthew Zylowski, Downey, CA
Dear Matthew:

I can think of a few things to check.
First, I’d check that the transfer arm assembly is well lubricated and not sticking. This
is the assembly in the center that actually
spreads the record gripper and rotates the
transfer arm as it comes out. If something is
sticking in this assembly, it can drop or throw
the record.
Second, the device that chooses which
side of the record to play is called the Toggle
Plate (see page 21 of the manual). As the
mechanism scans back and forth, when it
gets to the turnaround point at the ends, the
Toggle Plate should be flipped from one position to the other. If it doesn’t get flipped far
enough in one direction, it will not bring the

record out properly.
Third, if the stopping point (when it stops to
pick up the record) is not centered, then it’s not
going to get a good grip on the record and the
record can go flying as the mechanism tries to
bring it out. Once you take the mechanism
cover off, you’ll see the stopping switches
(one for each side) at the right end. If it’s
stopping off center, watch the operation of the
switches to see which one is actuated for the
even side. The manual gives a procedure for
adjustment. On this model, it looks like adjustment is done by bending things. The procedure is given on pages 5 and 6 of the mechanism section.
Harold

AMI H CONTINUES TO SCAN
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a 57 AMI Model H which continues to
scan after the last selection is played. Which
contact needs attention, and where is it located?
John Guthrie, Franklin, MA
Dear John:
It sounds like a Scanning Control Unit prob-

lem. Unfortunately, they locate the unit where
it’s pretty hard to work on.
It’s located inside the Playmeter drum.
This is the drum shaped unit with pins around
its circumference. It’s located at the left front
of the mechanism.
The scan wheel is friction driven by a
rubber sleeve on the shaft that drives the

Playmeter drum. This is the usual problem the rubber gets worn or hardened so that the
scan wheel slips as the mechanism scans,
and doesn’t rotate downward far enough to
shut the scan switch off.
So you have a nasty job ahead. You’ll have
to remove the drum, then see if the rubber
sleeve is your problem. Harold

CONVERTING AMI D-40 BACK TO 78
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’m converting my AMI D-40 from 45 RPM
play back to 78 RPM. I have changed the
motor speed successfully, but can’t get the
tone arm to adjust to the larger records. The
adjustment screw at the tone arm mount as
shown in the manual does not provide enough
adjustment. What am I missing?

Denny Klein, Port Orchard, WA
Dear Denny:
When they converted to 45, there were
several items changed, including the tone
arm, and the cam that drives the tone arm.
One alternative, of course, is to try to find
the original 78 components. But it shouldn’t be
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necessary. I’ve done this before, so it is possible with the components you have.
If you don’t have enough range in the slot in
the tone arm base, then you have two choices.
You can drill and tap a new hole for the adjustment screw. Or you can elongate the slot.
Harold

ROWE MM4 REPEATS "B" SIDE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I purchased a manual from you for a RoweAMI MM4. I worked the machine and it worked
good except I could not play B sides. Before
that if a B side played it would play it over and
over. When I played just A sides it would work
fine. Now I select an A side and it plays the B
side over and over. Is it C-5? I went thru all the
adjustments and the selector seems to be
working fine. I’m almost at the point of craziness. Any help you could give me would be
greatly appreciated. It seems to be simple but
I cannot fathom it.
Thank you,
Gary M. McMahon, Forked River, NJ
Dear Gary:
I hope I can be some help. I don’t think
there’s such a thing as a simple Rowe problem.
In addition, I think you have more than one
problem. The selector units on these can be a
nightmare.
I think you have to first determine if the
correct pins are being selected. The “Search
Unit Assembly” can be taken loose from the
mechanism fairly easily. Leave the cables
connected, and select A1. I believe the A1 pin
is marked, so you can see if the right pin is
selected.
If I remember right, the A selections are

outer circle, and the B selections are inner
circle. If an inner circle selection is made
instead of an outer circle, the problem would
have to be with the selector switch assembly.
This doesn’t seem too likely.
Assuming the right pin is being selected,
then you’re going to have to check the operation of the stopping switches. Where you
removed the Search Unit Assembly, you’ll see
two levers, one longer for the outer circle of
pins (A side), the other shorter for the inner
circle (B side). As the mechanism scans, you
can operate the levers with your finger. If the
last record played was a B side, operate the
longer lever.
I hope I have this right. When you play an A
side, the Toggle Shifter Coil operates, shifting
the pins in the gripper assembly that determine which side of the record plays. When
you play an A side, the left pin should engage
the gripper as it comes out, causing it to rotate
to play the A side.
If it isn’t toggling, then there could be a
problem with the A side stopping switch, the
sliding contacts, or the toggle solenoid which
appears to be located in the scan relay assembly.
Now for your other problem - playing the
record over and over. It sounds like the pin isn’t
being canceled. With your finger still on the

stop switch lever, as the record is about to set
down on the turntable, the cancel solenoid
should energize. You’ll feel it - it will try to push
your finger off the lever.
Number 13 of the Sequence of Operations
drawings shows the operation of the reset
coil. There are quite a few possibilities here.
The power goes through the sliding contact to
the stopping Switch assembly, through the
stopping switch, through the left side switch,
then the coil, then another sliding contact.
Then it goes through switch C5, then switch
C8, and finally to ground.
C5 is definitely a possibility, but not the only
one.
Going back to operating the stopping
switches with your finger. Try first one lever
then the other. If the reset solenoid works on
one side and not the other, then the problem is
probably in the stopping switch assembly. If it
doesn’t work on either side, then it probably is
C5 or C8.
Don’t know if I’m going to be much help. Try
these checks and hopefully we can narrow it
down. Unfortunately, these can be difficult to
work on in person.
Harold

ROWE MM4 REPEATING B SIDE (TH)
Regarding Gary McMahon’s problem with
his Rowe MM4 repeating the “B” side, may I
offer suggestions based on my own experience with this mechanism? Playing only one
side of the record can be caused by one (or
both) of the solenoid-operated sliding pins in
the gripper assembly sticking. Applying WD40 and working them in and out by hand

should help. A polishing with fine emery paper
wouldn’t hurt, either. The problem with the
same record playing over and over can be
caused by a defective CS4 microswitch. This
is the upper of the two on the right-hand side
of the cam, and a bad connection in the n.o.
circuit between side contact “A” and top right
contact “B” will cause this symptom. It may

also be the result of the selection pin not
resetting, which can be caused by a shorted
“annunciator” coil - likely that on the tiny solenoid that pulls in to show the “B” side is
selected in the song-playing window. Disconnecting one of the leads would be a quick test
for this.
Tom Tompkins, Shelburne, VT

ROWE R81 SCANS ALL THE TIME
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I also have a Rowe R81 that scans all the
time. I feel the problem is in the Control Unit,
which I have tried to locate to no avail. I feel this
may be a common problem and I might get
information on which component might be
bad in this unit ,so that I might be able to repair
it, or someone I can send it to for repair.
I have service manuals for both machines
and I am enclosing a stamped envelope for
your reply.
Jack Champion, Kershaw, SC
Dear Jack:
The one bit of information you didn’t include
is whether the mechanism stops for a selection if you make one.

Again, because of the difficulty of field repair, no schematics are included in the manual,
so I can’t give you any information on the
“MOS Memory Module”, which controls the
mechanism functions. I’ll have to run this in
the July issue to see if anybody does rebuilds
on these.
If it doesn’t stop for selections, then it could
be in the Memory Module. Or it could be in the
“Encoder Unit”. Make sure the disk is turning
and the contacts are contacting.
If it does stop for selections, then it could be
in the magazine motor circuit. The Memory
module drives a transistor (Q704) which in
turn drives a Darlington transistor (Q808).
There are also some other components which

seem to be in the circuit (Q801 and Q803). A
shorted transistor could cause it to scan continuously. This is shown in Diagram 7 in the
sequential diagrams.
The first thing I’d do is to measure the
voltage on pin 12 of the Memory Module. The
emitter of Q704 goes to -7 volts, so if pin 12 is
on the order of -7 volts, then the problem is in
the scan motor drive circuitry. If the voltage on
pin 12 is more like zero, then the problem is in
the Memory Module or the Encoder.
If you do need a Memory Module repair,
hopefully someone will come to your aid.
Harold

ROWE R-87 TECH HINT
Regarding the question about the Rowe R87’s: There is a sprag gear and hub assembly
that uses rubber grommets to stop the magazine at the proper spot. These rubber grommets deteriorate with age and can cause the
jukebox to play 1 or 2 off on occasion. The

sprag gear can be accessed by removing the
mechanism control board and disconnecting
4 wires to the magazine motor. & stop solenoid, then removing three screws holding
sprag gear assembly. If the sprag gear is
white I would replace this and the hub as well
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with the newer style black ones. They break
less often. When you get it all together you’ll
have to adjust the optic switch. The service
manual for these jukes explains all of this
pretty well. Hope this helps.
Don Frederick, Swannanoa, NC

EXCESSIVE HUM FROM AMI C TURNTABLE MOTOR
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Hello Mr. Hagen, I’m a subscriber of Always
Jukin’ and really enjoy your column. I have one
last problem to solve with my AMI-C and after
trying almost everything, I thought I would ask
for your advice on this. I have what I would call
a rumble sound which is present mostly at the
beginning of the record and at the end. I guess
it is present also when the music is playing but
it is covered by the music. It is present on
every record. It doesn’t seem to come from
the amp (not a hum but rather a mechanical
rumble transmitted to the cartridge)
Here’s what I did:
-It has new rubber bushing (nice and soft)
-I tried 2 different Idler wheels ( one new and
one rebuilt)
-The amp is grounded to the mechanism
board
-I tried to ground the chassis of the amp to the
mechanism board without any success.
-I took the lift arm assembly out of the cabinet
and played a record on a small turntable with
the AMI amp & speaker still in the cabinet and
this way my problem is solved, no rumble.
This is why I don’t think my problem is coming
from the amp nor the cartridge or the shielded
cable. It seems to be a mechanical vibration

coming from the motor assembly.
-The motor seems to be vibrating more than
my other turntable motors (like on my 2150), I
don’t know if that helps
Is there anything else I could try ? The only
thing left would be to change the motor assembly. Is it possible that the motor shaft
would be bent ? If so, how can I know ?
Your help would be very most appreciated
on this as I feel I’m losing my mind here!!!
François Villeneuve, St-Augustin, Quebec
Dear François:

When you say bushing, do you mean the
three that suspend the motor. Do you have the
original type where one end is tapered to a
point? The tapered end should be facing upwards (i.e., bearing the weight of the motor).
I’m assuming the rumble is more like a
hum, rather than a thumping sound. If the
surface of the idler wheel is soft, it shouldn’t be
transmitting the hum that way.
Make sure the motor is completely isolated
(nothing touching it that might transmit the
vibration).
Leave the turntable off. Make sure somebody hasn’t put in an overly strong spring to
the idler. Now start it up so the turntable motor
is running.
Touch your finger lightly to the motor and
then to the mounting plate. There should be a
substantial difference (theoretically there
should be no hum on the plate).
I have seen motors that just plain vibrated
too much. I’m not sure what causes it. Maybe
the armature gets out of balance. Maybe the
bushings or shaft get worn. Maybe something
goes wrong with the windings. Whatever it is,
if this is the case, you’ll probably have to locate
another motor.
Harold

MODIFYING AMI CAM FOR 78 PLAY
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Over the years there have been various
questions and answers on the subject of
converting AMI models A through F back to 78
RPM, the most recent being in the January
issue. Somewhat to my surprise, nobody has
addressed the situation in the way I’m about
to.
Most all of these AMI 500 series mechanisms used on the A through F models were
converted to 45 RPM in the 1950’s and 1960’s
using a conversion kit supplied by AMI. One of
the items in the kit was a new tone arm cam
and shaft assembly, which replaced the original 78 RPM cam shaft assembly. The difference between the new cam and the original 78
RPM cam assembly was that the 45 cam
moved the tone arm inward approximately an
additional 1 1/2” to set down on the 7” 45.
When converting back to 78 RPM, the tone
arm movement is now a problem. Apparently
most people get it to work by filing the adjustment slot in the tone arm bracket, or by drilling
and tapping a new hole in the bracket for the
locking screw, to get back the inch and a half
needed to set down on a 10” 78 record. Even
if you get it to work this way, the tone arm is
now traveling back 1 1/2 inches further than it
has to, to clear the gripper bow.
In my opinion, the right way to do this is to
modify the 45 RPM tone arm cam to a configuration that more closely resembles the original 78 cam. This is not as difficult as it sounds.

Fortunately the 45 cam has more metal on it
than the original 78 cam, so it is simply a
matter of removing some of the excess metal.
The cam is made of soft aluminum, and cuts
easily with a small saw. See diagram on how
to make the cuts.

gears

cut #2
cut #1

Remove approx. half of this portion of cam
with two cuts. Cut #1 on top, cut #2 on side.
Smooth with file.
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If you have a vise on your work bench, the
cam shaft can be locked down tight for sawing. If not, it can be done while installed in the
transfer tower in the mech, with the tone arm,
reject switch, and the cam switch removed.
The transfer motor will keep the cam from
rotating during the cutting operation. Of course,
the mech should be removed from the jukebox
before attempting this. The saw “dust” is easily vacuumed up when finished. Smooth out
the cuts will a small file, and the job is finished.
Adjusting the tone arm is now easily accomplished.
Over the last 25 years I have converted
about ten of these changers back to 78 RPM
using this method, including three in the last
two years. All of them work perfectly without
further modifications to the tone arm or mounting bracket. The down side of this, of course,
is that it is a one way modification. Never again
will the mechanism play 45’s. But there are
enough 78’s around that keeping the machine
original may be the way you want to go.
Perhaps I should offer a cam modification
service to other collectors? Any interest?
Bob Burke, Media, PA
Dear Bob:
Thanks for the tech hint. We’ll see if anyone
is interested.
Harold

AMI D-40 STOPS LATE FOR SELECTIONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I am having an unusual problem with my
AMI D-40. When you make a selection the
proper selector finger is tripped. However, the
record rack stops one record number higher
than it should. I have been unable to adjust the
travel to stop at the right location using the
switchette adjustment screws as detailed in
the manual. The record rack stops so far past
where it should that the selector finger reset
plunger misses the tripped solenoid finger
and the record counter plunger also misses
its proper wheel, also the switchette pawl is
bound very tightly against the selector finger.
It is the same for both switchettes. Is there
some other adjustment? There doesn’t seem
to be enough adjustment in the switchette to
move the stop location one full record back.
Denny Klein, Port Orchard, WA
Dear Denny:
Since it’s doing the same thing for both
directions, I’m going to make a couple guesses

here.
First, make sure the record rack
microswitches are toggling when you operate
the pawls manually.
What it sounds like to me is that the record
rack motor is coasting after its power is disconnected. This would explain why the pawls
are binding up.
Do you have the manual? Check out the
sequential diagram (#4 on p. 11 of the mechanism section). When one of the record rack
switches is actuated, the armature of the
record rack motor should be short circuited.
This results in “Dynamic Braking”, which
means the motor comes to a rapid stop.
Make some selections, and watch it as it
stops for the selections. If the record rack
doesn’t come to a rapid stop, this is probably
the problem.
The “Starting Switch” (this is the switch
operated when a pin pops up), “Camshaft
Switch CS1”, and one or both of the Record

Rack Switches (depending on which side is
selected) is in this shorting circuit. If one of
these has bad contact resistance, it may
cause this problem. Also, if the motor is pretty
tired, the dynamic braking will be reduced.
The record rack microswitches are of a
unique design, and you’ll never be able to go
out and buy one. They have four terminals.
One is common. In one position, the common
connects to one other terminal. In the other
position, the common connects to the two
remaining terminals.
These can be disassembled to clean contacts, but with the weird contact arrangement,
can be tricky. Be very careful if you ever
attempt this. Use an ohmmeter to check contacts first to make sure this is the problem.
If it is a dynamic braking problem, hopefully
these suggestions will help. If it isn’t, we’ll have
to try a different direction.
Harold

SLOW AMI D-40 TURNTABLE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have owned an AMI D40 for about the last
5 years. I’ve done a lot of basic rewiring,
changed the amp caps, etc. We’ve used it
fairly often and enjoy it a lot. Over the last year
or so, we’ve been experiencing a problem with
slower-than-normal turntable speed. The problem did not have a gradual on-set; it seemed
to begin running a little slower immediately
(just judging by the sound of the songs).
Recently, it now seems to be running a little
more slowly (again, did not seem like a gradual
change). The speed is constant, just too
slow. The rubber idler wheel and the inside
edge of the turntable platter show no signs of
wear or deterioration. Also, the center post of
the platter shows no binding or wear in the
bushing where it rotates. The only thing that
appears possibly abnormal is that the rotor
shaft that turns the idler wheel has 3 springlike wires wrapped around it, with the 3 sharp
ends exposed at the top of the shaft, and it

looks like these 3 wire ends have scratched a
helical pattern on the underside of the platter.
Thinking this might be causing the slower
speed, I placed washers over the center shaft
of the platter to raise it above the wire ends, but
observed no change in the problem.
Are these wire ends still the cause? If not,
is this a problem that often appears with old
turntable motors? If I’m faced with the prospects of successive replacement of parts
until the problem goes away, which are the
most likely culprits? Any advice you can give
me would be greatly appreciated. We miss
hearing our many favorite 78’s at normal speed.
Thanks.
John Lube, Coppell, TX
Dear John:
The springs are put on the turntable motor
shaft to bring it up to the right diameter. If the
ends are sticking above the motor shaft, you
may have to grind them off, or possibly you
can hold the shaft and rotate the springs on

the shaft to move them downward.
Lubrication could be playing a part. The
main points are the turntable shaft, the idler
wheel, and the motor itself. Use a light machine oil. The motor may have to be disassembled so you can clean and oil the shaft
where it goes through the bushings. Also
saturate the felt. When you reassemble the
motor, tap the ends with a small hammer to
set the bushings, so the shaft will turn freely.
Make sure all friction surfaces are clean.
Use a non-residue solvent, such as MEK or
lacquer thinner.
The grommets should be in good condition. Also the rubber in the idler wheel. If it feels
hard to the touch, you may have to have it
rebuilt.
If the idler is OK, and you’re getting good
traction, and it’s still slow, then you may have
to look around for a new motor.
Harold

RECORD SLIPPING ON AMI F
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
As you may recall I had a problem on
records slowing down on my AMI F (April
issue). Changing arm weight did not help and
if too heavy exacerbated the problem. If too
light, some records would stick in their tracks.
Per your suggestion, I had the idler wheel
rebuilt which was a big help. However, after
further using the Jukebox, I found that the
problem was not fully resolved. After much
experimentation I discovered that some
records seemed to slip on the platen (turn-

table) on which the records sit. This turntable
is designed such that the record sits on only
about 1/2 inch of the outside edge. A removable 5 1/2 inch O.D. aluminum disc is recessed on the inner portion of the turntable
and sits below the record surface. Finally, in
desperation, I lifted off this disc and used it as
a pattern to cut a similar disc out of cardboard
from a note pad. I taped this disk to the
aluminum disk and put them both on the
turntable. This addition raised the aluminum
inner disc to be flush with the turntable outer
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rim. Guess what - the slippage stopped immediately and most of my records are playing
much better.
Charles King , Locust Grove, VA
Dear Charles:
I’m not sure about this particular model, but
usually the turntable has some kind of cushioning on the outer surface where the record
rests, like felt or flocking or rubber. It’s possible
that it originally had a light flocking which has
worn off.
Harold

AMI E TURNTABLE RUNS BACKWARDS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I am having trouble with my AMI E120. The
first thing is the turn table turns counter-clock
wise, I tried reversing the motor wires and it
did not change anything. Also the volume
control will not control the volume, I get a very
loud roar through the speaker as soon as the
switch on the junction box is turned on. I had
the amp rebuilt, speaker reconed, I would
appreciate any help you can give me.
One other thing, the volume control seems
to be 20 kilo-ohms, I wondered if it is the right
one. The place it attaches to the amp has a
third connector for ground and I don’t know
where to attach the other end. The ground
wire was missing when I bought the machine.
I enjoy reading your section every month in
Always Jukin. Thanks very much.
Jim Taylor, Columbia Mo.
Dear Jim:
I can think of two reasons the turntable
might be running backwards. First, it might
have the wrong motor. The F motor looks

similar, but runs the wrong direction as they
changed from belt drive to rim drive.
Second, you can make any TT motor run
backwards by putting the core in upside down.
Try taking the motor apart and turning the core
over.
The two wires from the volume control
connect from the center to one of the outside
terminals of the three-screw terminal strip.
The other outside terminal (which is also
ground) connects through a wire to the mechanism base.

The two wires connect one to the center
terminal, the other to one of the outside terminals on the control. Measure between the two
wires with an ohmmeter. It should vary from
zero to 20K as the control is rotated.
The schematic says 35K, but 20K will still
work. It might limit your maximum volume
slightly. Just make sure you can vary it down
to zero, or close to it.
Harold

to mech

WEAK TURNTABLE DRIVE IN AMI F
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
My problem is in regards to a turntable on
an AMI F-120 Juke Box. When the Juke box is
turned on and a record selected, the pressure
of the cartridge on the record slows down or
stops the turntable. Any slight pressure that I
put against the side of the turntable (with my
finger) stops it. I have removed the turntable
and when I check the motor shaft, it seems to
have plenty of torque. I have tightened the
spring to the idler wheel substantially and it
appears that the pressure of the rubber wheel
is pretty high against the motor shaft. The
rubber of the drive wheel is even with the top
of the motor shaft. The rubber on the wheel
appears to to be reasonably pliable.
I have replaced the original magnetic cartridge which an appropriate substitute from
Vern Tinsdale in hopes that a lighter weight

cartridge might help. The cartridge works fine
after adding some spacers but it does not
solve the problem. I have adjusted the arm
height and needle pressure per the AMI manual.
At the moment, I have the needle pressure so
low that the needle does not stay in the record
groove. Often the record will not start to play.
The one thing that seems to help (somewhat) is that if I throw the on-off toggle switch
to ‘on’ (next to the records) and have the
turntable free run for about 15 minutes, I can
get most (but not all) of the records to play
(providing the needle pressure just right). I am
thinking that perhaps the rubber on the idler
wheel warms up and gets softer. Since the
idler wheel seems in good shape, I am thinking
I need to get a very strong spring and put even
more pressure against the motor shaft. .
Your thoughts are appreciated.

Charles King, Locust Grove VA
Dear Charles:
It sound like a traction problem.
Increasing the spring tension isn’t a good
idea (unless the spring is weak or stretched).
Too much spring tension will prematurely wear
the motor bushings and make the turntable
run slow.
First, you have to make sure the drive
surfaces are clean and dry (motor shaft, idler
wheel and inside of turntable). Use a nonresidue cleaner. I use MEK or lacquer thinner.
If that doesn’t help, then you’ll probably
have to get the idler rebuilt. The rubber should
be pretty soft on these. Check with Ed Crockett,
601-264-4755.
Harold

AMI H TRANSFER MOTOR JAMS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’m working on an AMI H. My problem is that
once a selection is made on either side, the
record is placed on the turntable but the transfer motor tries to stay running, then you can’t
reject the record. It will blow a fuse if you don’t
shut it off. I checked all the switches and
relays, what am I missing? Once in a while it
will play properly. This tells me there is a
switch not making contact. Can you help? Did
I give you enough info? Thanks.
Paul Silva, Somerville, MA
Dear Paul:
I’ll agree, it’s probably a switch. But these
can be a bear to narrow it down.
What I’m guessing is that the reset sole-

noids aren’t actuating. As long as the pin is
selected, the transfer motor will keep running.
If the pin doesn’t get canceled, the motor will
just keep running until it jams up.
I hope you have a manual. The sequential
diagrams show the reset solenoid operation
on page 16 of the record changer manual
section.
The most likely candidates are the cam
switch contacts 10 & 11, and the transfer
switch contacts. Also in the circuit are the
stopping switches, and the slip rings (sliding
contacts) to the rotating magazine.
The contacts on the cam and transfer
switches can be difficult to get to make good
contact. Usually I use stiff paper moistened
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with contact cleaner to clean oil and grease
from the contacts, then 600 sandpaper. In
difficult cases, the contact assemblies have
to be disassembled to give the points a more
thorough cleaning. In really bad cases, the
points have to be replaced.
I find it a lot easier to disengage the transfer
motor, and turn the gear by hand to bring the
record out. When it gets to the point where the
cam switch contacts 10-11 close, the reset
solenoid should be actuating. If it isn’t, you can
check the various switches by taking a small
screwdriver and jumpering across the blades
of the ones that appear to be closed. If the
reset solenoid actuates, then that contact is
bad.
Harold

AMI G-120 WON'T SCAN
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI G 120 that the carriage
motor does not scan or search. Sometimes, If I turn the D.C. switch off for a few
seconds and turn it back on it will travel
approx 3-4 inches. I have replaced the
motor, and the rectifier in the junction box
with no results. I have checked voltage at
the pins ( I’m not sure which ones to check)
the only reading I’m getting is approx. 11
volts. This box did work, but the carriage
always was very slow. Thanks for any help
you can give me.
Tim Heinle, Helena, MT
Dear Tim:
If you’ve replaced the rectifier, and tried
another motor (which I’m assuming is known
good), then the problem just about has to be a
switch problem somewhere.
The first thing I’d check is the DC voltage at
the bridge rectifier. It should be about 25 or 30
volts.
I’ve shown the simplified scan schematic
below. From the plus, it goes through the DC
switch, then through the normally closed contacts in the selection relay (this is the rear

relay on the mechanism). See page 1 of the
mechanism manual section. It appears that
the two relay sections are wired in parallel.
Next is CS(2). This is the front cam switch.
In the scan position, the cam should be clear
around to actuate CS(2). This is the first
drawing on page 12 (Fig. 10).
The circuit now goes through the motor,
then to the starting switches, and back to the
minus output of the bridge. These are the two
switches on the mechanism base that are
actuated when you make a selection. They
are wired in parallel.
I’d connect the minus of the voltmeter to the
negative output of the bridge rectifier, then

start measuring the voltage in the various
parts of the circuit (with a selection made).
The voltages at SR(2) and CS(2) should be
the same as the plus output of the bridge.
Check both sides of each switch to make sure
there isn’t a voltage drop across either switch.
Now check the voltage on both connections of one of the starting switches. It should
be zero.
If your voltages check out OK, and it still
doesn’t scan, then you’re down to the plug
contacts or the motor.
One other thing to check - when you turn
the DC switch on and it scans momentarily,
make sure the cam doesn’t start to rotate.
Harold
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ROWE MECHANISM MAINTENANCE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
RE: Dr. Know it All Mar 2000 Issue Page
4 under Rock-Ola 1468 MicroSwitches.
A question was raised as to why the Tone
Arm on later model AMI Jukeboxes is located
on the left side of the Turntable. (models JAL
& up).
With the design of the AMI 1100 Mechanism, AC motors were used for reliability &
longevity as compared to the DC motors of
the past. To simplify design and minimize the
amount of parts used in the design of the
mechanism the tone arm was mounted to the
left of the turntable. The slotted cam surface in
the linkage driven by the Transfer Motor creates the 2 directional movement to lift and
swing the tone arm on to the record and then
lift and move the tone arm off the record when
it has finished playing. Two directional motion
from a motor that rotates in one direction only.
The AC motors used for the Tone Arm.
Record Transfer & Microswitch Cam (one
motor) and the AC motor for the Magazine
Rotation were made by Multi-Products. For
the most part these motor & gear units lasted
for the commercial life of the machine. Occasionally some of them did require replacement but they surely were more reliable than
the DC Motors used in certain “ competitive“
model Jukeboxes as there were no brushes &
armatures to worry about wearing out.
The commercial lifetime of these mechanisms is obviously long gone. I would recom-

mend to anyone owning a mech. with these
motors that if they so desire, a small drop of “
lubricating oil “ ( NOT engine oil ) be placed
near the ends of the cross shafts in the
transmission ( gears ) allowing it to go into the
bronze bushings. There are also two small
holes with a felt like padding behind them. A
few drops of lubricating oil to saturate these
pads may be advisable as well. A very light
coating of lubricating oil on the METAL gears
is a good idea as well but excess oil could fly
off the faster spinning gears and get onto
record surfaces if oiling is overdone.
After the first few years of production. motors were used with magnetic clutch type
armatures that would disengage when AC
was removed from the motor coil. Checking
this movement is advisable also and possibly
a very light coating of very light machine oil or
manually applying a drop of WD 40 (not
spraying it out of an aerosol can) to the armature shaft may help to insure freedom of
movement of the armature type clutch arrangement.
For a proper job, these motors would have
to be removed from the mech, especially to
expose the oil hole for the felt pads. Replacement of the motors may require positioning
adjustment especially for the Magazine Motor
so I would not advise any of this procedure for
the novice. Leaving the motors just as they are
will most likely not hurt anything.
I believe the later models such as R-74 and
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later had thermal protection of some kind
wrapped up under the insulation on the motor
coil ( a lump under the tape ) . Occasionally
I went on service calls where there was a
mechanism jam ( usually a record transfer
jam or magazine jam ) where the motor was
left energized for many hours and was very,
very hot when I got there. Once the jam was
cleared and/or corrected the motors ran just
fine again and eventually cooled down.
On the AC motor used in the Search Units,
the earlier ones had gears to transfer the
motor torque & power to the search unit. I
believe sometime around the production time
of the TI 1 & TI 2 models the output of the
search unit motor was coupled to the search
unit using a pair of “ O Ring “ type belts. This
was to further reduce mechanical vibration
from the search unit from getting into the audio
system via the stylus (in the record playing
mode ) when selections were made. Dried
out or loose fitting belts in the search units can
result in wrong selections, or create a stalled
condition in the search unit occasionally.
I hope this will answer the question on why
the tone arm is on the left side of the turntable.
Once again, as it was explained to me by the
Factory, it was to simplify mechanism design
and increase overall reliability (less parts,
less to wear out or go wrong ).
Bob Schappert, Patterson, New York

AMI K DOESN’T SELECT D’s
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Don’t know what else to do: AMI K200.
Problem: Will not pick up any selections in D
section. Pulse receiver just spins and spins
when a number is selected in that block. I Have
to press latch bar to stop spinning. Music box
picks up other records A, B, etc etc.
I manually aligned number and letter on D
contact block and press Sprag Relay, and it
immediately scans to pick up record. It just
spins and spins when you select from key
board. I don’t know....... Double help.....
Mike Monica, Lutcher, LA
Dear Mike:
These are tough enough to work on in
person.
I had a little confusion as to whether the K
has the Pulse Generator setup like the earlier
ones, or if it has the direct wired system like

the Continental. You said it doesn’t have the
motor on the pushbutton assembly, so it must
be like the Continental.
You don’t say explicitly, but I’m assuming it
works on other letters, like E, F, etc.
It narrows it down a little. It could be the “D”
switch, although generally if the higher letters
are working, the D switch will usually be OK.
Find the common terminal at the “A” end of the
letter switch, and connect an ohmmeter between it and the “D” terminal. When the D
button is pushed, it should show a short circuit.
Make sure the wire is soldered OK to the D
terminal on the switch. Then follow the wire to
the Molex connector. You can connect one
lead of an ohmmeter to the D terminal, then
poke the test lead into each side of the Molex
connector to make sure the circuit has conti-

nuity. Then make sure the wire coming out of
the other side of the connector has continuity
(pierce the insulation with a sharp pointed
object, with the ohmmeter lead connected to
that object).
If you have a problem with the connector, it
will most likely be a crimp joint. There’s a tab
that locks the pins in place - you have to poke
up inside the plug body with a small jewelers
screwdriver to release the tab. Then solder
where the wire is crimped in.
The wire from the Molex plug goes straight
to the letter wafer in the search unit. Just about
the only other problem you could have here is
a bad solder joint or a worn wiper. Once in a
long time you’ll see a hairline crack in the
printed circuit.
Harold

1957 AMI H SOMETIMES DOESN’T REJECT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI model H that has been looked
at by several “repair” types in the area. So far
after two years of hit and miss I still have a
machine with the same problem. After playing
a record, the tonearm does not return and the
playing/change cycle stalls with the turntable
turning and the arm just sitting in the run out
groove on the record.
Sometimes after sitting like this for a while,
and several attempts at turning the machine
off and on, the cycle completes and the
machine will play several records until the
same thing happens again. I tried to find the
problem by looking in the manual, but quite
frankly, for me it reads like the Manhattan
phone book. I hope you have some advice on
this one.
Thanks,
Sheldon Glorit, Alpharetta, GA
Dear Steven:
The first thing I would check is the transfer
motor. You’ll have to take the trim panel off the
top of the mechanism, and the inspection
cover off the motor.

If the motor runs on too long after it sets the
record down, it can jam up. Then it doesn’t
want to start running the other way to take the
record back. So when it fails to reject
sometime, check to see if the armature is
free to turn. You can turn it with your finger
through the inspection hole.
Beyond that, you’ll have to try to wade
through the sequential diagrams in the
manual. The ones of interest are pages 18
and 19 of the Record Changer Service Manual
portion of the manual.
They show it playing an odd-number
selection. When the reject (cut-off) switch
closes, the first thing that happens is that the
Reversing Relay coil is energized. The
Reversing relay is inside the small control
box in the right front of the mechanism. You
can take the box loose and look inside to see
if the reversing relay is actuating.
The diagram on page 19 shows the current
path through the motor pretty well when the
record rejects (after the Reversing Relay
pulls in). From the minus of the DC supply on
the upper left, the circuit goes through

contacts 3 & 4 of the reversing relay, to the
motor, then to the Transfer Switch contacts 2
& 3. This is the left switch of the pair in the
right rear. Make sure the center blade is
touching the right contact.
From the Transfer Switch, the circuit goes
through a “Slip Ring” to the assembly on the
rear of the record magazine. The Slip Ring is
actually a sliding contact on the front side of
the magazine.
Then it goes to “Stopping Switch 1”. This is
the microswitch that actuates for the odd
number selections (the outer ring of pins).
Make sure that the lever is not against a pin –
i.e. the pin is fully cancelled out.
Finally it goes to through another Slip Ring
to the plus of the DC supply.
So check the Reversing Relay and the
Transfer Switch. If this doesn’t cure the
problem, then you may have to take a look at
the Stopping Switch.
Remember the action of the Stopping
Switch is backwards – at rest the Normally
Open contact is closed.
Harold

GEARBOX GREASE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
What is your recommendation for grease
in the gearboxes for the AMI 40 select mechs
(A, B, C, D, etc.)?
Mark Krieger, Seymour, IN
Dear Mark:

I assume your talking about the gears in the
motors.
Aero Lubriplate is good for general lubrication. Or else you can go to an auto parts store
and buy some grease that goes into the small
hand held grease guns (it comes in cartridges).
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You can also use it on the gears in the
gripper assembly. But for the internal parts,
use a light machine oil. On the chains and
sprockets, I’d probably use a 20 weight oil.
Harold

AMI J120 HESITATES TO MAKE SELECTION
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have two questions for you about my AMI
J-120 (electrical selectors).
First, which wallbox can I use with it? Would
it be a W-120 or WQ-120, or maybe both?
Secondly, I have a small problem with it. It
is really working fine except for one thing.
When you put in a dime, it will give you one
selection and all the cycle is OK.
When you put in a quarter, it will take the
first selection fine, but for the second one, and
third one, I have to wait to be able to push the
buttons and for them to latch properly. It’s like
it doesn’t complete the cycle in one time. I
have to wait from between a few seconds to a
few minutes to be able to put in another selection. I have the manual but they don’t talk about
that specific problem. It seems that the motor
of the wiper arm doesn’t return all the way to
the credit position for some reason. It stops at
the “home” rivets for a certain period of time
and all of a sudden completes the cycle, and
goes to the credit position, allowing the
pushbuttons to latch when pressed.
Is that normal operation? How can I repair
this?
Also, the “Wait To Select” light never lights
up. I don’t know if this is related.
Your help on this would be very much
appreciated. Keep up the good work, you are
one of the reasons I subscribe to AJ.

François Villeneuve, Quebec City, Canada
Dear François:
I did talk about a similar problem last year.
However, the schematic I drew wasn’t complete. I’ve drawn a more complete schematic
below, although it’s still simplified in the credit
switch area.
When you make a selection, the rotor turns
CCW on this drawing. As it rotates, the Motor
Control Switch is in the lower position. As the
rotor approaches the “A” position, this switch
moves to the upper position as shown. Since
it’s been stepping, the Letter Stepper Homing
Switch is open. The motor stops, and the wait
light should light, since it’s across the open
switch.
Eventually the selection is written in, the
letter stepper returns to its home position, and
the Homing Switch closes, completing the
circuit through the upper contact of the MCS.
Now, assuming you still have credit, the
circuit should be completed through the credit
system.
Each bank of pushbuttons has a SPDT
switch. When all the pushbuttons have
dropped out from the preceding selection, the
normally closed contacts complete a circuit to
lower pair of buttons (by the letter A). Now the
motor should be re-energized, and the rotor
move up to point B.
This is where you’re stuck - the rotor is not

Credit
B

A-K

1-10

11-20

A

moving up to B. As you can see you have
about seven contacts in series at this point.
My first suspicion is the homing switch. If
the letter rotor were a little sticky, it might
hesitate returning to the home position. This is
inside the Pulse Receiver on the front of the
mechanism.
I’d also check the switches on the
pushbutton banks and make sure the buttons
drop out OK.
It’s pretty hard to work on a problem like
this. If you poke around the switches, and it
starts running, you never know whether you
caused it, or if it did it on its own.
If the wait light doesn’t come on, it could be
the bulb, socket, or series resistor. It’s a 190
ohm, probably 5 or 10 watts. Also, if there’s a
bad contact in the rotor, pushbutton switches,
or credit section, the light won’t come on.
One test you might make is to connect a
voltmeter (on an AC range). The negative will
connect to the common at the AC power
transformer (black wires). Connect the positive to one side of the motor winding.
When it hesitates, see if there’s any voltage. If there is, the problem is to the left of the
motor. If there isn’t, the problem is to the right
of the motor.
Harold

Motor
Control
Switch

Letter Stepper
Homing Switch
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Motor
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ROWE TI-2 REJECTS IMMEDIATELY
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
We have a Rowe TI-2 in our rec room in the
basement and it has given us many hours of
great service. The amplifier went out and
exploded several tubes. I collect old radios
and have a good friend that also collects and
is an excellent repair man. He did repair the
amplifier. Upon installing the rebuilt amplifier
and making the first selection, all tubes, lights,
and turntable worked just fine, but when the
needle makes contact with the record it automatically rejects the record and goes on to the
next selection, and keeps on rejecting the
records before the first sound comes out. I did
disconnect the cancel switch but that did not
help. I certainly hope that the doctor can solve
my problem.
Doug McIntosh, Granger, IN

Dear Doug:
I’m trying to think what might have happened when you took the amplifier in and out,
but can’t think of anything.
According to #15 of the sequential diagrams in the manual, there are three switches
in parallel when the record is set down on the
turntable – the “Tone Arm Cutoff Switch”, the
“Automatic Cancel”, and CS5. CS5 is one of
the microswitches on the left side of the
mechanism – it should open as the needle
sets down. The rear panel reject switch also
must connect here.
You’ve tried disconnecting the cutoff (reject) switch. The automatic cancel is under
the tone arm – if no record comes out, the tone
arm drops further and closes this switch.
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Make sure this is not misadjusted.
Check the adjustment of CS5, and make
sure the rear panel reject is not sticking.
Finally, the transfer motor can cause this
problem if it’s in need of lubrication. Normally,
when power is cut off, the armature moves
sideways and disengages its gear. This is
done to allow the transfer motor to stop rapidly. If the oil on the armature shaft is too thick,
the armature won’t disengage, and the inertia
of the armature keeps the transfer motor shaft
moving. Then the motor coasts through the
play position and starts up again.
Try spraying some WD40 around the armature, to see if this helps. Then oil it with a
light machine oil.
Harold

MISCELLANEOUS
INCOMPLETE K MANUAL
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I purchased the pair of manuals for the
AMI model K, and I can find no information for the pulse convertor. Can you find
me a schematic?
Vic Testone, Kinnelon, NJ
Dear Vic:
We couldn’t find any more information
in the K manuals either, so we made a

copy of the relevant sections of the J
manual. I hope this helps you.
Frank Adams (AMR) went to a tremendous effort reprinting all these manuals.
His job was made more difficult by the
fact that the manufacturers didn’t always do a good job with their manuals.
If something was covered in an earlier
manual, they would assume you had

that manual and leave it out. The Seeburg
manuals were culled from the various
sections of the Engineers Manual, which
went on for thousands of pages. The
AMR reprints missed an item here and
there, but, considering the difficulty of
the job, I can’t fault Frank too much.
Harold

AMI K SCHEMATIC
In the December issue, a reader (Vic
Testone) wrote asking for the schematic
for the pulse converter for the AMI model
K (which he couldn’t find in the manual

reprint). Another reader (Stephen
Kimball, Houston, TX) sent us a copy
of the complete K schematic, which has
the pulse converter on it. Thanks, Steve.

We made a copy for Vic, and kept one for
our files, to make available to AJ readers
who’ve bought the K manual and need
this schematic. Just send us an SASE.
Harold

MYSTERY AMI-K
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I recently bought an AMI-K - it has the
buttons for 100 select and the title holders for
100 select, but has a 200 select drum. From
the front you can only choose 100 selections. In the back is a key. When turned on,
it turns the lights off on the machine and
plays random selections from the side of the
drum not available from the front button
panel. It is factory installed . The model tag

says 2PK200. Very rare option - the machine
is like the day it was made. What do I have?
Rich Greisberg (JS Audio), Morris Plains,
NJ
Dear Rich:
None of us here at AJ have ever heard of
what you describe. AMI did enough weird
things that it doesn’t surprise us.
My first thought was play stimulator, but it
isn’t really that. It sounds as though they

were trying to make a dual purpose machine
for places that needed background music
part of the day and a jukebox the rest of the
time. It sounds like an idea whose time never
came.
Perhaps someone else has heard of this
option and will write.
Harold

ROWE ACCESSORY BOARD
A few months ago, a reader wrote asking about
connecting a tuner to his Rowe R-84. Don Frederick
replied with the following information:
Here’s a response to a Sept. 90 Dr. Know-It-All
question on hooking up tuners to jukeboxes. I’m the
serv-mgr for one of the largest jukebox operator in the
Carolina’s, and this is what we do.
The Rowe’s have an amp-accessory board you just
plug into the amp to accomplish this. They are still
available from Rowe for $120.10. Just give them the
amp #. What I’d do is contact my local Rowe jukebox
operator & see if they have some laying around. We’re
converting to CD’s and are getting lots of these boards
piling up. Probably could get one for $50 or so.
As for Seeburgs, this is how I do it on something like
an STD4. I don’t have a schematic for the LPC1 like in
the article, but it is probably similar. Get a 24 volt relay
with this configuration and hook it up like this:
This is for a mono hookup, but who cares about
background music. It’s not supposed to sound better
than the jukebox. By the way, the relay used is just like
the one mounted on the amp. Pretty simple, eh?
Don Frederick, Swannanoa, NC
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AMI JPK200 BACKGROUND MUSIC JUKEBOX
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Recently, I looked at an AMI JPK200 model
jukebox with the intent to purchase it. It was
a mono jukebox and the mech # was 995. It
was so clean inside and out that you could
eat on it. I soon discovered while examining
it that even though the model # said JPK200,
the title strips indicated 120 play. Plus the
front pushbuttons selectors went A-K in letters, and only 1-10 in numbers. No where on
the glass in the front was advertised “200
selections”. The rotary record mechanism
was filled with records but the owner indicated that all the records did not play. My
questions are: Doesn’t the 200 in the model
# indicate the amount of selections? Is it
possible to take a 200 play juke and make it
120 play by changing the push button selectors? By the way, the metal separator was in
place between the letter and numbers on the
pushbuttons.

Finally, how difficult would it be to make
the ‘K’ model mono juke to stereo?
John Field, Highland, IL
Dear John:
Rich Greisberg asked me about this model
back in Sept. 93. I was thinking another
reader had subsequently sent some additional information, but I couldn’t find it.
If you have letters A-K, and numbers 1-10,
you have a 100 play machine. Rich’s machine was a 100 selection.
This was one of AMI’s more unusual ideas.
Half the records are selectable by the patron.
The other half becomes a background music
system. According to Rich, there is a keyoperated switch on the back panel. When
the key is turned on, the lights are turned off
and the jukebox plays records randomly
from the other half of the magazine. Thus,
the JPK is functions either as a jukebox or as
a background music system (but not both at

once, according to my understanding).
In this case, 200 indicates the total number
of selections contained in the jukebox, not
the number available to the patron.
I can’t tell you if it’s as simple as changing
the selectors to make it a 200 play model (I
think that’s what you meant to say). Murphy’s
Law says it isn’t. Besides, you would have to
change the title boards. You would also have
to remove the random selection assembly.
Sounds like you would need a 200 selection parts jukebox.
To change from mono to stereo, you have
to remove the mono control amp (preamp
chassis), substitute the add-on output amplifier in its place, and install a stereo control
amp in the space above it. Also replace the
mono cartridge with a stereo magnetic cartridge, and install stereo tone arm wiring.
And, after you’ve done all this, the internal
speaker will still be mono.
Harold

AMI JAO-200 TITLE BOARD
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a couple of corrections from this
months AJ (#153):
1. I have an Rowe/AMI JAO-200, which is
almost identical to the JAN in the feature
article (pg.7). You said: “The title board, as
mentioned, can display all 200...”. This is
wrong. The main title board can hold up to 80
strips (160 selections), the other 20 were
contained up in the upper display board, in
place of the 2 outer album covers (you can
get 2 groups of 10 up there). This leaves the
one album cover in the center with the 2
“colour spray” windows (I believe that’s what
AMI calls them).
You reviewed this jukebox a couple of
years ago, I’m curious as to why you didn’t
review the “O” along with the “N”? Even
though they’re almost identical in appearance, there are some differences internally.
I guess mainly for the new “Wallette” (WRA/
B) wallbox. I hope this helps. Thank you for
a great column/ magazine, Rick.
2. In the article about the Continental TT
speed problem (pg.5), you (Harold) said that
“ the surface velocity on the motor shaft is
proportional to the diameter of the shaft. The
bigger the shaft, the faster the TT. The size
of the idler wheel doesn’t affect speed...” I
would think that the size would affect the
speed, just as changing the size of gears
(gear ratio) in a drive train of any machine
(say 33 rpm to 45, or 78 to 45 or 33, as in
Seeburgs). Please correct me if I’m wrong
on this.
Rick Force, Ontario, CA
Dear Rick:
Thanks for the correction on the AMI

JAO-200.
In my earlier days, I grouped together
more than one model of jukebox (for example, all the Rock-Ola Princesses). I found
that it limited me later- for example, if I
wanted to do a later Princess, then it had
already been done. Look at it this way - I can
do the “O” later.
I’ve done most of the popular models
through the early sixties. I know I need to do
more later models, but unfortunately I haven’t
had the contact with the boxes ( I feel better
if I’ve actually had my hands on a jukebox

the size of the idler doesn’t matter. Compare
the two drawings. In both, the velocity at the
surface of the motor shaft is the same. Thus
the velocity of the edge of the idler where it
touches the motor is the same for both idlers
(although the smaller one will rotate at a
faster RPM, the surface velocity will remain
the same).
The surface velocity of the idler where it
touches the turntable will be the same as its
surface velocity where it touches the motor
shaft. Thus the surface velocity of the inside

V
V

V

V

recently when I write one up).
As far as your question about the idler
wheels, I still stand behind what I said. Of
course, this only applies to models with a
single diameter idler wheel. For the models
with a dual size idler wheels (50’s Rock-Olas
and AMI F and G120), what you say is true.
The large diameter wheel is driven by the
motor, and the small diameter section drives
the turntable, and it does act as a reduction
gear.
But for the models with a single size idler,
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of the turntable will be the same.
And since the inside diameter of the turntable hasn’t changed, its rotational velocity
(RPM) will be the same.
Once you stop thinking in terms of RPM,
and think in terms of velocity, it should be
obvious.
Of course this is idealistic, and is ignoring
slippage, and deformation of the idler where
it touches the motor shaft, which will affect
speed slightly.
Harold

MECH STAND FOR AMI CONTINENTAL
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
While rebuilding my “AMI Continental 1”, I
came to the conclusion that I really needed
a stand to hold the mech while it was out of
the cabinet and while rebuilding same. Setting it out on the floor or a table really puts a
strain on the “Ferris Wheel”.
Enclosed, you will find a drawing of my
version of a stand. All materials were left
over from a backyard project and is constructed of treated lumber although regular
would do.
Materials are: two pieces of 2 X 10, 13 1/2"
long for the sides, two pieces of 2 X 6, 21 1/
2" long for the braces. These were used so
the mech bottom would be accessible. The
small round stubs that the mech springs fit
over are made from 1" pieces of broomstick
and are attached with 2" screws, predrilled.
Using this standard size lumber gives a
clearance of about 1 1/2" under the stepper
and Ferris Wheel.
I really don’t know how I got along without
this stand in the past as this is my ninth AMI
jukebox. I’m sure I will use this stand for
many years. I believe it will work with all

mechs from the G-200 at least up to the
Continental.
Thank you for maintaining the high caliper
of the “Dr. Know-It-All” column and please
keep up the good work.

Allen Knarr, St. Louis, MO
Dear Allen:
Thanks. We try. We appreciate the tech
hints we get from our readers, too.
Harold

NOTES ON AMI MM1
Reference JB Diary, Nov. AJ p. 6, AMI MM1:
Best to change all micros if original.
Toggle shifter solenoid plunger should be
cleaned only. “S” hook on plunger known for
breaking.
This model had first all solid state amplifier. Many mods were done. If output transistors run hot at low volume, replace all
diodes on small bias boards clipped to in-

side sides of chassis. Thermal cutout sensors usually were clipped out of circuit (cut
wires).
If any grease or oil put on gripper assembly, it will eventually cause trouble. From the
mid 60’s and up, AMI coated many parts like
sol. plungers, TT shaft etc. with “EMRALON”
to reduce requirements of lubrication. On
any type 1100 mechanism (models JAL200

thru R-83) if you put a tight fitting plastic
sleeve on the tone arm cam follower (the flat
piece used for the tone arm lifting), you don’t
have to lube cam surface and never wear a
notch in it. This mod came out on R-83 which
was last year for that tone arm design. I can
send you sample of plastic sleeve that the
factory used then. MM1 nice machine when
overhauled and adjusted properly.

AMI MODEL NUMBER SCHEME
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a quick AMI question I thought
you might be able to help me on. I am
currently looking at acquiring an AMI jukebox that from all the books I have read
appears to be a model H-200 (1957).
However, the serial number plate on the
back calls it a JAH-200. Does this make it
different from the regular “H” model? A
friend of mine has told me that AMI had an
alliance with a company overseas (Jensen
I believe) during this period of jukebox
production. Would the JAH imply that the
jukebox was made in conjunction with
Jensen, or were all AMI’s numbered as
JAH’s?
Hope these questions sort of make sense
to you. If you can shed any light on the
subject, I would certainly appreciate it.
Phil Sexton, Colorado Springs, CO
Dear Phil:
AMI seemed to have their own way of

doing things, and their model numbering
scheme was one of them.
Your model number is perfectly normal
for American production, and has nothing
to do with Jensen.
Most of AMI’s models of these era had
the three letter prefix. Usually the first letter
is “J”, and we think it stands for jukebox.
Hideaways used an “H”.
The second letter is usually “A”. But it
depends on the number of selections and
the selector type (and in some cases, the
amplifier type). There are four options for
the “H”:
JAH-200 (200 selection automatic selector)
JBH-120 (120 selection automatic selector)
JCH-100 (100 selection manual selector)
JDH-200 (200 selection manual selec62

tor)
The third letter is the significant one - it
tells you what the actual model is. Even
AMI in their brochures used the single
letter to refer to their models.
I found a listing of all the models from the
“F” through the “L” in the “H” manual reprint. There is one interesting (if not obscure) model not mentioned. Two or three
years ago I had a couple readers write
mentioning an AMI model JPK-200. This
model has 200 selections, but only 100 are
available to the patron. The other 100
selections are for background music. A
switch on the back changes the jukebox
from normal operation to background music.
One model I'd never heard of is the G120-1. This is a 120 play version of the G200 (with the ferris wheel mechanism).
Harold

SPECIAL AMI
TITLE STRIPS
The question came to our attention about the special narrow
title strips that were used on a
few models of AMI. As to what
the width actually was, and for
which models.
I found some AMI title strips
at Jukebox City. These were the
double strips - measuring 1” by
2 3/8”. As far as I can tell, these
were used only on the E-80’s
and E-120’s. I looked at an E120, and it definitely used this
size. An F-120 next to it used the
standard (3”) width title strips.
I’m not positive about the E80, but it appears from the drawings in the manual it also uses
the 2 3/8” title strips.
The D-80 also uses the narrow title strips. But these are the
single title strips, measuring 1/
2” by 2 3/8”. The D-40 appears
to use the standard width single
strips (1/2” by 3”). Earlier models all used the 3” wide strips.
So it seems that only three
models used the narrow strips:
D-80 1/2” X 2 3/8”
E-80 1” X 2 3/8”
E-120 1” X 2 3/8”
Harold
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SELECT
ORS
SELECTORS
AMI A SELECTOR PROBLEM
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I recently purchased an AMI A. Being a
novice which I am, when it comes to jukeboxes I am stumped. When I deposit 25¢ I
receive six selections. I make the first selection, everything is working fine, the record is
playing. I then press the next selection. It will
make a buzz sound but will not activate the
arms under the record holder. I must wait
until the record is through until the record is
through playing and it comes off the turn
table and back into the record rack and the
machine shuts off. Then I can make selection
#2 and wait until the record is through playing
and back in the record rack and the machine
shuts off, and so on until all credits are used
up. I can’t punch all the songs I want to hear

at once. Can you help?
Steve,
Dear Steve:
Maybe.
Actually, I’m scratching my head on this
one. I’ve got the manual for this model, and
there isn’t much to it.
The manual is actually incomplete. There
is a schematic for the mechanism wiring, one
for the selector circuitry, and a couple of
amplifier schematics. There is no diagram
for the junction box or for the cabinet wiring.
The wiring for the mechanism and selector
circuits are totally separate, except for their
common connection to the 24 volt DC power
supply in the junction box. Thus, my first

place to look is this power supply. All it consists of is a 24 VAC transformer winding and
a full wave bridge selenium rectifier. Therefore, the first thing I would do is replace the
bridge with a silicon diode bridge (Radio Shack
276-1181 or 1185).
As I mentioned, other than the common
power supply, the wiring is totally isolated
between the mechanism and selectors. If
you still have a problem, there is a something
wrong in your wiring somewhere. The little 4
pins plugs can be forced in the wrong way make sure these are all in properly. Other
than that, there isn’t much help I can give you
from a distance, and you may have to seek
professional help (or live with it).
Harold

simple!
A brilliant jewel of engineering, the
AMi mechanism is compact, simple,
amazingly rugged. It weighs only 45
pounds but can take any amount of
abusive wear and tear and purr right
along, playing both sides of every record, and changing
selections with lightning
speed. Every operator
knows the mechanism is
the heart of any phonograph
- the mechanism of the great AMi
is strong and unfailing

ROWE/AMI SELECTION PINS STICKING
Here’s a little tidbit of a tech article that I
would like to submit to Harold for printing, if
he wishes to use it.
Being a beginner, I went around and
around with this problem, and I hope this
submission will help someone else with the
same problem. I have a MM1 that had a
peculiar problem. It intermittently would skip
selections. I traced this down to the selection pins not being pushed out at all, or being
pushed out just a little, not enough to trip the

microswitches. I believed that because it
only acted up once in a while, the problem
had to be buried within a dirty or out of
adjustment contact somewhere. So I adjusted, and cleaned every contact in the box
at least 10 times. Did not work. Finally, I took
out the pinbank, and sprayed it down with
WD-40, and worked all the pins in and out for
about 2 or 3 minutes. Lo and behold, it has
not missed another selection since that day.
So, when working on a 60’s model Rowe
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with the pinbank selection unit, be sure to
lubricate the pins before chasing a problem
that doesn’t exist.
Tony Pietrofitta, Egg Harbor Township,
NJ
Dear Tony:
Thanks for the contribution.
I would also like to note that this same
problem can occur on the earlier AMI’s (G200 through the Continental). The same cure
applies.
Harold

AMI D-40 NOT SELECTING
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’m writing about my AMI D-40. I’m having
trouble making selections on it. When I deposit a coin in the slot there is credit, but
when I push a selection there is nothing but
the credit being wasted. Are my contacts out
of adjustment or are they dirty?
I’ve been using TV tuner cleaner and a
cotton swab but with no clearing up of the
problem. The manual show how to adjust the
contact bracket. Hope you can help me with
this.
Peter Draeger, Wittenberg, WI
Dear Peter:
The operation of the selection system in
the AMI D series is surprisingly simple. They
go through the whole sequence in the section entitled “Credit Unit Cycle of Operation”.
Basically, when you put a coin in, a solenoid ratchets the credit wheel clockwise.
This closes the “Main Credit Switch”.
If you follow the heavy line in this schematic, the current goes through a series
circuit, from the + through the main credit
switch, through a normally closed contact on
R1 (the small relay in the credit unit), through
the reset relay coil, through the pushbutton
switch, and finally through the selector coil
back to the - of the power supply.
The “Reset Relay” in the credit unit operates an escapement that ratchets the credit

wheel downward (CCW) toward the zero
credit position. This means, if it is removing
credit in the credit unit, the current has to be
going through the selector coil also.
If it is ratcheting the credit wheel downward
when you try to make a selection, I can only
think of two reasons you’re not getting a
selection. One of them is that all the selector
levers (fingers) are sticky. Try spraying them
with WD40, and working them back and forth
to see if they will free up.
The other possibility is the power supply.
These work off a 32 volt DC power supply,
using a selenium rectifier in the main junction

box. If this rectifier were weak, it might cause
your problem. Replace the selenium with a
silicon bridge rectifier (100 PIV, 5 amp minimum).
Of course, make sure all contacts are clean
and properly adjusted. Hopefully this will
help. If not, report back.
One final note - AMI is using a convention
used by electrical control people to represent
the switches. An open switch looks like the
usual drawing for a capacitor, and a closed
switch looks like a capacitor with a diagonal
line through it.
Harold

open switch
contact

closed switch
contact

AMI E-120 NOT SELECTING ON ALL BUTTONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
My jukebox is an AMI E-120 which works
only when reaching inside and depressing
the fingers for each song. In other words,
there seems to be an open circuit somewhere between the buttons and fingers. They
all quit working at the same time, with the
exception of the two banks of buttons on the
left. I’m far from knowing much about electronics, but this leads me to believe that it
might be a broken wire, like a ground, that
affects most of the buttons at once.
Sincerely,
Ralph Riker
Dear Ralph:
This is a fairly common problem to have
buttons working up to a certain point and
nothing after that. The reason is that there is
a series circuit in the pushbuttons in all
jukeboxes, consisting of a normally closed
set of contacts in each pushbutton switch.
When you press a pushbutton, it opens this
series circuit, and disconnects all pushbuttons
beyond the one you pressed. The jukebox
manufacturers did this to prevent people

from pressing two pushbuttons at once and
getting two records to play for the price of
one. In other words, it is a kind of an anticheat circuit.
Occasionally, switch contacts will become
dirty or bent or broken, or an interconnecting
wire between banks will get broken, and the
series circuit will become an open circuit, and
no selections beyond the point of the break
can be made.
To check out the circuit, you need an
ohmmeter (a digital volt-ohmmeter is handy
as you can use the audible continuity feature
so you don’t have to watch the meter as you
are checking the switch). Unless you take the
pushbutton assembly out of the case, it
doesn’t look easy to get at the back side of
the buttons (like working under the dash of a
car).
The copy of the schematic shows the connections to the banks. Notice that the schematic is shown from the front side, so if you
are looking at the back side, you will have to
mentally mirror-image everything. First, check
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all the wires to make sure that none are
broken at the terminals.
The circuit starts with wire “Y”, at the bottom of the first bank. Connect one lead of the
ohmmeter to this point with a clip lead. Check
at the top where jumper Y1 connects, then at
the second bank where Y1 connects to it.
Start working your way through, to the jumper
at the bottom of bank two, to the connection
of jumper W1 at the top, to the connection of
W1 at bank 3, etc. Eventually, you should
lose continuity, and it will be either a bad
jumper, or a bad normally-closed contact in
a switch. Of course, you should have a clue
where to look as it will be close to the last
selection that works. If the problem is a
jumper, you can resolder the broken connection. If it’s a switch, you will have to clean and/
or adjust the contacts. Another potential problem with this vintage AMI is that a button will
start to work its way loose on the switch shaft
and will not pull the switch to the normally
closed position. Also make sure the plugs
are all in tight underneath the “fingers”.
Harold

AMI E LOSING BUTTONS, MISSING SELECTIONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have two questions both of which apply
to the AMI E (80 & 120) jukeboxes.
First, the selection buttons keep working
off the switch shafts. I hate to glue them on
because if you ever have to replace the
switch assembly you’ll never get them off.
(Future juker’s problem). Any ideas?
Second, not all selections always work
(about 6-12 always seem to give problems).
All select switches have been cleaned as
well as the ones in the credit unit. Also the
rectifier has been replaced. A credit is always removed when the select buttons are
pushed.
I think I narrowed the problem down to the
friction at the end of the selector finger and
spring. AMI says not to oil any part of this (a
temporary fix anyway). If you manually work
the finger and make a selection, it will always
work. Oh, by the way, all the selector magnets resistance check the same.
Could this be because the finish on the
springs are worn? If so, can anything be
done to renew the finish?
The problem applies to 3 jukeboxes, one
80 play and two 120 play (the 80 play is
mine).
I also have two 40 play AMI’s and never

had this problem with either one. Any help
would be appreciated.
Bob Baketz, Elgin, IL
Dear Bob:
The buttons can be a problem. Obviously,
if the buttons are coming off, you’re going to
have to do something. Nothing more annoying than to see an AMI spit a button clear
across the room.
What I do is mix up a little 5-minute epoxy,
and put it on the switch shaft before I put the
button on. This holds the button on, but
doesn’t stick to the metal so well that the
button can’t be pried off at some future date.
Be careful when you’re doing this not to
bend any of the switch contacts.
This is a coincidence (your second problem), because I’ve also had some trouble
with selections on these (see the March

diary). WD-40 will sometimes free these up
(and they’ll usually stay free). But once in a
while there will be some that don’t cure so
easily.
I don’t think the springs had a finish (other
than the tarnish they get from age). They are
made from brass sheet stock, and each
section handles five selections. You can take
each section out, one at a time, and polish
the upper end with fine sandpaper. This will
sometimes help.
If they get worn, there isn’t much you can
do with them. Rather than spend a lot of time
fighting with them, I’ve had to bend the springs
outward slightly to reduce the tension against
the “finger”. Positioning is touchy on these,
too, and you may have to experiment a little
to get the best action.
Harold

non-selected

selected

AMI G200 PICKS UP WRONG LETTER
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I enjoy your column every month. I always
read all the letters and answers.
I have come across a problem working on
someone else’s box that I cannot solve.
It’s an AMI G-200 in great shape. Looks
good and sounds good.
Problem is in the selector. A1 through A20
work great, also B1 through B20. But, if you
punch C1, it pulls B1 pin. D1 pulls C1, E1
pulls D1, F1 pulls E1, and so on. K1 pulls J1.
You cannot play any K’s. All the numbers
work right, it’s just the numbers that get one
behind, after the B’s.
Also, I hear the stepper unit miss a step
(either the 3rd or 4th step). I hear a dat, dat,
dat, short pause, then dat, dat, dat depending on the letter punched.
I checked the adjustment on the wipers
behind the buttons and cleaned it and the
wipers in stepper. Hope you can help.
Lynus Juneau, Alexandria, LA
Dear Linus:
Actually, you’ve come pretty close to spotting the problem. It sounds like the Pulse
Generator (in the selectors) is missing a
pulse.
As the wiper arm scans, it creates a series
of pulses as it passes over the contacts in the
disk. It does the letters first - that’s the series

of eleven contacts on the upper right (there’s
one extra contact - A gives two pulses, B
gives three, up to K which gives eleven).
I’ve drawn the letter circuit (with the contacts in a straight line, to make it easier to
draw). With all the buttons out, the contacts
are all closed. If A is pressed, it opens the
circuit, and only the two contacts in the Eshaped segment are activated (the contact
at the far left is actually the first contact in the
number circuit).
If you press B, The first contact to the right
of the E-shaped segment is still connected,
so you’ll get three pulses. If you press C, you
should get four pulses.
If you’re getting one too few pulses for C
and above, I'd guess there’s no continuity to
the segment pointed to by
the arrow. It would give you
the correct number of
pulses for A and B, but be
one short for C through K.
With all the pushbuttons
out, there should be continuity between all the segments. I’d guess you have
a bad solder joint where the
wire connects to the segment or the switch, or a
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broken wire. It’s also possible that for some
reason the wiper is not contacting the segment, or there’s a hairline crack in the printed
circuit.
Harold

...
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AMI H SELECTOR PROBLEMS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI H-200 with a selection
problem. No matter what you select it
always plays 4 positions off, i.e. A-1 selected will play A-5. What’s weird about it
is that it will initially select the correct
position on the letter stepper and number
selector in the pulse convertor, but when
the pulse generator gets to #17 on the
wheel it causes the # stepper in pulse
convertor to step 4 more times (always 4,
no more, no less). If you put a piece of
scotch tape over #’s 17-20 on the pulse
generator it will step correctly in the pulse
convertor and play the right record. To
complicate (or maybe help) it’s also started
playing the B side when A side is selected
when it gets to #16 on the pulse generator
(tape over #16 & up it will select correctly).
The homing position is set correctly & the
letter is always correct, but when the
pulse generator gets to #17 the number
stepper in the pulse convertor is stepped

again 4 times (if you put tape over only 2
or 3 numbers 17-20, then it only plays 2
off). Anything punched over 16 gets played
as 20 & letter is correct. Any help you can
give would be greatly appreciated as everyone I’ve asked is stumped.
Don Frederick, Swannanoa, NC
Dear Don:
I’m not sure if you’re making things
more complicated than they need to be or
not. My first impression is that if it’s always
4 off, then the rotating arm on the back of
the mechanism is just off 4 positions. If
this were the case, then it would play B-1
when you selected A-17. I’m not sure if
that’s what you meant when you said it
plays the B side when A side is selected ,
or if you meant it’s playing the even side
when the odd side is selected, in which
case it’s either 3 or 5 positions off.
I think the best thing to do is to get rid of
the scotch tape and make a chart. Select
A-1, A-15, A-16, A-17, A-18, A-19, and A-

20, (one at a time) and write down what
record it plays each time. If it plays A-5, A19, A-20, B-1, B-2, B-3 and B-4 for the
above selections, then the selection arm
is off 4 positions and will have to be
adjusted. The A-1 pin is marked (it’s near
the top slightly to the left as you’re looking
at the back of the mechanism). Select A1 and see which pin it punches. If it is off,
loosen the set screw and rotate the arm
until it’s centered on the A-1 pin. Be careful not to rotate the mechanism while
you’re moving the arm. Re-select A-1 and
check the setting - it may take several
attempts to get it well centered. Check the
opposite end of the arm and make sure it
is half way between the pins.
If your chart is different than the above
example, then something else is wrong.
Send me the chart and I’ll try again.
Harold

AMI H SELECTOR PROBLEMS (2)
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Thank you for answering my letter last
month concerning the AMI H-200. I’ll see if I
can’t make myself more clear. What it’s doing is selecting everything four positions off
plus playing the wrong side of the record,
which is, as you stated, actually playing 5
positions off. Here’s a chart:
Punch Plays
A-1
A-6
A-2
A-7
...
A-14
A-19
A-15
A-20
A-16
A-20
A-17
A-20
A-18
A-20
A-19
A-20
A-20
A-20
As you can see, anything selected A-15
and over gets played as A-20. The important
part I was trying to explain in the first letter is
that the # stepper in the pulse converter will
initially step correctly, but when the outside
(bifurcated) blade of the pulse generator
gets to segment 16 on the pulse generator
wheel it causes the # stepper coil in the pulse
converter tostart stepping again (5 times) (A15 to A-20 get played as A-20 because that’s
as far as it goes physically. A-20 would get
played as A-25 if it existed).
In other words, if you selected A-1, the
letter stepper in the pulse converter will step
1 time to A and the # stepper will step 1 time

to #1 in the pulse converter, then there is a
pause (no coil action on the # coil in the pulse
converter), until the outside blade of the
pulse generator wheel reaches the 16 segment. When it reaches this point, the number
stepper coil in the pulse generator will start
stepping again, 5 times to be exact. I hope
this helps, as I’d really like to have a 200
selection jukebox.
Thanks again,
Don Frederick, Swannanoa, NC
Dear Don:
Thanks for writing back. I really have a
better idea what’s happening now.
AMI really complicated things with these
models. The basic circuitry is like installing a
wallbox inside the jukebox.
It looks to me that the problem is definitely
in the pulse generator circuitry. Think of the
pulse generator as a wallbox. You have a
disk with a whole bunch of contacts on it. As
the wiper arm rotates, it grounds these contacts out one by one. There are 20 in a
circular row for the numbers, and these are
wired to the pushbutton switches. The
switches are wired in series, with the junction
between each two switches connected to
one contact on the disk. If you press 1, it
disconnects the rest of the buttons down the
line, and only one contact is connected to the
signal line. If you press 2, then the contacts
connected to switches 1 and 2 are connected
to the signal line, and everything else is
disconnected. Thus the number of contacts
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connected to the signal line is equal to the
number of the button you pressed, and as the
wiper arm scans, it will generate this number
of pulses in the signal line.
The more I look at this, the more bizarre it
seems. The only way I can see this to happen
is that the #16 through 20 contacts on the
disk have to be somehow permanently connected to the signal line. You’re going to
have to run some ohmmeter tests to determine if this is true. With the jukebox unplugged (turning the power switch off doesn’t
always turn all the power off in these AMI’s),
connect one lead from the ohmmeter to the
signal wire (it connects to the center segment
of the disk - the one with three contacts). Run
the other lead around the other 19 contacts
in the number section of the disk to verify you
have continuity. Now press the #1 button,
and repeat this test. If my guess is correct,
you will have no continuity from 2 through 15,
and will have continuity from 16 through 20.
If this is true, then the series circuit in the
pushbuttons has to be open between 15 and
16, and somehow the top five contacts connected back to the signal line. This all seems
a little far fetched, but stranger things have
happened, especially if someone else has
been in there messing around.
I feel that the selector system is the weak
point in these AMI’s. I’ve sure had enough
trouble with them. I hope the ohmmeter tests
show something. Let me know the results.
Harold

AMI H SCANS CONTINUOUSLY, WRONG SELECTIONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I put an AMI H-200 together that was in
a box. I’m fairly new to juke box repair and
not electrically inclined. As of now, the
record magazine scans continuously. It
will play every record I manually push a pin
for, but when no pin is in, it scans on and
on.
Did I put something together wrong?
Also, when I press a number and letter,
it never picks the same record twice. For
instance, press A-4 you get H-4 one time,
press A-4 again and you get J-5 and so on.
Never the same wrong choice.
The number and letter keys won’t latch
in. I must hold them down and then let go.
Are these related?
Mike Sunday, Burton, MI.
I doubt if they are related. Sounds like
three separate problems to me.
I don’t mean to be negative, but the H is
not a good starter machine. Selector problems in these can drive anyone up the wall.
I hope you have the manual. The Scanning Control Assembly is shown on page 5
of the Record Changer manual section. On
these, it’s hidden by the popularity drum at
the front of the mechanism, and takes
some disassembly to get at it.
There’s a wheel with a rubber rim. It’s
spring loaded, and rides on a shaft that’s
coupled to the magazine. When you make
a selection, the magnet coil disengages it

from the shaft, and the wheel is rotated
CCW by the spring. As the magazine rotates, this wheel also turns (CW) until a pin
on the wheel hits a switch and turns the
scan motor off. It takes a little more than
one turn of the magazine to do this.
If it’s continually scanning, then this wheel
is not being turned by the shaft. It could be
that it’s sticking, or that the rubber is bad
and it’s not getting traction, or that the
linkage is sticking and it’s not riding on the
shaft, or that it’s rotating but the switch is
not opening when the wheel comes around.
The selector system on these is overly
complicated. The selector panel on these
acts like a wallbox, and send a series of
pulses back to the pulse receiver on the
front of the mechanism. There are two
stepping switches - one for the letters and
one for the numbers. Once these step up to
the correct position for the selection, the
selector system starts rotating. There are
two rotors geared together on the back
side of the stepping switch disks. When
they come to the same position as the
wiper arms in the stepping switches, a
circuit is triggered to stop the rotation, and
operate a solenoid that punches in your
selection in the pin bank on the back of the
mechanism.
My guess is that the stepping switches
are not stepping up to the right position.
There are two common problems with

these. The stepping switch assembly may
need lubrication. The wiper arms could be
worn.
I wouldn’t recommend doing anything
more than shooting a little WD40 into the
stepping switch assembly in the pulse receiver, and into the pushbuttons and pulse
transmitter (the disk with all the brass rivets
behind the selectors). This system can be
real tricky to work on. Find somebody experienced in these.
The latching of the pushbuttons is done
mechanically on these. When the wiper
arm rotates, it will stop in the position where
the buttons are released if there’s no more
credit. When credit is established, the rotor
moves forward slightly to the position where
the buttons latch.
I can think of three reasons why the
buttons aren’t latching. First, the mechanical linkage is misadjusted. Second, the
alignment of the wiper arm on the shaft is
wrong. Third, the wiper arm is not moving
forward to the proper position when credit
is established. This can be due to a contact
problem - either on the disk on the selector
assembly, or in the credit accumulator.
I hope you have a manual. It’s not an
especially good manual, but it’s a lot better
than having nothing. Good luck.
Harold

AMI I SELECTOR COAST THROUGH STOP
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have two problems with an AMI “I”:
1) When a selection is made, the pulse
generator spins around and stops on or near
“home”, but then as the pulse convertor and
stepper and relays work, the pulse generator
is nudged into another cycle. Sometimes it
will cycle over and over, sometimes just
once. The record mech is model 900, and
I’ve noticed that some of these mechs have
3 .047 MFD caps on the terminal panel to the
right of the tonearm; mine doesn’t. Would
installing these help? And what’s the little
gizmo I see on the schematic that looks like
two diodes facing each other called a contact
protector? I’ve been told to replace it with a
MOV - but it might be a moot point as several
contact points on the relays are melted off.
Any ideas?
2) Every AMI turntable motor I’ve had runs
fast! I’ve used a strobe disc to determine

what I already knew just by listening — but
what can I do to slow it down? As always,
your help and suggestions are greatly appreciated.
Mark Rathbun, Chico, CA
Dear Mark:
1) Nothing in the mechanism affects the
cycling of the pulse generator (for non-AMI
owners, the pulse generator is basically a
wallbox set in the jukebox cabinet, as far as
operation is concerned). What it sounds to
me is that the generator is coasting through
the shut-off point. There can be two causes:
1) the switch that causes the shut-off is not
adjusted right.
2) the motor armature bushings are sticky.
Then power is applied, the armature is pulled
into the region of the core, and at the same
time engages the drive gear. When power is
shut off, the armature retracts, disengaging
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the drive gear. The armature can then coast
to a stop, and the gear drive and mechanism
come to a rapid stop. If the armature doesn’t
disengage, its inertia can keep the mechanism moving long enough to start another
cycle.
2) If they’re running too fast the only cause
can be the turntable motor shaft is too big in
diameter. You didn’t say how fast. If its only
a couple percent or so, you can easily file the
shaft down a little. Just hold a file against the
motor shaft as it’s running. A dial caliper or
micrometer is handy here. The TT speed is
directly proportional to the TT motor shaft
diameter.
If the TT motor shaft has a spring wound on
it, you’ll have to either find a spring wound
with finer wire, or take the spring off, file down
the motor shaft a little, and reinstall the
spring.
Harold

AMI J WON'T STOP TO PUNCH IN SELECTION
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I need help with an AMI J 200 Electrical
Selector. I think the problem is in the Pulse
Generator Unit, but I could be wrong. I have
never worked on an AMI before so this is all
new territory for me.
The credit unit seems to work fine, the
select light is on using coins or the red button
inside. When the letter and number button
are pushed the pulse unit seems to energize
as the large gear starts turning looking for
the proper pin to push in. I think the problem
is that the Sprag Solenoid is not energizing
to stop the selector in the proper place.
However, I notice that if I use a long screwdriver and push the armature of the sprag
relay down to energize it, it will stop the
moment you push it and select the pin at the
moment you energize it manually.
Do you think I need to replace all the
capacitors inside the pulse unit, check the
resistors in the unit, or is the problem maybe
elsewhere?
One note: I did take the pulse unit off the
machine to look at, then put it back on. After
doing this I notice that when I energize the
sprag relay the unit will stop and push the pin
as before, but will not energize the gripper
arm any more, it just sits there with the
gripper arm over the record, the turntable
spinning, but will not pick up the record
anymore (sometimes blowing the 1 amp
fuse). What did I do??? Does the pulse unit
have to be timed when reinstalling it??? The
AMI manuals are awful!!! You can’t read the
schematic, the print is too small. The reproduction of the schematics came out terrible
on the AMR manuals. HELP!!!
Thanks for the help in the past.
David Kahlmorgan, South Bend, IN
Dear David:
These things are difficult enough to fix in
person. At a distance, next to impossible.
But I’ll try, even though I probably have more
questions than answers.
When you make a selection on the front

panel of these, it’s like using a wallbox on
other machines. The Pulse Generator (on
the selectors) send a series of pulses to the
Pulse Receiver (on the front of the mechanism). The Pulse receiver has a stepper built
in, and when you make a selection, you
should hear it clicking up.
So I guess my first question is, is the
stepper operating right? With the cover off,
you should be able to see the stepping relays
operate, and the stepping switch rotors
ratcheting up.
The stepping switches operate off the front
side of printed circuit boards. On the back
side are rotors that are coupled to the search
mechanism (that’s the big gear you can see
turning). This starts rotating during the selection process. Once the stepping has finished, the rotors on the back side keep
turning until both are in the same position as
the wipers on the stepping switches. This
completes a circuit to the Sprag Relay coil,
and it punches in the selection.
Watch the stepping switches as you make
a selection. One will step up a few positions
(depending on which selection you made),
then it will pause briefly, then switch over to
the other stepping switch, and pulse it up.
Make sure this sequence is happening.
If it is, then the problem has to be in the
circuit to the sprag relay coil. The circuit is
more or less shown on page 31 of the manual.
The circuit goes from the +DC supply, through
some relay contacts, to the inner band of the
front side of the letter stepper disk. The letter
stepper rotor should have stepped up to a
position so that the wiper contacts bridge
between the inner band and one of the
segments in the outer band.
All the segments are bridged through to
segments on the back side of the disk. There
a rotor coupled to the “big gear” rotates until
it touches the energized segment, and
bridges to an inner band on the back side.
This inner band is connected to the inner

band on the back side of the number stepper
disk (the lower one on the schematic on p.
31). When the wiper arm is in the proper
position, it bridges this inner band to a segment, which is connected to a segment on
the front side of the number disk. If it’s the
segment that the number stepping switch is
connected to, then the circuit is bridged to the
inner band of the front side of the number
disk. finally, this goes to the sprag relay, then
through a resistor to the -DC.
Replace the electrolytics in the Pulse Receiver, as they are part of various timing
circuits. The small capacitors are for interference suppression, and usually don’t give
problems, but replace them if you want.
Unfortunately, the wiper contacts in the
rotors tend to be a problem in these. They
make a bend where they ride on the printed
circuit disks, and wear through at the bend.
Replacing these is a major job. Timing and
realignment of these units is very difficult.
The manual does give some instructions, but
is close to useless.
One test you might try to see if the problem
is wiper contacts: While it is searching (the
big gear is turning), run a jumper from the
inner band of the letter stepper disk (front
side) to the inner band of the number stepper
disk. If it stops and punches in a selection,
then the problem is there. Otherwise, we will
have to do some more tracing.
For your new problem (don’t you hate it
when new problems crop up before you’ve
fixed the old ones?), it sounds like the gripper
setup has jammed up somehow. Take the
little cover off the gripper (transfer) motor and
see if the armature is stuck. Sometimes if you
turn it a little by hand it will free up.
You may have to time the selector assembly after it’s re-installed. It can be done by repositioning the rotating arm at the rear of the
mechanism. Once you get your selectors
working, select A1, and align the arm until it
lines up with the A1 pin (which is marked on
the casting).
Harold

GLOSSARY: PULSE GENERATOR AND RECEIVER
PULSE GENERATOR:
This is a term used by AMI to describe the
selector unit used in their late 50’s jukeboxes. Some models (starting with the G200) used what was basically a wallbox
mounted within the machine. It sends a series of pulses to the “pulse receiver” mounted
on the mechanism. The number of pulses

depends on the selection made - A1 has the
smallest number of pulses. Then the pulse
receiver counts the pulses in order to determine which selection to play (see pulse receiver and stepper).
PULSE RECEIVER:
In the AMI’s that used a pulse generator, a
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pulse receiver was used that combined the
functions of a stepper and the selection system. The stepping switches are incorporated
with a scanner - after the steppers have
stepped up, the scanner rotates until the
selector arms are in the proper position, and
the selection pin is punched.

AMI JBJ120 DOESN'T SELECT D's
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
It’s been a while since I’ve written in.
Hope everything is good with you. I’m on my
brother-laws-computer since I haven’t set up
mine for the internet yet.(one of the reasons
I haven’t written lately).
This will be brief and to the point: My AMI
JBJ120 has a strange ailment, all selections
work except for the D’s (D1 to D20). The
letter and number steppers go to the correct
contacts, then the magazine motor starts
turning but the sprag relay does not pull in
and no pin is pushed which leaves the magazine rotating endlessly until I turn off the main
power switch AND unplug the machine!
I look forward to your reply. It’s not fun
playing this juke box like this! Also all my
favorites are in the D’s, FIGURES.
Mauro De Simone, Etobicoke, Ontario
Dear Mauro:
I don’t think I’m going to have an easy
answer for you.
You say the letter and number steppers
are working OK. If everything works but the
D’s, that pretty well narrows it down to the

letter commutator assembly in the pulse receiver.
When you select a “D”, the letter stepper
(on the front side of the disk) steps up to the
D position. The wiper completes a circuit to
the D segment.
The D segment on the front side goes
through a printed circuit trace to an eyelet.
This jumpers through to the rear side of the
disk, to a trace that goes to the D segment for
the letter search commutator (the wiper on
the rear side of the disk).
Being that the D’s are the only thing not
working, then all other circuitry is probably
OK. That means that the problem has to be
one or the other of the wiper contacts, or the
circuit from the front to the rear side of the
disk (a bad trace or solder joint to the eyelet).
You might try resoldering the eyelets.
Other than that, I’d think twice about digging
into this. The Pulse Receivers are pretty
tricky to get back together and properly
aligned.
Harold

AMI K SELECTOR PROBLEM
schematic shows that these use a “Pulse
Generator”, which is basically the guts of a
wallbox mounted in the front panel of the
jukebox. This would have a motor-driven unit
on the back of the pushbutton assembly. If
yours does, does the motor rotate when you
select #20?
The Electric Selectors manual says that
the K uses the same system as the Continental, where they direct-wired from the
pushbutton switches into the scanning
switches in the “Pulse Converter” on the front
of the mechanism. This system doesn’t have
the motor-driven assembly on the pushbutton
switch assembly. Perhaps they made a midyear change? Let me know which way yours
is.
I was under the impression that the K used
the same system as the Continental, but I
could have been confused by the Electric
Selectors manual. I unfortunately don’t have
a K to look at. I’d appreciate hearing from
other K owners as to whether they have the
motor-driven assembly in the pushbutton
selectors.
Harold

Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a problem with my AMI model K.
The number 20 switch only works sometimes. If you use the 20 switch a lot it will work
for a while but then it is only a temporary cure.
Stephen Crane, Margate, NJ
Dear Stephen:
I hope this isn’t your first machine. The K
is not what I would recommend as a starter
jukebox. The selection system is complex,
and the manuals are incomplete, confusing,
and contradictory. These are hard enough to
troubleshoot in person, but I’ll answer the
best I can.
I need a little more description of what
happens when you push #20. When it doesn’t
work, does the selector mechanism scan? If
so, does it scan for the normal length of time,
or does it just keep scanning?
My first thought was that your #20 switch
had a dirty contact Try some contact cleaner
and work the buttons in and out (19 and 20).
The Parts Book and the schematic disagree with the Electric Selectors booklet as
to which selector system these use. The
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GLOSSARY: SPRAG RELAY
SPRAG RELAY:
In the late 50’s AMI’s, the selection
system (in the box on the front of the
mechanism) consists of a scanning
mechanism with two rotating contacts
that complete a circuit when it is in the
proper position for the selection made.
This circuit energizes the coil of the
sprag relay.
The sprag relay has several functions. The first is to rapidly stop the
selector mechanism from rotating, so
that it doesn’t coast past the location of
the selection pin for the selected record.
There is an arm extending from the
relay that drops into a depression in the
outer edge of a rotating disk. Once the
tip of the lever sinks into one of the slots,
the rotating parts stop instantaneously.
Thus the selector mechanism is indexed to the proper position when a
selector pin is punched.
The contacts in the sprag relay also
energize a solenoid coil which supplies
the force to punch a selection pin to the
selected position.
It also removes power from the “Pulse

Control Relay”, which allows the selection system to sequence off, and release the pushbuttons. Finally, the sprag
relay contacts pulse a coil in the pricing

unit to remove credit, and pulse the scan
control relay to start the mechanism
scanning.

CONTINENTAL WON’T SELECT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I must finally admit defeat and ask for
some expert help.
I am restoring a 100 play AMI Continental
2 that started out very dirty and badly weathered. Removed all the parts from the cabinet, repaired the cabinet and cleaned, oiled,
and checked all motors, solenoids, and contacts before re-installing.
The latch solenoid energizes when the
jukebox is plugged in (as it is supposed to).
When I turn on the power switch however,
the Pulse Control Relay does not pick up as
28 VDC
off-on switch
NC spag relay
contacts

pulse control
relay coil

common

it is supposed to. The proper contacts in the
Sprag Relay are properly made up. When I
establish credit through the credit circuit board
the Selection bulb lights, but the latch solenoid is not released to permit selection, because the Pulse Control Relay is not energized. By manually actuating the Pulse Control Relay, the latch solenoid is released.
Similarly, if I manually actuate the solenoid of
the motor control relay in the search unit, the
search motor will energize and turn.
If I manually move a pin in the pin wheel,
manually release the solenoid in the scan
control, and turn on the switch in the control
box, the record magazine revolves, stops at
the selected pin, transfers the record to the
turntable, starts the turntable motor, turns off
the motor at completion, and returns the
record to the magazine.
It seems to me the entire jukebox would
operate properly if I could get the Pulse
Control Relay to energize. The wiring diagram makes it look so simple, but after many
frustrating hours I cannot determine where
the circuit to to this relay coil begins or ends.
Do you have any suggestions? Or is there a
way to run a “haywire circuit to this relay?
George Myers, Maryville, TN
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Dear George:
I just happen to have a Continental at
home, so I was able to take a look at it. I also
took a look at the schematic in the Automatic
Selectors Service Manual. I made a drawing
of the power to the Pulse Control Relay coil,
and as you can see, there isn’t much to it.
The first thing to note is that the common
doesn’t connect to the chassis. You can
access it by connecting the negative lead of
your voltmeter to the left hand terminal of the
“search wiper motor”.
Check the voltage across the pulse control
relay coil. If there is voltage present, then the
relay coil is open.
If there is no voltage present, then the only
possible problems are:
1) the contacts on the sprag relay.
2) the off-on switch on the mechanism.
3) the DC power supply or the wiring.
Check the voltage on the normally closed
contacts on the sprag relay towards the back
of the jukebox, then on the rightmost set of
contacts on the off-on switch on the mechanism. If there is no voltage present, then the
problem has to be the 28 volt DC power
supply or wiring.
Harold

CONTINENTAL WON’T SELECT (PART 2)
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Thanks a bunch for your help on my
problem with the pulse control relay in
my Continental 2. I had about concluded
that there was an open wire someplace
and would have to disassemble all my
patient work trying to determine where it
was.
Sometimes we get a “mental block”
and I had a big one in this case. I had not
even considered the on-off switch on the
mechanism since I had DC power
through this switch to other parts on the
changer. However, on checking (as you
suggested) I found one pole of the 3 pole
switch was “bad”. Once that was corrected, the pulse relay works fine.
I now find however, there is one more
problem and it is in the selector/search
unit. Everything works fine except actually selecting the record desired. In fact,
I may now have a device to replace a
roulette wheel in Las Vegas. For example, if I select A-1, the only thing for
sure is that the record will not be A-1. It
may be any record, or the pin pusher
may stop between pins and make no
selection. It is purely random.
I don’t understand the principle of operation of the search unit, and the manual
sure doesn’t give me a clue. Do you
have any suggestions?
George Myers, Maryville, TN
George:
I’ve been mulling over your question
for a while, now, and I’m not sure I have
too many answers.
I’ll do a quick run-through of the operation of the circuit, first. On the schematic
where it says “Search Wiper Circuits”,
you have the two rotating wiper arms in
the selector circuit on the front of the

mechanism. They are geared together
so that the right one (the numbers) rotate 10 times for each revolution of the
letter wiper.
The pushbutton switches are wired
where they show the letters and numbers. In this case, they have pressed D
and 4, so there is a connection across
the letter D, and across the number 4. As
this scans, eventually the wipers will get
to the position shown on the diagram,
and the circuit will be completed , starting from the left, through the common
connection of the letter pushbutton
switches, through the D switch, to the
inner wiper contact, to the inner wiper
contact of the number wiper, across the
wiper to the number 4 switch, through
the #4 switch to the number switch common connection, and off to the spag
relay coil.
They mechanically connect from the

letter wiper to the arm in the back of the
mechanism that punches in the selections.
The first thing to check is if the arm on
the back is tightly coupled to the search
mechanism. Sometimes these get a little
loose and can move into the wrong position.
If the problem is in the search unit, I
don’t know what to tell you. First, try
selecting A1 a few times and see if you
can see where the wipers stop. If they do
stop in the same place, then the problem
has to be in the mechanical linkage to
the arm, somehow. If not, check the
condition and tension on the wiper arms.
If these need replacing, or the search
unit needs alignment, you’d better find
some professional help. These are difficult to repair and align. If you want to try
it yourself, the manual does give instructions. Good luck.
Harold

AMI SELECTOR PROBLEMS CURED!
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Please ignore my most recent letter seeking help on the random selection problem in
the search unit of my Continental 2.
I finally discovered that the person who at
some time replaced the silicon rectifier had
apparantly wired it incorrectly. There was
only 13 VDC on the Sprag Relay causing it

to be so sluggish it did not close smartly,
allowing the search unit to slip by the selector
position.
I could not figure how to get the full 28 volts,
but Wesley Dean did. He fixed it.
Now, with good voltage on the Sprag Relay, the search unit works fine, and I have a
perfect Continental 2.
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Again, thanks for your help.
George Myers, Maryville, TN
Dear George:
There is nothing worse than working on
something that someone else has made a
mess of. I’m glad that you and Wes were able
to get it sorted out.
Harold

AMI CONTINENTAL SELECTOR PROBLEMS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
A very strange thing happens with my
AMI Continental 2; perhaps you can
help me. Whenever I make a selection
(say A-11), then select the same letter,
but a lower number (say A-6), the box
always plays the last number selection
within that letter (this would be A-20).
This is the case with all letters A-K. As
long as I change the letter between
selections, or select a higher number
within the same letter, it plays just fine —
it’s only when I select a lower number
with the same letter. Any ideas as to
what could be wrong?
Mark Rathbun, Chico, CA

Dear Mark:
It's only fitting that the it should have
strange problems, since the Continental
is a strange machine. Just kidding - I
also own a Continental, and I really like
it.
This one really had me scratching my
head, but finally it hit me as to what had
to be happening.
For some reason, the wire from the
#20 pushbutton has to be energized
even when the button is not being
pushed. I would check this wire to see if
it’s shorting out somewhere. It could be
in the pushbutton assembly, in the wir-

ing to the search assembly, a short in the
printed circuit board in the search unit, or
in the stepper if you have one.
This is the only way I can think that
what you describe could happen. The
reason is that it thinks that (for your
example) both A-6 and A-20 are selected, and will play the one that the
selector scanner gets to first (since the
search is sequential). If your previous
selection was A-11, then it has to go the
long way around to get to A-6, and will
get to A-20 first. Any other combination
of events, and it would reach the lower
number first, and select properly.
Harold

CONTINENTAL SELECTOR PROBLEM
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI Continental 2 that has
problems. After making a selection everything works until the selection pin is
supposed to be depressed and the
mechanism is supposed to start scanning. According to the manual I have,
(which leaves a lot to be desired) the
sprag relay is supposed to energize,
depressing the selection pin and beginning the scan cycle. The sprag relay
energizes, but that’s it. Nothing else
happens. No selection registers and the
scan cycle doesn’t start. Help!!
Maverick Woodward, Sacramento, CA
Dear Maverick,
Continental selectors are a lot of fun,
believe me!
Actually, if your sprag relay is operating OK, then you’ve narrowed it down
quite a bit.
I’ve made a copy of the simplified
schematic. At the left you can see the
scan relay coil, and above it (not labeled) is the selection solenoid. The
selection solenoid is in the mechanism,
and built around the shaft that runs from
the selection assembly in front to the
selector pin assembly in the rear. The
scan relay sits on top of the mechanism,
and (of course) is what starts the mechanism scanning when you make a selection. Ignore the stop and cancel coils
(they’re in the credit unit).
From here we go to a pair of NO
(normally open) contacts on R2 (the
Pulse Control Relay), then through a
normally open contact on the sprag re-

lay. R2’s coil is normally energized
through the normally closed contact on
the sprag relay. So on standby, the pair
of contacts of R2 are closed. When you
make a selection, the sprag relay contact closes, completing the 24 VDC circuit to the scan and selection coils.
Now the normally closed contact on
the sprag relay opens, removing power
to the pulse control relay coil. The 100
MFD capacitor delays the opening of
R2, giving a longer pulse to the scan and
selection coils.
So all that can be wrong is the contacts on R2, the contact on the sprag
relay, or the interconnecting wires.
Check the contacts on these relays.
Also, the rectangular nylon connectors

tend to give problems. The terminals are
crimped onto the wires, and occasionally the crimp joint loses continuity. The
wire that goes from the R2 contacts to
the selection coil should be blue and
white (these colors come from a Continental 1 schematic. The Continental 2
schematic I have doesn’t give colors hopefully they’re the same).
Also check the 100 MFD capacitor. If it
were open, R2 would open too fast,
giving too short a pulse to the scan and
selection coils.
Please note (if you take any voltage
measurements) that the common in the
schematic does not connect to the chassis. You can access it at the search
motor - it’s the black wire.
Harold

DC

common
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AMI CONTINENTAL DOESN'T SELECT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’m working on a Continental 2, and am
having selection problems. The latch solenoid is pulled in, but the buttons don’t stay in,
and nothing happens when I press the buttons.
I have credit, and the Pulse Control Relay
is pulled in. Once in a while I can get the
motor to scan and it will punch in a selection,
but not the right one.
Mitch Manasse, West Orange, NJ
Dear Mitch:
Trying to solve AMI selector problems in
a 15 minute phone call is major difficult (if not
impossible). In a case like this, we have to do
it one step at a time.
We’ll start with the buttons - getting them
to latch in. The operation of the latch solenoid is reverse action from most jukeboxes the latch solenoid is energized when you
don’t have credit.
Also on the front panel selector assembly,
there is a small relay called the “Latch Relay”. It’s action is a little more like the usual
latch solenoid - it’s energized when you have
credit, and de-energized when you don’t.
When the latch relay is energized, a normally
closed set of contacts open, removing power
from the latch solenoid.
If the Latch Solenoid is energized, the
Latch Relay is not.
The circuit for the latch relay coil is fairly
simple. Sliding contacts in the credit unit
ground a wire that goes to the “Release
Switch” on the front panel, then to a set of
normally open set of contacts in the Pulse
Control Relay (PCR) in the “Receiver” unit

on the front of the mechanism. You said the
PCR was energized, so these should be
closed.
From the PCR, the circuit goes to the latch
relay coil, then to the DC power. For some
odd reason, they go to the line that’s fused by
the mechanism fuse.
When making voltage readings, the circuit ground is isolated from the mechanism
chassis. An easy way to find the circuit
ground is the black wires that connect to the
AC transformer in the back, to the right of the
amplifier.
Now you can use a voltmeter on the DC
scale to trace through the circuit below. I
can’t remember exactly what the DC measures - it’s on the order of 26 VDC, but may
be higher.
Check at the Latch Relay first. If it measures 26 VDC on one side, but nothing on the
other, you have a bad coil. If it measures 26
on both sides, then the problem is elsewhere.
Now it goes through the contacts in the

Pulse Control Relay to the Release Switch. If
you have voltage there, the PCR is OK. If you
have 26 volts on both sides of the Release
Switch, then the problem has to be in the
Pricing Unit.
First you go through the Pricing Board.
You’ll see the different screws for the different pricing arrangements. Then on to the
Credit Unit Wipers.
The Credit Unit has two sets of wipers one with two sliding contacts connected together (for the lights), and one with four.
Three of them go to the pricing board, and
one to the “Plunger Switch” in the Credit Unit
(the Plunger Switch probably opens when
the credit solenoid activates, to prevent making a selection at the same time credit is
being applied). The other end of the Plunger
Switch finally makes its way back to the
circuit ground.
Check voltages on the 4-contact wiper
and the segments it’s touching. At this point
you should have it pretty well narrowed down.
Harold
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AMI CONTINENTAL PLAYS RANDOM RECORDS
I recently worked on a Continental that
had a weird symptom. The customer reported that it was playing random selections
(ones that hadn’t been selected).
I plugged it in and made a selection. It
played it OK, scanned, then shut off. I tried it
again, it played, rejected, started to scan,
stopped, and brought out another record. I
rejected it again, and it again scanned a
short distance, stopped, and brought out
another record.
Another problem was that the stopping
point on the record magazine was random,
and sometimes the gripper would not be
centered on the record, and a record would
go flying.
After some time spent trying to figure out

why it was stopping, I discovered that the
problem was in the transfer motor. These
use an AC gearmotor to operate the gripper
assembly. It doesn’t reverse like the earlier
DC motors, but always turns the same direction. When the record is returned, it should
stop so that the mechanism can go into the
scan mode.
These gearmotors have an armature that
can move sideways. When power is applied,
the armature moves into the field, and engages the gear. When power is turned off,
the armature should move out of the field so
that the gear is disengaged. Most of the
rotational inertia is in the armature - with the
gear disengaged, the motor will come to a
stop rapidly, while the armature coasts to a
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stop.
If the motor is in need of lubrication, the
armature will not disengage, and the output
shaft from the motor will continue rotating for
a moment.
As the record was returned and the
microswitches operated, the mechanism
would go into scan mode. However, even
though power to the transfer motor was shut
off, the output shaft would continue to rotate,
and it would get past the point where the
microswitches were operated. Then the scan
would stop, and power would be re-applied
to the transfer motor, bringing out whichever
record was under the gripper.
Once the transfer motor was thoroughly
lubricated, all problems disappeared.
Harold

AMI R-81 FAULTY SELECTOR LOGIC UNIT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I always enjoy reading your articles in
“Always Jukin’”. I recently purchased an AMI
R-81 jukebox which was in good shape, but
was not working. After having the jukebox
examined by a local operator it was determined that the “Selector Logic” unit was
faulty. I contacted an “AMI Distributor” who
told me the computer chip for the selector
logic unit was no longer available. I’ve made
numerous calls to individuals advertising
AMI parts - but I’ve had no luck. Any suggestions on how I might obtain or have the above
board repaired? Thanks again for your ad-

vice.
J W Hoover, Evansville, IN
Dear J W:
I guess the “Selector Logic Unit” is the
same as what the schematic refers to as the
“Selector Unit”. That’s a board with a special
IC called the “Selector Display Module”.
Maybe that’s what they’re referring to.
My limited experience on the late model
computerized jukeboxes leads me to think
that repair is usually done by replacing boards.
That only helps if you have another board to
try.
The other problem is that I’m not to sure I’d

place much faith in what the operator told you.
He may not have known how to fix this, and just
told you that to get you off his back.
Your jukebox falls into the awkward age - too
old for AMI to want to have anything to do with
it, and to new for any support in the jukebox
collector world. The only way we’re going to
keep this era jukebox going is for someone to
set up a module repair/exchange service.
I’m not really going to be much help on this.
The best thing I can do is put this in AJ and
hope somebody replies to your cry for help.
If not, try a classified ad here in AJ.
Harold

REPLACEMENT MEMORY CHIP FOR AMI R-81
Regarding the question last month about
the faulty Selection Logic Unit and the no
longer available chip for the AMI R-81, Andy

Tucker (Amusement Electronics, Cocoa, FL)
called, stating he is making a replacement for
this chip, used on models R-81 through R-

86.
His number is 407-634-1911. Call him for
further information.

CLEANING AMI PULSE RECEIVER CONTACT BOARDS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Re: AMI Selector Sprag Relay Problems
(October issue).
Seems David Kahlmorgan has the same
problem I had on my AMI J - here’s what I did.
First, remove the contact boards in the pulse
receiver and clean BOTH sides with a pencil
eraser. Also clean the wiper arms the same
way at the contact point. Be very careful
when doing this and support the blades with
the fingers of the hand, they bend easily.
When disassembling note the home position
of the contact wipers and the position of the
return springs. If you do this and install them
back the same way, you shouldn’t have to
worry about timing. It looks complicated when
you start, but it really isn’t. It goes back
together pretty easily. Also before re-install-

ing the wiper arms adjust the blade so that
they make good contact on the boards. This
is all it took to get mine selecting properly
again.
Although the next step if this is not successful is to check continuity from the contacts at the keyboard to the pulse generator
then to the pulse receiver newly cleaned
contact board. It could be a broken wire. At
this point if I had no luck I would start looking
elsewhere like capacitors.
Your gripper arm not working and blowing
fuses sounds to me you blew the rectifier in
the power supply unit located in the upper
right of the box, behind the title strip holder.
I believe this is a selenium rectifier, but it can
be replaced with a couple of 3 to 4 amp
diodes or with a new silicon rectifier (see

Tech. Hints Feb. 96). If this is the case it’s
possible you shorted some contacts in the
Pulse Receiver. Yes, I’ve done this also! It
may not be, but it’s a good starting point.
Mauro De Simone, Rexdale, Ontario
Dear Mauro:
Thanks for your thoughts. As far as contact
wipers, this is all assuming they are in good
shape. If they are worn through and have to
be replaced (especially the ones on the back
side of the boards) then you have alignment
and timing problems to deal with.
I personally haven’t had any problems with
these rectifiers, but it is always a possibility.
Another thing to remember is that the transformer primary fuse is inside the junction
box, where you can’t get at it without removing the box.
Harold

AMI G-80 MISSING THREE SELECTIONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
3. My AMI G-80 is not frequently played. It
will not play #36, 37, & 38. What is the cause
and remedy? Is this problem covered in your
AMI/Rowe Reference Book?
Bob Steere, Joplin, MO
Dear Bob:
I don’t remember offhand if it’s covered.

There can be two causes.
The more likely is that the “Selection Levers” are sticking. Figure out which levers
correspond to the above selections, spray
them with WD40, and work them back and
forth a number of times. Often this will cure
balky selections.
It’s possible for there to be a problem with

the switches or the wiring. Take all the plugs
loose from under the mechanism, and spray
with contact cleaner. Try it on the switches
too, and watch the action of the contacts as
you press the buttons, to make sure none of
the contacts are bent. Make sure all the buttons are all the way on.
Harold

1961 AMI CONTINENTAL DOESN’T LATCH PUSHBUTTONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI Continental 1 that has been
playing perfectly for years. It no longer
energizes the latch solenoid. I have checked
the fuses and can’t find a bad one. It will select
if I push and hold the buttons down until the
pulse converter hits the selector pin. It will
energize if I push down on the contact block
near the latch solenoid.

Harry Teubert, Janesville, WI
Dear Harry:
I took a look at my Continental. As I had
remembered, the latch action is reversed
from other jukeboxes. The buttons should be
latching while the latch solenoid is not pulled
in.
If the solenoid is not energized and the
buttons don’t latch, then I’d suspect the linkage
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coming from the solenoid. It could be sticking
(try a little WD40), misadjusted, or loose.
Normally the latch solenoid pulls in when
you run out of credit (or press the release
button at the left end of the keyboard). It also
pulls in momentarily when the selection is
written in, to release the buttons.
Harold

LUBRICATE AMI SELECTOR PINS WITH SPINDLE OIL
Thanks for all of the help you always give on
my many jukeboxes. Something that I have
been meaning to suggest. I restore old Packard
automobiles and have a machine shop in my
garage to make many metal and plastic parts
that I might need or my fellow car collector
friends. So on my lathe spindle bearings we
use spindle oil. I have tried all of the other
lubricants like WD-40 and found that if you do
not use your jukeboxes daily they gum up. An
example is, I have read in Always Jukin on

thoroughly cleaning the selector pins of an AMI
box then applying WD-40. Great for the first
few weeks, then after it sets and collects
some dust what a gooey mess, almost none
of the pins work properly. Cover everything,
thoroughly spray with brake parts cleaner, or
another high purity cleaner and about one
drop of spindle oil on each pin, and they have
been good for about two years now. In most of
my other jukeboxes over the past couple of
years, when it comes time to lube them, I

thoroughly clean them and use spindle oil or
under high pressure the usual lubriplate.
Spindle oil has the consistency of just a bit
thicker than water, and you can even try for
yourself to rub some between your fingers and
it will not gum up. It is available, if interested,
from any industrial supply house that supplies
the machine industry. It is about twelve or
thirteen dollars per gallon.
Todd Landis, Acton, CA

INSTALLING COIN MECH FOR AMI D-80
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have been lucky enough to find a complete
coin mechanism for my AMI D-80 made by
National Rejectors of Missouri. Unfortunately
the wiring was all pulled apart from the contacts and I cannot figure out proper wiring. I
ordered the service manual from Always Jukin'
but it does not show what I need and National
Rejectors is no longer in business. Can you
help me with proper wiring?
Dan Haralson, Safford, Arizona

Dear Dan:
Actually, the manual does give the connections for the 4 pin plug that plugs into the credit
unit. At least they do in the D-40 manual, but it
should be the same for the D-80.
You have to have pretty good eyes (or a
magnifying glass). The numbers are there,
either on the plug or socket, but they can be
pretty hard to see.
I’m assuming you have the 4-pin plug. If not,

you’ll have to mount a terminal strip or another
type of plug-socket combination.
The coin switch assembly has a common
connection (that connects to all three
switches), and an individual connection to
each switch. The common goes to pin 3, the
nickel switch to pin 1, the dime switch to pin 2,
and the quarter switch to pin 4.
Harold

FREE PLAYING AN AMI D-80
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI D-80, It has the coin gear but
continues to blow fuses a day or so after I’ve
replaced them. It will usually work for a few
selections and then blow the fuse not necessarily the same selection. I would like to know
if there is a way to bypass the coin accumulator and keep it on free play?
Thanks,

Harry Teubert, Janesville, WI
Dear Harry:
I don’t think there really is. The accumulator
assembly provides a timing circuit which limits the duration of the pulse to a selection coil.
Without the accumulator, the current would
be on as long as the button were depressed,
resulting in a blown fuse each time, or worse
yet a burned out selection coil.

There are two things which could cause
the fuse to keep blowing. Either you have
some shorted coils, or something is sticking in
the accumulator so that the selector coil stays
energized too long.
I think I’d start by just watching the action of
the relays in the accumulator, while someone
else makes a series of selections. Maybe you
can spot some kind of errant behavior.
Harold

AMI K MISSES SELECTIONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’m working on an AMI K-200 and it’s working fine, except for one thing. Once in a while
it’s missing a record. The selector works fine
and on the aft side the pin is coming out
normally. Even selections are no problem.
But odd selections are sometimes missed.
This happens especially if you make a couple
of selection on the odd numbers on the lower
side of the disc (looking from the aft side in a
normal horizontal position). The stopping
switches can be adjusted but why should I if
on the upper side the selections are made
correct. It’s only once in a while that the
stopping arm is just overrunning the pushed
pin. I can’t find any additional adjustments in
the manual. Do you have any suggestions.

Nothing is worn out. The carousel stops correctly in the middle of a sleeve where the
record is in.
Thanks for your help:
Rick van de Wouw, the Netherlands
Dear Rick:
If it’s punching the pins in OK, then the
problem has to be in the readout.
I wouldn’t try adjusting the stopping
switches. If it’s stopping in the right position
when it does stop, that’s not your problem.
I’m going to hazard a guess. On the front
side of the record magazine, there’s a set of
“slip rings”. It’s actually a printed circuit board
with circular tracks, and a set of wiper arms.
If it acts up more in one area than another, I’d
guess that there is a contact problem.
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The only way to get at it is to remove the
magazine. That means removing the rotating
arms, the pin assembly, then the magazine
comes off the rear. Now you can clean the
printed circuit board.
While you have it apart, check the
microswitch contacts (the stopping switches).
Also check that the wiper contacts have proper
pressure on the printed circuit board.
Putting it together requires some care, and
can be a little frustrating. It also requires alignment of the write-in arms.
Before you actually do any disassembly,
try spraying some WD-40 on the printed circuit, and scan it a few times. Sometimes this
will clean the contacts.
Harold

BROKEN SWITCH BLADE IN AMI E-120
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Completely separate topic. My AMI E-120
is cleaning up nicely, and the only real problem
I can see is that someone has snapped off
some of the contacts in the button assembly
- looks as though they tried to pull buttons off
and snapped 2 of the contacts. Will this cause
only 2 selections to fail, or will it take out those
whole 20 selections. Is it repairable with new
contacts?
I assume that this was caused by someone wanting to “level out” the buttons - should
the “leveling out” be done by bending the
contacts to change the neutral position of the
switch? Actually they might have just been
trying to clean the button and switch area; how
do you do this? I don’t want to take the buttons

off in case any more of the contacts snap, but
the edges of the buttons are *filthy* and the
switches could do with a good clean. I have
removed the plastic selection glasses and
cleaned them with foaming bathroom cleaner
- lovely job. Can I do all the rest of the selection
unit with the same stuff and then dry it quickly
with a hair dryer, or might that affect the
wiring?
Chris Topham, Ashington, England
Dear Chris:
I use bathroom cleaner to clean switch
assemblies. Rinse it off with very hot water,
and dry as quickly as possible. The places you
don’t want water base products are solenoid
and relay coils, motors and transformers.
The switches have a series circuit when all

the buttons are out, so if any switch is broken,
none past this switch will work. That includes
all the switch banks “down the line”.
If any switch contacts are broken, you will
need to find a replacement blade. Each blade
is held in by a small screw. You have to start
at one end of the switch assembly and remove
one blade at a time, until you get to the broken
one. As each blade is removed, the button and
plunger will come out as a unit. Don’t lose the
spring.
As you take each button/plunger out, check
to see the button is tight on the plunger, and
pressed all the way on. If any are at all loose,
take the button off and use a little epoxy to hold
the button on the plunger.
Harold

CONVERTING AMI G-200 TO CONTINUOUS PLAY
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Larry Kelly here (subscriber 181 or 189?)
I’m not sure this is an allowed “procedure” —
but if it is could you please ask “the Doctor” if
it is possible to convert the AMI G-200 into a
continuous play model (library unit) by disabling the cancelling function and making
other adjustments (stopping switches,etc) I
know AMI had mechs of this period that were
used for “background” music, were they that
much different? First I gave up feeding quarters, now I’m too lazy to push a few buttons—

—gee, I’m getting old. I remember the article
awhile back about the “gizmo” for tormat
Seeburgs,and thats what I would like, functionally for the AMI. Thanks, and I sure missed
the Old Philly Shows and seeing everyone.
Larry Kelly, Souderton, PA
Dear Larry:
I’m not sure how the background music
versions worked. I think they had some electromechanical system that would write selections into the pin assembly.
I don’t see any easy way to do what you’re

thinking. Disabling the cancelling function would
result in disaster as solenoids are actuated
when the stopping switch actuates, then turned
off after the pin is cancelled. If the pin didn’t get
cancelled it would burn out the solenoid.
I’ll run this in the November issue to see if
anyone has any ideas. But these are a pretty
touchy mechanism anyway - modifying it
sounds like a recipe for disaster to me.
Harold

AMI I-120 RESET MAGNET OVERHEATS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
A while back I picked up an AMI I-120. It is a
good looking box but was not (and is not)
working. I know that you will be able to help me
get it running.
I have an AMI I service manual from Victory
Glass that came with it, but it does little to
explain the circuitry, at least that I can understand. The credit unit was in pieces and the
transformer unit had some resistors added to
it. I can get it to cycle by manually tripping the
scan switch. It will scan for a record, the
gripper arm will pull a record out and place it on
the turntable. Then it will immediately pick the
record up and return it to the rack and continue
to scan until it stops.
I ordered a credit unit and coin gear from
John Durfee and when installed I was no
further ahead. When turned on the reset magnet overheats. I cannot get it to give credit.
When the select buttons are pushed they stay
down but nothing happens. Unfortunately,
some of the credit board surface on the credit
unit is badly worn. I think that an unsuccessful
attempt was made to change the box to free
play.
I guess my problem is, where do I start? I
know this sounds a little incoherent, but that’s

about where I’m at on this jukebox. The service manual shows nothing on the transformer
unit, which has been messed with. The last
time I plugged it in it blew the transformer fuse.
The amp has a new cap kit thanks to Vern
Tisdale. Since the circuit board is worn I would
probably be better off changing it to free play,
don’t you think? If so, how do I go about doing
that? Harold, any help would be greatly appreciated. If you could fax your answer to me that
would be great. I would do better that way than
trying to take notes over the phone. Thanks in
advance for your help. One doctor to another,
Dr. Norman Wilson, Colorado Springs, CO
Dear Norm:
Selector problems on these are difficult to
fix in person, much less remotely. There probably are multiple problems. We’ll try to take
this one step at a time, but it still may be
impossible to troubleshoot from a distance.
When you say reset magnet, are you talking about the one in the credit unit? There’s
also one in the search unit.
If you’re referring to the one in the credit
unit, it definitely shouldn’t be staying on. It’s
operated by a cam in the front panel selector
assembly. If it’s stuck mid cycle, it would
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explain a lot.
When buttons are pushed in, the motor
should start to rotate in the selector assembly
(pulse generator). Since the motor runs off the
AC from the transformer, this definitely looks
like a place to start. The schematic is shown
on page 5 of the credit unit section. The right
hand vertical line connects to the AC from the
transformer.
The transformer shouldn’t have resistors
added. They were probably added to keep the
fuse from blowing, which means something is
drawing excessive current.
Make sure the motor is free to turn.
To free play, cut one of the wires to the
reset magnet, and make sure the rotor has
credit.
If it still blows the fuse on the transformer,
then the wiring just about has to be shorted
somewhere. As far as I can tell, only the motor
in the pulse generator, and the motor in the
search unit, are operated from the 24 volts AC.
Even if the motors are stuck, I don’t think they’ll
draw enough current to blow the fuse.
You might try helping the rotor in the pulse
generator along. It’s part “L” in Fig. 14, p 10. It
looks like it rotates CCW.
Harold

WORN CAM IN AMI H SELECTOR
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I am in the middle of re-doing my AMI H-200
jukebox and I need some advice. In the pulse
generator there is an AC Gearmotor (AMI part
number L-1074) that has a cast metal (aluminum) wheel that the cam lever assembly (F5849) rides on. Over the years of use and lack
of lubrication this gear has gotten a groove
carved into it from the cam lever, which has
made it inoperable. Can you tell me what I can
do with this wheel to make my jukebox function again? Are new ones available or reproduced by anyone?

Doug McKen, Regina, Saskatchewan,
Canada
Dear Doug:
There aren’t any reproduction parts for the
selector (pulse generator) on these.
Somebody somewhere might have some
NOS parts. The problem is getting in touch
with them. Your only choice here is advertising.
Your best choice is probably one of our
advertisers that sell used parts (Durfee, Jukebox Junkyard, for example).
You’ll need to figure out the part number for

the part you need. You may have to make a
copy of the parts list drawing, circle the part
you need, and send a copy to each of the
vendors. Hopefully someone will have the
part, in good condition, and will sell one without
selling you the whole selector assembly.
The only other possibility I can think of, and
I’m not sure that it will work, is to bend the cam
lever so it’s riding on an un-worn portion of the
cam. I don’t know if the cam is wide enough to
do this.
Harold

AMI I PLAYS H's INSTEAD OF J's & K's
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I am trying to complete my AMI I-200 jukebox and have one final problem. Let me say
that juke wizard Bob Baketz has been helping
me with this box. Here’s our problem: letters J
& K always come up as letter H when a
selection is made. If I play J-5, I get H-5. If I play
K-10, I get H-10. As you can see, the number
is always correct, but the letter reverts to H.
However, up to the letter H everything is fine,
it’s just J & K that are the problem.
Here’s what we’ve determined. The pulse
generator is working fine, this has been confirmed. The letter/stepper wiper arm is stopping in the correct position, this also has been
confirmed. The problem appears to be the
Search Wiper Arm (letter) never stops at
anything higher than the H selection. The
Search Wiper arm is on the backside of the
letter stepper wiper arm. It won’t step up high
enough, what gives?
P.S. If I have to remove the stepper unit, do

any special adjustments need to be made in
the re-install?
Berry Bell, Elgin, IL
Dear Berry:
I’m going to have to make sure I’m understanding you right. If you select a K, the Letter
Stepper wiper arm moves up two positions
higher than if you select an H.
If so, I can think of a couple possibilities.
The first is that there’s a short between the H,
J, & K traces where thay go from one side of
the board to the other. Then if you selected a
J or K, the search wiper would come to the H
contact first, and continuity would be established.
The second is a little far-fetched, and somewhat difficult to explain. But here goes. If you
look at the schematic, you’ll see that there are
a couple contacts beyond K, and they are
connected together (and to K). Suppose that
the wiper arm were not going down far enough
between selections. Then whenever you made

a selection, it would be two positions high.
Then the rotating arm in the rear of the mechanism were re-adjusted to compensate. It would
still select OK up to H, but J & K would end up
on the jumpered contacts at the end of the
stepping switch, and still select H.
I’ve never seen this happen, so it may be
pure speculation. But if the stepping switch
does move up higher for K than H, we have a
limited number of possibilities. I’d start by
noting which position it stops on for H, and
where it stops for K, then check to make sure
there’s no continuity between these two contacts.
P.S. I believe these have a flexible rubber
coupling held on with clamps. Thus you’re
going to lose position when you take the stepper unit out and re-install it. A1 is marked on
the pin assembly - just select A1, align the
rotating arm to the A1 position, and re-tighten.
Have someone hold the sprag relay in while
you do this. Harold

AMI F HAS BAD SELECTOR SWITCH CONTACTS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI F120 but I think this applies to
all open frame switches.
I am continually trying to retain correct
continuity on my AMI F120 open frame double
pole single throw push button selector
switches. To do a continuity check is easy but
very time consuming as 240 connections
need to be tested (2 for each switch). The
normally closed parts of each switch are
connected on series and when one of the
switches has bad continuity, a complete bank
of selections can be inhibited. The inability to
select a single record is generally a poor
normally open connection. Continuity of these
contacts, instead of being less than one ohm,
is often 5 ohms or more (per NC connection).
However the bank of selector switches seem
to be operational if one can obtain even 5
ohms per switch continuity. I have assumed
that these switches may have been silver
plated. I have used Tarnex liquid (a deoxidiz-

ing solution) to clean the switches initially.
However, in many cases this does no work
and I must resort to a very fine grit emery cloth
strip to burnish the contacts (which of course
removes the silver). I am wondering if some
of your readers may have discovered a better
method. I find I need to clean these switches
about every three months.
Charles King, Locust Grove VA
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Dear Charles:
The AMI’s of this vintage have a unique
switch design. I haven’t had too much trouble
with them fortunately.
I think for these, Gerry Parson has a method
that works about the best I’ve seen.
He takes a contact burnishing tool (which is
basically a thin flat blade), then takes a strip of
600 sandpaper, and bends it over on itself,
with the abrasive side facing outwards, and
places it over the burnishing tool. The burnishing tool basically acts as a stiffener.
Then he sprays the sandpaper with a nonresidue contact cleaner, and runs it back and
forth between the contacts.
If even this doesn’t work, then the switch
assemblies may have to be taken apart. You
start at one end of each section and remove
the contacts one by one. Then I’d clean each
individual contact with a fine wire brush attachment on my Mototool. But this is a tedious
job and you’d only want to do it as a last resort.
Harold

AMI K WAIT LIGHT STAYS ON
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I recently purchased an unrestored AMI
JFK 120 jukebox. It had several selector problems which I cured with a good cleaning,
lubricating, and adjustment of the cam shaft
switches as shown in the service manual. It
works well with one exception. When making
a selection, the letters and numbers write in,
the pin pusher assembly rotates, and depresses the proper pin. While the pin pusher
assembly rotates a “Wait to Select” light comes
on and usually goes off as soon as the pin is
pushed. Occasionally, this light remains on,
which then makes the selector buttons so
they do not latch, thus no more selections can
be made.
If I manually rotate the gears in the selector
button assembly it will always select F19, the

light goes off, and the jukebox once again
becomes operational. This is an intermittent
problem with no sequence to help me pinpoint
the problem. I have cleaned all the contacts in
the button assembly to no avail. I really like the
looks of these machines and they have a great
“jukebox” sound to them. Any suggestions
you might have in curing my problem would be
appreciated.
Glenn Strope, Apalachin, NY
Dear Glenn:
AMI selector problems can be a lot of fun (if
you’re a masochist).
When you make a selection, the “Pulse
Generator” (in the selector assembly) rotates
and sends its series of pulses. As soon as it
gets to the end of the pulses, it has to stop, and
let the “pin pusher” assembly rotate and punch
letter stepper
homing switch

motor control
switch

Selector
Motor

shown in wait
position

Wait Light

in the selection. During this interval, the “Wait
Light” is on.
As soon as the pin is punched, the stepping
switch rotors (in the pulse receiver) drop back
to their home position, the homing switch
closes, and the motor in the pulse generator is
activated again to advance its rotor to its home
position.
Two switches control this. The first is the
“Motor Control Switch” in the Pulse Generator.
The second is H-1 - the “Letter Stepper Homing Switch” in the Pulse Receiver (it closes
when the letter stepper rotor drops back to its
home position). If either of these contacts
were intermittent, the motor in the selector unit
would not restart.
Another possibility is that the letter stepper
rotor is sticking, and not returning to the home
position after the pin is punched.
The Motor Control Switch is shown in Fig.
11 (unfortunately I’m looking at a J manual as
Richard just shipped off our last K manual - I
hope it’s the same). The “Letter Stepper Homing Switch” is (sort of) shown in the #2 SchemA-Gram.
Harold

ROWE R74 & R80 MAKE WRONG SELECTIONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’m pulling what’s left of my hair out on this
one. I’m working on a Rowe/AMI R-74 (Arlington) selection problem. Say you select E5. It
will scan and pick it up and play it. While the
record is playing, I select E5 again. It selects
E6. I select E5 again, and it will select E5 this
time. It continues to toggle back and forth
between the two. Hey, at least it’s not a Tormat
question!
PS I have the manuals for this machine.
Paul Pokos, Sykesville, MD
Once again I would like some advice on a
problem on my Rowe-AMI R80 200 selection.
All the selections (10 records) from A1 to
A0 select and play and return OK. It’s also OK
right down to R1 to R0. These all select, play,
and return OK. To not get too confused, I only
press one selection at a time. This gives a true
indication of what the mechanism is doing.
After that S1 (when pressed) plays S0. If,
while the record is playing, I press S1 again,
the scanner moves on one only, and when S0
has finished playing and returned, S1 will play
and return OK. This problem is the same from
there on (T1 to T0, U1 to U0, and V1 to V0).
As this is beginning to drive me crazy, can
you please help!
Ron Geary, Pembroke, Ontario
Dear Ron and Paul:
It’s a little weird to get two such similar
questions at once. Similar, but not exactly
identical.

I’m going to have to confess I’m not all that
familiar with these. I’m going to give my guess
of what’s happening, then run this in the May
issue, and see what assistance I get from
other readers.
On these, A1 is on the opposite side of B1.
Thus, selecting A1 or B1, the search unit will
stop at the same location. The next record in
order is C1/D1, up to U1/V1, then A2/B2, etc.
In your cases, E6 is 1/10 the way around from
E5, and similarly, S1 is 1/10 the way around
from S0.
Now, from reading the manual, here’s my
take on how the search unit works. Suppose
I selected E5. It would scan until the number
wiper came to the 5 segment. The number
sprag relay would try to pull in, but it would
have to wait until it fell into the notch in the cam.
Then a switch would close, operating a relay,
which would stop the motor, and the search
unit would come to a stop.
Now another relay pulls in, releasing the

R74

R80
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number sprag relay. This starts the motor
again, and it searches a short distance until
the letter wiper contacts the selected letter
segment. Now the letter sprag pulls in, stopping the motor when it drops into the next
notch in the letter cam. Finally, the proper (odd
or even letter) solenoid punches the pin.
What I’m going to guess in both cases is
that the alignment is off in the search unit. I
don’t have a clear picture for Paul’s, but it
seems to me that the number sprag is still able
to drop into the notch when the search unit is
in the E5 position, and E5 is selected again
(which it shouldn’t be able to do), and it goes
on to find the next E, which is E6. If E5 is
selected again, then it has to go around to find
E5.
For Ron, it appears that the alignment of
the number wiper is early. If S1 is selected, it’s
stopping just before S0 instead of just before
A1 (two records early). Thus when it starts up
again to find the S, the first one it comes to is
S0, instead of continuing on to S1.
The manual gives alignment instructions
for the search unit, which appear to be reasonably easy to follow. But then I haven’t done this,
so I can’t say for sure. In general, I don’t find the
search units easy to work on.
If you have a manual and feel like checking
the alignment, give it a try. But don’t try changing anything just yet.
I’ll run this in the May issue, and see what
kind of response we get. Perhaps someone
will offer a repair service.
Harold

ROWE MM3 DOESN'T STOP FOR SELECTIONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a Rowe AMI MM3. When I push the
select buttons, the pins will set and the magazine will make a full cycle. The problem is
when the stop switch makes contact with the
pin it jumps it.
I have cleaned and adjusted the slip ring
wipers, but it didn’t help.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Dale Pratt, Burt, MI
Dear Dale:
I’m not as sharp on these ROWE’s as
some other models, but I’ll try to be some help.
I’m hoping you have a manual. It would
make it easier to refer to things.
The stopping switch will jump the selected
pin if the mechanism doesn’t stop and begin
the transfer cycle. It’s made this way so you
can manually scan the magazine.
But if it isn’t starting the transfer cycle, then
you’ll have to check out the stop switch circuit.
It’s shown in the manual on page 4-19, in the
stop
switch
+30V

1

Mech
Control
Relay

C3

13

W/S

Sequence of Operation section.
I’ve drawn a simplified circuit below. The
+30 Volts DC goes through the slip ring to the
stop switch, back through the second slip ring
to Cam Switch 3, to the Mechanism Control
Relay coil, through Cam Switch 7, to the
common. It acts as though the Mechanism
Control Relay is not being energized.
Go through the mechanism and make sure
all plugs are firmly inserted.
The Mechanism Control Relay is in the
control box that hangs from the mechanism.
The cam switches are in an assembly at the

W/O

5

4
8

9

12

13

14

C7

14

W/S

B

common

left rear of the mechanism. They count clockwise from the lower left, including switches on
both sides of the bracket. Both C3 and C7 are
on the back side of the bracket. The layout is
shown in Figure 6.2 of the wiring diagram
section, if you have the manual.
I’d check the cam switches first with an
ohmmeter. With the mech on standby, turn off
the power. Check between the terminal with
the W/S (white with a slate marker) wire, to the
terminal with the W/O (white with an orange
marker) wire. It should show a short circuit.
The same with the W/S and B (black)
terminals on C7.
The stop switch connects to the two outer
tracks. Connect an ohmmeter to these, and
manually operate the stop switch (you may
have to take the selector assembly off to do
this). The resistance should go to zero.
All that’s left is the relay coil and diode in the
control box. Check with the ohmmeter across
the coil terminals (13 and 14). I would guess
the coil should measure somewhere around
400 ohms.
Hopefully this will narrow it down. If not,
we’ll have to do some voltage measurements,
but let’s try this first.
Harold

ROWE SELECTOR TECH HINTS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Your description of the operation of the AMI
Search Unit in May AJ sounds accurate to me
as I could not have described the sequence
any better.
One error that occasionally was made by
people not familiar with the operation of the
search unit was the contacts on the S1 Sprag
Relay (the one on the right side as you face the
front of the search unit). One set of contacts
is supposed to make as the other set of
contacts breaks. If this does not happen the
search motor does not stop properly after the
number has been selected. The stop / transfer / start action of the search unit is more
prevalent at one end of the keyboard than the
other. One test I used to make was to select
an “S” and a “U” selection in the same number
such as S-1 & U-1 in rapid sequence. If the
search unit was not adjusted properly the pins
for S-1 and U-2 would be pushed out and
those selections would be played. This test

was not all inclusive for the entire search unit
but primarily for checking adjustment and
action of the contacts I described above.
Another situation that could cause misselected pins was on the later search units
that used the O ring belts. If the belts were too
loose from wear or age the search unit start
/ stop / resume sequence would become
sluggish and cause wrong selections. In this
case, new belts (we could get factory originals then) would cure the problem many times.
To me, the AMI Selection system of that era
was a lot simpler to learn,understand and deal
with..............especially on location.........than
the Seeburg Micro-Log Black & Gray box
system & the Tormat, the Control Center and
all the other stuff that went with it. They were
reliable though but of course that is when they
were still in production.
For the reader that sent in about not being
able to find Memory Chips for AMI R-80S Thru
R-83 models, these were custom made chips
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for AMI and not an EPROM that could be
duplicated. The only way to get replacements
for them now, that I know of is to buy one NOS
if anyone has them or buy a whole machine
and keep the modules for spares. The Selector Logic Module also has a custom chip in it
that most likely cannot be purchased as new.
Some of the early memory chips for these
units had a fault that would only affect the
operation of the digital annunciator display but
would allow the machine to function normally
in all other respects. When I think of all of
those chips we discarded I wish I would have
saved a few handfuls of them. Just goes to
show, the stuff you save and save nobody
wants. The stuff you discard, everybody wants
it....a couple of decades later !
Bob Schappert, Patterson, NY

SOUND SYSTEMS
AMI A AMP VOLUME CONTROLS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
On the AMI-A Silver and Black amplifiers, what values (ohms and watts,) should
the loudness controls be, and how should
they be wired? They are not, apparently,
normal volume controls.
Tom Datri, Germantown, MD
Dear Tom:
Actually, these are more or less conventional. It’s the later model amps that had
the strange volume control.
On the silver amp, the volume control is
connected directly across the cartridge
input, and is a 1 megohm, 1/2 watt. The
schematic says “A taper” - probably short
for audio taper. But taper is not too critical
- even a linear taper would work OK.
On the black amp (the R-22), the volume control is between the 6SJ7 preamp
tube and the 6SN7 phase inverter. The
schematic shows a 500K tapped potentiometer. The wattage again is only 1/2
watt, but the tap is the complication. The
resistance at the tap is not stated - usually
in this type of circuit it’s around 30% of
total value, or about 150K.
Harold

copies attached.
Tom
Dear Tom:
You caught me sleeping on this one. I
completely forgot about the control in the
speaker circuit, and the schematic doesn’t
show it (only the place it plugs into).
This control is a wirewound rheostat,
which has to be capable of dissipating the
power from the amplifier (15 to 20 watts).
What you can use for a replacement is an
"L-Pad".
The manual says these use a 16 ohm
speaker. I checked with SRS, but they
only have 8 ohm L-Pads that will fit in your
volume control box.
MCM Electronics came to your rescue.
They have a 16 ohm L-Pad rated at 50
watts. I called them to get the dimen-

sions, and they are 1.995” wide. The AMI
volume control box is 2 1/8” wide inside,
so it will fit with a small amount of room to
spare.
When connecting the L-Pad to your
amp, pin 1 of the control will connect to pin
1 of the plug, but 2 and 3 have to be
reversed.
The alternative is to move the internal
control to the volume control box, and use
shielded cable. You can use the original
socket, and jumper the wires that were
connected to pins 2 and 3. I did this
recently, and it worked very well. I did find
I had to install a 10K resistor in series with
the grid.
MCM’s number is 1-800-543-4330. The
one you want to use is the 50-475.
Harold

Thanks as always, Harold - but my question was about the controls thru the side of
the cabinet. Can you help? See my fax

(P. 414 MCM catalog)

GLOSSARY: L-PADS
An L-Pad is a wire-wound potentiometer (also called a rheostat). It has two
sections, as shown on the diagram, one
of which is connected in series with the
speaker, and the other in parallel. The
series section is usually the same resistance as the speaker, and the second
section a higher value. For an 8 ohm
speaker, these might be 8 ohms and 40
ohms. The taper of the two sections is
wound so that the impedance seen from
the amplifier remains more or less constant as the control is adjusted, and the
power fed to the speaker varies from
zero to full.
Since the impedance seen from the
amp remains about the same, the power

drawn from the amp also stays the same.
If the L-Pad is turned down so the speaker
is not running full power, the difference
has to go somewhere, and it is dissipated as heat by the L-Pad.
If more than one speaker is connected
to an amplifier, the L-Pad gives a convenient method of adjusted the relative
volume levels between the speakers,
but it is not very efficient. The Constant
Voltage (CV) system used later provided a much more efficient way to adjust relative power levels.
L-Pads were used on a few jukeboxes
- the AMI A and a few Rock-Olas of the
late 50's, for example.
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AMI AMP SCHEMATIC NEEDED
Dear Readers:
We’re still looking for a schematic for an
optional AMI amplifier that would have been
used on a D series or something from that
era. It looks like the standard amplifier, but

has automatic volume control and a different
tube complement.
The tube complement is as follows: 6SN7,
6SA7, 6H6, 6N7, 2-6L6’s, and a 5U4. As far
as I can tell, the schematic for this amplifier

is not in any of the AMR manuals.
The first AJ reader that supplies us with a
copy of the schematic will receive a onemonth’s extension to their AJ subscription.
Thanks,
Dr. Know-It-All

ODDBALL AMI AVC AMPLIFIER
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
My question is regarding an AMI ‘C’ amplifier, model ‘CC’. This is an original factory
amp but it is different from other amps that I
have had in the past. I am trying to identify a
capacitor used in the amp that is tied between terminals #3 on tube 6H6 to term. #1
on tube 6SN7. There are no markings on the
original cap as the wax and paper are obliterated due to being wet (this amp went
through the 86 California flood). My AMI
book is of no help - the schematic does not
show a 6H6 tube used; in place of this was a
can cap with values of 20-20-20 @ 150 VDC
on previous amps. This amp is black as
original and has a serial #32257. Did AMI
have early and late model amp modifications? This is an original factory painted and

stenciled amp. Any help you can give me on
this will be greatly appreciated.
Gary Ellis, Carmichael, CA
Dear Gary:
I believe what you have is an optional
Automatic Volume Control equipped amplifier. I’ve been looking for a schematic also,
as we have one of these at Jukebox City. It’s
a strange circuit and difficult to trace. The
amplifier is easily recognizable by the different tube compliment and the big terminal
board on the underneath side of the chassis.
Back last September I put a notice in AJ
asking if anyone had a schematic for this
amp, and got no response, so I’ll try again.
The tube complement for this amp is 6SN7,
6SA7, 6H6, 6N7, 2-6L6’s, and a 5U4. I would
sure like to hear from anyone who could

send us a copy of the schematic for this
oddball amplifier.
I dug out the one we have from the as-is
pile down at Jukebox City, and it has a .47
MFD 100 V capacitor connected in this position. It has been replaced, so we will have to
assume it’s the correct value, or close enough
to it to work OK.
One final note: I would recommend using
a grounded three wire line cord with the
jukebox that this amplifier goes into, and
connect the green wire to the chassis of the
amplifier. I have connected a voltmeter from
the outlet ground to the chassis on these
amps and measured as much as 200 VAC.
I’d especially recommend this if the amp has
gotten wet at some time.
Harold

AMI AVC AMPLIFIER SCHEMATIC AVAILABLE
In the April issue, Gary Ellis wrote asking
about an AMI model CC amplifier. This is an
optional AVC-equipped amplifier used on a
few AMI’s of the C and D era. I’ve been
looking for a schematic myself, as we have
one of these at Jukebox City, and they are
difficult to rebuild as they have some bizarre
circuitry. The schematic is not included in
any of the manuals for these AMI’s that I
have found.
Donald Piers, who is a Special Projects
Engineer at Rowe, International, Inc., came

to our rescue with a copy of the schematic for
this amplifier. AJ subscribers who have previously purchased a service manual for one
of these models can get a copy by sending
me a self addressed, stamped envelope. We
will include a copy in future manuals we sell.
I did find a schematic in an original manual
for the AMI C that shows a different version
of this amplifier. It seems that they made two
versions of this amplifier, one with the 6H6
tube, and one with a 1N34 diode. I haven’t

seen one with the 1N34, yet. This manual
does give some description of the circuit
operation, and it turns out that it actually isn’t
an automatic volume control, but rather an
automatic bass boost circuit. They must have
given pretty free rein to the audio engineers
at AMI.
We want to extend our thanks to Mr Piers,
for sending us this schematic. This will be a
big help for those of us that have this particular amplifier.

CHECKING GROUND LUGS IN AMPLIFIER
Dear Dr Know-It-All:
I would like to share with you a problem I
had while rebuilding my Wurlitzer 700 amplifier.
After replacing the capacitor & checking all
resistors and tubes, I proceeded to power up
the amp. Everything sounded Okay until the
unit was on for about 45 minutes. The sound
level then started popping from low to high.
I double checked everything, but could not
find any problems.
Finally, I started probing the components

with the amp running.
The problem turned out to be a loose
ground connection. A ground lug was running to the chassis. I measured the resistance from the ground lug to the chassis at
178 ohms. I re-peened the rivet and the
problem cleared up.
Fred Sardisco, San Pedro, CA
Dear Fred:
Thanks. This is definitely something to
watch for, especially if you see signs of
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corrosion. It applies to other brands as well.
If the corrosion is bad enough, you may
have to remove the rivet, clean the corrosion,
and use a screw and nut to hold the ground
lug. If the lug doesn’t have internal teeth,
then a washer with internal teeth should be
used between the lug and the chassis.
Many amps use lugs from tube sockets as
a ground point. The same procedure would
be used to make sure the tube socket is well
grounded.
Harold

AMI CC AMPLIFIER SCHEMATIC
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI model C jukebox with the
model CC amplifier in it. I have the AMI C
service manual and it shows the amp
having a 1N34 diode in it. My amp does
not have the diode like in the manual but
instead it has a 6H6 twin diode tube installed
I have drawn the schematic below, everything else is the same as the service
manual. Any ideas why? I rebuilt the amp
and it works just fine. Also why do they use
two different value of capacitors going to
the two output tubes (a .01 & a .003)?
Bob Baketz, Elgin, IL
Dear Bob:
This amp has always been a mystery to
me. At first I thought it was an AVC-

controlled amplifier, but it turned out not to
be.
It turns out to be an automatic bass
boost circuit. The bass boost is set by the
volume of sound going to the speaker.
The audio is divided into two paths - one
contains the high frequency range, and
the other the bass frequencies. The gain
of the bass path is controlled by a shunt
tube, which is controlled by a DC voltage.
The audio at the output transformer is
rectified to produce this DC control voltage. Thus, at lower volumes, you get
more bass.
It’s definitely more complicated than it
needs to be.
There seem to be two versions of this
amplifier. I’ve seen mostly the version

with the 6H6.
Way back in 1991 I asked the readers if
anyone had a schematic for this amplifier.
Donald Piers, a Special Projects Engineer
at Rowe, sent me a copy from the company files. Unfortunately, the company
copy is somewhat shopworn and hard to
read. I did some doctoring and made
copies for whoever has bought a manual
from us and needs this particular schematic.
I don’t know why they use two different
values of coupling capacitors. I’ve also
seen this done on radios from the thirties
and forties. Maybe they did it to save two
cents. I would just put in a pair of .01’s.
Harold

AMPLIFIER SCHEMATIC FOR AMI C
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I enjoy reading AJ every month and look
forward to each issue. The technical information is great as are the articles on various
models.
I’m writing with the hope that you can help
me.
Recently while working on the amplifier for
my AMI model C, I realized that my amplifier
does not match the schematic that I have.
The schematic is part of a repro service
manual that I bought many years ago from
Jukebox Junction.
My amp uses a vacuum tube type 6H6
duo-diode as part of the bass compensation
circuit. My schematic does not show the tube
at all. It was replaced by a solid state diode

type 1N34 as well as some other changes
which are hard to figure out by using the
wrong diagram. My two spare ‘CC’ amps
also use the vacuum tube.
Can you supply a copy of the correct
diagram for this amplifier? Apparently a
change was made in mid production of this
amplifier.
Thanks,
Bob Burke, Media, PA
Dear Bob:
This problem came up a few years ago.
Back in 91, I had someone write in with the
same question, and Donald Piers, who was
a Special Project Engineer at Rowe, found
the correct schematic in the files, and sent us
a copy. It’s a little hard to read, but certainly

better than trying to use the wrong schematic.
I’ll go ahead and send you a copy. Anyone
else needing a copy can send us a self
addressed, stamped envelope, and we’ll send
a copy.
The version with the 6H6 does seem to be
much more common. It’s too bad the manual
only contains the circuit for the rarer model.
It’s a really weird circuit. The 6H6 rectifies
the audio from the output transformer, and
uses it to control a shunt tube in the bass
boost circuit. Thus the amount of power
going to the speaker determines the amount
of bass boost. It’s basically an overly complicated loudness circuit.
Harold

DELAYED AUDIO
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
As I value your advice very much and I
would never at any time miss a single word
in your column. I am writing with regard to
a problem I have with my AMI model “C”.
If the box has sat for at least 15 minutes
between playing or is just turned on to play,
this problem shows up. Everything works
great in selecting the record, turning on the
turntable, and starting to play., but the
sound is very faint then suddenly it pops up
to proper level. This is after the record is
playing and seems to be time related as
the longer it takes to select the proper
record the less time before the sound pops
up.
I have replaced all tubes and checked
the volume control but nothing so far. Also
maybe this has something to do with it, but

the volume control is very sensitive and
just a small touch will really turn up the
volume, and even with it all the way down
it still has enough sound to listen to in a
normal room. Also, once this above problem occurs it never does it again until the
box had cooled down for a while.
This problem started suddenly after nothing had been done to the jukebox, and
other than this small problem has been my
most reliable jukebox.
Allen Knarr, St. Louis, MO
Dear Allen:
This is a weird problem. My first thought
would be tubes, but you say you’ve replaced them.
The volume control is a possibility, but I
have my doubts that it is the problem. This
sounds too regular for an erratic volume
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control.
It sounds like a thermal problem. Have
you done the capacitor job? If not, I’d
replace all capacitors. Resistors are another possibility.
One way to check for thermal problems is
with circuit cooler. This comes in a spray
can, and you can get it at any electronics
parts store. Spray the various resistors and
capacitors and see if the volume cuts down.
There are other really remote possibilities: the cartridge, or an intermittent connection in a tube socket. Check your terminal connections.
Intermittents are always tough to fix. It
would be a lot easier to fix if it would stay at
low volume. Good luck.
Harold

AMI SAFETY HINT
I recently had the amplifier for an AMI D80
on the bench for rebuilding . The amp seemed
to be working normally but had a problem
with hum pickup. After trying a number of
things to reduce this hum, I finally discovered
that it would go away if the chassis of the
amplifier was connected to the power line
ground. I also noted a small spark when
connecting the ground.
I ungrounded the amp and connected an
AC voltmeter between the ground and the

chassis, and measured over 200 volts, unsettling to be sure.
This type amplifier (with small changes)
was used in the AMI A through E models.
Since this experience, I have tried the same
test on three more amplifiers, with similar
results. The problem may be inherent in the
design of the power transformer and has to
be caused by a leakage or capacitance between the high voltage and primary windings. The current involved is probably not

enough to be hazardous, but could be unpleasant under certain circumstances.
The solution I have started using (and I
recommend to others) is to install a three
wire grounding line cord, connecting the green
wire to the junction box, and running a ground
wire from the case of the junction box to the
amplifier. This provides a ground to the amp
and mechanism, and eliminates hum pickup
and the shock hazard that seems to be
inherent in the jukeboxes using this model
amplifier.

HUM IN AMI E120
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Help! I have three questions.
1. On my AMI E120, I always hear a low
pitch hum at all sound levels. I replaced all
caps in the Model DD amplifier. The line cord
is grounded. The speaker has been re-coned.
Can you offer some suggestions?
Scott Zederbaum, Edison, NJ
Dear Scott:
There are a limited number of things that

can cause hum when the volume control is
turned down.
The first suspect of course is a bad filter
capacitor. Did you replace them all? Check
values to make sure they’re correct.
Tubes are the next suspect. Unbalanced
6L6’s (one tube stronger than the other) can
cause hum in the speaker. Other problems,
such as grid emission or heater to cathode
leakage, can cause hum. Try some different

tubes.
Occasionally, a bad ground terminal can
cause hum.
I’m assuming that the hum is coming from
the speaker. I’ve had customers complain
that the amplifier is humming, and it turns out
to be a noisy fluorescent ballast.
If none of this helps, you’ll probably have
to ship the amp off to an amp man.
Harold

AMI E-120 HUM TECH HINT
Regarding Scott Zederbaum’s letter on
the hum in the E-120. As you know, all AMI
80 & 120 selection mechs run the tone arm
wire under the TT motor. If this box was ever
worked on (I’m sure it has) someone may

have moved the wire closer to the motor,
thus creating the hum. I always rewire these
and put the tone arm wires on the cast iron
housing under all the other wires. The other
cause of hum I have seen is due to the

deteriorating wire, especially where it loops
from the cast iron housings to the wood
platform. That wire bends a lot each time the
platter moves back and forth.
John Stasek, Homewood, IL

POPPING IN AMI G-200 SPEAKER
Dear Doctor Know-It-All:
I have a problem with my AMI G-200.
When I make a selection while a record is
playing, I hear “cracking” through my speakers. This happens when the relay contacts
spark in the pulse converter.
I replaced all the caps in the pulse converter except the one the schematic calls
the contact protector. I’m not sure if that’s
even a capacitor because there’s no value
on it or in the schematic. It “cracks” even
with the pickup pulled out of the amp. The
amp has been rebuilt. Would the caps in the
speaker dividing network have anything to
do with this problem?
Thanks for any help you can give me.
Bernie Pranica, Sobieski, WI
Dear Bernie:
Every time I see a letter start with AMI, I

get nervous. It seems as though AMI has
more than its share of difficult problems.
In my range of experience, I’ve found that
more often the problem is not in the contacts
as much as the noise getting into the amp
when it shouldn’t. In other words, the amp
should be shielded against all the noise
outside of itself.
The usual places for the noise to get into
the amplifier are the cartridge wiring, the
volume control wiring, through the line cord,
or the mute wiring going into the amp. The
caps in the speaker dividing network should
have no effect.
You say you’ve pulled the cartridge plug
from the amp and it still does it, so that
eliminates the cartridge wiring. Make sure
the volume control wiring is not coming into
contact with any other wiring. Does this vary
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with the volume control setting?
You might try connecting capacitors across
the 110 volt line coming into the amplifier,
and from the line to ground (try .01’s at 600
volts). Try the same with the muting relay coil
connections.
This is all trial and error. I’ve noticed this
noise before, but it was always low enough
that it wasn’t a problem, so I’ve never done
anything about it. I’ll run this in the column maybe someone else has tackled this.
The contact protector is a solid-state surge
protector. I suppose an MOV surge protector
would work (130 volts). This might be worth
trying, too.
This isn’t really much of an answer. I’ll run
this and see if anyone has solved this problem.
Harold

CURE FOR POPPING IN AMI G-200
Dear Dr Know-It-All:
In the Feb. 93 AJ, Bernie Pranica wrote to
you about popping noises on an AMI G-200.
I had the same problem with a G-200 that I
owned about 20 years ago. I think the noise
is generated by the collapsing field in the
stepper magnet coils. After hours of experimentation and trial and error, I ‘fixed’ the
problem by adding 2 capacitors to a circuit
board located inside the stepper unit.
After seeing the letter, I searched my files
hoping that a copy of the pulse converter
schematic with the added capacitors still
existed as there was no way it was going to
be done from memory. I found it!
Enclosed is a copy of the diagram with the
added capacitors drawn in. I suspect that
the real bug is that the contact protector is
open, its purpose being to suppress the
kickback from the coils. Another thing: Be
sure that the ground wire between the amp.
and the mech is good. If it isn’t, the cartridge
cable shield becomes the mech ground,

acting like a giant antenna.
I hope this helps. If you would be interested, from time to time, I could send you
details on some of the nasty bugs I’ve seen
on AMI’s over the years. For example, on my
model C, about every three months or 100
plays, the .8 amp mech fuse blows. Took
about three years to find that one. Same
machine, similar scenario but the 2 amp
amplifier fuse blows. AMI G-200, selects
wrong record (many things can cause this).
Also, on the G-200, the mech stop switch
arm is jammed hard against a selector pin,
blowing the mech fuse.
Thanks for listening and keep up the great
work on your column.
Bob Burke, Media, PA
P.S. In the letter I was somewhat puzzled
by the fact that the noise occurred even with
the cartridge input unplugged. Obviously
there is another way the amp is picking this
up.
Looking at the sound system wiring dia-

gram in the G service book, I found a possibility. With the volume control located in the
top rear of the box, it is about 6 feet from the
amp. It would be real easy to swap the
volume control hot and shield wires at the
amp terminal strip rendering the shield ‘hot’
and a big noise antenna. At the amplifier
terminal strip, #1 is ground and #2 is the
volume control ‘hot’ connection. The shield
also grounds the volume control box.
Dear Bob:
Thanks for writing. I’ve already sent a copy
to Bernie. I don’t have the space to print your
schematic this issue, but will make a copy
available to anyone who writes.
I would appreciate hearing from anyone
who knows exactly what the contact protector is, and if there is a replacement available.
It almost looks like back-to-back zener diodes - would this work?
Sounds like you know your AMI’s. Tech
hints and technical articles are always appreciated.
Harold

AMI POPPING CURES
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’d like to add my experiences of selection
“popping” noises on late 50’s AMI’s. The
worst I’ve heard was on an AMI ‘I’ when a
lampholder on the ‘credit remaining’ indicator twisted round against the selection housing casting. The lamps run off a LT AC
supply but this also shares a common return
line with the LT DC supply so the selection
spikes were routed through the grounded
AC line to the amp.
Normally on AMI’s the selection noises on
audio are quieter than the mechanical noise
of the selection motors and gears but in a
quiet room it still can be quite annoying. This
can now be completely eliminated by fitting
the ‘Hagen’ anti-pop circuit (low pass filter)
to the amplifier. This is effective in any tube
in any tube amp where the grid of a triode is
fed by a long screened lead acting as an
antenna and picking up RFI (radio frequency
interference) noise. On the amplifiers of
AMI models G - J (1956 to 1959) RFI noise
is picked up by the volume control screened
lead. To kill it simply requires lifting the .02
ufd coupling capacitor and the 1M grid resistor from pin 7 of V2 and then connecting
them to one end of of a 10K resistor and
soldering the other end to pin 7. I’ve tried this
on AMI models ‘H’, ‘I’, and ‘J’ with complete
success, no more ‘pops’ when selecting
during play, just sweet music, so thanks
Harold.
Another common noise associated with
these amps is noisy volume control operation. This is due to the control being directly
in the DC current path of a tube cathode
circuit. In the UK on the BAL-AMI versions of
these amps this problem was eliminated by

separating the AC & DC paths. The DC path
was via a half watt 39 K to ground and the AC
path was coupled through a 50 ufd 50 volt
electrolytic capacitor to the volume control.
It’s best to fit the components inside the amp
chassis but on models H, I, & J it’s simpler to
fit them inside the volume control box. The
39 K should be soldered across the rear of
the two screw terminals and the 50 ufd +ve
to the input terminal and the -ve to the
volume control.
End of record clicks: This could be due to
dirty contacts on the mute relay in the amp
but it also helps if the Mute contacts (MR2)
are adjusted to open only after the HT supply
contacts (MR1) have closed.
Another PU to add to the list of those
suitable for use in AMI models F and up is the
Pickering NP/AC. It has a spherical .0007
stylus and gives out 10mv at 3-7 grams
downforce. To fit it simply requires screwing
into the arm then adjusting the arm height
screw and wiring the stereo outputs in parallel. The sound is very good, similar in character to a SEEBURG juke, not surprisingly.
Vern Tisdale advertises these as a new
model, but I’m sure they’ve been around for
some time.
Thanks for your reply in AJ to my letter
about the AMI E and AMI D. D80’s are a bit
thin on the ground over here (definitely in the
unloved juke category). so when I came
across one for sale I didn’t hesitate for too
long before deciding to buy. It’s not in great
shape, wrong amp, shot speaker, missing all
three color cylinders and both motor mech
cover, but the plastics are all pretty good and
the cabinet is sound although painted over.
The main problem on the mech is that the
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spacing between records on the rack is
greater than on the selection fingers on the
solenoid banks, you can imagine the result of
this. The wrong rack must have been hurriedly replaced on it probably in a clearance
sale. Anyway it’s all part of the fun of jukebox
restoration, hunting for parts, meeting new
people, reading AJ.
Many thanks for all your tips and advice in
AJ, all the best.
Geoff Cox, Surrey, England
PS. Fitting your low pass filter seems to cure
all selection pops, so I’ve never had to investigate if the contact protector is working.
Dear Geoff:
Thanks for writing. I’ve drawn a schematic
of your modified volume control below (for
mono versions only, of course).
A couple of your terms are probably unfamiliar to some of our readers. LT stands for
“low tension” - the low voltage supplies.
Similarly, HT means “high tension” - the high
voltage (B+) supply in the amplifier. “+ve”
must mean the positive terminal of the electrolytic capacitor (even I’m unfamiliar with
that one).
50 MFD

+
39 K

Modified volume control circuit. Reduces
volume control noise by eliminating DC
current through control.

CHANGING AMI VOLUME (TECH HINT)
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Is the Doctor in?
In reference to the question from Steve
Crane on the volume fading on his AMI. The
way I read it, the volume goes down and he
has to reset the control. He sprays it with
contact cleaner and it’s OK for a while. This
sounds like a bad pot to me. Of course, you

never get all the details in a letter. In discussing AVC, here’s a situation to remember. If
the needle sits down to close to the edge of
the record, you will have a longer period of
time before the music starts. The AVC will
boost the gain to the max in this period since
there really is no signal. Therefore, the music
will start loud and then the AVC will lower it to

the proper level a few seconds into the music. I don’t know about other makes and
models, but the Rock-olas of the late 60’s
and early 70’s actually had a control pot to
adjust the AVC action (refer to a model 448
for instance). When Rock-ola dropped this
feature, I noticed that tone arm set down
became more critical.
Charlie Maier, Philadelphia, PA

AMPLIFIER CONNECTIONS IN AMI K
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Thank you for your answer in September
issue of AJ about the selection problem I had
and static noises on my Rock-Ola 1448. I
adjusted the microswitch for 1-19 and everything came right in. Also, I cleaned the 2nd
mute switch and I haven’t had any static
since. Everything you suggested worked
great.
I have another question. I have an AMI
model K that has several problems, but I will
only ask for your advice on the worst one.
When I got the machine about a year ago,
somebody took out the amp & volume control. There are loose wires hanging in the
amp compartment with tabs that are numbered.
I bought an amp and preamp a while back,
but I think they are the wrong ones. The guy
told me they would work, but I haven’t had
any luck as far as getting sound out of them.
I tries several combinations of the hook up
terminals - but no luck. The machine is wired
for stereo - but mono would be OK too if I
could get it. I did purchase a manual from AJ
but it’s incomplete. Here are the amplifiers.
Is it possible to make a connection with the
wires I have, to the amps? Also, I don’t know
where the wires from the volume control
hook into.
The wires I have hanging in the back are as
follows:
C1 = red.
C2 = black
C3 = orange
C4 = orange/brn
black + white striped wire - no number
There are no wires from the volume control
box.
This is really a mess and I know you’d
rather hear about something other than an
AMI jukebox, but I have a feeling you will be
able to help me out on this one.

If I have the wrong amps, then which one
do I need for this machine? Hope to hear
from you.
Robert Kuhser, Davenport, IA
Dear Robert:
Does it really show through that I dislike
AMI’s? Just kidding. I actually don’t dislike
them - I even own one (a Continental 1), but
I do find them a little difficult to work on and
troubleshoot from afar.
The AMI manuals are a pain to use. The
schematics are often scattered throughout,
and you have to piece them together with
bits and pieces from different parts of the
manual.
I think you can make the amplifier setup
work. I’m not sure what it’s from - maybe a
Continental, but I think it’s basically the same.
First, you have to connect the volume
control. I thought I had it all figured out - pins
1 through 5 of the volume control connect to
D1 through D5? WRONG. I found a connection diagram for a stereo Continental, and I
have to assume your connections are the
same (I sure hope so). You’ll need a shielded
wire with four conductors inside the shield.
The speaker connections are a little hard
to figure. I looked at the connections for the
stereo Continental, and they wire the front
speaker in mono mode by connecting be-
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tween E3 in one channel to E3 in the other.
Since the two channels are fed out-of-phase,
the voltages add, providing a sum of the “A”
and “B” signals.
Your four wire colors don’t quite agree with
the schematic. You may have to take an
ohmmeter or a D-cell to find out which two
wires are the speaker. Try the D-cell between pairs of wires until you find the combination that gives you a click through the
speaker, and connect these to the two E3’s.
The black and white wire is a chassis
ground. You can just connect it to either of
the E4’s (which go straight to ground).
According to the K schematic, an orange
and a red wire connect to the muting relay.
Whatever two wires are left, connect them to
the mute terminals. When you plug in the
jukebox, with no selection made, there should
be 24 VDC across these two wires.
Ignore the phono inputs on the output
amplifier chasses. These connect through
the cables to the 2020A preamp chassis. The
cartridge leads plug into the input jacks on
the 2020A.
Make sure that the two channels of the
cartridge are connected out-of-phase.
Has the amp been checked out? If so, I
don’t see you should have any problem getting this up and running.
Harold

EXCESSIVE FADE-UP IN AMI CONTINENTAL
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI Continental that, when the
tone arm sets the needle on the record, the
volume starts very low and over a period of
about 10 seconds the volume comes up to
normal.
When I take the 12AU7 tube out of the
amp, the volume is good except for no muting.
Mike Sunday, Burton, MI
Dear Mike:
This “fade-up” you refer to is normal, to a
certain extent. What happens is that, between records, the AVC line is pre-biased,
so that the volume starts low (this is referred
to as “squelch”). If this pre-biasing were not
present, the AVC (Automatic Volume Control) would die out between records, and the
next record would start at maximum volume,
then die down when the AVC took effect.
This blasting at the beginning of the record is
a lot worse than what you describe.
If the fade-up is excessive, it can be due to
low gain in the pre-amp stage or low output
from the cartridge. Make sure everything is
in good condition.
You can possibly cut down on this action.

In your preamp, there’s a line called “squelch”
that goes to the plug that plugs into the main
amp. There it goes through the mute relay
contacts (M.R.#2) through a 470K resistor to
ground. Connect a resistor from the junction
of this resistor and the relay to the bias line
(the anode of the selenium rectifier). Choosing the resistor is trial and error. Try starting
with 1 megohm to see what happens.
Normally, this resistor pulls the AVC to
ground (maximum AVC) between records.

+

bias

Adding this resistor would form a voltage
divider, and would pull the AVC to a voltage
somewhere between ground and the bias
voltage. This would reduce the squelch effect.
The 12AU7 is the AVC shunt tube. Removing it should cut out all AVC (and squelch)
action. However, you can get too much gain
without the AVC, and cause distortion, so it
isn’t recommended.
Harold

470K
MR #2
NO

add this
resistor

MR #2
NO

This symbol is not a capacitor. It's an old style
representation of switch or relay contacts used
by control systems people. NO stands for
normally open.

pin 11
(squelch)

ROARING AT BEGINNING AND END OF RECORD
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
On a couple occasions (Seeburg 220 and
Continental II) I have been unable to correct
a record “roar” when the cartridge touches
the record. Everything works well until the
record and cartridge touch and there is no
music to drown the roar.
We have tried lower output cartridges,
disconnecting the turntable, substituting
amps. Nothing seems to work.
To clarify, the amp is perfectly quiet and
the sound is great. But there is a roar before
the music begins and after it stops while the
cartridge is down.
Thanks for the help.
Gregg Smith, Huntsville, AL
Dear Gregg:

This is awfully difficult to do without actually hearing it.
There are two kinds of roaring I can think of
- the needle noise amplified, or acoustic
feedback.
Both of these amplifiers have “squelch”.
The squelch operates through the AVC, prebiasing the AVC to minimum gain when the
needle sets down. So it should start playing
the record with minimum gain and work up.
If the squelch is not working, it will start at
maximum gain, and you’ll get the noise at the
start of the record. Then when the music
starts, the AVC will come on, turning the gain
down, and it will play normally.
On the 220, the squelch is operated by the

top-most switch in the mechanism. In the
Continental, it’s operated by a set of contacts
in the mute relay in the amplifier.
At the end of the record, when the music
stops, the gain will start to rise as the AVC
dies out. Then you’ll start to hear the record
noise. There isn’t much you can do about
that, other than making it reject a little sooner.
If it is acoustic feedback, then make sure
your mechanism is floating on the springs. If
the shipping bolts are tightened, you can get
feedback.
If I’m jumping to the wrong conclusions on
this, you may have to send me a cassette
recording so I can get a better idea of what it’s
doing.
Harold

AMI K VOLUME DROPS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a problem with my AMI model K.
When the record is playing the volume
drops. If you turn the volume control you will
temporarily correct this. I have tried spraying
the volume control switch with tuner cleaner
but it is only a temporary measure.
Stephen Crane, Margate, NJ
Dear Stephen:
Your question sounds as though the volume comes on loud and then fades down.

This sounds to me as if your “Squelch” is not
working right.
The squelch circuit is basically the same
for either stereo or mono. A contact on the
muting relay (MR#2) closes when the relay is
energized (muted). This pulls the AVC line
toward ground (full AVC - minimum gain).
Thus when the amplifier is un-muted, the
gain should be at a minimum, and the gain
will “fade up” to the listening level.
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It’s very disconcerting to have an amplifier
that starts loud and fades down as the AVC
takes effect. I’d check the operation of the
muting relay (in the basic amplifier) and
check the contact that connects to pin 11 of
the plug to the preamp/AVC unit (J1).
There’s also the possibility the control is
just worn out and will have to be replaced.
Harold

REPLACEMENT AMP FOR AMI CONTINENTAL 2
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Your column is great, and you’ve provided
invaluable information in the past; probably
more than my fair share! Hopefully you’ll be
able to provide help regarding my AMI Continental 2. It’s in great original condition and
is presently equipped with a mono amplifier.
However, the title case end plastic pieces
and front glass tout AMI’s “Stereo Round”
feature. Either the glass and title end plastics
have been replaced, or the stereo amplifier
has been replaced with a mono amplifier. In
my case, I have been looking for the AMI L2155 Add-On Power Amplifier (insert) and
R-2020 Stereo Control Amplifier to convert
the mono amp to stereo. Unfortunately, I’ve
been unable to locate the parts (or complete
amp). Are there other AMI amps that will

work in the Continental 2, or are any of the
other AMI amp modules interchangeable
(I’ve located a L-2155, but not the R-2020)?
Maintaining complete originality is not a crucial issue. However, I’d like any ‘borrowed’
parts to have the same fit and function as the
original amp. What problems may I expect to
encounter (if any) by replacing the amp with
an earlier or later equivalent? I appreciate
your help. Thanks.
Matt Wengler, Seoul, Korea.
Dear Matt:
The same amplifier setup was used on the
“K” (not that that’s necessarily going to help
you much. These are pretty scarce, too).
If you check back in my diary a few months
or so, you’ll find I went through pretty much

the same thing (well, almost. Someone had
put in two earlier style mono amps).
I looked around for a stereo amp, and didn’t
have much luck finding one, either.
What I ended up doing was installing an “L”
amp. Physically, it’s the same shape and
mounting.
There are problems. First, you can’t use
the L Control Amp on the Continental Power
Amp. So you have to replace the whole thing.
Second, the L amp uses the 7868 output
tubes. These are scarce and expensive. I
modified the amp to use 6L6’s, but that’s a
big job.
Third, the speaker connections are different. I remember I had to do some figuring to
get the speakers connected up.
Harold

AMI MM1 AMPLIFIER HUMS AND OVERHEATS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All,
I have a Rowe/AMI MM1 with the R3680A
amplifier. I’m getting a noticeable 120Hz
hum that doesn’t change with the volume
setting and sounds for all the world like
power supply ripple. I also get a very loud
“pop” through the speakers whenever the
mute kicks in, again even with the volume all
the way down. The amplifier draws about 75
Watts while idling (no audio) and the heatsink
for the output transistors gets too hot to
touch. The power transformer stays reasonably cool, however.
I’ve checked the filters and other
electrolytics, even made substitutions to no
avail. The jukebox sounds good otherwise.
Do I indeed have a problem or is it something
in the design of this transformer-coupled
amp?
Thanks for the help, and I love your column - it’s my favorite part of AJ!
Sincerely,
Tom Tompkins, Shelburne, VT
Dear Tom:
Yes, you have a problem. With no volume, the output transistors shouldn’t be heating up at all.
The transformer coupled output does simplify troubleshooting. The biasing circuit is
much simpler than a direct coupled circuit.
Most likely, the problem is either biasing,
or a bad transistor or two. This uses NPN
Silicon output transistors.
If I had this amp in my shop, I think I’d start
out by removing all four output transistors.
Fire up the amp with the volume control
turned down. Now measure the emitter to
base voltage at each transistor. It should be

on the order of 0.6 volts.
If any emitter to base voltage is high, then
it’s a bias problem. Each transistor is separately biased. Each transistor has about 38
volts between the emitter and collector. From
the collector, it drops through a 500 ohm
resistor, to a silicon diode. The voltage across
the silicon diode sets the bias. It goes through
a resistor divider, then to the transformer
winding, then to the base. This divider reduces the emitter-base voltage just below
the conduction point.
There is something weird about the circuit. The output transistors on the positive
side show a 4.7 and a 15 ohm resistor as the
divider. On the negative side, they show a
pair of 15 ohm resistors as the divider. I’m not
sure if this is a misprint or not. I would think
the positive and negative sides would be the
same.
If any bias voltage is high, check the 1
amp diodes in the circuit. There should be
about .7 or .75 volts across each diode. If any
measures high, then the diode has to be bad.

These can be replaced by one of the 1N4000
series (1N4001 through 1N4007), or by an
ECG or NTE 125.
If all bias voltages are good, then start
putting in the output transistors one by one.
If you get hum or heat with any transistor,
then it’s bad. These are the type 2N3055,
and can be replaced with an ECG (NTE) 181.
Another remote possibility is that the amp
has ultrasonic oscillations. You need an oscilloscope to see these. If this is happening,
you’ll probably need to find someone to work
on the amp.
Harold
Reply: I just wanted to thank you for your help
with my MM1 amplifier problem. There was a
bad 1N4816 bias regulating diode in each
channel just as you thought there might be.
Now, no more hum, popping, or overheating!
You are also right about there being a misprint in the schematic. All four transistors
have a 4.7 and a 15 ohm resistor in the bias
divider.
Tom.
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AMP SUBSTITUTION IN AMI JAN
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Last week I purchased a 1965 AMI JAN200
Diplomat, just like the one you featured in
September’s AJ #128. I was the one that
previously threatened my other jukebox, an
AMI E-120, with one of your letters when it
would act up. Well, this particular jukebox
needs more than that to get it to work properly. Today I received the service manual for
it which I ordered from your company last
week. Although it is a great manual, it really
doesn’t tell me what I need to know. I have
several problems here, the first being that it
doesn’t have the original amplifier. The amp
that’s there (which I’m sending you a drawing that my wife created on the computer)
says “125 watt Stereo Amplifier 6-0743802”. There is also a sticker that says “Warranty Date Rowe GR 09/88”. So at least I
know it’s a Rowe amp. I don’t know who put
it in there, since the person I purchased it
from says he has never done anything to it.
It is a sloppy job, to say the least. I thought of
looking for the original amp that came with it
and called some of the advertisers in AJ.
Most were reasonable, except for one that
wanted $400 for an as-is” amp, and another
$400 if I wanted it restored (a little too much
money for me)! Most were under $150, but
with no guarantee. I don’t have that kind of
money to fork over for something that I have
no idea if it works or not.
There are a few other problems, but the
problem that has me bugged has to do with
the amp and how it’s connected. I have to
turn the volume knob all the way up to get it
loud enough. Also, it does not mute, so when
the record is being returned and the machine
is searching for another one to play, you hear
it through the speakers in the form of loud
pops, static, and motor noise. There is a
place on the amp that says “mute” where a
plug would connect to three prongs. Whoever hooked this up soldered a wire that is
white with a black stripe to the center prong.
I traced this particular wire to the front of the
machine where it was screwed to the side of
the cabinet into the wood. A lot of good that
was doing? I believe that this wire belongs
somewhere on the credit unit because of its
proximity to it. I’m not sure about that, though,
it’s just a guess.
Enclosed is another drawing of something
that I have no idea what it is. This also has
numbers on it of “4-06336-03 (1980)" and
the speaker wires are hooked up to it. I’m
sure that it is from the same period of the
amp that’s in there. Everything else in this
jukebox is original, including the junction
box. The volume and cancel control assembly is also original, and at the moment, has

three wires hooked to it, two red and one
black. Besides having all the selectors working, I also would like to have the amp mute
while the mechanism is in operation and the
sound be loud enough. If someone would
like to swap amps with me I would be glad to
do so. In the meantime, I wonder if this is a
lost cause. I hope that with your knowledge
you’ll be able to give me some pointers and
suggestions concerning this. Even though
this machine isn’t that flashy, I like the way it
looks and cosmetically it is in great shape. I
would be willing to try another amp that may
work with it. I will be anxiously awaiting your
reply.
Fred Campos, Cape Coral, FL
Dear Fred:
First, I’d like to say a few words about the
original JAN amplifier. As I’ve mentioned in
previous issues, they use the 7868 output
tubes. A new set of four 7868’s is going to
cost over $100! That’s one reason the amps
are expensive.
So you have two choices. Bite the bullet,
and get the right amp. Or try to figure out how
to make the later amp work.
Chassis 4-06336 is the output transformer
chassis, and you definitely need that with the
125 watt amplifier.
Why aren’t you getting enough output? I
can suggest a few possibilities. First, the
speakers aren’t hooked up right. I’ve drawn
connections for the 28 watt output. I don’t
think you want to connect to the 64 watt
output ( no use taking a chance on blowing
your speakers). AMI speaker hookups are a

little tricky - pay attention to the polarities.
Second, someone may have connected
the cartridge wrong. The two channels have
to be out of phase to make this work.
Third, the volume control is hooked up
wrong. The 125 watt amplifier schematic
calls for a 10K, hooked up as shown below.
Note that minimum resistance is maximum
volume.
Fourth, there’s something wrong with the
amplifier.
The muting is done differently between the
two amps. The JAN originally had a three pin
plug for the muting. The center wire (W/B) is
just a grounding wire, and isn’t part of the
mute circuit. The other two (Orange and
White/Red) supply 24 volts DC to a relay in
the amplifier when it’s muted.
The schematic for the 125 W amplifier is a
little confusing. It looks like there should be a
7-pin socket in the power amp, with an orange wire that goes to a 2-pin plug in the
preamp. You’ll need to find this orange wire.
In the 125 watt amplifier, grounding the
orange wire mutes the amplifier. You’ll need
a small relay with a 24 volt DC coil. The relay
coil will connect to the Orange and White/
Red wires coming from the wiring harness in
the JAN. Then a normally-open set of contacts in the relay will connect to the orange
wire in the amplifier and to ground, so when
the relay coil is energized, it will ground the
orange wire.
Both amps are designed to work from a
magnetic cartridge, so no modification of the
cartridge circuit should be necessary.
Harold
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POPPING NOISES IN AMI JAO
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’m having a couple of problems with
my AMI JAO-200.
1) I get popping in the speakers while
the box is in the transfer cycle. It doesn’t
matter if the volume is up or not. Even
when I press either of the record cancel
buttons (especially the one next to the
volume control). The popping is not as
bad since I replaced all the tubes (most
were weak-bad condition), but it is still
there. Sometimes it doesn’t happen at
all. I also get popping when the hub-coil
switch (speed change switch) is engaged.
2) The transfer mechanism is very noisy.
Lots of gear noise. The machine was
lubed, but this area is sealed in a box. Is
this normal for AMI?
3) Will all Stereo-Round jukeboxes work
as described in July’s AJ (about the
Continental 2), as from stereo stand
alones? Mine is not in a corner, none to
put it in, but gives good stereo sound if
I sit in front of it. Thank you for your help.
Rick Force, Mira Loma, CA
Dear Rick:
1) The problem has to be in your muting
circuit. Once it’s muted, there should be
no sound whatsoever coming from the
speaker.

I’ve drawn the part of the circuit that
shows the muting relay contact. This
circuit is duplicated for both channels.
The first thing to check is that the grids
are being properly grounded by the
muting relay contacts. When the jukebox is on standby, you can measure
from the grids to ground - they should
measure zero ohms.
If you notice, the wire from the relay
contact to the grid has a dashed circle
around it - that’s the symbol for shielded
wire. Unfortunately, shielded wire can
act as an antenna for high frequency
noise. I’m speaking of tens, or even
hundreds, of megahertz. Sparking switch
openings can produce noise way up
there in frequency.
There’s no way to eliminate switch
sparking in some of these jukeboxes.
Mainly you have to work at preventing
the amplifier from picking it up.
So what happens is that the high frequency noise is applied to the grid, and
any non-linearities in the amplifier stage
turn it into a detector. The trick in many
cases such as this is to apply a “lowpass filter” to the grid, to prevent frequencies above audio from getting to
the grid in the first place.
A simple (yet adequate) low pass filter

out
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Note: 1 meg resistor could be connected to right end of 10 K resistor
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is a series resistor, feeding into a capacitor to ground. To simplify it even further,
you can use the input capacitance of the
tube for the capacitor. Thus the modification becomes simply disconnecting
the wire to the grid, and inserting a
resistor in series. 10K seems to work
well.
This may not be a universal cure, but
it seems to work in a surprising number
of cases. Try it, and see what happens.
Remember to do it in both channels.
2) A certain amount of gear noise is
normal in these. But it sounds as though
yours is excessive. There are only two
things you can do: 1: Drill the rivets to the
gear case, open it up, and use lubriplate
on the gears. Then use screws to hold
the gear case together. 2: Replace the
motor.
3) The stereo effect will be enhanced on
all Stereo-Round jukeboxes by installing them in a corner. It will allow the
stereo effect to be noticeable a greater
distance from the box, as the sound from
the side speakers reflects off the walls.
I’m not sure if the effect with yours will be
as good as the Continental 2, as the
Continental has more complex speaker
circuitry than yours.
Harold

AMI TRANSISTORS NO LONGER AVAILABLE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I recently received a call from one of the
amplifier rebuilders who advertise in AJ,
inquiring about availability of the output transistors for the AMI 64 Watt Solid State Amplifier type 2179A. This was a very successful and reliable amp used in AMI jukeboxes
beginning with later production TI 2 through
model R-82.
The original output transistors are:
Motorola MJE6044 NPN Darlington
Motorola MJE6041 PNP Darlington
From what the caller told me (I can’t remember who it was), these transistors are no
longer available. I did some brief checking
around and found the same thing. The caller
did mention there is a substitute transistor,
but the heat sink on the amplifier had to be
re-drilled due to a different size of the substitute transistor. Unfortunately, I didn’t ask
what the sub was that he was using, so it
might be worthwhile looking into this since
there are a lot of these amps around in the
home/hobby/collectible market these days.
A couple of decades ago when tubes were

becoming obsolete in regards to new equipment manufacture, who ever thought that
just a few years later certain types of transistors would also be obsoleted! That’s progress
for you.
Bob Shappert, Patterson, NY
Dear Bob:
Unfortunately, I think what you say is true.
I think a few years from now there will be
more types of semiconductors that will be
unavailable than types of tubes. I recently
got a new ECG catalog, and there are quite
a few parts marked “No Longer Available”.
The MJE6044 and MJE6041 crossed over
to the ECG259 and ECG260. These are
marked in the new catalog as No Longer
Available. It’s possible if you checked around
to a few distributors, you might find some still
in stock.
I think I have substituted for these in the
past. ECG (and NTE) market the 261 (NPN),
and 262 (PNP). The 263 (NPN) and 264
(PNP) will also work. These all use the more
standard TO-220 case.
The big problem is the order of the connections is reversed. With the MJE transistors,
looking at the front of the transistors, the

order is ECB. With the 261 through 264, the
order is BCE. So in order to use these, the
two outer leads must be bent up, and jumpers connected to them, and run around to the
correct connections. The center lead can be
soldered directly in.
You’ll also need a mounting kit with the
mica insulator and the nylon shoulder washer.
The ratings are pretty similar, except the
power rating is slightly less (65 vs. 75 watts).
This shouldn’t cause any problems unless
the jukebox is run at high volume for extended periods of time.
Harold
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AMPLIFIER OUTPUT TRANSFORMER SELECTION
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a Seeburg 147 Trashcan with a
MA1-L6 amplifier (SN18581) and Astatic 51 cartridge. My original amplifier
had a noise/static problem, which I traced
to the output transformer (PN300030)
which had been replaced with an “equivalent”. Rather than trying to track down
another equivalent, I bought a used MA1L6 amplifier, recapped it, and it worked
well for a while. I am now experiencing a
problem where the volume will disappear completely during normal play. I
discovered that I could get the volume to
return by tapping gently on the output
transformer. Do you know if these problems are common with these output
transformers, or am I just lucky to have
two go bad? (or is that even the problem?) I figured I would try to find a
reasonable equivalent output transformer to use as a replacement. Several
are available from places like Antique
Electronic Supply, but I don’t know which

one to choose since I don’t know the
specs for the original. How does one go
about choosing a replacement output
transformer in general, and can you recommend one appropriate for the MA1L6 amp? As always, thanks for your
help. Your column is great!
Dave Bish, Los Alamos, NM
Dear Dave:
First, I don’t remember ever replacing
an output transformer on one of these
(other models I certainly have). I have
had a lot of experience replacing the
interstage transformer, however.
I’d do a little more checking to make
sure it is the output transformer. Monitor
the plate voltage of the 6L6 plates to see
if you lose voltage. If it cuts out, then
there is an intermittent connection somewhere. If it were in the transformer, you
would probably hear static or a sizzling
sound through the speaker.
I’d check around for a loose connection or bad solder joint somewhere else
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first. Tapping on the transformer could
be affecting it somewhere else.
If you do need a transformer, the 6L6’s
usually run around 6-7000 ohms plate to
plate impedance. The speakers on these
usually run 6 to 8 ohms, so use the 8 ohm
secondary. You can vary by 10 or 20%
without affecting operation very much.
You also have to take into account the
physical size and shape. Also the power
rating. The transformer should be capable of at least 20 or 25 watts.
There are two possibilities in the Antique Radio Supply catalog - the PT1620
(20 watts, 6600 ohms) or the PT1650F
(25 watts, 7600 ohms). The impedance
rating is a little better on the 1620. Both
are between $40 and $45. Both have
screen taps, which you would ignore,
except for AMI’s from the G through J
which use the screen tap.
Harold

6973 SUBSTITUTE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I read with interest your Jukebox Diary
in the September issue of Always Jukin’,
regarding tubes.
I am working on a Seeburg amp (stereo) from a Q-160. It uses 4 #6973 tubes,
which, as you stated, are hard to get. You
mentioned there are substitutes. Would
you advise me what they are (without
rewiring amp). Also, how close do all 4
tubes have to be matched for good sound
from both channels?
George Trautman, Kenmore, NY
Dear George:
The usual substitute for the 6973’s is
the 6CZ5. 6CM6’s are also used. These
are TV tubes and are nearly identical
except an internal jumper from pin 1 to 8
is missing (also, the power output may be
slightly less). This doesn’t cause any
problems unless the screen wiring goes
to pin 8, then you have to connect a
jumper on the bottom of the tube socket
to pin 1.
AMI’s of the K and Continental era use

6973’s. One tube in each channel has
the screen connected to pin 8.
6973’s are available, but the price is
getting a little high. Triode, Home Arcade, and Antique Electronic Supply are
all in the range of $15. WICO wants a
whopping $25! As the supply of original
tubes dwindles, the prices will probably
go up more (editors note - this was several years ago).
These amps are designed not to be too
fussy for tubes. If they are within 10% on
a tube checker, you’re probably in good
shape.
I did have an experience with 6973’s a
long time ago that was a little strange. I
had a Seeburg stereo amplifier that had
a noticeable hum, and I couldn’t find the
source of it. The 6973’s all tested in the
good region, probably within 20% of each
other. Finally, I disconnected the 6973
cathodes one at a time and measured
the cathode current. As I remember, it
varied by a factor of over 2 to 1 between
tubes. Installing tubes to balance the

cathode current in each channel eliminated the hum.
This only goes to show that a tube
checker can’t catch everything. If you
want to balance your outputs, you will
have to disconnect each cathode lead,
one at a time, and measure the cathode
current for each tube. Actually, you only
have to disconnect one cathode lead,
and switch tubes around to that position.
Again, I’m going to have to emphasize
the importance of checking the bias supply. Make sure you’re getting the full -35
volts (approximately -25 in the AMI’s).
Another important test is to put the
minus lead of the voltmeter to the bias
supply, and the positive to each grid. If
you measure a positive voltage in any of
them, you have either a leaky coupling
capacitor or grid emission in that output
tube (tube testers usually won’t show you
if the tube has grid emission, as it doesn’t
show up until the tube gets hot). Always
do this test after the amp has been running for a while.

JUMPERLESS 6973'S
Erik Bahl ,Warner Robbins, GA , wrote to
tell me of a problem he had encountered. I've
mentioned this before, but it's worth mentioning again. He has a Rock-Ola 1493 in
which he had to replace the 6973 output
tubes. Afterwards, he had very little sound
coming from the jukebox. After examination,
he found that the screen connections in the

amplifier are to pin 8 of the sockets, but the
tubes he received had no connection to 8.
True 6973’s are supposed to have both
pins 1 and 8 connected to the screen. The
6CZ5 is an almost identical tube, but doesn’t
have this dual connection. Ned, at Triode,
once theorized that they were re-labeling
6CZ5’s as 6973’s.

Eric said that his were Sylvania tubes,
which surprises me. I’ve seen it on National
tubes, but wouldn’t expect to see it on
Sylvanias. This isn’t a problem on Seeburgs
and Wurlitzers, since they connect to pin 1 of
the sockets. But when you’re rebuilding a
Rock-Ola or AMI amp, run a jumper from pin
1 to 8 on the tube socket.

5U4 SUBSTITUTE
5U4 Power Rectifiers are getting harder
to find and they are getting expensive to
buy.
The 5U4 tube can be replaced by (2)
1N4007 diodes that cost about 10 cents
apiece.
The diodes can either be soldered to the
pins of the tube socket (after tube is removed) as in Fig. 1. Or they can be soldered
into the base of an old 8-pin Octal tube base
(such as the bad 5U4 you are removing).
Ron Shaw, Cupertino, CA
Ron:
Thanks for the hint. I do have a couple of
additions to make to it.
First, I would probably use the ECG125

diodes (2.5A, 1000PIV). They’re a little more
expensive, but it gives you an extra margin of
safety.
Second, the voltage drop of the silicon
diodes is much lower than the 5U4, and your
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B+ may be too high. Sometimes it’s advisable to insert a resistor (25 to 50 ohms, 10W)
between the junction of the diodes and pin 2
of the socket.
Third, although not real critical, I would be
tempted to look under the socket and see
whether they connect the B+ line to pin 2 or
8 (the other side of the filament), and connect
the junction of the diodes to that pin. If you
connect to the wrong one, the 5 volts across
the filament will add to one plate voltage, and
subtract from the other, and cause unequal
current through the two diodes.
Fourth, make sure there are no exposed
connections (this is awfully high voltage).
Cover them with black silicone, if necessary.
Harold

SOLID STATE 5U4 REPLACEMENTS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Last month there was a question about
replacing a selenium rectifier with as silicon
diode. I’d like to follow this up with the silicon
diode replacements for rectifier tubes, such
as the 5U4.
In this case, the voltage drop of the silicon
diodes is substantially lower than the voltage
drop of the tube, and could result in the B+

being as much as 50 volts higher. Not only
that, but the lower internal resistance of the
diodes will cause higher peak currents, possibly causing heating in the transformer windings.
In this case, I do recommend a resistor in
series with the B+. Find which pin wires
connect to (2 or 8), and disconnect everything but the filament winding from the power

transformer. Then use a terminal lug, and
wire them up there, with a power resistor
between the tube pin and the terminal lug. I’d
start with 100 or 200 ohms, 10 watts, to get
the B+ voltage down where it was with the
5U4.
On the other hand, I’ve always found it
easier just to put in another 5U4.
Harold

5U4 SUBSTITUTE ARTICLE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I was told a long time ago you had a Tech
Article or Hint on the replacement of the 5U4
tube. (I don’t have the issue number in front
of me). When I subscribed to AJ last month
they said you don’t have back issues, but
everything pertaining to my brand (Seeburg
M100C) would be covered in Dr. Know-ItAll’s book. I didn’t find anything in there
about tube replacement.
Is there any way to find out what was in

that article? I’m about to re-tube.
Tim Fitzpatrick, Livonia, MI
This was originally a tech hint by a reader,
published in 1992.
I guess I’ve just never seen the advantage. 5U4’s are not that expensive (the Russian ones, at least), and they’re a pretty long
lasting tube.
My principal complaint is that the silicon
diodes have a lower voltage drop than the
5U4. This means that the B+ voltage will be

higher, and the peak current from the transformer winding will be higher. This could
possibly result in shorter component life. You
could put a resistor in series with the diodes,
but then it’s complicating the solution, and it’s
easier just to stick a 5U4 in.
Perhaps I’m being a worrywart. Lots of
people have used these 5U4 replacements
with no problems. I’ve reprinted the original
tech hint above for anyone wanting to try it.
Harold

STEREO-ROUND REVISION
I’d like to pass something on that you
might like to print - it’s a revision (June 1,
1961) for the AMI Continental Service
Manual that’s not included in the AMR
book. It’s a variant wiring “which provides increased separation” (?) and lowers the output of the mono signal from
the front of the box. It works for me, and
sounds great! Make sure all the connections from the amp and volume control
are correct. As a replacement cartridge
for the late 50’s AMI jukeboxes, I’ve had
luck with the Pickering NP/AC Magnetic
Cartridge, which sounds great, and is
cheaper than the Stanton from Radio
Shack.
Mark Rathbun, Chico, CA

CONTINENTAL 2 STEREO ROUND
phonographs are normally shipped with
the speakers connected to draw 24 watts
total or 12 watts from each channel. This
connection is capable of covering large
areas at high sound levels and with well
blended stereo of moderate separation.
An alternate connection (shown in the
accompanying illustration) is available
at a lower power level which provides
increased separation or ping-pong effect. This connection has a power rating
of 8 watts total or 4 watts per channel.
When this connection is used, the front
speakers are operated at a lower level
relative to the side speakers. Use the
Fidelity Equalizer switch in position #3
instead of the usual position #2 when
this hookup is employed.
The lower power connection is recommended for demonstrations and installations where the higher power is not
required.
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AMI "ANTI-POP" CIRCUIT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Harold, I’ve been pouring over your new
book on AMi/Rowe. (Nice work, by the way...).
On page 64 and 65 there is information on
popping noises during select. I have the
dreaded popping in an AMi H200, a machine I
rebuilt for one of my customers about 4 months
ago. I was out there today for about 3 hours
trying to find the source. I now know the
interference is coming into the volume control
wiring and/or control and housing. By pulling
this loose from the cabinet and laying it out on
the floor next to me, there is no intereference.
Mount this dude back in the cabinet and...
POP POP POP! Here’s the funny thing... If I
put my hand on the housing of the volume
control while the selector is operating, the
popping quiets down! Running a ground from
the housing to chassis, or various other

grounds does not help. I believe it is some
type of radiated interference as Mr Cox wrote
in that article. He mentions the “Hagen antipop circuit” installed in the amplifier. What is
this circuit you devised?
Frustrated Kurt Lofback, Clearwater, FL
Dear Kurt:
It sounds like a classic example of a problem I’ve run into on a number of different
makes and models. The volume control box
and the wiring to it act as an antenna. That’s
10K

before

after

why the positioning (or putting your hand on
the box) affects reception.
The high frequency noise (from the electrical contacts) gets picked up and fed into the
amplifier. You can’t hear it directly, but any
non-linearity in the amplifier acts as a detector, converting it to audio.
My solution, which has worked surprisingly
well in a large number of cases, is to install a
low pass filter going into the amp.
The volume control connection goes
through a .02 MFD capacitor to the grid (pin 2)
of V2 (12AU7). Disconnect the .02 from pin 2,
and put a 10K resistor in series. The series
resistor (and the input capacitance of the
tube) form the low pass filter, effectively blocking out the RF, but passing the audio OK.
Harold

CONNECTING INTERNAL SPEAKERS IN STEREO CONTINENTAL 1
mode on a stereo amplifier, follow the “BridgDear Dr. Know-It-All:
ing or Phantom Channel” connections on the
I have a Continental 1 with a stereo amplichart. Connecting from #3 on one channel to
fier (R2020B, R-2017/L2155). I need to know
#3 on the other channel will give you 9.45
how to connect my two internal speakers and
watts into the internal speakers. That’s for a
the amp channels 1 and 2 to my 5 post
16 ohm speaker (which is what I think the
monaural divider network to mix both chanAMI’s have).
nels for my internal speakers (woofer and
If you connect it up this way and get very
tweeter). Also, if I wanted to connect two
poor sound, it’s possible someone has conexternal speakers for stereo and the internal
nected the cartridge wrong. The two channels
speakers as a center channel, how would I
wire it?
David Gannes, Charlotte, NC
6
Dear David:
5
CROSSThe AMI manuals are really confusing when
OVER
it comes to speaker and crossover connec4
tions. Add to the problems is the fact that the
3
reprinted manual is for the Continental 2, and
5
2
the speaker system and crossover network
R
are different.
4
1
I looked through the pile of schematics I AMP
3
have at Jukebox City, and finally found a fold6
B
out schematic for a Continental 1, and it
2
shows the crossover. It shows it connected to
5
1
a mono amp, but I don’t think the internal
4
speaker system changed between mono and
3
stereo on a Continental 1. I’ve drawn the
schematic below.
2
I also found a speaker connection chart.
1
For connecting the internal speakers in mono

must be fed out of phase. The “-” terminal of
one channel of the cartridge must go to the
ground lead, while the “+” of the other channel
goes to the ground lead. Note that the ground
lead doesn’t connect to the shield.
For connecting external speakers, follow
the chart for single amplifier connections. In
this case, both wires for each speaker go to
terminals on the same channel.
You can connect the external speakers as
per the other letter, and keep the internal
speakers connected as shown.
Harold
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WRONG SELECTIONS IN ROWE R-87 (TECH HINT)
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
On the R-87 question last month — You
are correct, it can be an encoder problem,
which in itself can be a large problem due to
the fact that the opto that was used in SOME
Rowe/AMI phono’s are no longer available.
What has to be known is which mech control
board that phono has in it, and which encoder
it has. It’s easy to determine the encoder by
the color of the plug used. Early (NLA) opto’s
have a white plug, late ones are red in color.
The mech control pcb is another problem, as

no matter what number is silk screened, you
cannot tell if it has been updated for the new
opto or not, unless it is marked. I don’t know for
sure, but I think that the new opto was used
starting with mechanism controller #40722102. I do know that you cannot intermix these
units as the voltage going to the “LED” differs!
(I know that I have a chart on this problem
somewhere and when I find it, I’ll send you a
copy). You might suggest to Bill that after
cleaning the unit, he try readjusting it accord94

ing to the instructions in the manual.
Another cause of this problem can be a
worn “Sprag” assembly.
Ron Rich, Millbrae, CA
Dear Ron:
Thanks for writing. Luckily, cleaning seems
to have taken care of his problem.
I would like to offer a word of warning.
Adjustments and alignment on these is not a
job for the inexperienced.
Harold

AMI C HUMS, SOUND CUTS OUT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have a A M I C. When you turn it on it will
play fine. After about 3 songs it starts to get a
hum in the speaker and the sound goes out,
turn it off and let it get cold and it will play again
for another 3 or 4 songs....
# 2. When press a song it will go to the right
one and after a while it will only go to the same
song no matter what you press.
P.S. any one know where I can get the
upper plastic for this machine AMI C?
Billy Thomasee, Mooresville N.C.
Dear Billy:

Has the amp ever been rebuilt? For a
problem like this, it’s usually one of two causes.
First is the capacitors. It could be leaky
coupling capacitors, or it could be a filter cap.
If any of the electrolytic caps heat up, replace
them. Any amp of this age has to have the
capacitor job.
Second is the possibility of a tube with grid
emission. If you have a 6L6 that gets extra hot,
or if the plate starts glowing red, replace it. If
the new tube is OK, then it probably was grid
emission. If the new tube also overheats, then

it’s probably a capacitor problem.
If you have the “CC” amp, and it needs
rebuilding, find someone that’s pretty experienced. These have some weird circuitry and
can be difficult.
#2. I’m not sure what’s happening here.
Take the metal cover off the front of the record
rack assembly. Then watch to see if the pin is
cancelled when it plays. It sounds as though
the pin isn’t cancelling right.
A1 Jukebox carries AMI plastics.
Harold

AMI C RUMBLE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI C that I have converted to play
45 rpm records. When it plays it has what I
would describe as turntable rumble through
the speaker. Patsy Cline sound like Willie
Nelson! I will list for you everything I have done
to try to stop it but to no avail!
1. rebuilt amp
2. reconed speaker
3. replaced grommets and turntable motor
4. tried another amp
5. lightened tone arm
6. replaced cart. and needle
7. reversed polarity on the power lead
8. ground the amp 7 ways til Sunday
9. replaced idler wheel
10. covered platter with dyna mat
11. replaced volume control
12. replaced all the tubes
I know the speaker moves in and out to

create the sound but my speaker seems to be
vibrating like a hotel bed! I’m sure its something stupid that I’m over looking. Help Doc!
Kevin Smith, Valrico, FL
Dear Kevin:
It sounds like an acoustic feedback problem, but I’d check a couple other things first.
With the volume turned down, and a record
playing, touch the point of the record spindle.
Then try the mechanism base. If you can feel
vibration at either point, you’ll have to figure out
why.
With all you’ve done, I’d say you probably
won’t notice any vibration. Now try holding the
tonearm so the needle isn’t touching the record,
and turn up the volume. If you hear hum or
other noise, you probably have a cartridge
wiring or amplifier problem.
Now turn down the volume and put the

needle on the record. Slowly turn up the volume. If it sounds OK at low volume but starts
to rumble or break up at higher volumes, it’s
probably acoustic feedback.
The most important thing is that the mechanism be isolated (floating on the springs).
Push up and down on the mechanism at the
four corners to make sure there’s no direct
contact between the cabinet and the mech
base anywhere.
One other weird problem I’ve run into on a
few AMI’s of this era is that the amplifier may
try to build up a large AC voltage between the
amp and the power line. Use a grounded
power line cord, and make sure the ground
lead goes straight to the amp.
Hope this helps.
Harold

AMI RUMBLE - TONE ARM WIRE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Tell Kevin Smith (AMI C rumble, March
issue) to check and/or replace the tone arm
wire. I had an E-120 do the same and it drove
me nuts ‘til I remembered once a wire worked
looses on the cartridge connection on my
home stereo turntable & howled/rumbled like
mad on one channel only. He probably has a

wire internally broken. It’s the same noise if
you touch the cartridge wire connections while
the amp is on. I believe if he replaces the wire
it will go away. The only problem is it is getting
extremely hard to find tonearm wire. If I see a
phonograph in the trash I always grab the wire.
My old supply dried up. Remember, the C is 50
years old.

John Stasek, Homewood, IL
Bad tone arm wire can cause difficult to
track down problems. I think the 120 play
Rock-Olas have given me the most trouble in
this respect (120 play AMI's too).
I would like to find a source of tone arm wire
too. It’s hard to find the extremely flexible stuff.
Harold

NOISY VOLUME CONTROL IN AMI G
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have frequently a noise problem when I
turn the volume control in AMI G-J.
How will I fix?
Staffan Ek, Sweden
Dear Staffan:
I assume you’ve tried contact cleaner?
Sometimes that helps, or even WD-40.
If that doesn’t help, then you may need a
new volume control. Even new ones will give
a little noise. The problem is the circuitry. AMI
passes DC current through the volume control, and that accentuates the noise problem.

Although it’s not a perfect cure, this sometimes helps. Take the positive lead loose from
the volume control. Connect a 10K or 15K
resistor from this lead to the wire that’s still
connected to the control. Now take a 22 MFD
capacitor (25 volts), and connect the plus to

the wire you took loose, and the negative to the
volume control terminal that previously had
the wire. This isolates the volume control from
the DC, and sometimes helps significantly.
Harold
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CURING NOISE PICKUP IN CONTINENTAL
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’ve done a complete restoration on a Continental 1 and I’m left with one last nagging
problem I can’t seem to solve. It’s your basic
popping noise while making a selection in the
play mode. If I disconnect the tone arm wire at
the amp it doesn’t pop.
The amplifier is an R-2017 Basic with an L2156 Add-on Control. Completely re-capped.
I’m using a Pickering NP/AC cartridge and I
tied the two channels together at the plug
mounted on the mech.
I’ve reviewed all your Dr Know-It-All’s since
1994 with no success. The only article I found

was on AMI G-J RFI noise. Is there a low pass
filter fix for this amplifier? Any help would be
greatly appreciated.
Jim Reischman, Pickerington, OH
Dear Jim:
Finding cures for these RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) problems is often a case
of trial and error.
I’m surprised it’s coming from the cartridge. Usually on these it comes from the
volume control wiring.
The first thing I’d do is to recheck the
cartridge wiring. If there’s any contact be-

tween the shield and the ground connection of
the cartridge, you’ll get “ground loop” pickup.
Also, if there’s a grounding strap on the cartridge, remove it. The only connections to the
cartridge should be the black and red wires.
You can add a low pass filter by connecting
a 10K resistor in series with the input grid (pin
2 of the 12AX7). Disconnect the .15 MFD
capacitor from pin 2, and insert the resistor in
series with the cap.
Hope that helps. I don’t have any more
suggestions.
Harold

VOLUME CONTROL FOR ROWE R-74
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Can you help with information on an older
Rowe amplifier? Amp model is R-2179A (fitted with preamp R-3758B and 6316 driver
boards). Could you explain how to connect up
a volume control potentiometer (& what value
to use) to the 7 pin socket on the amp. Also,
could you clarify what model machine this
amp would be from? I think it is from an R-74.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Simon Schimpf, Ballajura, Australia
Dear Simon:
The 2179 is the 64 watt amplifier from the
R-74 (it may fit in other models too).

The volume control hookup is easy on
these. They use a two wire circuit, which
connect to pins 2 and 6 of the 7 pin socket.
This is a DC circuit, so it doesn’t need to be
shielded.
The control itself is a single section (which
handles both channels). One wire connects
to the center terminal, and the other to one of
the outer terminals. Wire it up so that counterclockwise on the control shaft gives maximum resistance (maximum resistance = minimum volume).
I checked some AMI remote volume con-

trols we have, and they measured 10K, so try
a 10K pot. If the volume doesn’t turn all the way
down, try a bigger value. If the action is too
sudden, try a lower value.
Incidentally, grounding pin 5 operates the
reject.
Harold

2
6
rear view

UPGRADES TO AMI G80-120 SOUND
Nice article on the AMI G’s. Through my
experience with that jukebox amp, here is
some information you might want to share
with your readers.
The 8” corner speaker and the 12” ceiling
speaker were the models SP-8 and SP-12,
both ElectroVoice manufacture, 16 ohms each.
The 8” wall speaker was I believe Oxford
manufacture. The High Frequency driver was
a University manufacture model #MA-25, 16
ohm 25 watt 90-1000. This model will fit into a
“F” AMI if you cut off part of the rounded back
cover. The 1952 price guide for a MA-25 is $25
vs. $37 for a SA-HF, so when you’re making
3000 jukes I guess you scrimp.
Since the amp is the same as an “F”, these

same things apply: Frequency Range switch
in limited position is -5db @ 3500 cps, moderate position -5db @ 6000 cps, full range
-5db @ 10,000 cps.
Cartridge cable capacitance (shunt to
ground) is 620 picofarad, this rolls off the top
end even more (most cartridge cable is 150
picofarad).
Change values in HI-FREQUENCY control
to:
original value
new value
8200 ohm/.0068uf 12K/.0022uf
12K/.0022uf
22K/330pf
22K/330pf
47K/no cap
Change the .0027 uf roll off capacitor on the
grid of the 12AX7 to .0015 uf.
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Interchange the resistor values on the crossover network to stop ringing (horn barkyness),
i.e. 18 ohm becomes 33 ohm, 33 ohm becomes 18 ohm. Replace 20 MFD non-polarized capacitors in crossover as these change
value with age. Also to increase high frequency response add a 470 pf capacitor across
the 220K resistor (red-red-yellow), this is the
one that’s located by the fidelity equalizer (one
wire is tied to the arm of the control, and the
other is tied to the 3.3 megohm and .047 MFD
capacitor. More information will follow.
Paul Dorobialski (PR Novelty), West Allis,
WI

1957 AMI H POPPING IN SPEAKERS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I realize how much distaste you have for
this Two Hundred Nightmare Selection unit,
but this problem has been hashed over in
your bible under the heading “AMI Popping
Cures”/Hagen Low Pass Circuit”. Well, even
this didn’t help! I ran individual grounds to
every component; amp; mech., selector
assembly when I replaced all the brittle wiring
including a three conductor cord to the AC
control box. The article lists pin 7 of V2 the
12AU7 (this isn’t the 12AU7 that is in front as
opposed to the one between the two can
capacitors) if not, I screwed up, they both
have .02 caps and 1 meg resistors at the grid.
Your book has gotten me through ALL the
selector problems and a plethora of anxieties
too lengthy to account, but I have owned this
old friend since my junior year of High School
1967 and it deserves a little doctoring.
Biff DeMartino, Idaho Falls, ID

Dear Biff:
Looking at the schematic in my original
article, I may have made a mistake. The
volume control goes to pin 7 of V2, not pin 2.
I must have corrected it for the Reference
Book. I think you’re right about the position of
the tube – I don’t have a layout diagram
handy. Just follow the wire from the volume
control terminal – it should go through the .02
to pin 7.
This is assuming the noise is coming in
through the volume control wiring (in the
original question, moving the volume control
wiring changed the noise level). If it pops with
the volume control turned down, it probably
is.
It’s also possible for the noise to come in
through the cartridge wiring. This goes to pin
2 of the 12AX7. Try a 10K resistor in series
with the .047 MFD capacitor going to pin 2.
Harold

Dear Harold:
You certainly earned the distinction “Doctor
Know-It-All”. The 10K resistor in series with
the .047 capacitor to pin #2 of the 12AX7
censored the noise from the pulse convertor.
It looks like a sunny day! Yet, I can’t help but
feel; if AMI spent as much time engineering
this product as I have fixing it, there would not
be these wacked out problems.
Biff

10K
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after

STEREO AMI J
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
In your January issue you wrote an article
about the AMI J and you say you never have
seen a stereo AMI J.
A time ago a customer brought in a J to
repair and I was very surprised when I got a
look into the amp compartment. On an original
chassis were two amps mounted (the same
type used on models F, G, H and I).
It had the ceramic cartridge, and on the

input on the amps an R/C network. There
were also two AVC units mounted into the
jukebox, these were mounted in the mechanism compartment.
If I had known it was not easy to see a
Stereo AMI J, I should have taken pictures of it.
Rest to say this is a box that all the time has
been in Germany.
I hope that I have helped with this letter.
Chris Geurts, The Netherlands

Dear Chris:
Thanks for writing. You answered my question about connecting the ceramic cartridge to
this amp. I’d be curious about the diagram of
their R/C network, to see how it compares to
the modification I make when I convert these
to a ceramic cartridge. The manual says nothing about this.
Harold

REDUCING HUM IN STEREO AMI J
some hum. I tried various things, finally tried
rotating the adapter to make sure that it was
grounding properly. I noticed that the hum
decreased, and nulled out at a particular
orientation.
Evidently the adapter has an inductor potted
in, and it’s picking up hum from the power
transformer. The relative orientation between
the transformer and the inductor determines
the amount of hum pickup, and it nulls out at
a particular orientation. So if you have a J with
this setup and are getting hum, try rotating the
adapters.
Harold

Recently working on an AMI J sound
system, I made an interesting discovery.
The stereo J uses two mono amps, which
were designed for a GE magnetic cartridge,
but uses a ceramic stereo cartridge instead.
An adapter, shown below, plugs into the
cartridge input, and the cartridge cable plugs
into the top of the adapter.
I had assumed it was just an R-C type
network (resistors and capacitors only), but
we pried the cover off and found part of it was
potted in.
While working on the amp, I was getting
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SPEAKERS
SPEAKER SUBSTITUTION IN AMI D-40
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have recently begun restoration of two
AMI D-40’s. Upon preliminary inspection I
discovered that one of them had the wrong
speaker in it. I’ve seen enough of the 50’s
vintage AMI’s to know that the speaker is
made by Magnavox and is silver in color,
probably cadmium plated. The wrong
speaker was blue-gray in color and made by
Jensen Co. A closer look at the Jensen
speaker revealed a stamped on number R-

181. Gee, that looks like an AMI part number, I thought. I looked at the other at the
other D-80 with the correct speaker. It also
had R-181 stamped on it. I checked the parts
catalog and found that, yes, R-181 is the
speaker part number.
So the “wrong” Jensen speaker is either
factory installed or was sold as an AMI
replacement part.
When you think you know all there is to

know, something like this comes along to
remind you there is always something else to
learn.
Bob Burke, Media, PA
Dear Bob:
It’s possible for the same part number to
be used on parts from different manufacturers. Substitutions were made for various
reasons (price, availability, etc.) Sometimes
it does make it hard to know what’s proper.
Harold

MORE ON AMI SPEAKERS
Re: Bob Burke’s question on AMI D-40 speakers...
The part number definitely is the same as
AMI bought speakers in more than one place.
The Jensen was not (or not only) a factory
replacement part, but was indeed factory
equipment. I would venture that it is more
likely the marking of a switch-over in suppliers. I most typically have seen the Magnavox

in the A, B, and C; the Jensen in the D series
when people have contacted me for recones.
As both products are 16-ohm impedance
(and will measure between 11 and 14 ohms
(DC) with an ohmmeter, they are interchangeable. The magnet in the Jensen undoubtedly reflected the advances in ferromagnetic
technology at that time. I doubt that we’ll
ever know precisely when the switch took

place, but let’s also remember how operators switched things around. I have an AMIA with a strange modification speaker-wise:
the operator put in a field-coil type 12" speaker
on a mounting board to replace the original
speaker and had a tube-type DC power
supply installed in the speaker compartment
(there’s plenty of room there) to drive the field
coil.
Tom Datri, Germantown, MD

AMI FOLDED HORN DESIGN
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
About the AMI F-120: I find the folded horn
fascinating, but as I look in my Bluebook, it
appears to have only been used in 1954 &
1955. WHY? Was this not a successful design? It is very similar to the design that Paul
Klipsch introduced sometime in the 40’s (?)
in his corner-horn speaker cabinets for home
use which are still being manufactured today. Can you shed any light on this or recommend any books that might tell more about
AMI’s history?
David R. Smith, Bainbridge, NY
Dear David:
The only history book that I’m aware of on
the AMI’s is the Frank Adams book. But that
doesn’t really say anything on the horn.
Way back in Nov. 90, I wrote an article on
the AMI Multi-Horn system. I’ve enclosed a
copy.
Actually, a good description of the folded
horn is in the service manual. They show a
diagram and give a brief description.
The advantage of the folded horn is efficiency. The horn between the speaker and

the atmosphere provided an acoustical impedance match, resulting in more sound
energy being coupled. One 12" speaker can
provided enough sound, compared to two
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for most jukeboxes.
There were three models that used the
horn - the F’s (40, 80, and 120), the G’s (40,
80, and 120), and the G200. The G200 (a
totally different cabinet design) wasn’t a folded
horn - the speakers (two 8") were near the
top and the horn extended straight down. In
all cases, the bass came out the bottom of
the cabinet.
The later models (H through K) had a very
short horn - the speaker was set back 3 or 4"
with a slight flare in the opening.
The Multi-Horn part is referring to the horn
tweeter the F’s and G’s used. They did a
good job of matching them to the bass horn.
I’ve always been impressed with AMI’s
sound engineering. Between the Multi-Horn
system and the Stereo-Round of the Continental 2’s, AMI had some pretty imaginative
designs, and impressive tone quality.
I’m not sure why they stopped using it.
Probably cost or difficulty of incorporating it
in the new cabinet designs.
Harold

AMI G-120 PHONOGRAPH SPEAKER SYSTEM
(The following is reprinted from the AMI G120 Service Manual)
The Model “G” Sound System uses only
horn-type loudspeakers. These consist of a
horn with a driver mounted at its throat. Such
a combination reproduces sound in the same
manner as a cone-type loudspeaker, but
with far superior results.
Any cone speaker is limited by virtue of its
size to reproducing a range of frequencies
much more narrow than that contained in
high fidelity music. A large speaker can
produce good bass notes when it is enclosed
in a properly designed cabinet, but the mass
of the cone tends to prevent the slight, rapid
movements required for high frequencies. A
lightweight cone in a small speaker will reproduce high frequencies effectively, but a
small diameter cone with short axial movement of its voice coil is incapable of adequate low-frequency reproduction. Consequently, a high-quality cone speaker system
must employ more than one unit to effectively cover the full frequency range. Re-

gardless of its design, any cone speaker has
a poor efficiency converting electrical energy into sound. Typical values range from
2% to 5%. In addition, very large cabinets
are required if adequate, undistorted bass is
to be obtained.
Horn speakers have a much better efficiency, in the order of 15%. This means they
are capable of producing three times as
much sound as cone speakers with the same
amount of power from an amplifier. In addition, horns introduce less distortion into the
music being played than do cone speakers

in conventional enclosures. The frequency
range covered by a horn speaker is determined by the physical size and shape of the
horn and by the capabilities of the driver. Low
frequency horns are, of necessity, very large,
and use cone speakers as driver units. Usually they are folded to conserve space. Folding a bass horn does not affect its performance. The illustration below shows the
internal construction of the Model “F” bass
horn. The arrows show the folded path which
the sound waves follow in moving from the
driver to the mouth of the horn.
High frequency horns are much smaller in
size and are rarely folded. The drivers have
specially designed diaphragms which are
quite small and very light weight. Consequently the diaphragm cam make the slight,
rapid movements required for treble reproduction. The treble horn in the Model “G” is
coupled to the driver by means of a special
threaded bracket. A rubber gasket is used to
make the juncture airtight. It is important that
no air leaks exist between the driver and
horn.

CONNECTING AMI WALLETTE SPEAKERS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I finally got my CGA stepper hooked up to
my AMI JBM200. The lights in the wallbox
work, the selection and credit systems work
fine.
The stepper is powered by a PL 10A. The
question now is how to wire the speakers.
On the wiring block inside the Wallette,
there are terminals for 5 wires marked speakers and speaker controls. Is there a control
relay missing? I tried attaching every combination of wires to the output on the amplifier.
With no results. This was done with credit on
the wallbox (before and after a selection was
made on the Wallette).
The AMI catalog lists another power sup-

ply besides the PL 10A, used to control
speakers when the WQ wallbox is used.
Could it be I need this to power up a speaker
control relay in the Wallette? Any help as
always will be greatly appreciated.
Pat Reese, Warrington, PA
Dear Pat:
Unfortunately, I haven’t been able to find
any schematics for the Wallette. AMR didn’t
reprint a manual for these.
I’m going to make an educated guess that
AMI used a similar system for this wallbox
that Seeburg did for their Consolette. That is,
the wallbox speakers go on when you make
a selection, and turns off after a while. It

would have to have a relay somewhere in the
Wallette.
The problem is that your jukebox was built
prior to the Wallette, so there is no circuitry to
operate the relay. You really don’t need that
anyway.
You’re going to have to trace out the
speaker wiring in the Wallette. Find where
the wires go to some kind of control relay
assembly. Then jumper the open contacts so
the speakers are always connected.
I wish I had a schematic so I could give you
more explicit instructions. It might be easier
to start at the speakers, and trace the wires
backwards.
Harold

SPEAKER CONE RECONDITIONING
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Is there an effective way to treat audio
speakers that appear dry but otherwise function well and are physically and electrically
sound? Also, can small holes, not tears, be
repaired, and is all this worth the effort sound
wise, or is it better just to recone?
George Russell, Danbury, CT
Dear George:
I spoke to Carcel D. Balzer at “Around the
Sound”, a speaker reconing outfit here in

Seattle. He recommends a product called
“Marhyde” to recondition old speaker cones.
It’s a vinyl fabric spray, and should be available at auto paint stores. It comes in Jet
Black color.
A small hole (1/8th inch or less) is probably
not going to affect your sound. For bigger
holes, I’d recommend reconing. I suppose
it’s possible to glue in repair sections, but I’ve
never had any luck. It’s just my personal
feeling that any repair patch will eventually
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start to work loose. I imagine there are people
who have glued on repair patches successfully.
You didn’t ask about repairing tears, but I’ll
answer anyway. I use 5-minute epoxy. It
soaks into the fibers, and if you keep it thin,
it remains flexible.
Of course, the listen test is the final judge
of whether a speaker should be reconed. If
there are any rattles or vibrations, recone it.
Harold

CONSTANT VOLTAGE
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
What do the letters CV stand for on my
amplifier, and how do I hook them up to my
speakers?
Yours truly,
Mike
Dear Mike,
The letters stand for Constant Voltage. It is
a system dreamed up by the Public Address
people for connecting remote speakers to an
amplifier. It’s main advantage is that it saves
having to match impedances between the
speakers and the amplifier, and I’ll try to
explain how.
In a large room or auditorium, you can have
rather long lengths of wire to the speakers. if
you are connecting directly to the voice coils
of the speakers, the resistance of the wiring
can dissipate a substantial percentage of the
power from the amplifier. Thus the older PA
amplifiers provided high impedance (often
500 or 1000 ohms) outputs, and a transformer was required at the speaker to match
the high impedance of the line to the low
impedance of the voice coil (and of course
were called line-to-voice coil transformers).
But then you had the problem of matching
impedances if you wanted to get the maximum power from the amplifier. The calculations could get very complicated if you had
several speakers attached to an amplifier,
and even more complicated if you wanted to
have different levels of power to individual
speakers to balance the sound intensity in a
room.
The solution to this is what the PA people
called Constant Voltage, or CV for short.
Constant voltage is somewhat of a misnomer, since with any audio signal, the voltage
is anything but constant. What constant does
refer to is the RMS* AC voltage from the
amplifier at maximum power. The turns ratio
of the output transformer is chosen so that
the voltage of the CV output at maximum
power is 70.7 volts RMS with a sine wave.
The significance of 70.7 is that, with a sine
wave, the peak voltage will be 100. Probably
the electrical codes require a less stringent
class of wiring if the peak voltage is less than
100, and zip cord can be used rather than

armored cable for the connecting wiring.
An interesting point is that a 5 watt amplifier
will put out 70.7 volts at maximum power (5
watts), and a 200 watt amplifier will also put
out 70.7 volts at its maximum power. The
important thing is that the power drawn from
the amplifier must not exceed its power rating.
The individual speakers each come with a
line-to-voice coil transformer, which has a
series of taps, usually on the primary. These
taps are calibrated in terms of power rather
than impedance, and are the power drawn
from the amplifier at 70.7 volts RMS line
voltage. Thus it becomes very easy to sum
the power drawn from all the individual speakers and no impedance calculations are necessary. Note that no attempt is made to
match impedances to the amplifier—if the
load on the amplifier is less than the rating of
the amp, the impedance will be mismatched,
but it will not matter as you are not attempting
to draw the maximum power (the main reason for matching impedances is get the maximum power from an amplifier). The beautiful
thing is that if you have set the speaker
transformers so that the power sum equals
the power rating of the amplifier, the impedance of the load is automatically matched to
the amplifier.
CV systems are nice in that it is easy to
adjust power levels to individual speakers in
order to balance the sound in a room, as long
as the sum of the speaker powers is within
the rating of the amplifier. The situation is
very analogous to that of the power line in
your home. The voltage stays more or less
constant as appliances are plugged into a
line, as long as the sum of the power ratings
of all the appliances doesn’t exceed the

rating of the power line circuit. In the power
line analogy, drawing too much power will
result in a blown circuit breaker. Amplifiers
are fused, but damage can be still be done if
their power rating is exceeded.
Conversely, amplifiers (especially tube
type) should not be run with too small a
power load. For example, the Seeburg
HF100R manual recommends a minimum
load of 6 watts. The reason for this is that
tube amplifiers run without a load can create
high voltage surges which can damage the
output tubes or transformer.
In a jukebox, the internal speaker must
also be included in the power load to the
amplifier, and most models from about 1950
have a speaker switch calibrated in watts.
Some models have the power rating of the
amplifier printed on the amp, while with others you must look it up in the service or
operations manual.
You don’t really have to understand the
above explanation in order to be able to wire
up a CV system. Having the calculations
reduced to a simple addition of power makes
life a whole lot easier for the installer.
Harold
*RMS stands for Root Mean Square, which
means to take the square root of the average
of the square of the voltage (since power is
proportional to the voltage squared). This
can get complex for a non-sinusoidal AC
signal. For a sine wave, it is the peak voltage
divided by the square root of 2. RMS is
basically a measure of the ability of a signal
voltage to produce power.
The power line is a common example of a
sinusoidal (sine) wave. 117 is the RMS voltage of the line.

Power taps
Common

Remote Speaker

LATERAL SPEAKER CONE CENTERING
Through the years, I’ve come across quite
a few speakers whose cones were not
centered properly in an in-out direction.
Usually, the rest position of the cone is too
far in. The result is that the cone has less
distance to travel inwards than outwards,
and on bass notes it tends to “bottom out”.
This, of course, does not help bass re-

sponse or overall sound quality.
Previously, I thought that the only cure was
to have the speaker re-coned. But recently I
discovered that by moistening the outer edge
of the cone, holding it in the correct position,
and letting it dry (a hair dryer here speeds
things up), it will retain the correct laterally
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centered position.
This is still in the experimental stage. It will
take some time to see if the speakers retain
the correct centering. My guess is that if they
aren’t exposed to humidity, they will probably
be OK. I’ll be interested to hear other people’s
experiences.

CONNECTING EXTERNAL SPEAKERS TO AMI CONTINENTAL
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I recently purchased an AMI Continental 1,
and I notice that when increasing or lowering
the volume, I get a crackling sound through the
speaker. Is there something I can do to eliminate this annoying problem in the volume
control?
Also, I would like to add extension speakers
to this model to make it stereo. What connections should I make at which terminals? Please
illustrate and explain.
Louis Col, Jr., Asoria, NY
Dear Louis:
The problem is in the potentiometer itself.
The contact between the sliding contact and
the resistive element is becoming intermittent.
The first thing to do is to try some contact
cleaner on it. Spray the control and work the
knob back and forth. Hopefully it will help.
If it doesn’t, you’ll need a new volume
control.
As far as connecting external speakers for
stereo - the first thing to determine is if your
jukebox has a stereo amplifier (mine doesn’t).
If there are two large chasses, it is stereo.
On the lower chassis, you’ll see two terminal strips, numbered E1 through E6. This is
where you’ll be connecting. E1 and E6 are the
high impedance (CV) output. E2 through E5
are low impedance.
It would be a lot easier to do if your external

speakers are high impedance (CV). Then
you would connect to E1 and E6 on each
channel, and adjust the power levels at the
transformers on the remote speakers. You
can use regular 8 ohm speakers and buy a
“Line to Voice Coil” transformer (Radio Shack
carries them).
If you want to use 8 ohm speakers without
a transformer, then adjusting the power level
becomes a matter of following the chart shown
on the opposite page. The connecting wires
will connect to two terminals between E2 and
E5 (for each channel). I’d start with one lead
connected to E4 (which is also ground), and
try the other lead to E3, or E5. You should be
able to find a setting that will balance the
power between the cabinet speakers and

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

the external ones. Connecting from E3 to E4
with an 8 ohm speaker gives 4.73 watts per
speaker.
Phasing is another matter. The two amplifier channels are connected out of phase, so
that the E1 direction is minus on one channel,
and plus on the other. It’s easy enough to
phase the two external speakers (by crossing
the wires to one), but if the remote speakers
are near the jukebox, you’ll have to phase
them to the cabinet speaker (assuming you’ve
left the cabinet speaker connected).
Put the remote speakers next to the cabinet. If it seems to be lacking bass, try reversing
the connections to both remote speakers.
Leave them connected the way it sounds
best.
Harold
E1

E2

E3

E5

E4

E6

*

*
-

+
8 ohm
speaker

-

+
8 ohm
speaker

* Connect leads according to chart on opposite page

MONO CONTINENTAL 2 SPEAKER CONNECTIONS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I’m currently working on an AMI Continental
2 (XJCB 200). This is the 200 selection
pushbutton mono version. It has the R-2777
basic amp. and the L-2156A add-on control
amp. The problem is, that I have a buzzing
from the amp when the machine is in the rest
position (also when it plays, but the music is
louder than the buzzing). Another point is that
you can hear a low tone from the speakers
also when the machine is in the rest position,
when I tip with my finger on the needle, I can
hear a scratch in the speakers. I guess it may
have something to do with the muting. Unfortunately in the AMR manuals there is only a
schematic from a 2017 basic amp, but not
from my R-2777 basic amp.
Another point is that I don’t know exactly
how to connect the colored cables (black, red,
blue, yellow, green, and brown) to the terminal
strip on the amp. (numbers 1 through 6). In the
manual there is only the stereo round system
shown. I guess #1 and 6 are only for external
speakers, so I have to connect six colored

cables with the remaining four connections.
I hope you can help me, thanks in advance.
Eric Höehne, Obertiefenbach, Germany
Dear Eric:
Continental sound system connections
keep me running around in circles. I’ll try to
come up with something.
I did come up with a schematic for an R2777, and it is slightly different. There are two
terminals for the mute relay labeled A1 and A2.
The red and orange wires from the main cable
go to these.
If you’re not getting muting, check to see
that they are connected right. Also check to
see you have 24 volts DC when the mech is
not playing. If the relay is pulling in and it’s still
not muting, it’s a contact problem.
Here’s the speaker connections: red and
green to the front speakers, yellow and blue to
the right, and brown and black to the left.
You may have to do some experimenting.
Here’s how I would start. The December
issue gives the power levels for the different
connections.
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Connect green to 4 and red to 2. This will
give 9 watts to the front speakers.
Since you’re in mono, the two side speakers can be connected in parallel. Try yellow
and brown to 2, and blue and black to 3. This
should give 4 watts to each side speaker (I’d
keep the power to the side speakers less than
the front).
I’m not positive of the phasing of the front
speakers. If you don’t get much bass, try
reversing red and green.
Terminals 1 and 6 are your CV (high impedance) outputs for the remote speakers,
and you won’t use them.
With the “Single Amplifier Connections”
chart from the December issue, you should
be able to experiment around and get a combination that you like. Just remember that you
only have about 15 or 20 watts total. Also
check the side speakers to see if they’re 8 or
16 ohms (I can’t remember). The front speaker
is 16 ohms.
Harold

AMI CONTINENTAL 1 SPEAKER CONNECTIONS

This chart is for connecting the cabinet
speakers to a mono
amp, or for connecting an external
speaker to each
channel in a stereo
amplifier.

The power rating is 20 watts
per channel, so the total power
drawn shouldn't exceed 20
watts on each channel. When
the cabinet speakers are connected in the "Bridging" mode,
the power drawn is divided by
two for each channel.

This chart is for connecting the cabinet
speakers to a stereo
amplifier in "center
channel" (mono)
mode. One wire lead
connects to one channel, the other to the
corresponding terminal on the other channel.
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TECH HINTS
LOADING 200 PLAY AMI'S
When loading a 200 play AMI jukebox of
the late 50’s with records, stagger the
records around the ferris wheel (magazine) as you are loading them. If you
load records in sequence, all the records
will be on one side when the jukebox is
half-loaded, and will throw the magazine way out of balance. When loaded
this way, these models really have to
strain to turn the magazine when all the
records are on the uphill side. I always
load a few records in sequence, then
turn the magazine half way around, then
load a few more, and continue until it’s
completely loaded.

MAKING RUBBER PARTS
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
If you are having problems finding small or
any size rubber parts for your restoration,
you might do as I do and make your own. I
use a product called FLEXANE manufactured by Devcon Co. and available at wholesale parts houses. It comes in 3 grades of
hardness. Just mix and use.
I make my molds from plaster of paris.
After mold is done and ready to use, I spray
with Pam as a release agent. Mix enough

Devcon Flexane to fill the cavity and then let
it cure. It takes a little experimenting to get
what you need but I have had good results.
I first used it to make parts for my antique
autos and found it work equally as well for
jukeboxes.
Nate Gunderson, Mason City, IA
Dear Nate:
Thanks. This is a good tip. I’ve seen it
mentioned in the old car publications but

never tried it.
Making the mold is probably the most difficult part of the project. Mold-making is an art
in itself. Trying to figure out the original shape
and size of a piece you have, when it is
distorted or shrunken from the original, is not
an easy job. I would love to see a pictorial
essay (a series of pictures taken) of someone making the mold and then using it to
make the final part.
Harold

SOURCE OF RIVETS NEEDED
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I would like to buy the rivets for the number
strip assembly that’s attached to the Indicator Panel on a Seeburg V200 jukebox (reference page 2362, item 31 of the Seeburg
Service Manual AMR # R-263).
Victory Glass doesn’t sell them and the
local hardware store’s rivets are too big.

Do you have any suggestions as to where
I may purchase them?
Adam Rittlinger, Windsor Locks, CT
Dear Adam:
You’re right, rivets can be difficult to find.
I’d check out hobby and model railroad
stores. They often have small hardware.

Somewhere I’ve also seen small screws that
have rivet shaped heads (round-head screws
without a slot).
This is a coincidence. I’ve been working on
the Wurlitzer compilation, and I came across
this tech hint from October, 1993. I’ve also
seen 2-56 screws and nuts at Radio Shack.
Harold

SMALL RIVETS
Many jukebox assemblies and vending
machines use small rivets to hold trim, coin
entry plates, etc. These are very difficult to
find, but you can make a superior substitute.
Go to a hobby shop or well-stocked electron-

ics supplier and buy an assortment of size 256 round head machine screws. Either brass
or cadmium plated are OK. Now hold them in
a clothes pin or a small vise, get out your
soldering iron and melt enough solder on the
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head to fill in the slot. Take some 220 grit
sandpaper, smooth out the head, and you
have a nice round head rivet that can be held
with a 2-56 nut.
Ron & Debby Hughes, Corpus Christi, TX

SOLDERING TECHNIQUES
I’ve worked on a huge number of amplifiers in my life, not to mention and
almost equal number of old radios and a
wide variety of other electronic devices.
Most of what I’ve worked on the last few
years is from 20 to 65 years old, so the
odds are pretty good that it’s been worked
on by someone else previously.
Through the years I’ve become more
fussy about the quality of solder joints.
I’ve seen a lot of bad workmanship once in a while I even run across something I did long ago that I don’t care for.
The ultimate test is that your work could
pass for factory.
Of course, this is impossible, as the
capacitors will never look like the original
(who would want to use those old style
wax covered capacitors, anyway?) But
the solder joints should look as close to
factory as possible.
The main reason for this is mechanical
strength. They did make their solder
joints the way they did for a reason, you
know.
Before I get into the proper joint, I’d like
to expound an opinion. I like to completely remove the old component. This
means removing all of the component’s
lead from the terminal, whenever possible. This is actually the hardest part of
replacing a capacitor or resistor. I’ve
developed a few techniques for doing
this.
The first important tool is a good iron,
about 40 watts. Irons with a plated tip last
better. It’s also a good idea to have a
soldering gun handy, for places where
the iron doesn’t have enough power.
The next important tool is a solder
sucker. You can buy one of these inex-

pensively at Radio Shack, or you can go
heavy duty and buy a SoldaPullt (I think
that’s how you spell it) from an Electronics wholesaler for around $24. I use the
expensive one, as the suction is much
stronger. Whenever you go to remove a
wire from a terminal, suck out as much
solder as you can. This makes it a lot
easier to find the end of the wire.
Other important tools include a small
sidecutter, needle nose pliers, and some
sort of pick. I have used a tool that’s
called a scribe, which I found at an auto
parts store. Now I’m using a dental tool
I found that has adequate strength.
The most common joint is illustrated in
Fig. 1. This is for a terminal which has a
hole, like in a tube socket. This wire
inserts through the hole, wraps around
and is crimped down. This gives mechanical strength and provides more surface of the wire for solder to adhere to.
These are the hardest joints to undo.
The difficult part is to getting underneath
the end of the wire, and peeling it away
from the terminal. Once you have the
end loose, it’s easy to get hold of it with
the pliers and unwind it. It takes practice.
Once in a while you run into a terminal

1

where the wire’s crimped down so tight
you can’t get it loose without damaging
the terminal. There are also terminals
that are so hard to get at, it’s excusable
to use an inline splice (Fig. 3). Don’t just
tack the wires together with a little solder
- loop each wire around the other and
crimp them down before you solder them.
This makes a strong joint. If it’s near
some other wires or terminals, put some
spaghetti or heat shrink on.
The second common joint is for a
terminal that doesn’t have a hole (Fig. 2).
In this case, the wire has to make at least
one complete turn around the terminal.
This is somewhat easier. If the end of the
loop is not easy to get at, I cut the wire off
about a quarter inch from the terminal,
and unwind it that way.
Installing the new component is the
easy part. It’s just a matter of copying the
way the factory did it - looping it around
the terminal and crimping it down. Make
sure the joint is hot enough when you
apply solder, and use enough solder to
cover the wire on both sides of the terminal.
Doing it right takes more time, but it’s
worth it in the long run.

3

2

SOLDERING PINS ON CONNECTOR PLUGS
One of the annoying jobs is wiring up the
connectors that are used for speaker plugs
and various other connections. These plugs
can have from four to 12 pins. The hard part
is to get the solder to flow up inside the pin
without flowing all over the outside.
I’ve found a couple of techniques that help
me. The first thing I’ve found that makes life
a lot easier is to let the wire extend a fraction
of an inch beyond the end of the pin. Then

place the tip of the iron against the side of the
wire, pressing against the end of the pin.
Feed the solder to the wire first and let it flow
up the wire. Then feed a little solder against
the end of the pin. At this point it should flow
up into the pin.
Keep a couple of Q-tips handy. If any
solder gathers on the outside of the pin, wipe
it towards the end of the pin while it is still hot.
Finally, clip off the excess wire at the end
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of the pin. This should make a good looking,
secure solder connection.
Harold

iron
tip

plug
body
pin
wire

WALLBO
XES
ALLBOXES
AMI A WALLBOX RECEIVER NOT WORKING RIGHT
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Can you advise how we can solve a problem in the wall box receiving unit in an AMI A.
The wall box stepper works fine, but in
spite of adjusting, etc., it seems impossible
to get the receiver stepper to behave!
It receives, but doesn’t stop - it chatters on
etc. Is it a straight-forward replacement that
is required - are they available or repairable?
T. Power, Coventry, UK
Dear Mr. Power:
My experience on these is minimal. I remember looking at one many years ago and
giving up. I didn’t have a manual then. After
looking at the manual, I can see why I couldn’t
get it going.
The circuitry in these is pretty bizarre,
totally unlike anyone else’s wallbox-stepper
systems.
I’ll give a quick run-through for others reading this column. I don’t fully understand the
circuitry, so it will be pretty basic. The manual
does give sequential operation diagrams,

but they are not easy to follow.
Although it may sound funny, yes, there is
a stepper in the wallbox, and one in the
receiver. They are both stepped at a 60 cycle
rate, by a half wave rectifier operating off the
25 volts AC. When you make a selection,
they both start stepping together, until a
circuit is interrupted in the wallbox ( the time
of interruption depends on which selection is
made). The wallbox stepper has a homing
circuit, so it continues stepping until it reaches
the home position.
When the circuit from the wallbox is interrupted, the stepper in the receiver stops
momentarily, writes the selection into the
jukebox, then transfers to a homing circuit. It
now steps to the home position, at which
time contact H5 (see diagram 9) opens,
putting the receiver to rest.
Now back to your problem. You say the
receiver stepper receives OK. Does that
mean it’s making the selection in the jukebox, but then continuing to step and not

stopping at the home position? If so, you
could have a problem in the homing commutator (H5 not opening).
If I had one of these, I’d start by replacing
the various rectifiers and the electrolytic capacitor (if you haven’t already).
Another thing to check - after the selection
is made, the signal line (L2) from the wallbox
should be open. If the stepper in the receiver
steps on past the home position, take line L2
loose to see if it will stop. If it stops at the
home position with L2 disconnected, then
there could be a problem in the wallbox (L2
not being open-circuited when the wallbox
stepper homes). Or else take L2 loose, and
manually step the receiver stepper one position by pushing on the stepping relay armature. It should then take off on its own and
make one revolution, and then stop.
If I didn’t make the right assumption about
what your stepper is doing, write back with
additional descriptions.
Good luck. I think you’ll be needing it.

USING 3W1 WALLBOX ON AMI G-200
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I bought a Seeburg 3W1 Wallbox and I
would like to know if there is an easy way to
make it work with my AMI G-200 jukebox. I
modified other 3W1 some days ago to work
with another G-200. I tried to make a simple
modification, but I saw that the Seeburg
wallbox sends the number pulses before the
letter, and I don’t know how the letter pulses
are sent. So I rewired the pushbutton assembly (the G-200 needs one more pulse for the
letter, it means that the A will have two pulses
instead of one and so with all the letters). I
found enough space on the plate to connect
all the wires for ten letters but only eight for
the numbers. There are some other contacts

on the plate but I suppose that they are very
apart from the other eight. Well, at least I
could use 80 selections.
This conversion worked, but I want to know
if there is an easier way to do that. Thanks in
advance!! And keep up with your good work!!
Marcelo Blanco, Capitol Federal, Argentina
Dear Marcelo:
I really don’t think there’s an easy way.
This is complicated by the odd circuitry in
the Seeburg 3W1’s (see the November Tech
Hints section). You just about have to start
from scratch on the wiring from the
pushbuttons to the disk. I’m impressed that
you got it working.

I have no way to try it out, but I would think
by moving rivets (from the second group of
five, to the space immediately following the
first group of 21), that you should be able to
connect the 9 and 10 pushbuttons, and get
the other twenty selections working.
I did once come across a couple of 3W1’s
that someone had modified for use with
some other kind of jukebox. They had rearranged the rivets on the disk. I would imagine
you would have to use a drill on the back side
to get the rivet loose, then maybe use
superglue to hold it in its new position. It
would be better if you could get new rivets.
Let me know if you try this, and how it
works.

CONNECTING WALLBOX TO AMI H
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I am writing you t see if you can advise me
how to hook up an AMI model WQ200 wall
box to an AMI H-200 jukebox. Do I need
steppers to accomplish this? Thank you for
your help. It is very much appreciated.
Dana Hom, Mill Valley, CA
Dear Dana:
The nice thing about this vintage AMI is
that they have the stepper built in. In fact, the

selectors in the cabinet are basically a wallbox
adapted into the jukebox, and every time you
make a selection, you can hear the stepper
circuitry operating.
There should be a terminal strip inside
your cabinet somewhere, with terminals labeled “COMMON”, “LOW VOLTAGE AC”,
“SIGNAL”, and “AC CONTROL”. The first
three are the connections that all wallboxes
have. The last is an electrical interlock, to
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prevent two wallboxes or the internal selectors from operating at the same time, and
scrambling each other’s selections.
I don’t have any information handy for the
wallboxes for these. I have to assume there
is a terminal strip in the wallboxes similarly
labeled. You’ll need a four conductor cable,
and it should be straightforward to connect.
If not, then send me a diagram of the connections in the wallbox, and I’ll try to figure it out.
Harold

AMI K SUBTRACTS CREDIT WHEN WALLBOX SELECTED
Dear Dr. Kn ow-It-All:
Recently I equipped my AMI K 200 (model
JJK) with a stepper (model CCA & CCB) and
200 selection AMI wallbox. (It took me 2
years to find this stepper).
Everything works fine except that if there
are credits on the jukebox and a wallbox
selection is made, a credit is subtracted on
the wallbox (that’s OK.) but a credit is also
subtracted on the jukebox.
Do you know how to solve this problem?
I have called several experts in Holland
and Belgium, but a AMI K with stepper and
wallbox are very rare, so nobody is familiar
with this problem.
Thank you in advance,
Albert Baas, Netherlands
Dear Albert:
I can’t say I’m expert on these. In fact, I
don’t think I’ve ever worked on one.
Trying to find all the information you need
for this era AMI’s can be a challenge. I
couldn’t find the full (large fold-out) schematic in our files. In addition, there’s an early
and late model K. I don’t think there’s too
much difference.
For the most part, the selector circuitry is
the same between the K and the Continental. I did have the large fold-out for the
Continental. The CCA stepper is the same
one they call for with the Continental.
I did find a stepper schematic in the Jukebox City files. The schematic says it’s for a
CBA stepper, but the drawing number
(F8339) is the right one according to an
instruction sheet for installing the CCA.
AMI schematics look hard to follow at first,
but are not so bad once you realize that it’s
all in the color coding. Once you start following the color code, it’s easier to track down
the circuits.

An important thing to remember on this
vintage AMI is that the search unit operates
pretty much the same way whether you’re
selecting through the front panel pushbuttons
or through the stepper. The appropriate connections are made going into the search unit,
it starts scanning, eventually finds the right
selection, the sprag relay kicks in, and the
selection is punched in. One set of contacts
on the sprag relay operates the "cancel"
solenoid, which counts down the credit in the
jukebox.
The big difference is that you don’t want it
to count down if you are making a selection
from the stepper. So the stepper must open
up this circuit.
Between the pushbutton selector and the
search unit are the four plugs. These are
disconnected, one set of plugs from the
stepper connects to the pushbuttons, and
another set connects to the search unit.
EP switch in
pushbutton
assembly

Jumper in
pricing
card

S

-

BL

B
STOP

As you can see in my diagram, the G-1 and
the BL/W wires from the search unit go to one
of the 12 pin plugs. If there is no stepper, the
mating plug has a jumper between these two
wires.
In the stepper schematic, the G and BL/W
wires go to a normally closed contact of the
“Interlock Relay”. If a selection is made from
the pushbuttons, this contact is closed, and
it subtracts credit as normal. If a selection is
made from a wallbox, the interlock relay is
energized, and the contact is open when the
selection is punched in. Thus no credit is
subtracted in the jukebox.
So you must find the 12 pin plug with the
green and blue/white wires (they will be
adjacent in the plug), follow them into the
stepper, and determine why they aren’t disconnected from one another whenever the
Interlock Relay pulls in when you make a
selection from a wallbox.
Harold
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CONNECTING WALLBOX TO AMI JAO-200
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I need your help. I have an AMI (Rowe)
wallbox model #WRC-200, which is supposed to connect to my AMI (Rowe) JAO200 jukebox. I know I need a stepper unit
(model CGA or CGE, which I don’t have). Do
I need the power unit (PL10)? Or will the
jukebox power the wallbox?
There are some cables with connectors
laying in the cabinet & lots of unconnected
wires in the amplifier compartment. The jukebox manual isn’t too clear.
Is there a manual for this wallbox?
What are the five slide switches for? (Located on the selector assembly, in the
wallbox).
What are the price settings on the 5 posi-

tion price switch (also in the wallbox)? (It is
labeled 1-5). If you have a copy (or photocopy) please let me know how much so I can
order one. Thank you for your help.
Rick Force, Mira Loma, CA
Dear Rick:
The JAO manual is a little confusing, and
maybe contradictory, but it’s not clear enough
to tell for sure.
You do need the power supply. The diagram on page SM304 shows the hookup.
I’m not sure about the CGE. The chart on
page SM303 states that it’s for the Seeburg
Consolette, so it probably won’t work for the
AMI wallbox. Be safe - get the CGA.
I wouldn’t worry too much about uncon-
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nected wires. These jukeboxes had various
options, and if they weren’t included in a
particular machine, the cables would just be
left hanging.
The list of AMR manuals doesn’t list the
WR series wallboxes, and I don’t have one in
my files. Maybe someone reading this has a
manual and would make you a copy (or loan
it to us so we could make some copies).
I’m not sure about the five switches you’re
referring to. I would assume they’re pricing
switches - to change groups of selections
from singles to album pricing. I don’t have
any information on the five position switch.
You may have to do some experimentation if
nobody can supply a manual.
Harold

STEPPER PROBLEMS WITH AMI JAN
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have an AMI CGA Stepper.
I wonder if you can provide any literature
on it (or a source). It does not work. When
plugged in between keyboard and search
unit a selection cannot be made from the
keyboard.
The three wire molded plug that comes
out of it - black common, white signal, green
AC Control - is this the connection for the
wallbox? Are there any other power supplies
needed or is it plugged in between keyboard
and search unit all the power necessary?
Everything appears to be in good condition,
nothing burnt, everything clean.
Also, if bad, is there a replacement for the
“ice cube” relays available?
Pat Reese, Warrington, PA
Dear Pat:
This is going to be tough. There’s no
manual reprint available on the CGA step-

per.
The Diplomat (JAN) manual gives a schematic for the selection system for models
with the CGA stepper and without. They are
not easy to follow.
AMI usually has a jumper connected when
you don’t use the stepper that goes through
a contact in the stepper when it’s connected.
Thus, when the stepper is operating, the
contact opens, disabling the jukebox selectors.
Is your latch solenoid operating (when
you press a button, does it stay down?) If the
latch solenoid isn’t operating, then I’d check
the Reset Magnet Switch. The schematic
shows that this switch is inserted in the
circuit to the latch solenoid when the stepper
is connected. The reset magnet operates
the ratchets on the stepping switches so they
don’t return to the home position until the

selection is written in. Thus, when the stepper is operating, the contact is opened, and
the latch circuit disabled in the jukebox.
The wallboxes use a separate 24 VAC
transformer. The schematic shows this unit
has a three terminal strip to connect to the
stepper, and a four terminal strip to go to the
wallboxes. The transformer secondary connects between the common and the AC
going to the wallboxes.
There is also a relay with the (24 VAC) coil
connected between the common and the AC
Control from the stepper, and the NO contacts connected between the 24 VAC and the
AC Control going to the wallboxes.
The “Ice Cube” KH series relays are available from Grainger, for one. They are available in both 24 VAC and 24 VDC coils. It
should state on the relay whether it’s AC or
DC.
Harold
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AMI WALLBOX AC CONTROL OPERATION
All wallbox systems send the signal over a
single wire, as a series of pulses. These
systems work fine unless two people try to
use their wallboxes at the same time. Then
the signals will interfere with each other, and
neither patron will get the selection they
desire.
According to the service manual for the
AMI WQ series wallboxes, “Starting with the
Phonograph model G-200, an AC Control
Switch in the phonograph operates ‘WAIT’
circuits in the phonograph and Wall Boxes.
The AC Control Switch prevents any two
Wall Boxes, or any Wall Box and phonograph, from being operated simultaneously.”
AMI added a fourth wire between the stepper in the jukebox and the wallboxes. If any
wallbox (or the pushbuttons on the jukebox)
were sending a selection to the jukebox, all
other wallboxes would be “locked out”, and
would have to wait their turn until the first was
finished.
The circuitry for accomplishing this was
actually fairly simple. In the wallbox, the
motor operates off the 24 volt AC line. The
positive lead goes through a cam operated

switch. When waiting for the customer to
make a selection, it connects to the AC
Control line. When a button is pushed, and
the motor starts running (assuming no one
else is making a selection, and the AC Control line is powered), the switch toggles to the
other position, and connects the motor directly to the AC terminal.
In the jukebox itself, the AC Control line
goes to the stepper (AMI refers to it as a
“Pulse Receiver”), where it goes through a
normally closed set of contacts to the 24 volt
AC line. Thus, if no signal is coming in, and
the stepper is at rest, the AC Control line has

24 volts AC on it. If anyone is making a
selection at the jukebox or a wallbox, and the
stepper is operating, the contact opens, disconnecting the AC Control line. This disables
all other selectors until the selection is written
in.
The wait light is lit when the AC Control line
is disabled, and a button is pushed in the
wallbox.
If it is desired to operate the wallboxes
without using the AC Control line (3 wire
system), then the AC Control terminal at
each wallbox must be connected to the AC
terminal.

Jukebox

Wallbox
normally
closed
contact in
stepper
AC Control
Signal
AC

24 VAC

AC-DC Common

wait
light
start and
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AMI JAN STEPPER REMOVES CREDIT FROM JUKEBOX
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I noticed something else funny with my
stepper. The only time it registers selections
is if there are credits on the jukebox. If there
are no credits on the jukebox and you put a
quarter in the Wallette, you can make a
selection from the wallbox, it then activates
the stepper, but nothing registers in the
jukebox selection system.
If you do the same thing with credits on
the jukebox, it registers and plays the selection, but it removes credit from the credit unit
in the jukebox.
Pat Reese, Warrington, PA
Dear Pat:
The manual does give a schematic of the
selection system with the stepper connected.
However, there is no description of the operation of the stepper, and I don’t have the
time to spare to really figure it all out.
However, I may be able to make a stab at
this. I checked the circuit from the credit
cancel coil in the jukebox, and it goes to a
contact of the “T” (Transfer) relay, which is a
part of the stepper.
Evidently, when you make a selection
from the wallbox, the T relay is supposed to
pull in, switching the circuit away from the
Credit Cancel Coil to the Letter Stepper
Wiper. Since it’s canceling credit in the jukebox, I’d have to assume that T is not energized. You can pry the cover off T and watch
to see if it’s pulling in when you make a
selection from the wallbox.
First, pull T and check the resistance of
the coil. It should be on the order of 600
ohms.

The circuit for the coil of T is a little
complicated. First, the signal from the wallbox
goes directly to the coil of Pulser Relay “P”.
P opens and closes rapidly, along with the
incoming signal.
Contacts 12 & 8 of P go to the coil of Time
delay Relay 1 (“TD1”). The resistor and
capacitor keep the relay on between pulses.
Contacts 11 & 7 of TD1 close, completing
the circuit to the coil of TD2. Thus contact 3
of TD1 is open, and nothing goes downward
to the Transfer Relay.
When the pulses stop (I’m not sure if it’s
between the two trains of pulses, or after the
second train), TD1 opens after a small time
delay. This removes power from the TD2 coil
circuit, but the capacitor keeps TD2 energized for a while. Now TD1 contacts 11 and
3 are connected, completing a circuit to TD2
contact 8. Since TD2 is still energized, contacts 8 and 12 are connected, completing the
circuit from Common to one side of The
Transfer Relay coil.
Notice contacts 8 & 12 of T. Once T is
energized, 8 & 12 are closed, maintaining
this circuit to Common even after TD2 opens.
The other side of the coil goes through
homing contacts of the two stepping switches,

to the DC+. I’m assuming they’re normally
open, and close when the stepping switches
move off the home position. This maintains
continuity until after the selection is written in
and the stepping switches return to the home
position.
There’s also the possibility that T is energizing, but dropping out too early. This could
happen if the 8-12 contacts of T were not
making contact, or if the homing switch contacts were bad. If T does pull in, make sure it
stays in until the selection is written in and the
stepping switches have returned to the home
position.
Harold
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CONNECTING WALLBOX TO CONTINENTAL
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
Please tell this novice how to hook up a
WQ-200 wall box to an AMI Continental
mono. I can find no info in either piece other
than a wallbox outlet in the jukebox’s junction box assembly. When I plug in the cord it
promptly blows the 1/2 amp fuse in the
wallbox. I sure would like a blow by blow
description as to how to do it.
Barrie Fishkin, New Milford, CT
Dear Barrie:
So you hooked up your wallbox to the
outlet marked “Wallbox”? Mike says “Geez,
what an idiot”.
Just Kidding. AMI fouled you up on this
one, and created a potentially dangerous
situation.
I looked in my Continental, and saw what
you were talking about - the main junction
box has two 110 volt outlets marked “Wall-

box”. But these are not for direct connection
to the wallbox, but rather for the power
supply for the wallbox and the stepper. I think
the internal 24 volt transformer also plugs
into one of them.
So you applied 110 volts to the wallbox,
which is designed for 24. Not only that, but
the case of the wallbox was connected directly to one side of the power line.
Speaking of the stepper, do you actually
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have one? They were optional in this model.
The stepper consisted of two boxes, one
which mounts under the right front of the
mechanism, and the other by the right wall
next to the first.
I ran an article on how to connect a wallbox
to an AMI H in the March issue. The procedure should be the same (assuming you
have a stepper).
Harold

TEST CONNECTIONS FOR AMI WQ-200 WALLBOX
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I just bought an AMI WQ-200 wallbox, but
I don’t have a compatible jukebox. Could you
please let me know what the power input
should be so that I can test it?
Also, there is a jumper installed from one of
the AC terminals to the “AC Control” terminal. Should I leave it?

Thanks and best regards,
Paul Hainsworth, Foxboro, MA
Dear Paul:
All wallboxes (prior to the digital models)
operate off a 24 volt AC supply. In the case
of the AMI, it goes between the “AC-DC
Common” and the “AC” terminals.
In order to make the wallbox operate as

you want, you need to have the 24 volts AC
also connected to the AC Control line. Thus
you need the jumper between the “AC” and
the “AC Control” terminals. For test purposes, you can ignore the “Signal” line.
I've written up the connections above for
other types of wallboxes, as well.
Harold

RUNNING WALLBOXES FROM POWER LINE
Now and then it is desired to operate a
wallbox from the power line. One reason for
doing this might be for testing purposes. The
other reason is that some people like to have
a wallbox on display and illuminated, but not
connected to any jukebox. I’ve even heard of
people keeping their telephone numbers in
the title strips.
The common wallboxes are almost all operated by 24 volt AC power. Exceptions to
this are some of the wireless wallboxes of
the 40’s, which plug directly into the 117 volt
line, and the digital wallboxes of the later
machines.
To operate the wallboxes from the line, a
24 volt transformer must be used. A 1.2 amp
rating is sufficient for one wallbox. Radio

Shack lists a 2 amp transformer in their
catalog.
The primary of the transformer can be
connected to a line cord. An inline lamp
switch can be used to turn the power on and
off.
For the Seeburg wallboxes (prior to the
Consolette), the 24 VAC power connects to
the orange and green terminals.
For the Consolettes, the 24 volts connects
between the black and white. If you want to
use the speakers, the common is gray, left is
yellow and right is green. Depending on the
series, relay or switch contacts must be
jumpered to make the speakers operate.
For Wurlitzer wallboxes, the 24 volts connects to terminals 2 and 3.

For the Wurlitzer 5220 series (Remote
Speaker Wallbox), the 24 volts connects
between the G and 3 terminals. For the
speakers, 4 is common, and 6 and 7 are the
two channels. Relay contacts must be
jumpered to make the speakers operate.
The AMI wallboxes are more intuitive. The
24 volts connects between the “AC-DC Common”, and the “AC” terminals. For the WQ
series, the “AC” and “AC Control” terminals
must be jumpered.
The 40 selection AMI wallboxes connect
the power between terminals 1 and 3.
For the Rock-Ola 3 wire wallboxes, the 24
volts connects between the ground (chassis)
and the “24 V.A.C.” terminals. The 4 wire
wallboxes have a “Lock Out” terminal, which
is left unconnected.

AMI WALLBOX ROTOR WON'T ADVANCE
in the position shown. When the rotor is in the
home position, then the circuit goes from the
AC Common, through the series normally
closed contacts in the start switches, to the
inner band in the credit unit. If you have 10ç
or more credit (and the EP switch is not
engaged), the inner and center band should
have continuity between them. The circuit
then goes through the normally closed EP
switch to the motor, and the motor should
advance the rotor to the credit position.
The other motor lead goes either to the AC
or AC Control terminal, depending on the
position of the cam switch. If these two
terminals are jumpered, it shouldn’t matter.
If the rotor is not advancing to the credit
position, then the problem could be the home

contacts on this assembly, the normally
closed contacts of the start switches, or the
rotor contacts in the credit assembly. My first
guess would be the credit assembly. Try
jumpering between the inner and outer bands.
You can trace it out with an AC voltmeter.
Connect one test lead to the AC Common.
Then check the voltage at the home contacts, the start switches, and the three bands
of the credit unit. If you have voltage anywhere, there’s a bad contact.
Finally, if the rotor is in the credit position,
pressing a button moves one of the two two
start switches to the right, creating a circuit to
the credit rotor, completing the circuit to the
motor causing it to rotate the main rotor one
revolution.
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Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I have the AMI WQ-200 wallbox hooked
up, but it doesn’t want to advance from the
home to the credit position. If I advance it by
hand, it will start rotating on its own and make
one revolution.
Paul Hainsworth, Foxboro, MA
Dear Paul:
I was somewhat held up on this one, for
lack of a manual for these (AMR doesn’t
have this one reprinted). Quite by accident,
I found an original one in with some AMI
brochures here at Always Jukin’.
The circuit is not real easy to follow. I’ve
tried to simplify it a little below. I’ll try to
explain it,
There are two rotors in these. The first is
the main rotor (which you’re referring to). It’s
on the left in my drawing. It makes one
rotation every time a selection is made.
The second is the credit rotor. It moves in
nickel increments. Thus a single takes two
increments, and an EP selection three. The
rotor makes contact between the inner two
bands if it has 2 or more increments of credit
(10ç). It makes contact between all three if it
has 3 increments (15ç) or more credit.
Note that there is a direct connection from
the AC Common to the motor if the rotor is
anywhere but the home or credit positions. If
there is no credit, it will run until the rotor
comes to the home position.
If the buttons are out, the start switches are

EP

credit

AC DC
Common

home

M
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45 CONVERSIONS
WICO 45 RPM CONVERSION KITS
In the fifties, there were a large number of
78 machines still in service. As 45 RPM
records became the standard and 78 records
were being phased out, many 78 jukeboxes
were converted to 45.
Kits were supplied by the jukebox manufacturers, and by WICO Corporation. The
page of conversion kits shown is from the
1956 WICO catalog.
The cost and difficulty of converting a jukebox to 45 varies with the make and model. In
1956, they must have figured that all pre-war
machines were out of service, as all kits

mentioned are for post-war jukeboxes. I’ll
cover the various models, describing the
parts included in the kits, and the difficulty of
the conversion for each model.
AMI A & B
This kit (at $30) costs more than the above.
Again, unfortunately, there is no list of parts
included.
This kit has to have a set of “blue rings” - in
which the 45 record snap into the center, and
the outside diameter is 10”. It would also
need a smaller diameter adapter for the

turntable motor shaft, and a center adapter
for the turntable itself.
AMI 45 conversions usually supplied a
new tone arm (perhaps that’s why it’s so
expensive). Of course, a new needle for the
Astatic 51 style cartridge (and maybe a new
cartridge, too). The cam that drives the tone
arm also has to be replaced, since it has to
swing further in.
Difficulty: relatively easy. The hardest part
would be the tone arm adjustments.
No mention is made of the C’s and D-40’s,
but I would think the kit would still work.

AMI A TURNTABLE SPEED
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I am writing in regards to Harold Hagen’s,
June issue, article about the AMI A. I would
like to convert mine from 45 back to 78
RPM. What is the proper diameter of the
turntable motor shaft bushing for 45 RPM
and 78 RPM? Mine seems to be a little
slow. Is it normal to have end play in the
motor, or does it need spacers? It runs
kind of hot too. Is this normal? My tone arm
is the longer and round type used for 45
conversion. Can I use it for 78 RPM or will
I have to get an original tone arm? I readjusted the tonearm to drop down on the
outer edge of a 78 RPM record, but it
picked up too soon. Does this mean I have
to change the tone arm? Any info you can
give me will be greatly appreciated.

proper shaft size and good lubrication,
then you may very well have a bad motor.
If your tone arm can be adjusted to set
down correctly, then you should be able to
use it. You are going to have to adjust the
reject switch (referred to in the manual as
the reversing switch, for some reason).
The accompanying picture is from the D40
manual, but it should be the same for the
A. Ignore the arrow — that’s for the setdown adjustment. There is a lever that
sticks out from the shaft that the tone arm

Keep Jukin’,
Bob
Dear Bob:
We just happen to have an AMI A on 78
and a D40 on 45 at Jukebox City that I can
look at and answer your questions. The
45RPM TT motor shaft measures .249",
while the 78 RPM measures .443". Both
jukeboxes were right on speed, if not a
fraction of an RPM fast. If your TT shaft
size is right, and the speed is still slow,
then it is probably a lubrication problem.
It is normal to have end play on the shaft
of the TT motor. This type of motor always
has the shaft in a vertical orientation, so
gravity keeps it in the proper position. Also
make sure the grommets that suspend the
motor are in good condition.
The TT motors will run pretty warm, but
it should not be painful to hold on to. If it
gets too hot too touch, or if you can smell
an odor, or if your speed is still slow with
110

pivots on, and it pushes on an adjustable
screw on a lever that pushes on a
microswitch. The hands in the picture are
shown adjusting the screw, with the wrench
loosening the lock nut. If you don’t have
enough range on the screw, then you will
have to bend (pardon me, reform) the lever
to get the proper adjustment on the reject.
I can’t see that you should have to change
the tonearm.
Harold

AMI C CONVERSION KIT
In the September issue of AJ you had an
article on 45 RPM conversion kits. Here is
some information on the AMI conversion kit.
I bought one of these in 1960 to install in my
AMI model C, so I am very familiar with it. The
kit contained the following:
1. A new lightweight aluminum painted gray
tonearm and mounting bracket to replace the
cast aluminum ‘S’ shaped tonearm. Also a
new Astatic 51-1 ceramic element cartridge
with the right side milled off to allow it to clear
the blue record rings.
2. A new tone arm control cam and shaft
assembly to make the tone arm land on 7”
instead of 10” records. It is easy to spot a
mech. that has been returned to 78 RPM and
still using the 45 RPM control cam because
when the tone arm returns to the rest position
it clears the transfer arm by about 3” instead
of the normal distance of about 1/2”.

3. The new tone arm cam now interferes with
the cam switch as it rotates. To solve that
problem new camshaft mounting brackets
were supplied. The original brackets mounted
to the base casting by small screws through
a hole in the brackets and no adjustment was
possible or necessary before conversion.
The new brackets mount with slots so that
the switch can be moved about 1/8 inch
closer to the transfer tower, providing the
necessary clearance for the cam.
4. Turntable: A new motor shaft bushing was
supplied to drive the turntable at 45 RPM,
and an adapter was supplied to fit the large
hole in the 45’s. The instructions suggested
gluing the adapter to the turntable.
5. Obviously, the kit contained 20 blue plastic
record adapter rings. The instructions recommended removing the channel shaped
rubber bumpers from the top of the record
rack since they may interfere with the blue

adapter rings which are thicker than 78 RPM
records.
6. A resistor and capacitor were supplied to
be installed in the amplifier to accommodate
the change from the original crystal to a
ceramic cartridge. I do not recall their values
or how they were supposed to be installed. I
think most operators ignored this part because the amp. worked without modification,
although a sound improvement probably
would have been realized if they were installed.
The kit will work on any model 500 mechanism as used in models A, B, C, D40, E40,
and F40. All the parts supplied, especially
the tone arm cam, which looks like an expensive casting, explain why the kit cost $35.
As the legendary radio commentator Paul
Harvey always says, “And now you
know........the rest of the story!”
Bob Burke, Media, PA

CONVERTING AMI C BACK TO 78
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I want to purchase a 78 RPM AMI Model C,
however, most of the reasonably priced good
condition working ones I’m finding have been
converted to 45 RPM. I am considering buying an AMI Model C which has been converted to 45 RPM and converting it back to 78
RPM. Please direct me to where I might find
step by step instructions, and a listing of
parts needed. I am trying to see how much a
conversion may cost before purchasing one
of these 45 rpm-converted machines.
Here’s what I know: I read a fascinating
article on the AMI A in the Always Jukin’
Guide to Jukeboxes, which I understand has
a similar mech to the C I’m looking at. The
writer mentioned how the A was converted to
45’s: "With the separate turntable motor, no
gear changes were required - just a change
in the size of the turntable motor shaft... The
rest of the conversion required resetting the
set-down point ... and finally a 45 RPM adapter
glued to the turntable..” Judging from this,
the only parts I would need to convert from 45
back to 78 on an AMI C would be:
-78 RPM turntable (without 45 RPM adapter
glued on)
-Original 78 RPM turntable motor with larger
diameter shaft.
-”Heavy-looking” original 78 RPM tone arm
(for aesthetics - my personal taste)
-78 RPM cartridge and stylus, or equivalent
replacement(??)

Would you be so kind as to tell me if you
offer a description of this process? If not, are
there any other pieces required for changing
the tone arm set down point, and are any
changes in the electronic coupling of the
cartridge to the amp necessary when swapping out a 45 cart. back to the original 78
cartridge? I don’t want to blow out the amp if
the 78 cartridge has a much higher output.
Thanks for your advice. I’m not sure how
this works, but if you charge for this advice,
I’ll be happy to reimburse you a reasonable
amount.
Robert Cusson, Raleigh, NC
Dear Robert:
There’s no charge for the service provided
by this column. The only charges we have
are for the telephone consultations.
I wrote the AMI A article several years ago.
Unfortunately, it is not completely correct.
I’ll quickly go through the conversion from
78 to 45:
1) The adapter on the TT motor shaft was
replaced.
2) The 45 adapter was glued on the turntable.
3) The cam that moves the tone arm was
changed. This was necessary as the tone
arm has to have more “swing” when it moves
into the setdown point for 45.
4) The tone arm was changed. The 45 tone
arm used the Astatic “GC”, which is more or
less identical to the 51-1.
5) The infamous “Blue Rings” were used to
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hold the 45’s.
To convert back to 78, you’ll have to reverse the procedure. At a minimum, you’ll
have to re-replace the adapter on the TT
motor shaft, remove the 45 adapter from the
turntable (it should pry off), put a 2 or 3 mil
needle in the cartridge (N29-2S or N29-3S),
and re-adjust the setdown and reject points.
Durfee Coin Op has parts for AMI’s (see
the advertiser’s index). Jukebox Junkyard is
also a source of parts, and Mike mentioned
Donnie Kueller. Parts for the 40 play AMI’s
shouldn’t be hard to find.
If you can’t find a 78 RPM adapter for the
TT motor shaft, then you’ll have to find a
machine shop to make one. Just tell them to
make the outer diameter 1.733 times as big
(78/45).
Prying off the 45 adapter on the turntable
will probably leave a scar in the flocking. If
you’re a perfectionist, you’ll have to get it reflocked.
If you want it to be completely original, then
you’ll also have to find the 78 cam and tone
arm.
I think all the 45 tone arms used the Astatic
51 style cartridge. If it’s in good shape, you
can replace the needle with an N29-2S.
Victory Glass also sells a 3 mil needle for
these if you’re playing original 78’s only (no
re-issues). If the cartridge needs replacing,
get an Astatic 51-2.
Hope this covers everything.
Harold

CONVERTING AMI'S BACK TO 78
Dear Dr. Know-It-All:
I just recently purchased an AMI “C” that
was on 45. I too was very nervous about
converting a 78 RPM jukebox back to 78, just
as Robert Cusson noted in the September
issue of Always Jukin’.
Just yesterday I converted mine back to
78. It was really very simple. As for the
turntable speed, all that is needed is an AMI
78 RPM motor shaft collar from Victory Glass
for $15. It only took a few minutes to take an
Allen wrench and replace the motor shaft
collar. Pry off the 45 spindle that was glued to
the turntable. Then return the turntable to the
mechanism. The next problem to face is the
tone arm. On the 45 tone arm base there are

two screws. Loosen the back screw slightly.
Then remove the front adjustment screw,
then swing the tone arm toward the back of
the machine just until tone arm base adjustment screw hole is covered. Install a 78 RPM
record, then adjust the set-down position
and mark the center of the adjustment slot.
There should be enough room to drill and tap
a new adjustment screw hole. Install the
screw and make final set down adjustment.
You will need to make the lift off (reject)
adjustment by backing out the set screw in
the weight on the reject switch as normal.
One note about the tone arm, I purchased
an original, but it is about two inches shorter
than the 45 tone arm. It requires a different

base. Maybe some day, I will spend a day
and make a base to fit the 78 tone arm, but
probably not. I don’t see any advantage other
than cosmetic. The 45 tone arm works great
with a 78 needle and unless a purist is
looking, nobody will ever know.
A side note about Seeburg V and VL grill
bars. Mine were very scratched. Apparently
patrons thought they were foot rests. I was
removing mine in preparation to send to the
chrome platers, when I noticed the bottom
sides were just like new. I merely cleaned
them up and installed them upside down.
There’s really no difference, and I have instant new chrome grille bars.
Guy Anderson, Greeley, CO

AMI 40 PLAY CONVERSION BACK TO 78
About a year ago, I sent you a note
explaining how to return an AMI back to
78. After some use of this machine and
others, a bug has appeared requiring an
additional step. After tapping a new screw
hole and resetting the tone arm for proper
set down point, there isn’t quite enough
tone arm travel. The needle would make
it all the way through the music, but tone
arm travel would stop before getting
through the record’s run out groove. It’s
really tricky setting the reject switch.
There is a simple cure. The cam controlling tone arm travel is a soft metal. Put
the cam in play position, use a small
sharp wood chisel and carve out a little
metal. It won’t take that much. Carve
until the tone arm limit works properly.
It’s unbelievable how much nicer the
mechanism operates. It’s well worth the
extra effort.
Guy Anderson, Greeley, CO
Dear Guy:
Another way would to be to use a
Dremel and a small grinding attachment.
The original hint was published November 97. It describes converting a “C”
that had been converted to 45, back to
78. This applies to the “A’s” through the
D-40’s.
Harold
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1946-48 AMI A

AMI A
One usually thinks of the 50’s as a
time of design excess, but in the
world of jukeboxes the AMI model A
(introduced in 1946) was ahead of its
time. Standing about six feet tall and
almost three feet wide, this has to be
one of the largest jukeboxes ever
built. With “oceans of beautiful plastic” it certainly is one of the most
outrageous.
AMI had what probably was the
simplest and most clever and reliable mechanism design in existence
at that time. The records were placed
vertically in a magazine that scanned
back and forth, and stopped when
the selected record was in the proper
position. Then the gripper arm would
close on the record, lift it up and over,
turning 90 degrees in the process,
and lay the record down horizontally
on the turntable. A cam on the gripper arm mechanism moved the tone
arm to the set-down position and set
it down on the lead-in groove after
the record had been set down on the
turntable. It was also the first mechanism to be able to play either side of
the record - depending on the side
selected, the 90 degree rotation
would be in the proper direction to
lay the record with the selected side
up. Three motors were used, one to
move the record magazine, one to
operate the gripper arm, and one for
the turntable. The electrical circuitry
was sequential in nature and not
complicated at all. It was a very ingenious design and was later adopted
by Rock-ola and eventually Wurlitzer.
It was also light weight - only the later
100 play Selectomatic mechanism
of the M100B was as light.
The mechanism of course was designed to accommodate 10" 78’s (as
the 45 RPM record hadn’t been in-

vented yet). The magazine only carried 20 records, but being able to
play either side gave them a total of
40 selections, more than any other
jukebox of the era. Of course, this
was really not such an advantage, as
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the “B” side of most records of that
time were usually songs that nobody
wanted to listen to anyway. When 45
RPM records became popular, it was
relatively easy to convert these AMI’s
to 45. With the separate turntable

motor, no gear changes were required - only a change in size of the
turntable motor shaft (actually, a
bushing on the shaft needed to be
replaced or lathed down). The rest of
the conversion required resetting the
set-down point and the use of the
“Blue Rings”—adapters made available by AMI to hold the 7" records in
10" slots, and finally, a 45 adapter
glued to the center of the turntable.
Unlit, the A is not a colorful machine. The plastic is all white and the
cabinet finished natural wood. However, lit up, the A becomes almost
garishly
colorful.
Colored
fluorescents are used, with green
lamps for the upper corners, gold for
the sides, red below the center door,
and gold above the title board. The
colors are bright and do not wash out
even in a well lit room. The colored
fluorescents aren’t easily available
any more, but can be replaced by
white lamps with colored plastic tubes
over them. The production of the
plastics with such a large area, compound curvature, and scrolled pattern must have been very difficult
technically.

1946 WALLBOX

The two plastics at the bottom of
the machine are illuminated by white
fluorescent tubes with striped plastic
sheets in front of them. The stripes
are arranged in the rainbow sequence of colors, and thus are given
the name “Rainbow Lites”. The plastic sheets are fixed in position in the
pictured machine - possibly some
A’s were equipped with rotating cylinders.
A total of eight fluorescent lamps
were used (a record?), five for the
circle of colored lights one for the title
board, and two for the lower panels.
The sound system was pretty conventional for the era. It consisted of a
crystal cartridge, an amplifier with
push-pull 6L6 outputs, and a 15"
speaker. Lighter tracking pressure
than the other manufacturers and a
permanent magnet speaker were
slightly advanced for the time, but
the design was not radical like some
of the later AMI sound system designs.
Rebuilding an A is not difficult for
the most part. The mechanism can
be removed from the cabinet without
too much difficulty. There is plenty of
room inside to work. The front door
arrangement is somewhat unhandy
as it has to hang by its cable if it is
removed to work on the front of the
mechanism or the accumulator assembly. The sound system is easy to
rebuild, as is the mechanism mostly.
The “A” has been described in print
as the “Mother Of Plastic” and “having large areas of amorphous plastic” (without form). Certainly both of
these descriptions are fitting, and I’m
sure that other descriptive phrases
could be thought of. This is a machine that is sure not to appeal to
everyone (AMI seemed to make a
habit of making them). But not appealing to some people sometimes
means appealing strongly to other
people, and I’m sure that the “A” is in
this category. It is definitely in the
sleeper category but supply is limited by finding examples that have
good plastics. Mechanical parts are
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not scarce as the mechanism and
sound system were used practically
unchanged through the E40. And
(please forgive me for saying this)
the AMI A is the ideal machine to be
buried in - with its huge size even
over-six-footers like John Bennett
and myself could rest comfortably
through eternity in the “A”.
The AMI A is certainly an impressive jukebox. Its presence in a room
is impossible to ignore. Prices are
still reasonable, although availability
is somewhat limited— finding an
example with perfect plastics might
be a little difficult, and there is little
likelihood of the plastics being reproduced in the near future.(Ed. note:
since this was written, they have
been reproduced)

1947 AMIVOX SPEAKER

1948 AMI B

The AMI A of 1946-7 was a hard act to
follow. Several square feet of plastic that
earned it the nickname “The Mother of
Plastic”. A cabinet big enough that you
could be buried in it. Multicolored fluorescent lights that provide a rainbow effect.
Chrome fins, jewels, and moving colors in
the lower panels in some. And a mechanism that would play 40 selections, compared to the 20 or 24 of the competition.
The model “B” was introduced for the
1948 model year. It wasn’t quite the styling
extravaganza of the A, and not quite as
large, but still was very showy. Gone were
the fins at the top. White translucent plastic
went the full width at the top front, with the
elaborate scroll designs in relief in the plastic. A horizontal fluorescent light with a
multi-colored rotating cylinder was placed
behind the plastic, to give a moving rainbow
display of color.
The selector panel in the center had a
button for every selection. The silk-screened
glass over the title strips started with the
instructions for depositing coins and making the selections (unfortunately not shown
on this scan). Then the AMI logo was proudly
displayed. Below that were 5, 10, and 25¢
labels with arrows pointing to the coin entry
slot at the bottom center. There is a skinny
fluorescent lamp behind the center of this
panel, that illuminates the instructions and
shines on the title strips to its sides. The
metal panel itself was painted gold.
The white plastic panels of the A were
replaced with clear Plexiglas panels with
curved gold striping lines. This was quite a
departure from the A where there was very
little mechanism visibility - now the mechanism could be viewed through the large
windows on either side of the jukebox. The
interior was spruced up with a drapery
backdrop. The mechanism was set in a
platform in the very center of the machine.
The bottom of the cabinet had large,
fluted corner plastics. Behind each one was
a fluorescent light with a rotating color cylinder. Not only did the B have all the color
of an A, it added motion (some A’s did have
rotating cylinders behind the bottom plastics). All the changing colors made the B a
very colorful, eye-grabbing jukebox when
illuminated.
The speaker grille itself, in the bottom
center, was also lit up. There were two
fluorescents behind it, which softly illuminated the cloth.
The wood in the cabinet could be either

Sheraton Mahogany or Bisque Blonde.
The model 500 mechanism had been a
new design for the A. Prewar mechanisms
had used a gripper arm design, but had only
played one side. The AMI didn’t hold any
more records than the other makes (same
as a Seeburg and Rock-Ola, less than a
Wurlitzer), but by making the other side of
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the record available for play, AMI leapfrogged the competition with 40 selections.
Of course, the “B” side of the record usually
contained second-rate material, but it looked
good on the title board to have so many
push buttons and title strips.
AMI may have had a jump on the competition, but it was to be short lived. On the

horizon was Seeburg, destined to outdo
everyone with their soon to be released 100
play Select-O-Matic mechanism.
The mechanism was of a fairly simple
design. Twenty records were held in a
magazine on the left, which moved front to
back. When a record was selected, the
magazine would move until the selected
record was directly under the gripper. If the
magazine was moving front to back, one
side of the record would be played - back to
front would select the opposite side.
The gripper assembly was a marvel of
ingenuity. When the selected record was in
the proper position, the gripper would close
in on the record, pick it up, lift it out of the
magazine and towards the turntable on the
right. As the record was moving towards the
right, the gripper would rotate 90 degrees,
positioning the record horizontally as the
record neared the turntable, setting it down
and releasing it. As the record was being
released, the tone arm moved in and set
down at the beginning of the record.
A lever on the back side of the gripper
assembly would flip one way or the other as
the magazine went to the extremes of its
travel. This determined which way the gripper rotated, and thus which side of the
record was to be played.
Three separate motors were used in this
design - one to move the record magazine,
one to operate the gripper assembly, and
one to rotate the turntable. The total weight
of the mechanism was only 45 pounds
(without records, of course). Reliability of
the design (with periodic lubrication) was
actually pretty good. The microswitches on

the front of the magazine are a special
design to these mechanisms, and may be
difficult to find replacements. But they can
be disassembled to clean the contacts.
The mechanism may not have been the
most photogenic, but it does give us “Jukeheads” a chance to watch the action.
The B was a large machine - measuring
66” tall by 33” wide by 24” deep. The lightweight mechanism, along with the use of
thinner thickness of wood in the cabinet,
keeps the weight down to a reasonable
level (I couldn’t find a listing of the weight).
One of AMI’s strong points has always
been the sound system. The B used a 15”
permanent magnet speaker (AMI was one
of the first manufacturers to use a PM
speaker instead of the field coil design).
Where the speaker had been in the top of
the cabinet in the A, the B moved it back to
the bottom.
The amplifier itself was of fairly conventional (and uncomplicated) design, using
push-pull 6L6’s for the output tubes. These
originally used a crystal cartridge with the
set-screw type needle - conversions usually had the Astatic 51 style cartridge. These
B's have a rich, full tone.
Many of these have been converted to
45. The conversion included changing the
tone arm and cartridge, the cam that operates the tone arm, the drive bushing on the
turntable motor, installing a 45 center
adapter on the turntable, and using the
"Blue Rings" to hold the 7" 45's in the 10"
slots. These can be converted back to 78
relatively easily.
This was still before the age of accesso-
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ries, so there weren’t too many available for
the B. The volume control could be removed from the cabinet and mounted externally. The main accessory available for
the B was a remote wallbox selector. The
wallbox itself was small, cute, and had a
unique arrangement with the title strips
held together with ladder chain. When the
knob was rotated, the title strips moved up
or down until your choice was centered in
the front window. After a coin was deposited, the button on the front panel could be
punched to send your choice to the jukebox.
Of course, a stepper would be required in
the jukebox. The operation of the stepper
was quite different from other brands, and
not easy to understand. But it was quick in
operation, the complete selection cycle took
place in three quarters of a second.
The AJ Price Guide shows the AMI B
retailing at up to $2800, which may be a little
on the conservative side. This is quite a
reasonable price for a Golden Age machine. Unlit, the white plastic doesn’t stand
out, but once turned on, the colors and
motion really brings this jukebox to life,
especially in a dimly lit room. This is certainly an affordable alternative to one of
Paul Fuller’s Wurlitzers.
The AMI B has an uncomplicated mechanism and electrical circuit design, and can
be worked on by someone with less than
extensive experience. It has imposing size
and eye-catching color. They are not real
common, but if you can find one, it may be
a good catch for your collection.

40 SELECTION WALLBOX

1949-50 AMI C

AMI had been building jukeboxes since
1929. However, its presence was not too large
previous to WW2 (at least in the northwest,
I’ve never seen a prewar AMI).
Immediately after the war, AMI introduced
one of the most flamboyant, memorable machines ever made, the “Mother of Plastic”
model “A”. 13,461 of this model were produced.
This was followed in 1948 with the model
“B”. The styling was toned down a little from
the A, but it was still a bright, flashy machine.
Production was down from the A - about 7675
of the B’s were made.

The model “C” was introduced in late 1949.
Sales were up to 13,409. It didn’t have the
acres of figured and fluted plastics like the
preceding two models. Instead large areas of
clear Plexiglas were placed on the sides and
top.
The copy writers had a field day describing
the AMI C for their brochures. The “C” is a star!
It looks like a star, a whole skyful of stars! It
likes to show off - show its rainbow brilliance,
its stylish modern get-up and new mechanical
features; likes to show its agility, its snappy,
matchless action through oceans of transparent Plexiglas and reflected mirror surfaces. It
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likes to show off its voice, its music ability, with
an entirely new sound system fresh from
amplifier to needle - music that suits every
ear, every taste, every craving. It’s 40 selections are visible at a glance; the eye level
program is easily read and draws floods of
coins without hesitation or discussion. Stimulating, inspiring, peppy, it rakes in the dollars
painlessly and gives out with unlimited joy and
satisfaction.
The C took mechanism visibility to a new
level. Although the direct front view was obscured by the title board panel, the mech was
open to viewing from the corner windows.
One of the most unique features of the C is the
45 degree mirror at the top of the cabinet,
which reflects the top view of the mechanism.
At the bottom of the mirror it says “Music
AMI”. Below this is quilted plastic lining on the
inside of the cabinet sides and back.
The lower part of the cabinet is particularly
colorful. The lower corner white Plexiglas panels, as well as the grille slats, are illuminated
from behind with moving multi-colored lights.
The selector buttons are placed next to
their selection in the upper part of the center
panel. The AMI C has a capacity of 40 selections, by playing both sides of twenty records.
In 1946, forty selections looked good next to
the twenty of Rock-Ola and Seeburg, and the
24 of Wurlitzer.
But by late 1949, Seeburg was already
marketing the M100A, leaving everyone else in
the dust. It would be another year until AMI
countered with the 80 play D-80.
Coin entry for the C was in the center,
between the two sides of the title board. Coin
play was one for a nickel, two for a dime, and
five for a quarter.
AMI designed the coin and selection system for easy maintenance for the operator.
The door opens wide, with the slug rejector,
coin accumulator, and counter mounted on
the inside of the door in easy reach for the
operator. The title strip holders come out for
easy replacement of the strips when records
are replaced. Access to the mechanism is
good for record replacement, too. The large
coin box is front center for easy removal.
One odd feature is the placement of the two
sides of the record on the title board. Side 1 is
opposite side 40, side 2 is opposite side 39,
and so forth up to side 20 being the opposite
side of 21. The only advantage I can see to this
numbering system is that the sides are played
in order of their placement on the title board.
The mechanism is little changed from the
A and B. Twenty records are held in a movable
magazine. When it stops with the selected
record under the gripper arm, the arm lifts the
record, flips it 90 degrees and lays it down on
the turntable. All the components of the mechanism are mounted on top of the base casting,
in the open for view by the patron.
The AMI is great for the mechanism watchers among us. Watching the record being

brought out, flipped, and laid down on the
turntable, and played horizontally in the open
is a lot of fun.
The mechanism is not as “prettied up” as
the others. All the components are visible. No
other mechanisms have chains and sprockets on view by the customers.
By 1949, 45 RPM records were just beginning to come on the market. The C mechanism of course was made for 78 only, but the
design of the mechanism allowed a fairly easy
conversion to 45. Items to be changed included the tone arm, tone arm cam, the turntable motor shaft adapter, and a center hole
adapter on the turntable. The “Blue Rings”
(record adapters) have to be used to hold the
individual 45’s. The blue rings are not my
favorite item, as the variation in size of 45’s
makes it difficult to load slightly oversized
records. Undersized records sometimes fit
loosely.
The odd thing was that in the early 50’s,
resale of 40’s AMI’s was actually a little higher
than for other makes. This was probably due
to the relative ease of making the 45 conversion.
Ease of conversion to 45 was probably a
good selling point when the jukebox was new,
too. The conversion could be done in the field,
certainly not true of the other makes where it
would have to be transported to the shop to
change the drive gears.
The tone arm used the Astatic 51 style
cartridge (it was referred to as the “GC” then).
It was quite adequate for the monophonic
records of the era, and able to withstand the
relatively high tracking pressures. From the
factory, it came with an “osmium tipped wasp
needle” (I’m not sure why the needle reminded
them of a wasp).
The amplifier was a new design, with some
unusual circuitry. A variable gain stage was
used to adjust the bass level according to the
power output (i.e. more bass for lower volume). In effect, it was just an overly complicated loudness circuit. This design was just
used one year.
AMI was one of the first companies to go to
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a permanent magnet speaker. The speaker is
mounted low in the cabinet, on a vertical panel
inset from the front of the jukebox. The sound
comes out through the slats in the lower front.
It’s 15 inches in diameter. The sound quality is
quite good.
Multiple taps are provided on the amplifier
for adjusting the power levels between the
built in speaker and external 500 ohm speakers.
Provision is made for a second (booster)
amplifier, to run more remote speakers than
the built-in amplifier can handle. It would be
suspended from the main platform.
Remote equipment was available for the
AMI C. The AMIVOX was a nicely styled remote speaker.
A newly designed 40 selection wallbox had
been marketed starting with the A. This wallbox
used a three wire connection to the stepper in
the jukebox. The wallbox measured 7 3/4”
wide by 12 3/8” tall by 6 1/8” deep. This was
fast wallbox - making the selection in 3/4
second. The title strip holders are suspended
by a ladder chain, and circulate around the
back of the interior when a knob on the side
is rotated.
There were two models of steppers available, the SM and the SL. The main difference
was that the larger SM had a bigger transformer to power more wallboxes (up to 25),
while the smaller SL would power ten. The SM
listed at $59.50, the SL at $53.50.
Two versions of the wallbox were available,
the WM which worked with nickels and dimes
was $59.50 and the WL (nickels only) was
$53.50.
A selective hideaway was also available,
model HS-SM, which came in a “black crackle”
finished metal case, and listed at $545. This
came with the large stepper.
A hideaway continuous play, model HC,
was available with or without amplifier ($445
or $385). This would continuously cycle
through the 40 sides.
The mechanism by itself was also listed.
The selection model MS came with junction
box and terminal box, and cost $330. The
continuous model MC mechanism came with
junction box only and cost $265. Model 80-T
included two mechanisms and an alternating
switch, so that 80 selections would play by
playing from one mechanism then the other.
This setup listed at $505.
The natural mahogany model C listed at
$745 (all prices FOB Grand Rapids, MI). With
a stepper, it was either $798.50 or $802.50.
The C was also available in blonde finish
(model CB). It was slightly more expensive at
$760 without, or $813.50 with the small stepper, and $817.50 with the large stepper.
The C is not as large as the A, but it’s still
pretty big. Height is 66 1/2”, width is 33 3/16”,
and the depth is 24 5/8”.
What is surprising is the weight, which the
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brochure lists at 253 pounds. One would expect it to be quite a bit heavier.
The weight savings comes from the lighter
construction of the cabinet (as compared to
Wurlitzer for example), and the light weight of
the mechanism. The mechanism base is cast
from aluminum, and is quite light.
As with many models of AMI, the C is either
a love it or hate it machine. Although not as
visually impressive as the A, it still has enough
styling touches to keep it interesting. The
lower plastics are colorful, the reflected top
view of the mechanism is totally unique, the
mechanism is reliable, and the sound quality
is good.
Value is moderate for a 78 player - the AJ
Price Guide lists it at $2200 for a grade 2. One
in mint condition might go somewhat higher.
This is an unusual machine in many respects, and is sure to appeal to someone who
enjoys things a little bit out of the ordinary.

1951 AMI D-40 & D-80
After the second World War, AMI was a
small company selling jukeboxes on a
cash and carry basis. To compete in the
industry, they had to offer a good product
at a reasonable price.
The 40 play mechanism was reliable
and not too expensive to build, and gave
more selections than anyone else when
first introduced, but of course that all
changed in 1949 when Seeburg brought
out the M100A. AMI was in a better position than Wurlitzer and Rock-Ola, as their
mechanism was more adaptable to a larger
number of selections.
In September of 1951 the D series was
introduced. The D40 contained the old 40
play mechanism, and was sold as the
lower priced model. In order to be competitive with Seeburg, the D80 was also introduced with a new 80 play mechanism. In
the 40 play mechanism, the playing mechanism was stationary and the record magazine scanned back and forth, while in the
80 play models, the record magazine was
stationary and playing mechanism scanned
to select the record. Like the Seeburg
M100B, the D80 was the first AMI model
that was designed exclusively for 45 RPM
records. This had many advantages—the
size of the gripper arm could be reduced,
the record magazine could also be reduced in size, and the infamous “blue
rings”* were no longer necessary to play
45’s.
The 80 play AMI mechanism could be
compared to the transitional models of
Wurlitzer and Rock-Ola (Wurlitzer 1250
through 1650, and the Rock-Ola Rocket
series) as it was only produced for 4 models. Unlike the Wurlitzer and Rock-Ola
models which were somewhat problemprone and difficult to work on, the AMI
mechanism was reliable and serviceable.
Compared to the earlier postwar AMI’s,
the D was a compact model. It was also
much lighter, weighing in at under 300
pounds.
Clear plexiglass was used for the dome
and side windows, giving the mechanism
excellent visibility. The selector panel was
located near the top of the cabinet, and
was illuminated by a fluorescent light with
a multi-colored plastic sheet that moved
back and forth, causing the colors to move
up and down on the title strips. This varying pattern of colors also also shone down
on the mechanism. White plastic was used
for the lower panels, which were illuminated by rotating color cylinders, and thus

D-80

in a darkened room the D was very colorful.
The sound system was basically unchanged from the A through D. The standard amplifier was conventional in design
with push-pull 6L6 output tubes, although
an optional amplifier with automatic volume control was available, but it is not
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common. A permanent magnet 15" speaker
was again used, and the Astatic 51 style
cartridge. The sound system is conventional in design (unlike the later AMI’s) and
has excellent sound quality (like all AMI’s).
Like the Seeburg Selectomatic, the AMI
mechanism was easily extensible to
accomodate a larger number of records.

80 was the maximum number of plays
offered in the D, but the following year it
was increased to 120 selections by adding
another section to the magazine and the
selector solenoid bank. 120 was as large
as this mechanism got—the later 200 play
mechanisms went to a ferris wheel type
magazine. 200 selections on the horizontal mechanism would probably have made
the jukebox too wide. After leading in the
“selection race” in the late 40’s, AMI had
fallen behind the 100 play Seeburg. In
1953, AMI (and Rock-Ola) leapfrogged
Wurlitzer and Seeburg again with 120 and
led again for a couple of years.
The title strip board had to be changed
between the D40 and D80. The D40 had
three mirrors to take up the extra space,
but the D80, with 80 single title strips and
80 push buttons on the board, required
narrower title strips. Standard single title
strips can be used, but they have to be cut
down.
The AMI D80 is a relatively easy jukebox
to work on. Accessibility to the mechanism
is good, and it can be removed from the
cabinet easily. The only warning here is to
mark all the cables that plug into the bottom of the mechanism, as all the plugs are
all the same and it is easy to get them in the
wrong spots when reassembling. The
sound systems are uncomplicated and
easy to rebuild (assuming you don’t have
the optional AVC amplifier). However, it
isn’t easy to remove the pushbutton assembly, so the selector system has to be
rebuilt in the machine. These machines
have an occasional habit of popping
pushbuttons, and care must be taken when
pushing the button back on the switch
shaft. The shaft must be supported from
the back side so the switch itself isn’t
damaged, and a small amount of glue

used to make sure the button doesn’t fly off
again. Don’t forget the spring under the
button.
Styling on the D series of the AMI is not
as universally appreciated as that of a
Seeburg of the era. It could even be said
that the D80 is in the underdog category.
But for those of us that belong to the ULA
(Underdog Lovers of America) the D series is fine. I like them because they are a
well built jukebox that is relatively simple in
design and easy to work on.
*For those who haven’t had the unpleasant experience of using blue rings, they
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are a blue plastic ring 7" inside and 10"
outside, to hold the 7" 45 in a jukebox
designed for 10" 78’s. The 45 snaps in
place inside the ring, and requires the 45 to
be bent to get it in. Many 45’s are a little
oversized which makes it difficult to get
them in without damaging them, or undersized, in which case they will be too loose.
The Astatic 51 is the only cartridge that is
narrow enough at the playing end to set
down on the lead-in groove without hitting
the blue ring, and even so records with
short lead-in grooves will set down after
the start of the music.

1953 AMI E SERIES

E-40

The AMI E series of 1953 came in
three versions. There was the E-40,
which used the 40-play mechanism
introduced in the “A” in 1946 (this
must have been made with the operator in mind that felt that the 45
would never replace the 78). In the
40 play mechanism, the player was
stationary, and the record rack moved
to bring the selected record into position under the gripper arm. The
record magazine was at the left end

of the mechanism, and moved forward and backwards when scanning.
The next step up was the E80. It
used the same mechanism that was
pioneered on the D-80, and had the
same size cabinet as the D-40. The
record stack was now at the rear of
the mechanism, and was stationary.
Now the record-player assembly
moved back and forth (left to right),
and stopped in the proper position to
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pick up the selected record. Like the
Seeburg M100B, it was the first AMI
mechanism that would play 7" 45
RPM records only.
However, Seeburg had 100 selections, Wurlitzer had 104, and RockOla had 120 selections by 1953. In
order to be competitive in the “Selection Race” of the 50’s, AMI extended
the 80 play mechanism, and released
the E-120, which held 60 records.
The E-120 cabinet was made wider
by adding a center sectionin the grille
area. The wider cabinet still didn’t
allow room for regular title strips.
Even angling the title strip holders
inward in a “V” configuration, they
were not able to use full width title
strip, so AMI supplied special narrow
title strips. They are the same height
as standard double title strips (as
used on the Seeburgs), so these can
be cut down to fit. They are about 2
3/8" wide, instead of the usual 3, so
the title strip can get a little crowded
for some records. The big problem
would be pre-printed title strips - on
some you would have to cut off part
of the record titles.
The title strips and pushbuttons
are near the top of the cabinet, at eye
level for people of average or greater
height. There is no bending over to
read the title strips for us taller people,
but short persons or children might
have some trouble. The pushbuttons
are shared with the “D” and “F”, and
they will occasionally work loose,
and the jukebox will “spit” the
pushbutton across the room. Once I
had an AMI of this vintage eject a
pushbutton, and it took me a week to
find it.
The front window has an ingenious
arrangement. The front and side windows are all one unit, which rotates
up and back, and allows good access to the mechanism and the back
side of the pushbuttons and title strip

holders.
The E series AMI’s have a conventional sound system (the more avantgarde sound systems started with
the “F”). It used a similar amplifier to
the earlier models, and still was without AVC. A permanent magnet 15"
speaker was mounted on a panel
behind the lower color cylinders, and
the sound came out through the openings in the egg-crate plastics. AMI
always tended to have well-engineered (if not always conventional)
sound systems, and the E is no exception - it has very good tone quality. The original cartridge is the Astatic 51 - they work well on mono
records, but leave a little to be desired on stereo records. For playing
these, a stereo ceramic cartridge
(with the two channels wired in parallel) will improve tracking and sound
quality.
In a dimly lit room, the AMI is a very
colorful jukebox. There are a total of
three moving color cylinders. At the
top, behind the title strips, there is a
horizontal fluorescent lamp with a
color cylinder on it. The cylinder has
a multi-colored, striped design, and
reciprocates, rather than rotating continuously. The color pattern shines
through the title strips and moves up
and down. The colors also shine
through the plastic AMI emblem (“Music Medallion”) at the top center of
the cabinet, which continuously
changes color. The colors also shine
down on the mechanism.
The two “egg crate” plastics at the
bottom of the cabinet (the “Color
Cube Doors”) each have a fluorescent lamp with a rotating color cylinder behind them, so these plastics
are always lit with an ever-changing
pattern of color. A dimly lit room is
necessary for the full effect; the E
becomes a very colorful, animated
jukebox under these conditions.
I have a soft spot in my heart for the
AMI E. Many years ago, my car club
(the Kaiser-Frazer Owners Club)
hosted a national convention in
Washington State. At the conven-
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tion, we had a dance with the music
from an AMI E that I took down there
(I can’t remember now if it was an 80
or 120). It was filled with music of the
era, and everyone had a good time.
An interesting sideline is that the
vinyl used on the inside of the cabinet is the same vinyl that was used
on the interior of the 1953 Kaiser
Manhattans.
The picture on the left is from an
AMI brochure that has multiple foldout sections, which is the reason for
the mis-registration near the bottom
of the jukebox.
The cabinet is not as expensively
built as a Seeburg or a Wurlitzer of
the era. Most of the metalwork is
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polished aluminum, instead of the
chrome used in abundance on the
other makes. This is another example of a jukebox where condition
makes all the difference in the world.
One with a so-so cabinet is not especially appealing, but one in nice condition is something else again. We
recently reconditioned one at JBC,
and turned out to be a very attractive
jukebox. Polishing the plastic in the
front window made all the difference
- this E really shines. With a good
finish and plastics, and with the color
cylinders providing an ever-changing pattern of colors, this is a surprisingly colorful and attractive jukebox.

AMI MULTI-HORN SOUND SYSTEM
AMI seemed to have a great imagination when it came to designing
sound systems. This was especially
well demonstrated in two of their designs: the Multi-Horn system used in
the F and G series (1954 to 1956),
and later the stereo-round system
used in the Continental and some
other models in the early 60’s.
The most efficient speaker system
is the exponential horn. The driver is
coupled to the outside through a horn
of gradually increasing size and effectively provides an acoustic impedance match between the driver and
the outside, giving the best transfer of
energy
from
the
speaker
system. Horns were used from the
very beginning of music reproduction. The acoustic phonographs
(Victrolas) used horns to give the
best coupling from the reproducer
and the most volume, as the sound
energy was limited by the amount of
energy the needle can pick up from
the record. Even the cabinet type
Victrolas used a horn built into the
cabinet. For a speaker system, the
efficiency of a horn can be as high as
15%, compared to around 5% for a
conventional system.
Exponential horn high frequency
speakers had been around for some
time. These usually consisted of a
small driver feeding a metal horn,
about a foot long. This size unit could
be easily be mounted on top of the
cabinet or inside the speaker grille,
and is always straight. The low frequency horn is a different matter, as
its size has to be several feet long to
work at the low audio frequencies. Of
course, a horn sticking several feet
out from the jukebox cabinet is totally
impractical, so the shape of the low
frequency horn has to be folded to fit
into the cabinet (hence the name
folded horn).
The F series was the first AMI with
the multi-horn system. The tweeter
was mounted inside the cabinet above

the pushbuttons. A sealed chamber
was built under the record changer
platform with the woofer (a 12"
speaker) pointing upward. The sound
travels upward, then sideways, downward along side the woofer chamber,
underneath and out the bottom of the
cabinet through a hole in the floor.
The horn is formed by making the
passageway for the sound narrow at
the top, then widening along the side
and bottom of the chamber.
The same design was shared by
the G40, 80 and 120, except that the
horn tweeter was mounted on top of
the cabinet. Strangely, the G200 was
an all new design, with a new mechanism and a cabinet that looked similar
to the 120, but had very little in common.
If you want to have some fun, ask
someone who is not experienced with
this model where the woofer is, and
where the low frequency sound comes

out of the jukebox. Better yet, ask
experienced jukebox people how
many have actually seen the woofers
in a G200. A cursory look at the
cabinet would give someone the impression that the bass should come
out the grille at the lower front of the
cabinet, but opening the lower door
soon dispels that notion, as the amplifier sits right there and there is no
opening for the sound.
Looking at the AMI G200, one almost comes to the conclusion that
the cabinet was designed around the
speaker system. Once you see the
diagram of the bass horn, it all becomes very obvious how it works.
The woofers (two 8" heavy duty speakers) mount near the top of the cabinet
facing downwards. Not immediately
obvious looking at the cabinet is the
fact that there is a false back and with
a distance of three or four inches
between the inside and outside backs.

EXPONENTIAL HORN

DRIVER
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This spacing widens as the sound
travels downward. The cross section
of the horn is rectangular, and the
opening points straight downward.
With a high frequency horn, this would
be a problem, as high frequency
sounds are directional, and would be
absorbed by the floor. Low frequency
sounds are not directional, and when
they hit the floor will change direction
and travel sideways. The cabinet is
spaced a few inches above the floor
to allow the sound to come out underneath in all directions.
Access to the woofers is through
the top of the cabinet. The horn tweeter
is hinged at the rear, and removing

AMI G 40/80/120 Speaker/Cabinet Configuration

two wing nuts from the inside of the
cabinet allows the horn to lift up and
reveals a removeable panel, which
allows access to the inside of the
speaker enclosure.
Listening to the G200 is a different
experience than most other jukeboxes. The treble, coming from the
horn tweeter, has an apparent source,
but the bass seems to surround you.
The bass from the relatively small
speakers is not overwhelming, but it
is entirely adequate and smooth. In
fact, the whole sound system is
smooth, and the crossover point is
well chosen to give a good transition
from bass to treble frequencies. It
works best on a hard floor — a thick
carpet under the jukebox will eat up
the bass.
The engineering department at AMI
never let any grass grow under their
feet. Many of their designs continue
to impress me for their ingenuity. The
Multi-Horn sound system didn’t last
for long (probably it was too difficult to
adapt to the new cabinet designs or
too expensive to build) but it certainly
showcased the talents of the AMI
engineering department.

AMI G200 Speaker/Cabinet Configuration
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1954 AMI F-120
AMI never was quite in the mainstream of
jukebox design. Few of their models appeal
to everyone, but through the years they
have managed to produce some very interesting and individualistic designs.
Many of their jukeboxes had innovative
features. In the late forties, AMI was the first
jukebox to be able to play both sides of the
record. While other brands had only 20 or 24
selections, the AMI’s played 40. The postwar mechanism held the records in a movable carriage, which would stop when the
selected record was positioned under the
gripper arm.
The gripper arm was an engineering masterpiece. It could pick up the record vertically, and as the gripper arm brought the
record out, it would rotate 90 degrees and
place the record horizontally on the turntable. It could rotate either way, depending
on which side of the record was selected.
Sooner or later, just about every manufacturer (except Seeburg) used a variation of
the gripper arm design.
After the introduction of the Seeburg 100,
all the manufacturers knew they had to
increase the number of selections to keep
competitive. The movable record magazine
design would have required too much space,
so AMI followed Seeburg’s lead, and made
the record magazine stationary, and allowed the mechanism to become movable
and seek out the record.
Stout heart of the Model “F” is the famed
AMI multi-selection mechanism. This
mechanism was introduced with the model
D-80, and continued in the E, F, and G, in
both 80 and 120 selection models. This is a
fairly simple and reliable mechanism.
The older 40 play mechanism was still
available (in the F-40), but the 78 RPM
jukebox was pretty well a thing of the past,
and very few were sold. Any survivors would
probably have been converted to 45 RPM.
The cabinet for the “F” series was basically a large box on legs. At the top is an AMI
plastic medallion. On the front, the top space
is taken up by a grille for the tweeter. The
pushbutton and title strip area comes next.
Then there is a large glass window, both on
the front and the sides. This gives excellent
visibility of the mechanism, as well as giving
good service access, as the side windows
are hinged at the back, and open outward.
The coin entry slot is just below the window, towards the right. There’s a grille in the
lower door, below the window, that’s illuminated by a fluorescent light .
This lower door is hinged on the left, and
opens wide for easy access to the amplifier

F-120
and coin gear.
There are no dimensions given in the
brochure, but it appears that the F-120 is
wider than the 40 or 80 play versions (which
were probably the same). The 120 play
version has six sections in the title board
area, while the F-80 has five. The forty play
model has only two sections, with blank
space on the sides.
No article on AMI could be complete without a discussion of the sound system. AMI
had some very imaginative (and talented)
Engineers in their Audio Department.
The front of the jukebox proclaims “MultiHorn High Fidelity”, and “SONORAMIC
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SOUND”.
Sonoramic Sound is a made-up word, and
sounds more like something you would expect at the Cinerama. It doesn’t really have
much meaning, and is just there to impress
the customers. However, Multi-Horn High
Fidelity does describe what’s going on in the
jukebox.
A horn provides better acoustic coupling
between a speaker and the external environment, and can increase the efficiency of
a sound system. The F-120 contains two
horns, a treble horn in the top part of the
cabinet, and a folded horn in the bottom of
the cabinet for the bass frequencies. The

same system was used for the F’s and G’s
(except for the G-200, which had a completely different folded horn design for the
bass).
The single 12” woofer is placed deep
within the bowels of the jukebox cabinet,
facing upwards. The woofer is inside a sealed
compartment. The sound from the front of
the speaker travels upwards, then sideways, then down around the sides of the
inner compartment, and finally out the bottom of the jukebox.
With a horn, the passageway must start
with a small cross section, and expand as
the distance from the speaker increases.
Looking at the diagram, you can see that the
width of the passage is smaller at the top
near the speaker. Bass frequencies are
not directional, so it doesn’t matter that the
sound has to take a tortuous path from the
speaker to the listener. Folding the horn
allows it to have an effective length of 50
inches while still fitting inside the jukebox
cabinet.
The grille on the front of the jukebox is a
fake - no sound comes out here (it does
allow for ventilation, however). The jukebox
cabinet sits a few inches above the floor on
legs, so that there is space for the sound to
come out the bottom. As bass frequencies
are not directional, the ear is not able to tell
where the sound is coming from.
A horn tweeter is built into the upper part
of the cabinet. The shell of the horn is made
of two sections of thermosetting plastic that
are cemented together. This material eliminates resonances. The “driver” uses a 1”
diameter cone. This small diameter cone
allows good high frequency response, and
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the horn give excellent efficiency (so much
so that the cross-over network had a series
resistor to cut down the power to the tweeter).
As treble frequencies are directional, the
best balance of low and high frequencies is
obtained by standing in front of the cabinet
a few feet away.
AMI did a very good job of balancing the
two speakers and the crossover network.
The sound is very clear and natural.
The amplifier is rated at 22 watts. With the
efficient speaker system, this is plenty of
power (the brochure claims it’s the equivalent of 50 watts into a normal speaker system). The 6L6 output tubes are connected
in a Williamson “Ultra-Linear” circuit, with
taps in the output transformer for the screen
grids. There is no Automatic Volume Control (AVC) circuitry in the amplifier.
The original cartridge is a mono GE magnetic. The sound can be improved for stereo
records, by replacing it with a modern magnetic cartridge (such as the Radio Shack
DJ), or with a ceramic cartridge with minor
modifications to the amplifier.
The brochure for this model plays the
sound system up with statements like The
magnificent reproduction of “SONORAMIC
SOUND” surrounds the listener with superlative music at every volume level, anywhere in the room. This is normal advertising hype, but they did stretch things a little
with the statement The folded bass horn of
the Model “F” is more than the equivalent of
nine 12” speakers!
The December, 1954 issue of AUDIO
magazine did a feature article on the F
entitled “The Juke Box Goes Hi-Fi”, which
extolled the virtues of the AMI sound system. However, some parts of the article
appeared to have been written by an AMI
employee.
The AMI brochure emphasized that with
the superior sound quality, the F was sure to
be a money-maker (the bottom line for the
operators). It shows a series of sketches of
the “F” in different settings, including clubs,
cocktail lounges, ice cream parlors, restaurants, taverns, and diners. My favorite is the
caption under taverns, which states: This is
the jukebox that gets folks away from their
TV screens and back into the tavern for real
musical entertainment.
The AMI F was a very colorful machine.
Colors available were Charcoal, Yellow,
Red, Blue, Brown, Coral, and Green. This
new and different phonograph has an eyepleasing harmony of line and color that is
evident in a quick glance or a long look. Its
glamorous decorator colors, its gleaming
trims, its expanse of glass, gives a PANORAMIC PICTURE of each great performance.
These are two aspects of what I like to call
the “Total Jukebox Experience”. The first
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aspect, eye appeal, is certainly enhanced
by the vivid colors and bright metalwork.
The second aspect, mechanism visibility, is
as good as any jukebox built. Thanks to the
large front glass and the side glass panels,
the F has wide open visibility so the customer can watch it seek out the record, lift it
out of the magazine, place it on the turntable, and play it.
With full mechanism visibility, it’s important that the mechanism can be made attractive to look at. The F-120 mechanism
does very well in this regard. The bright red
trim panels around the movable mechanism dress it up very well, and show it off
against the gray painted cast aluminum
base.
The third aspect of the “Experience” is the
sound, and the F does very well here.
The F is a good machine for the beginning
collector. Prices are definitely in the affordable category, with the various price guides
giving values of $2000 to $3000 for a mint
machine. Parts should be in the reasonable
class, and difficulty in working on these is a
little less than average (much less than the
later AMI’s).
This is also a great machine for someone
who gets tired of seeing Wurlitzer 1015’s or
Seeburg HF100G’s every where he looks,
and wants something a little distinctive. In
one of the bright colors, the F is an eyecatching jukebox.

F-80

1955 AMI G SERIES

G-120
There were three models available for 1955.
Top of the line was the120 selection G-120. This
was a restyle of the F-120 of the previous year.
The most notable change was in the high
frequency horn speaker. In the F, it was mounted
inside the upper part of the cabinet. For the G,
it was moved completely outside, and mounted
on top of the cabinet in its own enclosure. This
of course made the cabinet taller and more
imposing.
The horn speaker grille has the AMI letters in
the center, with “Music” just below.
Another visible change is the taller side
windows. This is just an illusion, however, as
the windows are masked on the inside at the
top, so the visibility through them is little changed.
With the horn speaker grille moved outside
the top of the cabinet, the pushbuttons are
mounted higher.
The title strip holder contains sixty double

title strips. In order to get ten columns of strips
within the width of the cabinet, the title strip
holders are deeply V’d.
The G is one of the last holdouts for having
one pushbutton for each selection. There actually
are 120 pushbuttons in the title board, probably
the most selection buttons ever put in a jukebox.
There’s a space between the bottom of the
pushbutton panel and the top of the front window,
so it’s hard to say if the window size is increased
(an F and a G would have to be placed side by
side to tell for sure).
The mechanism is well showcased in the
center, fully visible on three sides. A plastic “trim
skirt” surrounds the mechanism on the front
and sides.
The lower front of the cabinet is relatively
unchanged. The brochure claims the grille is
“several inches wider than its predecessor”.
Comparing pictures of the F and G, I can’t see
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there’s more than a slight change in grille size.
This grille is not a speaker grille. It’s there
mostly for appearance and ventilation. It’s
illuminated from above by a fluorescent lamp.
The second model available for 1955 was
the G-80. Since the mechanism stores the
records in a horizontal magazine, the
mechanism was proportionately narrower. This
also allowed them to narrow the cabinet about
four inches. The appearance is much the same
as the 120 (other than fewer title strips), and
might not be obvious unless it was pointed out,
or the two machines were side by side.
The G-80 would be used in locations with
less play. It would be a little cheaper, and take
less time and expense for the operator to stock
with records.
The third model was the G-40. Yes, the 40
play 78 RPM mechanism dating back to 1946
was supposedly still available. The brochure
states that the G-40 would be used for those
special locations where the music preferred
was available only on 78’s. The same cabinet
as the G-80 was used, with title strips only in the
two center panels, the outer two blanked off.
The 40 play mechanism was pretty much an
anachronism, and I’m sure there weren’t many
takers.
The cabinets were painted in a multitude of
colors. According to the brochure, “The cabinet
is protected against hard usage by a tough,
clear film of Rel-Var, resulting in a surface that
is impervious to alcohol, acetone and other
thinners, and will even resist cigarette burns”.
They also state that the cabinet is “completely
vermin and rat proof”.
The Achilles heel is moisture. If these are
exposed to humidity for a period of time, the
paint will start flaking off.
A total of eight cabinet finishes were available.
The first was Night-Sky Black, with gold flecks.
Other colors were Emberred Charcoal, Bright
Sand, Chartreuse Green, Atoll Coral, Canary
Yellow, Delft Blue, and Cherry Red.
AMI referred to the G’s as “Bi-Color”. The
second color in all cases was Oyster White.
The lower front door and the trim skirt around
the mechanism were both this color.
This choice of colors allowed the operators
to choose the color to harmonize with the decor
of the establishment where the jukebox was to
be placed.
The painted finish is continued clear around
to the back of the cabinet, so you could “place
the ‘G’ anywhere, with its back to a mirror, if
desired”.
Controls are placed on the upper back (onoff switch and volume control). A detachable
power cord also attaches there. Unfortunately
it’s an unusual connector that might be hard to
find if broken or missing.
The cabinet is spaced up from the floor by
relatively long feet for a jukebox. Nondamageable, adjustable casters were used.
These aren’t the adjustable casters with the

threaded stem as used on earlier models - they
are adjustable by putting washers on the stem,
according to the operator’s guide (they are
standard plug-in casters).
The reason for the tall feet has to do with
AMI’s free-thinking in their sound systems. As
mentioned earlier, what appears to be a speaker
grille is strictly for appearances and ventilation.
The bass frequencies come out the bottom of
the cabinet.
The G uses a folded horn for the low
frequency speaker. A single 12” speaker is
mounted in an enclosed chamber facing
upwards. The sound then goes sideways, then
down and out the bottom of the cabinet. To
make it a horn, the width of the passage
increases as you go sideways and down.
A horn is inherently more efficient than a
standard speaker enclosure. Bass frequencies
are non-directional. AMI’s of this vintage are
unique to listen to. The bass doesn’t seem to be
coming from anywhere - it’s just there.
I don’t think I’ve ever seen the bass speaker
in a G-80 or 120. Access is not easy - the
amplifier and junction box would have to be
removed, then an access panel taken out.
A crossover network divides the amplifier
output between this speaker and the high
frequency horn on top. The components are
well matched and give a surprisingly smooth
frequency response.
The amplifier uses push-pull 6L6’s for the
outputs in a Williamson “Ultra-Linear” circuit
(the output transformer has taps for the screen
grids). Frequency response is good - from 20 to
25000 cycles (at low volume). The power rating
is given as 25 watts, but stated to be equivalent
to a 50 watts, taking into account the higher
efficiency of the speaker system.
Constant voltage, 500 ohms, and 8 ohm
outputs are available from the amplifier for
remote speakers.
The sound system may be unusual, but the
results are good. AMI made some of the best
sounding jukeboxes of the era.
The tone arm is die cast aluminum and
tracks at 8 grams. A GE magnetic cartridge is
used.
The mechanism was introduced with the
D80, and had only seen use in four models (D,
E, F, and G). It was one of the shorter-lived
mechanisms, the G-80 and G-120 were the last
models to use this mechanism. As contrasted
to the 40 play model (where the mechanism is
fixed and the record magazine moves), the
record magazine is fixed and the mechanism

carriage moves back and forth. A flexible cable
connects the carriage to the mechanism base
- the wires tend to go bad with age and
replacement is a moderately difficult job (cabinet
wiring usually needs replacement too).
Perhaps it could be looked upon as a
transitional mechanism, like the Wurlitzer 12501650, or the Rock-Ola 1432 and 1434. In most
respects, it was a better mechanism than these
others, not terribly difficult to work on and pretty
reliable.
The carriage has a cover and a shroud on
the sides, so the workings are not as exposed
as on the 40 play model.
The selection system is relatively simple.
The G’s were the last holdout for a button for
every selection. From the factory, it was probably
set up for nickel play (two for a dime and five for
a quarter).
Aural feedback was added to the G, so the
patron would know for sure his selection was
registered. The AMI G had a “Credit Take-Off
Knocker”, which gave an audible knock to remind
the customer that he is reducing his number of
prepaid plays.
The title strip holders can be removed from
inside. The program panel also hinges forward
for access to the switches or light.
AMI supplied three remote speakers. The
first was the corner loudspeaker - it could be
mounted on the wall in a corner or set on the
floor. The second is the wall loudspeaker. Both
used an 8” wide range speaker, and would
operate from 8 ohms, 500 ohms, or constant
voltage. A stepped volume control was included.
The third was the AMI ceiling loudspeaker.
This had a coaxial 12” speaker.
The corner speaker measured 19 1/2” tall by
16” wide by 17” deep, and weighed 20 lb. The
wall speaker measured 18 1/4” tall by 17 7/8”
wide by 9 1/8” deep, and weighed 17 lb.
Three wallboxes were available, the W-40,
W-80, and W-120. They are 15 1/2” tall by 12”
wide by 7 1/4” deep, and weigh 24 lb.
Three different steppers were supplied,
depending on the jukebox and wallbox models
- the S-40, S-80, and S-120. These plug into the
cabinet and supply up to 12 wallboxes.
Hideaways were also available for locations
that didn’t have space for a full size jukebox. The
two selective play models were the HS-80 and
HS-120. The came with the appropriate stepper
to connect wallboxes.
AMI also manufactured continuous play
models, the HC-80 and HC-120. These cycled
through the records in turn and were not

LOW FREQUENCY FOLDED HORN
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selectable.
There are several areas of ingenious design
in the AMI G. The sound system mentioned is
the prime example. Access to all components
is from the front, making it easier for the
serviceman. The side windows are hinged at
the rear, offering better accessibility to the
mechanism.
One odd thing to mention is that the G-200
was introduced for the 1956 model year. This
has a new 200 selection mechanism, and
although the styling was similar, almost
everything about it was changed. It seems
strange they used the same model letter for a
totally redesigned machine.
The G-80 and G-120 were carried on though
1956 as lower priced companion machines to
the new G-200. The G-40 was dropped mid
year.
The G’s were big machines, standing 61 1/
4” tall, by 26 5/16” deep. The G-40 and G-80
were 32 3/8” wide, while the G-120 was 36 9/
16”.
The G-40 weighed 277 lb., while the G-80

W SERIES WALLBOXES
and the G-120 weighed 306 and 330 lb.
Values, according to the AJ Price Guide, top
out at about $2000. One in a less common
color, like the blue, might command a slight
premium.
These are definitely in the Rodney
Dangerfield category - they don’t seem to get a
lot of respect. They are colorful, have great
sound, and aren’t too difficult to work on. Not for
everybody, but certainly worth a look and listen.

1956 AMI G-200
In the automotive world, the fifties were
a time of extravagance. Cars became bigger, added more chrome, and competed in
the size of the fins.
A major feature of the fifties in the car
world was the “Horsepower Race”. In 1955,
even the lower price cars suddenly all had
V-8’s available, and, within a year, the first
300 HP car was marketed (the impressive
Chrysler 300).
Analogous to the horsepower race was
the “Selections Race” in the jukebox world.
The number of selections had increased
from the 20 or 24 of the forties, quickly to
100 or 104, then to 120, and finally in 1956,
with the Seeburg V and the Wurlitzer 2000,
to 200 (a ten-fold increase for Seeburg in
about seven years).
AMI had done pretty well in the number
of selections available in their machines.
In the late forties, they had a 40 selection
machine while Seeburg had only 20 (AMI
played both sides of 20 records). In 1949
and 50, they dropped behind, while other
manufacturers had 48 to 100 selection
models. So in 1951, the model D became
available in either 40 or 80 play versions.
The following year, the E had up to 120
selections, and was fully competitive again.
In 1956, Wurlitzer introduced their V200, and Wurlitzer their model 2000, both
200 selections. AMI had brought out the G120 in 1955, and carried it into 1956. In mid
1956, AMI announced their new G-200.
Although it still carried the “G” designation, and was styled more or less like the
G-120, the G-200 had little in common
with the earlier version.
A completely new mechanism was designed for the G-200. The earlier mechanism had the records stored vertically
across the back of the mechanism in a
straight line. The mechanism scanned left
to right (similar to a Seeburg) to pick out
the records to be played. Increasing the
number of records in this mechanism would
have made it too wide.
The new G-200 mechanism stored the
records in a Ferris Wheel like magazine at
the rear, which rotates to bring the record
to the top to play. Once the mechanism
has sought out the desired record, the
gripper arm picks it from the magazine,
rotates 90 degrees, and places the record
horizontally on the turntable toward the
front. Depending on which side of the
record is being played, the gripper arm
rotates one way or the other before depos-

iting the record on the turntable.
Storing the records in a circular magazine reduced the size of the mechanism
considerably - the new 200 play mech was
narrower than the old 120. The 200 had
some innovative features. Both sides of
the record are played in the same rotation.
Thus, it only has to scan slightly over one
revolution to pick up all selections. It spends
a lot less time scanning than other mechanisms, and takes less time to get to the
selections.
AMI referred to the new mechanism as
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the “X-200 Variable Program Record
Changer”. What this meant is that it was to
be used as a 200 selection jukebox when
new, but later on, as it was moved to the
less profitable locations, it could be scaled
back to 120.
The selection system is unique on this
model. AMI basically installed the guts of
a wallbox in the cabinet, and connected it
to the selection unit (pulse receiver) on the
mechanism. In AMI nomenclature, the
selector unit is referred to as the “Pulse
Generator”. The pulse receiver is a com-

bination unit - it contains a stepper for
receiving the pulses from the pulse generator, and a scanning unit to locate the
proper pin to set for the desired selection.
One advantage is that the stepper is
standard equipment, and all G-200’s are
wallbox-ready. The disadvantage is that
the pulse receiver is complicated and difficult to work on. There is also a lot of
whirring and clicking every time you make
a selection.
Dual Pricing was an option on this model.
This allowed 10¢ pricing for singles, and
15¢ pricing for 45 RPM EP’s (two songs
per side).
The AMI sound system engineers were
an imaginative bunch. The F’s and G120’s had a folded horn system, where a
12” speaker under the mechanism shelf
faced upwards, with the sound going
around the sides of the speaker, downward, and out the bottom. The G-200’s had
an even more ingenious design.
The horn design has been around since
the beginning of sound reproduction. By
feeding the sound source (driver) into a
small diameter tube which increases in
diameter until it opens, a much more efficient coupling of acoustic energy can be
accomplished. The early acoustic phonographs (Victrolas) used a horn to supply a
surprising amount of audio from the groove
of a phono record with no amplification.
The two 8” low frequency drivers of the G
(horns always have “drivers”) are placed
near the top of the cabinet, facing downward. The cabinet has a false back, so
there is an inner and outer back panel, with
a space between for the sound to travel
downward. This space widens as the sound
travels down, and out the bottom.
The grille at the lower front of the cabinet
is for ventilation only. The bottom of the
cabinet is raised enough that the sound
comes out the sides and front underneath.
The amplifier sits behind the grille. It is
fairly conventional, and uses the

“Williamson” circuit on the 6L6 output tubes.
AVC is not included as standard equipment.
As on the F’s and G-120, there is a high
frequency horn near the top of the cabinet.
If you are close to the cabinet, there is a
noticeable separation of the low and high
frequencies. A few feet away, they blend
together to give the characteristically excellent AMI sound.
Not only were the AMI engineers imaginative, but they were also competent. They
did know how to make a good sounding
jukebox.
The G-200 used a version of the GE
magnetic cartridge (there were several).
This is another case of a cartridge being
good in its time, but there are much better
cartridges available now. A modern magnetic cartridge, or a ceramic one with a
minor modification to the amplifier, can
give even better sound. Stereo tracking is
improved, too.
AMI had the usual assortment of options
available, including the WQ-200 wallbox,
remote speakers, and a remote volume
control.
The wallbox had the same functionality
in styling as the Seeburg 3W1, but had the
pushbuttons along the side (lined up with
the title strips) instead of the bottom. AMI
had an additional feature - a “lock-out”
circuit that prevented more than one
wallbox (or the internal selector) from operating at the same time (which would
scramble each other’s selection).
Available remote speakers included wall,
corner, and recessed ceiling speakers.
Unfortunately, AMI had not adopted the
CV (constant voltage) system yet, and the
manual includes a complicated set of charts
for connecting different combinations of
speakers.
The G-200 is not as plentiful as a Seeburg
of the era, and not quite as valuable,
either. A mint G-200 lists at $3300 in the AJ
price guide, compared to $4-5000 for contemporary Seeburgs. At the bottom end of
the scale, a #5 condition G-200 (parts
machine) is worth $200. Appreciation, if
any, is bound to be gradual.
There no reproduction parts industry for
the G-200 whatsoever. If you need parts,
you have to get them from parts machines,
or any remaining new old stock.
Difficulty of restoration is above average. The basic mechanism is well designed and reliable - the main problem is in
the electrical circuitry. The selector system is complicated, and the wiring contains many electrical contacts which tend
to cause intermittent operation. The internal zip cord wiring tends to be rotten from
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age on these, and all of it must be replaced
in many cases.
AMI did make an attempt to make it easy
to work on - accessibility is better than
average. The mechanism can be moved
forward and rotated. The side windows
hinge outward.. The selector assembly
tips forward, and the bottom door opens
wide. Personal experience has shown it’s
easier (and safer) to work on these if the
front window is removed (especially if you’re
working on the selectors).
Cabinet styling is not for every one’s
taste. AMI styling tended to evoke “love it
or hate it” feelings. The G-200 is no exception. It is more likely to appeal to anyone
who appreciates the underdog.
Two other trends of the 50’s car makers
were evident in the G-200 styling - a large
glass area and a big selection of bright
colors. AMI echoed both of these trends the G-200 has large front and side windows, allowing good visibility of the mechanism in operation. And talk about a choice
of colors: Delft Blue, Cherry Red, Emberred
Charcoal, Chartreuse Green, Bright Sand,
Canary Yellow, Atoll Coral and Night Sky
Black. A couple of these colors border on
the garish, but they do give these AMI’s a
strong personality.
AMI designed the SWAMI as a sort of a
mascot. It stands for “Service With AMI”.
The body is the high frequency horn
speaker, and that’s a tone arm sticking out
of his head (must be a little painful).
Two hundred selections, good sound,
colorful cabinets, and reasonable prices all good reasons to think of the G-200 as
your next jukebox.

WQ-200 WALLBOX

1957 AMI H SERIES

The fifties saw a great transformation
in the styling of the AMI jukeboxes. In the
early 50’s, the cabinets had large areas
of plastic with multi-colored cylinders
behind them. By the middle of the decade the cabinets had become large
wooden boxes painted in bright (sometimes garish) colors, with big glass windows.
The “H” series of 1957 ushered in a
series of jukebox cabinets that were
produced for several years, and looked
as though they had been styled by General Motors or Chrysler.
The automotive styling influence is
more than obvious in this model.
Whereas the G and earlier models had
flat glass front windows, the window on
the H became a wrap-around glass that
looks as though it was borrowed from a
1956 Cadillac.
Borrowing again from Detroit, the H
used liberal amounts of chrome, including the front glass surround, the selector
panel, and the chrome “bumper” above
the speaker grille.
This “bumper” serves multiple functions. It contains a fluorescent lamp which
shines down on the speaker grille, and
upwards onto the panel below the selectors. There are also small holes in the
front, so pinpoints of light shine outward.
Perhaps in keeping with the automotive theme, this bumper also reminds
some people of a car muffler.
The large front window offers a wide
open view of the top of the mechanism.
There is a large plastic shroud that hides
most of the workings, leaving an unobstructed view of the turntable, tone arm,
gripper arm, and a small section of the
record magazine.
When you make a selection, you get to
watch the selected record come into
position, the gripper arm pick it up, bring
it out, and place it on the turntable. The
important thing is that you get to watch
the record play.
The title board was placed behind the
front glass, above the mechanism.
There’s an illuminated valence above
the front window, with the letters “AMI” in
the center.

The AMI H comes in three sizes, the
small, medium, and large economy size
(speaking of number of selections, of
course). The small one had 100 selections, the medium 120, and the large
200.
Previous models had either 80 or 120
selections (with the old chain-drive
mechanism). The G-200 introduced the
new mechanism, with the “Ferris Wheel”
style record magazine, the year before,
containing 200 selections. With the H
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series, AMI phased out the old mechanism, had the 200 play mechanism like
the G, brought out the 120 play model
with the new mech, and, for the first time,
built a 100 play version. The difference
between the versions was the number of
record placed in the magazine, the selector circuits, and the title board.
The size and placement of the title
board wasn’t that much different, but the
arrangement of the title strips was
changed to accommodate the different

number of selections. On the 100 play
version, for example, the title board was
flat. On the 200’s, sections of title strips
were placed in “V” shaped holders, so
that more rows of title strips could be
placed across the front of the machine.
Always a little on the unconventional
side, AMI was the only full-size jukebox
manufacturer in the US to have manual
selectors in a fifties jukebox. On the 100
play version, the manual selector was a
reduced cost option. In the center of the
selector panel was the top edge of a
large plastic knob, which was coupled to
a dial in the front of the mechanism. The
customer put his money in the jukebox
to get credit, rotated the dial to the selection of his choice, and pressed a button
next to the knob.
The 120 and 200 play versions had a
conventional selector setup, with ten
letter buttons and twenty number buttons on the H-200 (six letter buttons on
the H-120). Pressing a letter button and
a number button got you your selection,
as on the Wurlitzers and Seeburgs of the
day.
There is an AMI emblem on the front
panel below the selector panel. The 200
play version also gets a “200” next to
AMI.
AMI had a knack for producing good
sounding jukeboxes. The H was no exception. Their theme for the mid 50’s
was the horn speaker system. On the H,
they did have a horn type tweeter. The
woofer, a single 12” heavy duty speaker,
was set back two or three inches from
the front panel, with a tapered opening,
that gave a small horn effect.
The amplifiers were fairly conventional,
with push-pull 6L6’s in a Williamson output circuit, rated at 22 watts. Stereo
sound was still a couple years off.
The AMI’s of this era used the GE
magnetic cartridge. Although not on a
par with later magnetic cartridges, it still
was quite good for the time.
The mechanism was very quiet and
smooth in operation. The AMI had one
feature not found on many jukeboxes of
the 50’s - they could play both sides of a
record on the same scan. If both sides
were selected, it would play one side,
put the record back, and immediately
bring it out and play the other side. This
meant the jukebox spent less time
searching for the next selection.
The selection system is more complex
than most. The pushbutton assembly

basically has the guts of a wallbox rearranged to fit in the selector panel. The
pulse signal is sent to the receiver (pulse
converter) on the front of the mechanism, which contains a stepper and a
scanning assembly that translates the
received selection to the proper position
to punch the appropriate pin.
The advantage to this system is that
jukebox is wallbox ready, as the stepper
is an integral part of the selection system. The disadvantage is that it is a
complex system and above average in
difficulty of repair.
This only applies to the models with
the electrical selectors. The lower price
versions with the manual selector are
much simpler and easier to work on. Of
course, there can be no provision for
connecting wallboxes.
The basic AMI mechanism is quite
reliable. The only other common problem with this era AMI is the exposed
switch contacts in the mechanism, which
get dirty and develop intermittent operation.
Under certain circumstances, it can
result in the mechanism jamming up
with the gripper arm in the straight-up
position, rotated about 45 degrees. This
makes it impossible to open the front
door (because of the narrow slot). The
gripper motor armature has to be turned
by hand to bring the gripper arm forward.
But you can’t get at it with the front door
closed.
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This happened to me a couple times.
I can’t remember how I got it open, but I
remember it required some contortions.
The lower edge of the front door is
fairly low when open, which requires
bending over to work on these. The
sharp edges can be hard on the head.
120 and 200 play wallboxes were available. Like the Seeburg 3W1 (which they
somewhat resembled), the AMI
wallboxes were styled in a “form follows
function” motif. Unlike the 3W1, the
pushbuttons were along side the title
boards, with one button for each displayed selection. Changing the pages in
the title board operated switches that
coordinated the button to the proper
selection in the jukebox.
The AMI wallboxes had a lockout feature not found in the other brands. If two
people tried to make a selection at the
same time, the lockout feature delays
one wallbox until the other has finished.
This prevents scrambled selections.
Other accessories include a remote
volume control and speakers.
AMI was fairly active in the European
market, and these tend to be very popular there (in addition, the AMI is much
easier to convert to 50 cycle current than
the gear-driven Seeburg). This tends to
bring the prices up, and a mint H-200
lists in the price guides for up to $4000.
Typical examples are usually more affordable. The 100 and 120 would be less
expensive, especially with the manual
selector.
Detroit had not yet come out with the
compact models, and the AMI H was
anything but a compact itself. Height
was 59 7/8", width 33 1/2", and depth 27
15/16". The weight was in the Buick
class at 365 pounds.
The AMI H is the epitome of Detroit car
styling applied to jukeboxes (fifties American cars are quite popular in Europe,
too). If you like big wrap-around windshields and lots of chrome, this is the
jukebox for you.

1959 AMI J

In the late 50’s, AMI entered into an era
where their jukeboxes looked like they were
styled by General Motors. Lots of chrome,
wrap-around windshields, and a big toothy
grille were all 50’s Detroit.
Like the American cars of the fifties, the AMI
J was also large and heavy. It was also tall - the
“longer, lower” look of cars didn’t really carry
over to the jukebox world until the console
models a few years down the road (ironically,
most other auto influences had disappeared
by that time).
The top section is dominated by the windshield. It was a little smaller than the preceding
year, but still good sized. There’s a 15 watt
fluorescent lamp above the window, with a
plastic grille to direct the light downward, away
from the eyes of the customers. The title
board takes up the back panel, with room for
100 or 120 selections. The trim panels above
the mechanism are ribbed for the 100 or 120
selection models. For the 200 selection models, the remainder of the title strips are placed
on these panels.
All the title strip panels didn’t leave a lot of

mechanism visibility.
The record magazine is
all but hidden - the
records came out
through a slot between
the rear title boards.
The turntable fortunately is in plain sight.
The customer does get
to see the gripper bring
the record out through
the slot, turn, and place
the record on the turntable. Getting to see the
tone arm set down and
play the record is nice,
especially since it plays
in the classic position
with the record laying
flat (“Horizontal play
with gentle, groove-preserving gravity needle
ride”).
The pushbutton
panel is especially impressive. Large rectangular buttons are placed
in three groups, one for
the letters, one for numbers 1 to 10, and one for
numbers 11 to 20. The
numbers are illuminated from the rear.
The speaker grille
was taller than the preceding year. Six chrome
J120
plated bars ran vertically
like columns (or possibly like an early 50’s
Buick grille). An emblem said “AMI” on the 100
or 120, and “200” on the 200 play version.
According to the brochure, “Cabinets are
available in beautiful midnight blue or glowing
ivory finish with complementing color interiors. Metal trims are polished chrome or colorful anodized aluminum extrusions that are
durable, sparkling and easy to keep clean.”
There were four versions of the J available.
In addition, each was available in mono or
stereo, making eight possible combinations.
The “Price Leader” was the J-100. This
was available as manual selection only. The
selection system was much simplified - instead of the pushbutton selections, a dial was
placed in the front center. The customer would
deposit money, rotate the dial to his or her
selection, then press a button to write the
selection in.
The next step up the ladder was the J-120.
It was available in pushbutton selectors only.
The mechanism had been introduced with
the G-200. It has the records in a “FerrisWheel” magazine in the rear. A DC gear134

motor operates the gripper, and brings the
record out quickly and smoothly.
The magazine has places for 100 records.
All are filled for the 200 selection version, and
every other space for the 100 play model. The
120 play version came up with a unique solution, resembling butterfly wings. Thirty records
are placed sequentially in the magazine, then
the space for twenty records is left empty,
then another 30 records, and finally another
space for twenty left empty. It’s symmetrical,
which keeps the magazine in balance.
The empty areas still have the record separators, but not a full complement (in every
second or third position, just enough to keep
the belt taut).
This design saved AMI money as they
didn’t have to tool up for another magazine
design. The same magazine functioned for all
three record capacities.
The 120 play design was probably continued to make use of the 120 play wallboxes
already on location. It was definitely on its way
out - the K was the last model to have a 120
play version.
The pushbutton panel looks like the 200
selection model, except that four of the letter
buttons are missing, and replaced by chrome
blanks.
The 200 selection version of course had
the full complement of buttons (for the J200
electric selection option, of course). A manual
select version (J200M) was also available, for
the price sensitive locations.
The AMI electrical selection system was a
little unique. The electrical selector assembly
was referred to as a “Pulse Generator”, and
functioned much like a wallbox in that it sent a
series of pulses to the “Pulse Receiver”, which
functioned much like a stepper.
This makes the built-in selection system a
little more complicated, but it has the advantage that all the circuitry is there for connecting
remote wallboxes.
The sound system uses the amplifier model
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introduced in the F. This amplifier uses pushpull 6L6’s in a Williamson “Ultra-Linear” circuit
(the screen grid taps on the primary of the
output transformer provide negative feedback
in the output stage). In addition, negative feedback is used around the driver stage. The amp
is rated at 25 watts. These are a well designed
amplifier, and provide smooth, powerful sound.
For the monophonic versions, the GE VRII
cartridge is used. It’s a variable reluctance
(magnetic) cartridge, perhaps not good by
today’s standards, but OK for the day. Replacing it with a modern magnetic cartridge, or a
ceramic (with amplifier modifications) improves
record life and sound quality.
Both Seeburg and Wurlitzer were offering
a stereo model by 1959. AMI claimed in their
brochure that a stereo version of the J was
available, but it is uncommon. It’s a little peculiar for two reasons. First, the brochure states
that the stereo version would use two of the
standard amplifiers. The amplifiers mount in a
compartment in the lower rear of the cabinet a panel removes from the rear for access. It
would be a tight squeeze and I’d wonder about
too much heat.
Another thing is that the amplifier is designed for a magnetic cartridge, but the stereo
version of the J uses a Sonotone 8T ceramic
cartridge (the same one used by the Wurlitzers
of this year). An adapter was required between the cartridge and the amplifier. This is
the only year for this cartridge - the following
year a stereo version of the GE magnetic
cartridge was used (as well as a newly designed amplifier).
The amplifier as mentioned is capable of a
total power of 25 watts. The terminal strip
provides different power connections for the
built-in speakers, with a maximum of 16 watts
available. Taps for 6.25, 2.5, or 1 watt were
possible. The remaining power would be available for external speakers.
Lagging behind the times, automatic volume control was still not standard. An add-on
AVC unit was available as optional equipment.
The internal speaker system is still referred
to as “Multi-Horn”. The high frequency speaker
is a “compression-type high frequency horn
and driver assembly”. The low frequency
speaker is a “twelve-inch woofer with one
pound magnet with custom designed front

loaded horn for increased
efficiency and transient response.” The speaker
mounts back from the grille
panel a couple of inches,
with the size of the opening
increasing from the
speaker to the panel. It
gives a little horn effect,
and with a relatively high
efficiency speaker, 16
watts give a large amount
of sound. A cross-over
network has the crossover
point at 2000 Hz.
For stereo versions, the
built-in mono speaker system would be connected
to combine the outputs of
both channels. Thus it
would function as a “center channel” - any stereo
effect would have to be provided by external speakers.
Either low impedance
or high impedance external speakers could be connected. The manual has
some complicated charts
for connecting various
combinations of speakers.
The charts cover 8 ohm,
500 ohm and CV (Constant
J200M
Voltage) speakers. This
was the last gasp for 500 ohms - CV simplified
things considerably.
Three external speakers were offered, the
EX-300 corner mount, the EX-200 wall mount,
and the EX-100 recessed ceiling speaker.
Other options included the WQ series
wallbox, which came in either 120 or 200
selections, and the H-338 Remote Volume
Control.
The J is not in the compact category. Height
is 60 29/64” (how could they measure it that
accurately?), width 33 1/8”, and depth 27 31/
32”. Although it looks and feels above average
in weight, it weighs in at 350 pounds, still no
lightweight, but not that different from other
manufacturers’ offerings.
According to the AJ Price Guide, the AMI J
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tops out at $3500 (retail). This is less than the
H and I, but still fairly good. The price guide
mentions to deduct a third for the manual
select versions.
Maintenance and repair can be a headache
on these. Switch contacts seem to be the
main bugaboo. If the wiper contacts in the
pulse receiver are worn, it’s a pretty unpleasant job to replace them and adjust the timing.
The J’s certainly make a strong styling
statement. They are imposing and interesting.
The styling may not be everybody’s favorite,
but the 50’s automotive styling is quite popular
nonetheless. Adding to this the typically excellent AMI sound quality, these remain a popular
series.

1959 AMI K
The fifties were an era of the automotive-influenced styling in jukeboxes. From
the lavish use of chrome, to the large
areas of glass and the wrap-around windshields, the jukebox manufacturers copied many of Detroit’s styling excesses.
AMI in the late fifties was a prime
proponent of automotive school of jukebox design. The “H” of 1957 was the
Turnpike Cruiser of the jukebox world,
being big, heavy, and flashy.
Jukeboxes, like cars, have a basic
body shell that lasts for a few years, with
“facelifts” applied each year after it’s
introduced. The H became the I of 1958,
then the J of 1959, and finally the K of
1960. Each of these machines had the
same overall shape, but variations in the
grille and other trim changes gave each
a distinctive appearance.
The K was the last of this body style,
and the last of an era. The launch of
Sputnik in 1959 set AMI off in a totally
different direction (outer space), and in
1961 the Deep Space Nine styled Continental was introduced. That styling
lasted only two years, then AMI went in
a more conventional direction, towards
the console styling that became the norm
in the mid sixties. As cars became more
conservatively styled in the sixties, so
did the jukeboxes.
New STYLING Features Excite Interested Attention. Bright accents of chrome
and satin finish metals. Large use of
bright metal is a definite manifestation of
the Detroit influence.
Golden glow Panel-light. The roof of
the display area has a plastic panel with
a 15 watt fluorescent above it. The light
shines down and illuminates the title
boards and record changer areas. The
huge wrap-around windshield you look
through is more Detroit.
The title boards at the rear of the
machine hinge upward for service access. The lower horizontal panels are
hinged at the sides, and also tilt upwards. They have decorative trim for the
100 and 120, and have more title board
area for the 200’s. The turntable is visible in the center, along with a small area
of the record magazine.
Dirt-defying sable black metallic grille.

Scepter shaped grille guards. Reflecting
color spectrum on grille and guards. A
fluorescent light behind the selector panel
shines down through a colored plastic
diffuser on the grill and guards, which
reflect the colors back to the patrons.
The grille guards also remind me of
Roman columns (or possibly crutches).
5 new models smartly uniform in styling
but with distinctive differences to meet
your specific needs.
These five versions all had different
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selector systems. The base version was
the K-100A. This 100 selection option
had electrical selectors, but did not have
the stepper (the pushbuttons were direct wired to the selector unit). Wallbox
operation was not possible.
The next step up was the K-120, also
with the electrical selector. This one is
capable of wallbox operation, and was
probably marketed to use older 120 selection wallboxes already on the routes.
Three versions of the K-200 were mar-

keted. The first, and most basic, variation was the K-200M, with the manual
selector. This has a rotary dial that the
customer turns until the selection of his
choice is shown. Then, once credit is
established, the customer pushes a button to register that selection. No remote
operation is possible.
The next step up is the K-200A. This
has the simplified electrical selector,
where the pushbuttons are direct-wired
to the search segments in the selection
assembly, eliminating the Pulse Generator and Pulse Converter. Without the
Pulse Converter (stepper), remote operation is not possible.
The “Top of the Line” is the model K200E. This has built-in Pulse Generator
and Pulse Converter, so it is all set up for
wallbox operation.
The coin system had the dual pricing
option on all models. The K’s had a
printed circuit board to set the various
pricing levels. By placing various screws
in different locations, the price structure
can be changed.
On all models but the K-200E, a threecoin slug rejector (nickels, dimes, and
quarters) is standard. A four-coin slug
rejector (half-dollars also) is standard on
the K-200E, and optional on the other
models.
New Multi-Use Amplifier. Adapts Instantly to Any Sound Requirement. The
K’s had a unique and versatile sound
system, with both mono and stereo available.
The amplifier was built on the “building-block” principle. There were four components used, A: the basic power amplifier chassis, B: the monaural control
amp, C: plug-in stereo power amp, and
D: the stereo control amp.
The basic power amp included the
power supply and one channel output
section, and a space to install either B or
C. For mono, you would use A and B,
and the whole amp would be on one
chassis.
For stereo, you would have A with C
installed on one chassis, and D as a
second chassis.
The mono version used the GE VRII
magnetic cartridge, while the stereo
models used the GE VR22 stereo magnetic cartridge.
The advantage to this system is that it
is easier to upgrade from mono to stereo.
“Music Power” output is 27 watts for

the mono, and 54 for the stereo (at 2%
total harmonic distortion). Continuous
power ratings are 20 and 40. Frequency
response is unbelievably wide, from 8 to
28,000 cps. This sounds great on paper,
but it is at the 1 watt output, and how
many listen to their jukeboxes at the 1
watt level?
The K’s use a Jensen “Special Series”
12” woofer and a small horn tweeter.
These have the typical excellent AMI
sound.
Stereophonic models employ exclusive Three Channel Stereo Sound with
remote speakers carrying individual
channels. Both channels are electrically
blended at lower volume in the jukebox
speaker to fill the “hole in the middle of
the music”. The internal speakers are
connected to sum the output of the two
channels. The connections could be
changed to raise the power if external
speakers weren’t used.
The mechanism had been introduced
with the G-200, but several improvements were incorporated. Exact Position Turntable, for easy alignment. SelfAligning Pulse Converter, which makes
it much easier for the serviceman to
remove ands replace the pulse converter for repair. Free-Wheeling Transfer Assembly, using an AC gearmotor,
which runs in one direction only, and
free-wheels, allowing manual operation
for service. Top Mounted Scan Control,
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which eliminates the impossible-to getto scan control of the earlier models. AllEnclosed Mechanism Switches, which
replace the exposed leaf-type switches
with microswitches.
Related Auxiliaries for the Complete
Music Installation. An 8” speaker could
be used with three different ceiling grilles,
two designed to look like acoustic ceiling
tile, and one with circular louvers. AMI
also supplied a cylindrical-shaped wall
speaker, a 200 selection wall box, a “Bar
Grip”, for mounting the wall box on a
counter, and a remote volume control
with a reject button.
Wide Open Accessibility That Means
Service Ease. By raising the front dome,
lifting the upper title board assembly,
raising the side panels to support it, and
removing the mechanism trim panel, the
upper side of the mechanism is wide
open for service. Unfortunately, the corners of the dome provide a definite hazard for a person’s head, and care is
required.
The mechanism slides back and tilts
downward for additional access.
Certain aspects of the design (the selection system in particular) are above
average in service difficulty, and these
are not the best as a “starter” machine.
In addition, the manual has information
scattered throughout, and can be hard
to follow. With all the variations, certain
combinations of equipment may not be
completely covered.
Prices are good for a K. They can
range from about $500, up to about
$3000 for a mint example (retail prices),
according to the AJ Price Guide. Part of
the reason for this is that the Europeans
like these automotive-styled jukeboxes.
The rim-drive turntables are easy to
modify for the 50 cycle power, making
the AMI’s and Rock-Olas more desirable there than the gear-driven
Seeburgs.
The AMI K is a heavyweight among
jukeboxes. Weights range from 375
pounds for the K-200M, up to 405 for the
K-200E. It’s big, too, 60 1/2” tall by 28”
deep by 33 1/8” wide.
Fifties autos are fondly remembered
for their flamboyant designs, with tailfins,
wrap-around windshields, and large areas of chrome. This same extravagance
was reflected in the AMI’s, making them
desirable for their strong styling statement.

1958 AMI I SERIES
sides, and rose on the inside (surrounding the
title board and mechanism). The cabinet also
had randomly placed V’s placed on the side
finish.
The other finish is my personal favorite - it’s
green on the sides with multi-colored V’s, and
green on the inside too. In both versions, a
fluorescent light at the top shines downward to
illuminate the title board and mechanism, and
the glass at the top front that states “AMI” and
“Multi-Horn High Fidelity”. This glass has a
rose or green background, depending on the
cabinet finish.
Several versions of the I were available. It
came in three record capacities (100, 120,
and 200 selections), and two selector systems (automatic and manual).
Like cars available with a four, six, or V-8,
the AMI’s were available with three different
record capacities. The 100 selection models
had been new with the H, and would be the
lowest priced model for the I’s too. The 120
selection capacity was continued from the
earlier mechanism (E-120 through G-120).
The 200 selection model was introduced the
first time with the new mechanism fitted in the
G-200.
Like cars fitted with a manual transmission, the manual selector AMI was the lower
priced version. The brochures don’t make it
clear which selector systems are available
with which record capacity. The brochure
does show the manual selector on both the
100 and 200 play versions, and the automatic
(electrical) selectors on the 120 and 200 play
models. The manual echoes these combinations, but it’s unclear if there ever was a 100
play automatic or a 120 play manual available.
The two automatic selector versions were
named the I-120 and the I-200, while the two
manual selector versions were the I-100M and
I-200M. This begs a few questions - mainly
why they made the 100 selection model at all.
There couldn’t have been much of a price
By the late fifties, AMI had completely embraced the Detroit school of jukebox design.
This was especially evident in the series of
jukeboxes that spanned the range from the “H”
through the “K”.
Detroit had a new body style every three or
four years with “facelifts” in the intermediate
years. AMI followed this procedure, introducing the H in 1957, and bringing out the I, with a
mild facelift, for the 1958 model year.
The gigantic dome glass is lifted straight
from the wrap-around windshield of a 1957
Cadillac. This allows unsurpassed visibility of
the record playing mechanism. The dome
glass is large enough that the title board in its
entirety is visible under the glass.
AMI never did go in for rotating title drums or
anything of that nature. They always managed

to have the whole title board displayed. It took
some tricks - for example “V-ing” the title strip
holders to get more across, and in a couple of
models, supplying special narrow title strips.
In the I, the title strips were all the standard
double title size, but the holders were V’d for
200 selection and flat for the other models.
The title board assembly was hinged at the
top, to tilt upwards to allow access to the
magazine for replacing records.
The selector buttons were placed below
the dome glass, and on top of a wide chrome
belt. A series of illuminated triangles were
placed across this belt. The fluorescent lamp
also illuminated the buttons, and shown multiple colors down on the speaker grille.
Two cabinet finishes were mentioned in
the brochure. The first was charcoal on the
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difference between the 100 and 120 play models, not enough to offset the costs of manufacturing the unique parts for the 100 play version.
Possibly the answer lies with the fact that the
I-100M used many of the same parts as the I200M, for example the record magazine was
the same, with only alternate slots filled. The
same goes for the pin assembly in the rear of
the magazine.
The I-120 with the electrical selector would
use a magazine with part of the cuircumference
blocked off. The logic for this model would be
the ability to use 120 play wallboxes already on
location.
The manual selection models used a large
thumbwheel on the selector panel to dial in the
selection you wanted to play. An indicator dial
located behind the dome glass shows which
selection you have dialed in. Then, assuming
credit had been established, you would push
the red plastic pushbutton located near the
“selector disk” to write in the selection and
subtract credit. “Like the abacus, the action is
fast-accurate”.
The brochure also bragged how easy it
was to use. “A juke box so simple to
understand...so easy to use even a child can
play it without pause...without error.”

The manual selector models weren’t
“wallbox ready”. However, AMI did market a kit
to make them so, by adding a Pulse Receiver
to the manual selection system.
AMI wallboxes had a unique feature not
found on other manufacturers’ wallboxes - a
lockout feature. In an installation with multiple
wallboxes, if two patrons try to make a selection at the same time, one wallbox will prevent
the other from attempting to make a selection
until it’s finished. Thus, no scrambled, or lost
selections will happen. The lockout feature
requires an additional wire, so four wire cable
must be used instead of three wire. The
wallboxes can be used without the lockout
feature if only three wire cable is installed.
AMI included a versatile credit system, with
different pricing schemes possible. Dual pricing (album play) was also an option.
The sound system was not overly complex, with the standard (mono only) amplifier
having only six tubes. Automatic volume control (AVC) was optional with an outboard chassis added.
Rated power output was 22 watts, using
push-pull 6L6’s in a Williamson “Ultra-Linear”
circuit (screen grid taps provide negative feedback in the output stage).

earlier. This mechanism was quick in operation and had one feature not found in other
jukeboxes - if both sides of a record were
selected, it would play them in sequence instead of playing a number of other records in
between. It also made it quicker in that all
records were played in one scan.
Besides the wallboxes and the AVC unit,
AMI offered other options as well. Three external speakers were offered - a corner loudspeaker, a wall loudspeaker, and a ceiling
loudspeaker.
In addition, a remote volume control (with a
reject button included) was available.
Dimensions and weight aren’t listed in the
brochures or manual for the I, but are probably
close to the H, which measures 59 7/8” tall by
33 1/2” wide by 27 15/16 deep, and weighs 365
pounds.
The I series is fairly desirable, and that is
reflected in the value - up to $4500 retail in the
AJ Price Guide, for the electric selector models (the Europeans seem to be very fond of
these, and this keeps the price up). The price
guide says to deduct up to 33% for the manual
selector models.
The I's have both an up-side and a downside. The down-side is two fold. The wraparound windshield creates the jukebox equivalent to the automotive “dogleg” - the lower
corner, when the dome is raised, is always in
your way and can be a hazard to your head.
The second is that these can be difficult to
work on. The manual gives a fairly good explanation of the operation of the selection system
and mechanism, but they can still be tough to
track down problems.
The up-side is that these are striking jukeboxes with great 50’s Detroit styling. “Wideangle visibility” gives you a great view of the
title board and the mechanism. The record is
played front and center for both visual and
aural enjoyment.
Unique styling and great sound set these
apart. They are not exactly commonplace, so
if you can find one at a reasonable price, it’s
worth picking up.

MANUAL SELECTOR
The automatic version of course followed
AMI used a mono GE magnetic cartridge,
the “press a letter then a number” scheme. A which gives fairly good sound. A cartridge
little unusual was that the letters went only upgrade can improve the sound and tracking.
from A to K, while the numbers went from 1 to My personal preference is a stereo ceramic
20, on the 200 selection model. The 120 cartridge wired for mono. This requires a
selection version had letters from A to F, with minor modification to the amplifier.
the space for the other four letters replaced by
The speaker system consists of a heavy
a chrome plate.
duty 12” woofer and a horn tweeter. AMI was
On the automatic selector models, the still promoting their Multi-Horn system. The
front panel selectors operate much like a woofer was set back about three inches in a
wallbox - the selectors are referred to as the tapered opening, to give a slight horn effect.
“Pulse Generator”, and send a series of pulses
I’ve always been impressed with AMI sound
to the “Pulse Converter”, which functions much systems - this model is no exception.
as a stepper in other jukeboxes. Once the
The Ferris Wheel style mechanism had
series of pulses is received, the selection been introduced with the G-200 two years
system scans to locate the selection and
punches it into the pin assembly at the rear of
the mechanism.
This has the advantage of the jukebox
being “wallbox ready”. The WQ 200 selection
wallbox had been introduced with the G-200.
This model featured a hinged cover for easier
service, and single button selection (the letter
was effectively selected by changing the pages
in the title assembly).
The I-120 would work with the older W-120
CORNER, WALL, AND CEILING SPEAKERS
wallboxes.
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1963 ROWE AMI JAL-200/JEL-200
In the late fifties and early sixties, AMI had
gone from Detroit styling (in the “H” through
“K” models), to Space Station styling in the
Continentals, then back to earth again with the
totally redesigned “L”.
There was very little about the “L” that
wasn’t new. It had a new mechanism, new
cartridge, new cabinet, and even the company
name had changed. No longer was it just AMI
Corporation - it was now Rowe AMI.
The new cabinet was transitional between
the Silver Age models of the fifties and the
Console models that were to come. 1963 also
saw the introduction of the Seeburg LPC,
which was pure console styling. Rowe AMI
decided to make the change less dramatic.
Elements of fifties design can still be seen the
styling. The most obvious is the proportions of
the cabinet. The accent on most Console
machines is in the width. The “L” is still a
vertical machine - it’s quite a bit taller than it is
wide.
The “last gasp” of automotive styling can
be seen in the speaker grille. The round object
reminds me of either a steering wheel off
some fancy fifties car, or the spinner hubcap
off a mid-fifties Oldsmobile.
The cabinet also has a remnant of the
Space-Age styling. There actually is a bit of
animation in the upper right corner of the
cabinet. As the brochure describes it: A constantly changing star-pattern in color, light and
motion to intrigue patrons.
Instead of the low, horizontal placement of
title strips in Console machines, the “L” keeps
the title board high, and angled for easy reading. The title board section also curves toward
the patron at the top and bottom. The title
board assembly is also raised above the cabinet a little, being slightly reminiscent of the
separation of the title board from the cabinet in
the Continentals.
As stated above, the upper right of the title
board has the animated display. The right end
of the lower section has a space for an album
cover, to tie in with the album feature of the
selection system. Rowe AMI promoted this as
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the “Top Talent Tune Display”. Title strip programming located conveniently and logically
right next to featured album cover for easy
selection. This evidently refers to the five arrows to the lower left of the album cover
window, pointing to the five title strips at the
lower right of the title board.
Also new in the “L” was Location Identification. Full width personalization panel for added
location identity and customer appeal. The
space between the two sections of the title
board had a strip where individual letters could
be inserted to spell out the name of the establishment if desired. Letters are back-lighted in
glowing blue; make the phonograph a featured
location attraction. The letters were available
from Rowe AMI.
The last gasp of mechanism visibility was
also seen on the “L”. The small rectangular
window below the title board allows a restricted view of the record magazine and the
record playing on the turntable.
The pushbutton panel is next, with the coin
entry to the right. Everything is arranged for the
convenience of the customer.
The speaker grille area is rather attractive
on this model. At the top is a panel with an
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illuminated “Stereo Round” display. The grille
itself is divided 2/3 - 1/3, with the left 2/3 shiny
silver perforated metal with the “steering wheel”
(hubcap) in the upper center. The right side is
dark colored with the Rowe AMI logo.
The sides are wood grain laminate with
side speakers near the top.
The above applies to the JAL200. A variation, the JEL200, was introduced mid year.
External appearance was slightly different.
The sides were divided into two sections, with
the upper part white in color. The grille was
also different, with the left side slightly darker,
and the right side white. There were also
internal changes.
The “L” was described in the brochures as
the first “triple-purpose” phonograph. New
“Three-In-One” Flexibility. With the new Rowe
AMI, you reduce record inventories because
you program the number of selections - 200,
160, or 100 - to best meet the potential of each
location.
This would be like putting a governor on
your Charger, taking a 200 selection machine
and converting it to 100. But from the manufacturing standpoint it might be more efficient
than bringing out multiple models.

To convert to 160, a kit would spread four
title strip sections apart to fill the space normally taken by five. Then spacers would be put
on the #5 and #0 pushbutton switch shafts so
the buttons couldn’t be depressed.
For the 100 conversion, the numbers 1
through 5 title strip sections would be placed
in the lower section, and a display panel installed in the upper section. Then switches 6
through 0 would be blocked off.
The installation instructions recommend
using “fast spiral” or old records to fill the
unused spots in the magazine. This is necessary to keep the record magazine in balance.
The data sheet for the JEL states that a
counterbalance came with the kit.
As usual, the Rowe AMI sound system was
out of the ordinary. A total of four speakers
were used in the cabinet, two in front and one
on each side.
The “Stereo Round” system, introduced on
the Continental 2’s, was continued into the “L”.
The front speaker system combines the two
channels. The low frequency speaker is a 12”,
low resonance (45 Hz), high efficiency type
with a one pound magnet. It’s used in a high
efficiency acoustical band pass enclosure
with an upper cutoff frequency of 250 Hz.
The high frequency front speaker is a 4X6”
cone speaker with a frequency response of
400 to 15000 Hz.
The side speakers are individually connected to the two channels of the stereo
amplifier. They are heavy duty 6X9” speakers
with response from 250 to 12000 Hz.
The Stereo Round gives the best stereo
effect of any jukebox. The best placement is in
a corner, the sound from the side speakers
reflects off the walls to give the most separation from the side signals.
If placed on a straight wall, the manual
recommends placing in the center of the wall
for best effect.
The amplifier was very similar to the amp
used in the stereo Continentals, with a separate output and control chassis. The output
section was upgraded with 7868 output tubes
instead of the 6973’s. This resulted in a power
increase, to 25 watts (Music Power) per channel.
Unfortunately, 7868’s are very expensive
now.
The internal speakers had a power switch,
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so that 1.4, 5.5, or 22 watts could be fed to the
internal speakers. The remainder of the power
was then available to external speakers. Either low impedance or high impedance (CV)
outputs could be fed to the external speakers.
The EX600 remote speaker (as used with
the Continentals) was still available.
Rowe AMI dropped the GE magnetic cartridge and used the Shure M77DA cartridge.
This uses the black, wedge-shaped needle.
The mechanism was totally new for 1963.
It was a marvel of compactness - probably not
much more than half the size of the previous
design. The overall design was somewhat
similar - a Ferris Wheel type record magazine
is placed at the rear of the mech, with a gripper
assembly to bring the record out and place it
on a turntable near the front for playing. The
record plays horizontally, and is somewhat
visible while playing through the small window.
An unusual feature is the placement of the
tone arm. It’s on the left side of the turntable, so
the record turns backwards under it. The
cartridge is turned around in the tone arm,
facing the rear.
The new design also brought with it a new
level of complexity. These mechanisms can
be difficult to work on - especially the selection
system (of course, this is somewhat true for
all AMI’s after the G200).
The selectors on the “L” went to the more
standard 20 letter - 10 number pushbutton
system instead of the 10 letter - 20 number
system used on he Continentals. The “Search
Unit” on the lower right front of the mechanism
records the selections made in a circular
arrangement of pins. The Search Unit is very
compact and can be very difficult to work on.
The coin system takes nickels, dimes,
quarters and half dollars. Dual Pricing was
optional, and a standard machine could be
upgraded with a “simple, inexpensive kit” which
“can be installed in seconds”.
There is a point of confusion as to the
stepper to be used. The brochure for the JAL
calls for the CDA or CDD stepper, depending
on which wallbox was to be connected.
The JEL data sheet in the manual is more
specific. It calls for the CEA stepper for AMI,
Seeburg, Rock-Ola, and Wurlitzer 200 selection wallboxes. The CED stepper would be
used for Seeburg 100 play wallboxes.
In all cases, the stepper would supply power
to 12 AMI wallboxes or 6 competitor’s
wallboxes. If more wallboxes were needed,
the PL-8 (for the JAL) or the PL-10A (JEL)
Auxiliary Power Supply could be added.
There was also early and late wiring diagrams. More likely these changes were a
function of date of production, rather than
which model. Wiring diagrams in the manual
show the CDA or CDD stepper for models up
to serial number 690500, and the CEA or CED

stepper for later serial numbers.
Other options from Rowe AMI included a
remote volume control kit. The brochure states
“Low impedance circuit permits remoting of
control up to 100 feet”.
Of course, the EX600 speaker was available again in 1963. This was a uniquely styled
speaker, cylindrical in shape.
AMI still produced the WQ series wallboxes
for new installations. The “Wallette” Consolette
style wallbox was still a couple years in the
future.
An Automix feature was also available, in
order to play both 45’s and 33 album selections.
The physical dimensions are pretty typical
for a pre-console era jukebox. It is 33 1/8” wide
by 57 3/16” tall by 28” deep. No weight is given,
however the next year model “M” weighs 332,
so it is probably similar.
The AJ Price Guide lists the “L” at $2000
maximum retail. The price drops quickly for
one in less than top condition, so one can be
purchased on a limited budget.
However, if there are mechanism problems, it might be wise to steer clear unless
you’re a somewhat experienced technician.
The “L” has quite a few things going for it.
Not the least is AMI’s legendary sound system, with Stereo Round as an added bonus.
Here is a jukebox that actually gives stereo
sound, and sounds good too.
The styling is quite overshadowed by the
previous year Continental 2. The JAL/JEL
should start to come into its own in the not to
distant future. in the meantime it’s a great
jukebox to listen to your favorite records.

JEL-200
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1964 ROWE/AMI JBM-200 TROPICANA

Rowe/AMI had a unique model numbering
system in the late fifties and sixties. The model
numbers usually consisted of three letters
and three numbers. The numbers were usually the number of selections.
The first letter was usually “J”, for “jukebox”. The second letter was usually “A”, for the
standard model. The third letter was the significant one. With the exception of the Continental and Lyric series, the letters had been
working their way up, from the AMI A of 1946,
through the “K” of 1960. The Continentals and
Lyrics were produced in 1961 and 1962, then
1963 saw the return to the letter identifier, with
the JAL 200.
For 1964, AMI produced the “M” series.
The logical model name would have been the
“JAM”, but management must have thought
this would not have given the proper image for
the machine (certainly nobody wants to imply
their machine could jam up), so the model

number ended up as the JBM-200.
Interestingly, the JBM-200 was the only
version sold. In previous years, there had
been 100 and 120 play models. But AMI tried
a new angle, and starting with the JAL, built
200 selection models that could be “converted” to 100 or 160 play. Conversion kits
were available, which included counterweights
to take the place of the records not used. In
addition, some of the buttons would be disabled, and of course the title board changed to
reflect the number of selections.
This is a novel marketing ploy. Make the
customer pay for 200 selections, then make
him pay more to reduce the number of selections.
The savings for the operator would be in the
reduced cost of records, and less time installing and replacing records.
The brochures touted the “M” as having
“The most exciting styling in years — breath142

taking to look at, play-inviting in action.”
This may be overstating the case a little.
The Tropicana certainly can’t be considered
unattractive, but it’s not as “exciting” as a
Continental, or some of the automotive-styled
models.
The Console styling was very much embraced in this model. At the time, console
styling must have had a fresh look to people.
To us collectors, the consoles don’t have as
much going for them as the earlier golden age
and silver age jukeboxes, but the “M” is attractive in its own right.
A small window in the title strip area showed
the record playing indicator. Other than that,
there was no mechanism visibility.
The upper display area was nicely arranged.
It was split into two areas, with a slight V-angle
between them, making both sections angled
toward the patron for easy visibility.
The upper section has an animation panel
on the left, an “Eye-catching moving star color
wheel”, with light pattern that look like shooting
stars.
The center of the upper section has thirty
title strips. The right has an album, display.
“Top Album Hit Feature prompts customer
play with miniature album covers, headlines
the hit tunes while they’re hot.”
The lower section of the display has the
remaining seventy title strips (for 200 selection play).
For 160 or 100 plays, filler pieces would be
inserted in place of title strip sections. For 160
plays, the upper section would be left alone,
and filler pieces put in place of the second
from the left and second from the right in the
lower section. 100 play operation would have
the same arrangement in the lower section as
the 160, and fillers would be put in place of all
the title strips in the upper section.
In both cases, the unused pushbuttons
would be removed and replaced with blockouts.
A personalization panel is placed in the
center of the V. Plastic letters can be inserted
to show off the name of the establishment.
Piano-key style pushbuttons, similar to the
Seeburgs, were used on a panel just below
and in front of the display area.
The grille is one of the more interesting
aspects of the design. The upper half of the
grille area has a silver colored panel with small
jewel-like inserts. The “star” theme is repeated
here, with each “jewel” having a star shape in
the center, illuminated by a lamp behind them.
The bottom half has brown grille cloth, with
the speakers placed behind. The lower right
has an emblem stating “Rowe AMI Stereo
Round”.
The sides have brown walnut wood grain
laminate, with a speaker placed in the upper

rear on both sides.
Cabinet lighting used three fluorescent
lamps - a 28” 25 Watt light for the front door
panel, a 33” 25 Watt behind the personalization panel, and a 24” 20 Watt lamp above the
mechanism shelf, to illuminate the main title
board. These are all T-12’s.
Rowe/AMI had introduced a new mechanism the previous year for the “L”. It was much
lighter and more compact than the older style
mechanism used from the G-200 through the
Continental 2. It can also be a little intimidating
for someone not used to working on them.
The principle of operation was similar to the
older mechanism. A ferris wheel at the rear
holds the records, and a gripper assembly, as
before, brings the records out to the turntable,
where they’re played. The tone arm is unique,
as it’s placed on the left side, so that the record
turns backwards under the tone arm. The
cartridge (a Shure M-77DA) is placed backwards in the tone arm, so that the front of the
cartridge is facing the rear of the machine.
The selection system was unchanged from
the “L”. It was electro-mechanical, with the
search unit placed on the right front of the
mechanism. Album pricing was an option,
allowing twenty premium selections by changing the screws in the pricing board. Premium
(album) selections can be added in groups of
twenty, up to a maximum of eighty. All selections of a given number would be the same
pricing (single or album).
Various pricing options are available by
changing screws and stops in the pricing unit.
The sound system was up to AMI’s usual
design complexity. Stereo-Round had been
introduced in the Continental 2, and was carried over (in slightly less complicated form)
into the “M”.
The amplifier used the two-chassis design
stereo amplifier, similar to the Continentals. It
was upgraded to 7868 output tubes, for a
higher power rating (25 watts music power
per channel). Unfortunately 7868’s are scarce
and expensive now.
The main chassis has the power supply
and output sections. The second chassis has
the preamp and automatic volume control
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stages. The frequency response is rated from
23 to 24000 cps, but at the 1 Watt level (how
often are jukeboxes played at the 1 watt level?)
The speaker system was unique to Rowe.
The front speakers (a 12” heavy duty woofer
and a 4X6” tweeter) were connected in mono
configuration, summing the outputs of the two
channels. The woofer has a one pound alnico
magnet, and a cone resonance of 45 cps.
According to Rowe, “Speaker is used in an
exclusive high efficiency, acoustical, bandpass enclosure with an upper cutoff freuqency
of 250 cps. Electrical networks, with inherent
losses, are not required.”
The schematic shows that the woofer does
indeed connect directly to the amplifier without
a crossover network.
The tweeter has a non-polarized capacitor
in series with it, so that it only receives frequencies from 400 to 15000 cps.
The side speakers are 6X9” with curvilinear cones. These have a heavy duty 10
ounce Indox-6 ceramic magnet, and cover the
frequency range from 250 to 12000 cps. These
also have a non-polarized capacitor in series
to limit low frequency response.
The side speakers are connected to the
individual channels, to give the stereo effect.
The manual shows placement in the center of
a wall, or in a corner. The corner installation
would give the best stereo separation, as the
sound from the side speakers would reflect off
the walls. The stereo effect from the StereoRound system can be surprisingly good.
A three-position switch in the amplifier selects 22 Watts, 5.5 Watts, or 1.4 Watts to the
internal speaker system. These three settings
leave 14 Watts per channel (or 22.25 or 24.3,
depending on the switch setting) to the external speakers. The amplifier has CV (Constant
Voltage) outputs for the external speakers.
As typical for a jukebox of the era, a number
of options were available. The WQ series
wallboxes were used with the JBM. These
could be set up for different numbers of selections, and were available with various pricing
options.
Rowe/AMI had not yet come out with a
counterpart to the Seeburg Consolette, with
its built-in speakers. Instead, the model SFE
Stereo Speaker assembly was designed to
use with the WQ wallboxes.
Two steppers were available - the CFA,
which would be used with AMI, Wurlitzer 200,
Seeburg 200, and Rock-Ola 200 wallboxes,
and the CFD, to be used with Seeburg 100
wallboxes.
The PL-10A Auxiliary Supply would be used
to power the wallboxes. Alternatively, the 40165006 Auxiliary Power Supply is similar but
has provision for the SFE wallbox speaker
operation.
A unique option was the Front, Decorative
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Panel (wood grain finish). “This panel provides a toned-down, more sophisticated effect for location environment warranting this
effect.” I would assume this is for the upper
speaker grille area, to give a less flashy appearance for the more conservative locations.
Already mentioned was the conversion kit,
for 100 or 160 play operation. A switch kit was
offered, to provide automatic reject if a record
was not placed on the turntable.
Rowe/AMI supplied the EX-600 cylindrical
remote speaker, to be used with the JBM.
Remote Speaker Volume Controls included
the RC-800 Multiple Speaker Volume Control,
the RC-600 Individual Speaker Remote Volume Control (L-Pad), and the RC-700 Individual Speaker Remote Volume Control (Flush
mount L-Pad). Finally, the R-2051A Wireless
Speaker was mentioned, but no pictures or
information given.
Size and weight were typical, measuring
54 1/16” tall by 34” wide by 27 1/4” deep, and
weighing 332 pounds. The AJ Price Guide
puts value at $1800 retail for one in good
condition.
Difficulty of repair is probably above average. The mechanism and selection system
can be intimidating for someone not familiar
with them.
Console era styling is an acquired taste. If
you grew up when they were commonly on
location, you're more likely to appreciate them.
For the rest of us, we're gradually learning to
like them. Good sound, long record life, and
reasonable cost are strong selling points.

WQ SERIES WALLBOX

1961-62 AMI CONTINENTAL

CONTINENTAL
I remember in high school when Sputnik
was sent into orbit. All of a sudden, the US
was behind in the space race, and suddenly
it became a priority to bring our science
education up to par.
AMI, along with Philco, must have also felt
the challenge to restore our leadership in the
space race. Philco had introduced their futuristic “Predicta” line of televisions in 1959.
Two years later AMI entered the future with
their spacey Continental series.
AMI was definitely the non-conformist of
the jukebox world. Their designs of the 50’s
had some very imaginative engineering (especially in their sound systems), but they
always tended to be a little different.
The AMI’s of the mid 50’s were pretty much
box-shaped, but by the late 50’s (the H, I, J,
K vintage), they went heavily into automotive-inspired designs, with the heavy usage
of chrome and wrap-around windshields.
The Continental was a vast departure from

usual jukebox styling. The radical change
was the separation of the title board from the
main cabinet, making it free-standing above
the cabinet. It perches from the upper back of
the cabinet, with the title strip holders in a
semi-circular arrangement, and the sides
curving toward the patron. On the sides of
the title board assembly are a pair of smalldiameter fluorescents, arranged to shine light
inward toward the title strips.
Above the mechanism is a glass dome that
makes me think of the biosphere. I almost
expect to see a miniature city under it. There
is some mechanism visibility - you can see a
small section of the record magazine, and
the gripper arm and the turntable. You do get
to see the gripper arm (AMI calls it the
transfer arm) bring the record out, deposit it
on the turntable, and see the record being
played.
The first year Continental had a large star
in the speaker grille. The cabinet is painted
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gray. The mechanism cover is green in color,
as well as the number strips above the
pushbuttons. The back doors actually curve
around the sides, where they hinge, so they
open up nice and wide to give decent access
from the rear. The front panel, with the front
glass and pushbuttons, hinged downward
and slides out, to give fair access from the
front.
As introduced, these first year versions
were called the Continental. After the introduction of the Continental 2, they are usually
referred to as Continental 1’s, to distinguish
them from the later version.
Continental 1’s came in four versions - all
200 selection. The XJAA had a manual selector with a mono sound system, and the
XJBA with stereo. The XJCA had an automatic selector with mono, while the XJDA
had it with stereo.
The manual version had a knob that you
rotated to dial in the selection, then a button
to press to make the selection. This must be
uncommon, as I don’t think I’ve ever seen
one.
Evidently influenced by Detroit’s introduction of its compact automobiles in 1960, AMI
responded by referring to the Continental as
“The Compact Continental by AMI”. At 28 7/
8" deep by 65" high by 30 1/4" wide, and
weighing 340#, it’s not in the class of a Ford
Falcon.
The mildly restyled Continental 2’s were
introduced for the 1962 model year. These
were produced in both 100 and 200 play
versions. The same title board assembly
was used for the 100 play version, with only
half the space filled with title strips. The other
half was filled with a sign with the name of the
establishment, and room for an album cover.
The two 100 play versions were the XJJB100 (mono) and the XJKB-100 (stereo). The
two 200 play versions are the XJCB-200
(mono) and the XJDB-200 (stereo).
The color scheme was revised for 1962.
The star in the speaker grille was removed,
the mechanism cover changed to red, and
the sides now dark gray toward the front, and
light gray toward the rear. Perforated metal
was used on the sides, to allow the sound
from the side speakers through.
The sound systems in the Continentals
were very imaginative. Both stereo and mono
versions used the same basic amplifier, which
included a power supply and one output
channel. For the mono version, space in the
basic amplifier chassis was filled with a mono
preamp/AVC unit.
In the stereo version, the space in the
basic amplifier chassis was filled with a second output channel. Then a second chassis

was mounted above the output amplifier
chassis, containing a stereo preamp/AVC
unit.
In the Continental 1’s, there was one
speaker system, consisting of a 12" woofer
and a tweeter in front. In the stereo version,
the two channels were summed and fed to
these speakers. By itself, the jukebox played
mono, but external speakers would provide
the stereo effect, with the jukebox becoming
effectively the “center channel”.
Some Continental 2’s had mono versions,
but most contained a very imaginative system they called “stereo-round”. This included
the woofer and tweeter in the front of the
cabinet wired in mono configuration, which
summed the two channel outputs. Also
mounted in the sides of the cabinet were a
pair of 6X9" midrange speakers. These were
connected in a manner only an AMI engineer
could explain (for example, the left speaker
received the left channel audio plus a smaller
amount of out-of-phase right channel signal,
while the right speaker received the right
channel audio plus a smaller amount of outof-phase left channel signal).
But it does work. When the Continental is
positioned in a corner (so the sound from the
mid-range speakers can reflect off the walls),
it is one of very few jukeboxes that can give
a good stereo effect without the use of external speakers.
All Continentals used GE magnetic cartridges. The Continental 1’s used a different
cartridge for the mono and stereo versions.
The Continental 2’s used the model VR22
stereo cartridge in both mono and stereo
versions. In the mono version, the two channels are connected in parallel. In the stereo
version, the two channels are connected
separately, with one channel out of phase
with the other.
The AMI audio engineers succeeded again
in making a great sounding jukebox. The
sound can be helped even more with a more
modern cartridge.
Many options were available for the Continentals, including a line of remote speakers
and volume controls, steppers, timers,
wallboxes, mike kits, and upgrades to convert a mono Continental or Lyric to stereo,
and finally an Automix kit to upgrade a 45
only machine to 33/45 RPM operation.
The wallbox is a model WQ200 for the 200
play Continental. The optional stepper was
separated into two chassis, probably to fit
into the tight space inside the Continental
cabinet. Different versions of the stepper
were available for different wallboxes (AMI
and other makes).
A unique external speaker was the cylindrical-shaped EX-500 (standard) and the EX600 (deluxe version). These could be
mounted vertically or horizontally. In addi-

CONTINENTAL 2
tion, rectangular wall speakers and recessed
ceiling speakers were available.
Another minor difference between the
Continental 1’s and 2’s is on the sides of the
title board assembly, which say “StereoRound” on the 2’s. The free-standing title
board is the most distinguishing feature of
the Continental series. To replace title strips,
the top cover of the title board assembly
unlocks and tilts up, and the title strip holders
slide upward and out the top. Replacing the
fluorescent lights is not quite so easy - the
fixtures do slide out the top, but the wires can
cause a little frustration getting them back
into position. Removing the title board assembly is relatively easy -first a screw must
be removed to release the glass dome, then
the light wiring can be disconnected and four
bolts removed. Removing the glass dome
requires a little care. Once Mike left the dome
sitting on the cabinet, turned his back, and
the dome slid down, landed on the floor and
broke. The title board assembly is heavy,
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and is definitely a two person job to remove.
The Continentals are a little above average in difficulty. Selector system problems
can drive anyone crazy.
The AMI Continental is finally getting the
interest and respect it deserves, and prices
are reflecting this. An excellent Continental
is edging toward $6000 in a retail establishment. The AJ Price Guide doesn’t value one
version higher than the other. The 1’s have
the star in the grille to their favor, while the 2’s
have the Stereo-Round going for them. With
the publicity these have received (in the
movie “Ghost”), and the limited supply, these
should hold their value, if not continue to
appreciate.
The styling of the Continental sets it in a
class by itself. It may not appeal to everyone,
but to some of us it appeals very strongly.
When a space station is built, the Continental would be the obvious jukebox to use
there. Perhaps the producers of “Deep Space
9” should be using a Continental in their bar.

1961-62 AMI LYRIC
AMI presents the compact Lyric. The
music world’s brightest and newest star.
1961 saw AMI introducing the radically styled Continental. As the Continental was probably a little expensive to
build, AMI introduced the Lyric as a
lower priced companion.
AMI had gone from one extreme of
styling to another. They had gone from
the boxy styling of the E’s through the

The trend is unmistakable. AMI Compacts lead the field in styling.
Detroit had introduced its first wave of
compacts in 1960 (although the independents had been producing compacts
for several years), with the Corvair, Falcon, and Valiant. The Lyric isn’t really as
compact as the Rock-Ola Princess, it fits
in more with the first wave of intermediate sized models, such as the Pontiac

100M

100A
G’s, then the Detroit styling of the H’s
through the K’s, and finally the space
age styling of the Continentals.
The success of compact styling goes
beyond the automotive field. AMI Lyrics
and Continentals prove this more dramatically every day. Enthusiastic operators tell us that locations love the bold,
new compact design. Play picks up when
the AMI Compacts go in.

titles and mechanism in the spotlight
together . A distinctive looking dome
allowed the title strips for all 100 selections to be displayed, along with a certain amount of mechanism visibility (you
got to see the gripper bring the record
out and place it on the turntable, then
see the record being played). The plastic shroud behind the title strip holders

Tempest and Ford Fairlane, which also
came out in 1961.
Like Detroit’s compacts with their six
cylinder engines, the Lyric was available
with only 100 selections. Like the manual
transmission on its automotive counterparts, the Lyric also was available with a
manual selector.
The Lyric was a very unique looking
jukebox. Intriguing top turret design puts
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and above the mechanism was green in
color for the first year Lyric.
The selector panel, just to the front of
the dome, reflected the different versions of the Lyric. The “low price loss
leader” was the 100M manual version
(XJEA-100 or XJFA-100). This was distinguished by a large knob that could be
rotated to “dial in” your selection. Then a
button would be pressed to register that

selection.
The more deluxe version of the Lyric
was the 100A (A for Automatic Selection
System). This had ten letter and ten
number pushbuttons for all 100 selections. The full model numbers were the
XJGA-100 and the XJHA-100.
From the “waist” down, it was almost
identical in appearance to the Continental. The only difference was the illuminated front glass - it said “AMI Lyric”
instead of “AMI Continental”.
The speaker grille (for the first year
Lyric only) had the very attractive gold
annodized star.
The XJEA-100 and the XJGA-100
had the monophonic sound system, while
the XJFA-100 and XJHA-100 were stereophonic. AMI had a unique “mix and
match” system for the amplifier. In the
mono version, the amplifier was all on
one chassis. The main chassis has the
power supply and one output section. A
removable section has the pre-amp.
For the stereo version, the preamp is
replaced by a second output amplifier
section. Then a stereo preamp chassis
is added above the main chassis.
This has the advantage that a mono
amplifier can be later upgraded to stereo
without having to replace the whole amplifier. Power output was 20 watts (25
watts “Music Power”) for mono, or per
channel for stereo.
Both mono and stereo versions use
GE “Variable Reluctance” (magnetic)
cartridges. The mono version uses the

WQ-120 WALLBOX

VRII cartridge, while the stereo uses the
VR22 (in the Lyric 2, all versions used
the VR22).
The Lyric had a 12” heavy duty woofer
and a tweeter in front. The stereo Lyric
connected the internal speakers as a
“center” or “third” channel, by simply
summing the outputs of the two channels. This meant the jukebox itself was
mono, but stereo sound could be
achieved by connecting external speakers. Then the internal speakers could be
disconnected, for true stereo with the
external speakers, or left connected as a
third (center) channel.
The stereo Lyric 2’s had “StereoRound” like the Continental 2’s, with 6 X
9” speakers in the sides, to give impressive stereo effect with only the built in
speakers.
The sound, as usual for an AMI, is
quite good. It can be helped even more
by installing a more modern cartridge.
The mechanism was little changed
from the “K” series. A big improvement
that year was the change from open
switches to “All-Enclosed Mechanism
Switches” (Microswitch style switches).
The “Free Wheeling Transfer Assembly” used an AC Gearmotor for the transfer motor, for quick, smooth transfer of
the record from the magazine to the
turntable. 33/45 operation was an option
with the Lyric.
Remote control was possible only with
the automatic selector versions of the
Lyric. The stepper used was a two-part
unit, stuffed under the front part of the
mechanism.
Two steppers were available for the
Lyric (and 100 selection Continentals) the CCB which is designed for the AMI
120 selection wallbox, and the CCD,
designed for the Seeburg 100 selection
wallbox. Thus the Lyric could be installed in a location that previously had a
120 selection AMI, or they could “steal”
a location from Seeburg that had previously installed Seeburg 3W1 wallboxes.
If the location had installed AMI W120 or WQ-120 wallboxes, a kit was
provided to replace the number strips. In
addition, the last title page would have to
be removed. WQ wallboxes were also
available for new installations.
The classic EX-600 cylindrical wall
speaker was available for use as an
extension speaker. This was the deluxe
version, with chrome trim and medallion.
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A less fancy version, the EX-500, was
also available.
The EX-700 was a rectangular wall
speaker.
Three types of ceiling speakers were
also available - one with a circular louver
design. Two versions were also available that looked like an acoustic ceiling
tile. One had a random pattern of holes,
while the other had a regular pattern.
When one of these was installed, the
speaker would be nearly invisible.
Of course, a remote volume control
(both mono and stereo version) was
available. This included a cancel button,
and could be mounted up to 100 feet
from the jukebox. A Mike Kit was also
available.
The Lyric’s dimensions were 28 7/8”
deep by 49” high by 30 1/4” wide. It
weighs only 285 for the manual selector
version, and 300 for the automatic.
Difficulty of repair is a little above
average, especially for the automatic
selector version.
The styling of the Lyric is somewhat
polarizing. Depending on your tastes,
it’s either an ugly duckling, or a pretty
neat jukebox. Values are quite a bit less
than a Continental, topping out at about
$3500 retail, according to the AJ Price
Guide.
If you like owning the unusual, the
Lyric is for you.

1962 Lyric 2

1965 ROWE/AMI JAN-200 DIPLOMAT

In a product introduction, Fred Pollak,
Vice President and General Sales Manager,
introduced the new 1965 “Diplomat” as having “smart go-everywhere styling - that makes
friends wherever it goes”.
The introduction took place at the Diplomat Hotel (where else?) in Hollywood-bythe-Sea, Florida, on January 7th and 8th,
1965.
AMI’s model numbering scheme takes a
little getting used to. “N” is the generic name
for this model - the actual model name is the
JAN-200. In their scheme, the third letter is
the significant one. The first letter is always
“J” for “Jukebox”. The second letter varies as
to its meaning - on some models it indicates
the number of selections or the type of
selector. It’s usually “A”, except for the previous year’s M, when it became the JBM (I
guess they didn’t want you thinking their
jukebox was going to jam up).
All N’s came from the factory as 200
selection. Previous years, AMI’s had sold
lower capacity machines along with the 200’s,
including 80’s, 100’s, and 120’s. they took a
little different tack in the mid 60’s for lower
capacity models. The 200 play JAN-200
could be downsized to either 100 or 160
selections. Rowe/AMI offered kits for the
purpose. This included modifications to the
title board, so that only 100 or 160 selections
are displayed, and a counterweight to take
the place of the missing records in the magazine. In addition, the unused pushbuttons
would have to be disabled.
The question arises why anyone would
pay for a 200 selection machine, and then
cut back the number of selections. It’s like
putting a governor on a Corvette. The reason is probably that the price differential
between a 100 and a 200 selection machine
is very small. The savings to the operator
come from the reduced cost of records and
time spent installing and replacing records.
Another factor is with location stealing - if
Seeburg 100 or 160 selection wallboxes
were installed, then the jukebox could be
adjusted to match the wallboxes.
The cabinet follows many of the console
styling trends with a display panel in the
upper rear, the title board below it, and the
pushbutton selectors to the front of the title
board.
The display panel shows many of the
features of competing brands, including a
display of three album covers. In keeping
with the Disco theme, AMI included a mini
light show. The two narrow sections between the album covers were animated with

multi-color swirling dots of light.
Below the display section is a narrow
panel that can be used for personalization.
The factory photo shows the name of the
jukebox (The Diplomat) here, but the name
of the location would normally be put here.
Plastic letters, supplied by the factory, would
be slid into the slot.
The title board, as mentioned, can display all 200, or 100 or 160, as desired. Below
the title board, a row of pushbuttons is used
for making the selections. It would be almost
ten years until AMI converted to using a
keypad for making selections.
The front speaker panel included a framed
area with three rectangular sections, with an
illuminated jewel in the center of each. The
front speakers are below this panel.
The cabinet was designed with easy main148

tenance in mind. “The cabinet exterior is
designed in planes that limit abuse and
vandalism. All surfaces are easy to clean
and maintain. The chrome-plated castings
have been processed with duplex nickel to
prevent corrosion. Edge trim is rolled stainless steel. Front and top doors are vinyl
laminated to steel; side panels are laminated with vinyl wood grain. Front “toe level”
surface is tough, scuff-resistant panel.”
AMI had redesigned the mechanism with
the “L” model of 1963. This new mechanism
was a marvel of compactness. It was probably half the size and weight of the 200
selection Wurlitzer mechanism, and weighed
only 40 pounds.
AMI has always impressed me with their
sound systems. They’ve shown a great deal
of innovation in their designs, and produced

many great sounding machines.
The sound system starts with the cartridge - a Shure “Dynetic” M77DA, with a .7
mil diamond stylus. This was the earlier style
cartridge with the wedge-shaped needle.
These cartridges aren’t available now, but
needles still are. If the cartridge is missing, it
can be replaced with a Shure M44, as used
on the later AMI’s and Rock-Olas.
AMI claimed that the diamond stylus was
good for up to 50,000 plays. The tone arm
design was good, and the tracking light, but
this still sounds a little optimistic to me.
The amplifier consists of two components,
the Stereo Control Amplifier, and the Stereo
Power Amplifier. The N sound system still
uses tubes - 5 in the control amplifier and 7
in the power amp. Both components mount
on a fold-out panel in the rear.
The power amplifier uses the 7868 output
tubes - hard to find and expensive. It’s a fairly
powerful amplifier - 25 watts (Music Power)
per channel with 1.5% harmonic distortion.
The control amplifier has three position
switches for both the bass and treble. Automatic Volume Control (AVC) of course is
standard equipment, but AMI adds an interesting touch they called ARQ (Automatic
Record Quality). Record noise is automatically reduced on low-level records. Probably
treble response is a function of AVC level on low level records, where record noise
would be more noticeable, the AVC would
be at a minimum and the treble response
would be reduced. On high level records,
AVC would be maximum, and treble response increased.
As usual, AMI’s sound system was elaborate and well thought out. The “StereoRound” system, introduced on the Continental 2, was still featured.
The front of the cabinet contains the bass
speaker. According to AMI, “A 12” diameter
heavy-duty speaker is used in an exclusive
double chamber enclosure which performs
acoustically as a high efficiency band pass
system with an upper cutoff frequency of
250 cps. Electrical networks with their inherent losses are not required. Low frequency
range and power handling are reinforced by
a ‘duct tuned’ rear chamber. Upper frequency
roll-off is controlled by a fiber glass damped
front chamber."
AMI speaker systems also tend to be
efficient. On the N, high volume can be
attained with only one 12” woofer.
Also in the front is the treble speaker - a
single 4X6” speaker with response from 400
to 15000 cps. These two speakers are connected in mono configuration, by adding the
outputs of the two channels.
The stereo separation is provided by the
side speakers. A “6X9” elliptical with curve
linear cone” heavy duty speaker is used on
each side, with the frequency response tai-

lored to the mid range, from 250 to 12000
cps.
“Curve linear” is a misspelling of what is
usually called ”curvilinear”, or exponential
cone. The shape of the cone is not conical,
but rather curved, like the end of a trumpet.
A four position switch selected power
level of from .2 to 22 watts to the internal
speaker system. The remaining power could
be delivered to remote speaker through the
CV (Constant Voltage) outputs, where each
remote speaker could select the amount of
power it would draw from the amplifier. The
sum of all the power loads would have to be
less than or equal to 50 watts (25 per channel).
A statement in the press release gives
cause to wonder. “The ‘Diplomat’
Musiconsole is reportedly most appropriate
for discotheque because of the Reverberator
in the sound system which has been standard equipment in Rowe-AMI phonos for
several years.” I’ve yet to see a reverberator
in one of these.
The model EX-600 Cylindrical Remote
Speaker was supplied by Rowe/AMI. Also
mentioned (but not pictured) in any brochures is the EX-700 “Decorator Speaker”,
and the SFE Stereo Speaker, which adds on
to the WQ series wallboxes (evidently to
counter the Seeburg Consolette, with the
built in stereo speakers). Mentioned in the
Billboard write-up of the product introduction, “In keeping with the popular Discotheque music-for-dancing theme and trend
the ‘Stereo-Round’ sound system is further
backed up by two (optional) console floor
speakers as auxiliary equipment.”
Remote control was an option. AMI supplied the WQ series wallboxes. This was the
older styled wallbox that had been around
for several years. It must have looked pretty
old fashioned next to the Seeburg Consolette
that had been out for two years. During their
product introduction, they made it clear that
a new wallbox was being developed, and
would be made available later in the year. It’s
not clear exactly when the new Rowe/AMI
Wallette (with built-in speakers) was introduced, but it was available when AMI debuted the model “O”.
AMI had three optional steppers. The first
was the CGA, which was designed to work
with the AMI wallboxes.
Rowe/AMI evidently had no qualms about
trying to move in on competing brand locations. The model CGC stepper was designed to work with Wurlitzer 200, Seeburg
200 and 160, and Rock-Ola 200 wallboxes.
The model CGD stepper was designed to
work with Seeburg 100 wallboxes.
The auxiliary power supply PL-10A would
also be used with wallbox operation. An
interesting feature of the WQ wallbox is a
fourth line, which serves as a “lockout” - if
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one wallbox is sending a signal back to the
jukebox, the other wallboxes are locked out
from sending a signal until the first one is
finished. This prevents two wallboxes from
scrambling each other’s signals, as can happen with competing brands.
Other options include a “Money Meter”,
which records and totals all coins put into the
jukebox. A Remote Volume and Cancel Control. And Remote Speaker Volume Controls.
The Diplomat was design for easy servicing. The front door is removable, allowing
excellent access to the interior. The mechanism is lightweight and can be easily removed from the cabinet by one person. The
rear door hinges down to allow access to the
amplifier.
The “Route Servicing Controls”, including a free-play button, record cancel button,
total-play counter, credit changing switch
(pricing options), and mechanism service
switch are arranged on a control panel.
Other components, such as the Credit
Unit, Amplifier, Slug Rejector, and PushButton Selector, can be removed quickly
and easily.
Unfortunately, the compactness of the
mechanism can make servicing difficult. As
with earlier AMI’s, repair can be a frustrating
experience.
The dimensions were 50 1/8” high by 36
1/4” wide by 26 13/16” deep. So far AMI was
resisting the extreme width of some of the
later console jukeboxes.
The lightweight mechanism contributed
to a very reasonable weight of 304 pounds.
The AJ Price Guide lists these at $1800
for a grade 2. It would probably be possible
to find one with a good cabinet, but needing
a little work, for under a thousand. This
makes the Diplomat very affordable.
Styling is very sixties. If you’re looking for
representative styling from this era, the N
would be a good choice.
The large record capacity (100 records)
means you can put a lot of your favorite
records on one machine. The Diplomat is
attractive, good sounding, reasonably sized,
and reasonably priced.

WALLETTE

1967 ROWE/AMI MM1

The sixties saw a great transition in
the design of jukeboxes. From the automotive-inspired designs of the fifties, a
styling change occurred that resulted in
the furniture-inspired consoles of the
mid sixties on.
AMI had taken a detour into outer
space with the Continental series of
1961-62, but rapidly fell into line with the
rest of the industry, and by 1967 was
producing the MM1, which was classic
console in styling.
AMI had been bought out by Rowe in
1963, and their jukebox business from
then on was then known as Rowe AMI.
Between 1963 and 1966, the “L”, “M”,
“N”, and the “O” series were produced.
Each year, as the transition to the console styling progressed, you could see
less of the mechanism, and the cabinets
became lower and wider, with less
chrome and more wood.
1967 saw the introduction of the new
MM1 model (the first of a series of MM’s
spanning from MM1 through MM6). In
1967, MM stood for “Music Merchant”. In
later years, MM would also stand for
“Music Master” and “Music Miracle”.
The MM1 was very typical late sixties
styling - a basically square cabinet, with
an illuminated mural on the front and a
horizontal title board. The rear display
panel had room for four record jackets
and a dollar bill acceptor, if so equipped
(with the dollar bill acceptor, the model
became MM1A). The high frequency
speakers were at the ends of this panel.
A feature of the MM era was interchangeable murals in the front of the
cabinet. You could change the personality of the jukebox by changing the
picture (and, if you were really optimistic, believe you were tricking the patrons
into thinking you had a new jukebox).
Jukeboxes still emulated the auto
manufacturers in one respect - the options list became longer and longer.
Options were abundant in 1967 for the
MM1. There were two very unique ones
available, the “Phono Vue” and the
“PLAY-ME” talking records.
The Phono Vue “Audio-Visual Accessory Unit” was a wall mounted video
display separate from the jukebox. It

contained twenty Super-8D films, which
are paired with twenty selections in the
jukebox. For 25¢, you could make a
selection from the jukebox, and have a
film play on the screen with an “appropriate dance sequence”.
What this means is that they had a
choice of films with different dance tempos. These would have to be chosen to
match (as well as possible) the tempo of
the music selection on the jukebox. Thus,
if you had an upbeat record, you would
choose a film with fast tempo dancing.
Of course, the dancing would not be
coordinated with the beat of the music.
Evidently AMI felt no one would notice
(in many taverns, this is probably true).
AMI executives also felt that not too
many different dance tempos would be
needed, as one was quoted as saying
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“just so many tempos exist in popular
music”.
As with most novelties, Phono Vue
had a limited life span. It sold well at first
(in three months, 2000 were put into
location). Once the novelty wore off,
Phono Vue was probably soon forgotten.
Of course, these films all probably
showed women, without too much clothing, dancing. The picture shows what
looks like “Go-Go” style dancing. Rowe
AMI supplied the film cartridges from
their “swinging, up-to-date film library”.
The other unusual option was the
“PLAY-ME” record. AMI commissioned
current stars, such as Tony Bennett, Al
Martino, Jerry Vale, and Herb Alpert, to
record their voice on records. This was a
“Play Stimulator” - periodically one of
these records would play, suggesting to

the patrons that they should play records
on the jukebox.
The controller had a timer that would
activate a selection every 15 minutes,
half hour, or hour, according to the settings of four switches in the unit. The
“PLAY-ME” selections would be placed
in locations A4, B4, C4 and D4. The
timer motor only ran when the jukebox
was silent.
AMI offered the “Wall-Ette” wall box,
patterned after the Seeburg Consolette,
with a pair of small speakers to give
stereo sound in a booth (the speakers
were angled outward 30 degrees to enhance the stereo effect). AMI covered all
bases with optional steppers for the jukebox - one model for AMI wallboxes, and
another model for other manufacturers’
160 and 200 play wallboxes.
What sounds a little strange, AMI supplied kits to convert the 200 play model
to 160 or 100 selections. These included
parts to cover part of the title board, and
to block off (and counterbalance) part of
the record magazine. It does make sense
if you’re using Seeburg 160 play
wallboxes with it, or for an operator that
just didn’t want to install the full complement of records.
Other options available included special pricing options, remote speakers,
remote speaker volume controls (LPads), remote volume control, a dollar
bill acceptor, and a model MAC Money
Meter.
The MAC was AMI’s counterpart to the
Income Totalizer used on Seeburgs. It
would keep track of all the coins put into
the jukebox and Wall-Ette wallboxes. It
also provided totals.
The MM1 was the first AMI to have a
solid state amplifier. The operators did

have some problems with this amplifier,
and several modifications were suggested by the factory. The R-3680A stereo amplifier is rated at 100 watts “Music
Power” (a rating system to enhance the
specifications of your amplifier).
AMI audio engineers were still using
their imagination. The single 12” heavy
duty woofer was mounted in “an exclusive double chamber enclosure which
performs acoustically as a high efficiency
band pass system with an upper cut off
frequency of 250 cps. Electrical networks with their inherent losses are not
needed.” This means that the design of
the speaker and the enclosure provides
the high frequency cutoff, and the woofer
doesn’t need to be connected to a crossover network. They still needed crossover capacitors for the high frequency
speakers.
AMI was still marketing a version of
their “Stereo-Round” system. A high frequency speaker was mounted in each
end of the upper section (to the sides of
the display panel) angled outward. This
would give moderate stereo separation
if the jukebox was standing in front of a
wall, but gave even better effect in a
corner.
Like the Continental 2, the connections to the side speakers are more
complicated than at first glance. For
example, the left speaker receives left
channel signal plus a smaller amount of
inverted right channel signal.
An unusual feature of these AMI’s is
the left-side tone arm with the backwards-mounted cartridge. The first thing
to check when you get one of these is to
make sure someone hasn’t turned the
cartridge around the direction they think
it should be. If so, the rubber bumper on
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the gripper arm will hit the needle. The
cartridge is a Shure M44-MC, specially
designed for jukeboxes to handle the 45 grams tracking pressure. Another confusing factor is that the left channel is
connected out of phase with respect to
the right channel.
The AMI Engineers may have been
non-conformists, but they did make good
sounding jukeboxes.
The ROWE AMI mechanism of this
era was an extremely compact unit about half the size of the 200 selection
Wurlitzer mechanism. It’s a fairly reliable
mechanism, not too difficult to work on,
except for the selector system, which
can be challenging.
The MM1 is a little above average in
size and weight - 37” wide by 49 1/4”
high by 27 7/8” deep. It weighs 335#
(350 with the dollar bill acceptor).
The console era jukebox seems to be
enjoying a rise in collector interest. Primary factors are availability and reasonable price. Other reasons include large
record capacity, good record life, excellent sound quality and lots of volume.
On the down side, you can’t see the
record playing, and they don’t have the
styling, like a Wurlitzer 1015 or a Seeburg
V200, that will impress all your friends.
The MM1 is a good looking machine.
As time marches on, these are bound to
attract more attention. They will probably have a moderate appreciation in
value.
Right now they do present an affordable way to get into the jukebox hobby.
Above all, they’re a great way to play
your favorite 45’s.

1968 ROWE/AMI CMM1
grain vinyl, stainless steel trim, catalytic hardened enamel, dual nickel chrome and anodized aluminum.”
The title board is in the usual place for a
console era machine, on the top of the lower
cabinet. It’s slightly sloped for easier reading
by the customer. The right side has instructions and a space for a record jacket.
The coin entry and coin return button are
just behind the title board.
The truly unique feature is the upper rear
control panel. This angular pod has the high
frequency speakers on the two ends, angled
outward, with the selection buttons horizontally across the center, and the numbers and
letters above the buttons. It sort of reminds
me of something out of one of the Star Trek
series – perhaps there should be lights running back and forth across it.
The CMM1 was designed with low cost in
mind. It was designed for application in marginal and less spacious locations, that didn’t
merit (or have space for) a full sized model.
Original cost was kept low with this in mind.
The selection system uses the standard
letter-number arrangement, dating back to
the Seeburg M100A, with letter buttons from
A to K, and number buttons from 1 to 0. The
operation of the selectors was pretty similar
to that introduced in the L, with the search unit
on the right front of the mechanism.
A wide variety of pricing options were possible. The most popular was probably one for
a dime, three for a quarter and seven for a half
dollar. Album play would give one for a quarter or two for a half dollar (plus one single
play). 5 or 15 cent operation was also pos-

One of the oddest looking machines of the
60’s has to be the Rowe/AMI CMM1 Cadette
of 1968-69.
Other manufacturers had their own compact machines. Seeburg had started with the
L100 of 1957, and built several compact
models in the 60’s, including the SX and
SL100, two models almost as quirky looking
as the Cadette.
Rock-Ola countered with the 1493 Princess of 1962, possibly the best looking of all
the compact models, and continued with
several squarish console-styled machines
during the 60’s.
Wurlitzer never did produce a compact
model – choosing instead to use the full size
cabinet for all their 100 selection models.
The CMM1 (later mildly restyled as the
CDII) seem to be the only true compact models for AMI. AMI always seemed to tend to-

ward the larger machines, especially in the
40’s and 50’s. Starting with the L, they were
more average in size, and all were “convertible” from 200 to 120 or 100 selections. The
Cadette (and CDII) are the only models meant
to be 100 selections only.
Being designed for 100 selections only
meant the title board could be much smaller.
Since the post-Continental mechanism was
so compact, it must have been pretty easy to
shrink the cabinet down, and still have plenty
of room for all the components.
The bottom part of the cabinet was fairly
conventional, with a front graphic panel with
colored circles. Two designs are pictured –
one with all the circles the same, and one with
varied colors, some looking like daisies.
The bottom of the cabinet has the grille for
the low frequency speaker. According to the
press release, “Exterior surfaces are of wood-
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EX-600 CYLINDRICAL SPEAKER

EX-700 “DECORATOR” SPEAKER

by HAROLD HAGEN
and low impedance speakers could be connected.
A Shure cartridge was used, tracking at 4
grams. As the tone arm is on the left, the
cartridge is mounted backwards in the tone
arm.
Although the speaker system seems a
little on the minimalist side, I’m sure it has
good sound (AMI has a habit of building good
sounding jukeboxes).
Many options were available. For remote
control, the WR series Wall-Ette wallboxes
could be used. The WRC was new for 1968,
and contained two new features not available
on the WRA and WRB. The WRC had a new
6-step cancel credit unit and will accommodate 15 cent standard price and 25 cent
premium. It was also Rowe’s first wallbox to
accept nickels, dimes, quarters and half dollars.
The CGF Stepper would need to be installed in the jukebox. The Cadette could also
be used with Seeburg 3W1 wallboxes. An
auxiliary power supply would also be needed.
12 wire cable would be used to connect the
Wall-ettes.
An Automix Kit would allow both 33 and 45
records to be played.
Three external speakers were provided –
the Decorator External Speaker model EX700, the Extension Speaker model EX-401,
and the Cylindrical Speaker model EX-600.
Both stereo and monaural remote speaker
volume controls were available.
A remote volume control came with 50 feet
of cable.
Rowe still offered the “Phono-Vue”, which
showed short films of ladies dancing, to go
along with the music.
The Cadette is definitely in the compact
class, both in size and weight. It measured
47” tall by 32” wide by 24 ¾” deep. Its weight
was only 255 pounds.
One of the
“features”, according to the
press release,
was “A rear
handle bar and
two rear casters
to permit moving
machine like a
hand
cart”.
Closer inspection of the picture
shows that there
are no front casters – only furniture slides.
PHONO-VUE

sible. There are two switches with about five
positions each. A chart with the different
pricing combinations gives directions for setting these two switches.
Premium pricing could be done in groups
of ten records (all records of a given number).
The mechanism is a marvel of compactness. The carousel is designed for 100
records, but on the CMM1, slots not used
would be blocked off by plates which also
functioned as counterweights to balance the
carousel.
The sound system used a 50 watt solid
state amplifier (25 per channel). AMI stayed
with RMS ratings, rather than the “Music
Power” ratings other manufacturers went
with (which makes amps seem more powerful than they are).
The low frequency speaker is a single 10”
woofer. This is connected to the outputs of
both channels in a mono configuration. It’s a
pretty heavy duty speaker – with a 2” voice
coil and 32 ohms impedance. The crossover frequency is 350 Hz. It’s mounted in a
“duct-tuned vented reflex bass enclosure”.
The high frequency speakers are a pair of
6” speakers, angled outward in the ends of
the upper section. The two speakers are
connected as stereo (Rowe was still referring to it as “Stereo-Round”). A Rowe spokesman, as quoted in Billboard magazine, said
“Rowe still feels stereo is an important part of
the music industry, and we provide it as
standard on all phonographs.” And, which
sounds a little tongue in cheek now, “Read
any of the sound trade journals, or even the
back cover of an LP, they all agree monaural
records sound much better on stereo.”
A switch selected .6, 1.5, 6 or 24 watts to
the built-in speaker system.
The output transformer package would be
needed to connect up external speakers. CV
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The CMM1 is not one of the most difficult
machines to work on. In many ways, it’s
designed for easy servicing. Access is good,
as the front panel removes easily. All servicing can be done from the front.
It still uses the electro-mechanical selection system, so there is not computerized
circuitry to deal with. The mechanism is compact and light (only 36 pounds), and easy to
get at and remove from the cabinet. However,

WALLETTE WALLBOX
tracking down problems can be difficult for
anyone not used to working on these.
The Cadette is not a common sight. Like
Seeburg and its 100 play boxes from the 70’s
(the 100-77D etc.), the Cadette (and the later
CDII) were probably made with export in mind
(as an example, the CDII’s operator’s manual
was printed in English, German and Italian).
Not too many Cadettes were built (only 1768
according to the AJ Price Guide), and some
of these were exported, so few remain in this
country.
The Cadette wasn’t the last of the compact models. As mentioned, the CDII carried
on for a couple of years, then the RI-1 (now
120 selections) was sold in 1973.
No value is given in the AJ Price Guide due
to lack of data, but I’m sure the Cadette is in
the very affordable category. Rarity doesn’t
automatically translate into value, and the
unique styling won’t appeal to everyone.
The compact size and light weight are
certainly pluses. If you’re looking for something that doesn’t take a lot of space, is easy
to move around, and has unique styling, the
Cadette might be a good choice (finding one
is probably the hard part).

1969 ROWE MM3 “MUSIC MIRACLE”

Rowe had a series of MM models in the
late sixties to the early seventies, from the
MM1 through the MM6. During this run, the
“MM” stood for different things, from “Music
Merchant” for the MM1, to “Music Master” for
the MM2, to “Music Miracle” for the MM3
(perhaps they were looking for divine intervention to increase their profits).
Evidently, they couldn’t think of anything
more, so the MM4 was named the “Trimount”.
The MM series were planted directly in the
Console era, and the MM3 had most of the
console fixings – boxy cabinet, entirely closed
(no mechanism visibility).
The MM3 has a unique side profile – it’s
basically a triangle with the front surface
sloping back toward the top. Then a rectangular section juts out the front center, which
contains the title board on top and a pictorial
panel in front.
The top of the cabinet contains the treble
speakers, and had a grille with three decorations.
The main control panel is just below the
upper speaker panel, between it and the title
board.
On the left is the “Rowe-Vue Slide” panel.

An animation assembly holds eight slides,
which project onto this panel. Each slide
shows for 15 seconds, then a new one is
displayed. Rowe provided 150 slides with
each machine, including sports, beautiful girls,
record artists, food and beverage, and others. The operator could pick a selection of
slides to complement the location, or the
location owner’s own slides could be used.
The projector lamp is rated at 75 watts,
and has two intensity levels. On the low
setting, the estimated lamp life is 5000 hours.
On high, it’s only 1000 hours.
The selector push buttons are located to
the right of the slide panel. Coin entry and
instructions are below the push buttons.
These are illuminated by a fluorescent lamp
behind them. The buttons are attractive lit up.
The horizontal title board assembly can be
customized for operation as a 100, 160, or
200 selection machine. For less profitable
locations, the machine could be operated as
a 100 or 160 play machine without expensive
modifications.
The front “Change-A-Scene” panel (below
the title board) allows the operator to change
the appearance of the machine with an inex-
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pensive replacement of the front mural. This
is illuminated from the rear. Four panels were
available –the first (illustrated) is called “Moon
Burst” and has a definite outer space look.
The second is called “Spinning Wheels
(shown with the “Wall Of Sound”), and looks
sort of like three circular saw blades across
the front. The third is called “Flower Girl”,
which has daisies and other flowers, and a
naked lady, discretely posed (it’s pictured in
the Billboard article reprinted in the Rowe/AMI
History Book, but the picture evidently was
retouched as the lady was not so
apparent).The fourth is seasonal and has a
Christmas scene.
The front surfaces are of “catalytic hardened and high bake enamels, duplex nickel
chrome plate, seven-ply lumber with glued
and screwed construction, and vinyl wood
grain side panels. The grilles are anodized,
painted and clear epoxy coated aluminum.”
It’s surprising the MM3 uses plywood – most
console era jukeboxes seem to use particle
board.
Some thought went into making this impervious to wear and abuse. The pushbuttons
are located high and away from spilled drinks.
The front scene is covered with a tempered
glass panel which has been increased in
strength.
The mechanism had debuted in the model
JAL a few years earlier. The mechanism in
the MM3 had been designed for low maintenance, and requires no lubrication. “Extensive use of space age materials and dry
lubricants, such as teflon, fiber-filled nylon,
and dalbon eliminates the costly preventative
maintenance programs in which operators
must tie up so much time and money”, according to a press release. All moving parts
were warranted against wear under normal
use for a full five years.
This was the smallest and lightest 200
selection mechanism, at least among the
major manufacturers. It also means that parts
are pretty well crammed in.
It’s a little disconcerting at first to see the
tone arm on the left side, with the record
moving backwards under the tone arm head.

WRC “WALL-ETTE”

by HAROLD HAGEN
The cartridge is mounted backwards (I’ve
seen a couple machines where someone
must have thought this to be wrong and
mounted the cartridge in the normal orientation, so it was running backwards on the
record). It seems to work well, but looks a little
funny.
A Shure M44 cartridge is used. The needle
supplied has a slightly lower compliance than
those for home stereos, as the MM3 tracks at
4 grams. Since the needle has a diamond tip,
Rowe optimistically stated that the needle
should last for 200,000 plays.
Both 45 and 33 RPM records can be played.
The standard solid state amplifier supplied
is rated at 50 watts output. An optional amplifier was capable of 100 watts output. A switch
can select .3, 1.5, 6, or 24 watts to the internal
speaker system.
Rowe bucked the usual placement of two
12” woofers, and only used one. It was placed
in a “duct tuned, bass reflex sound chamber
that eliminates the possibility of irritating backwash, cabinet vibrations, and cabinet resonant points.”
As there is only one bass speaker, it is
connected in mono. Bass frequencies tend
to be non-directional, so this doesn’t affect
stereo separation.
Two 6” speakers are used for the treble.
These are mounted at the outside ends of the
upper grille, and give some separation, but
true stereo would require external speakers.
But for a truly awe-inspiring setup, the
“Wall-Of-Sound” speakers could be added.
These speaker systems were installed on
the sides of the jukebox, and matched the
sloping front of the MM3 so it made the jukebox look like it was almost eight feet wide
(definitely not for a location short on wall
space). Each enclosure contains a 25 watt
high frequency two-channel system that includes a horn and cone-type speaker.
Options were plentiful for this model. The
first was a remote volume control. As DC
was used in the volume control circuit, inexpensive zip cord could be used to wire to the
control, with no danger of hum or noise pickup.
As mentioned earlier, the 100 watt ampli-

fier was optional. The
manual also shows a 50
watt tube-transistor “hybrid”
amplifier – if this was actually available, it was probably a reduced cost option.
The Phono-Vue “expands
entertainment value of the
phonograph by means of a
coordinated movie film program.” An adapter kit would
be required in the jukebox. A
kit was also available to
mount the Phono-Vue on
top of the M3.
A dollar bill acceptor was
optional, as well as a “Monitor Alarm Kit”. This consisted of a horn operated by
a Freon aerosol can, and
would sound if someone
attempts to force open the
WALL OF SOUND SPEAKERS
cash box door.
The “MAF Money Meter” keeps a running
Two extension speakers were available –
total count of coins received by the jukebox or the EX-401 and the EX-700. Unfortunately
wallboxes.
neither were pictured in the brochures. IndiKits were available to reduce the record vidual volume controls were available for
capacity to 160 or 100 selections. These these speakers.
included the changes to the title board asBesides making the MM3 maintenance –
sembly, as well as weights to take the place free, it also was given good accessibility. The
of records in the magazine.
lid with the title board is hinged above the
Two wallboxes were available, the WRA pushbuttons, and raises out of the way. The
and WRC Wallettes. The WRA was nickel- picture panel is removable, allowing good
dime-quarter only, while the WRC also ac- access to the interior. Everything is accescepted half dollars. The WRC also had fea- sible from the front, other than the panel for
tures not available on the WRA – including a remote connections.
new dual price switch, 6-step cancel credit
Difficulty of repair is a little above average.
unit, and will accommodate a 15 cent stanThe MM3 is a big machine, measuring 55
dard price, 25 cent premium price, or other 5/8” tall by 42” wide by 26 ¾” deep. It’s also a
price options. It also had a blinking waitress little on the heavy side, weighing in at 372
call light, and display space for six miniature pounds. Net weight with flanking speakers is
album covers or menu drink information.
500 pounds.
In order to connect the Wallette to the
Value is still moderate for this era Rowe
MM3, the CGA stepper would have to be jukeboxes. The Always Jukin’ Price Guide
installed. Other steppers were available for lists them at $1200 for a grade 2 (retail).
competitors’ wallboxes. In addition, the AuxThe MM3 “Music Miracle” is a great mailiary Power Supply would have to be in- chine for putting your favorite records on.
stalled.
They have the usual excellent Rowe/AMI
sound, and track light, so record life should
be good. The slide show is a unique feature,
and the owner can put on slides of his family
or favorite possessions. Styling is open to
debate, but certainly par for the era.
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1971 ROWE MM5 "PRESIDENTIAL LINE"

In 1967, Wurlitzer introduced the first in
its series of Americana models. Rowe/AMI
countered with the first of its Music Master
series, the MM1. 1971 saw the fifth of the
series, the MM5 “Presidential Line” of jukeboxes. Not one, not two, but a total of six
versions of the MM5 were offered.
Rowe took a different approach to having a jukebox for every location. Instead of
actually having different models for different locations, they had one model that could
be customized.
The one illustrated is the “Californian”.
This has a lattice in the front panel, with a
light-up panel behind it. The grille cloth in
the lower front is a brown basket-weave
design.
Very similar to the Californian was the
“New Orleans”. This has a scroll design in
front of the light-up panel instead of the
lattice. The colors were pretty much the

same, with the panel lighting up orange.
More conservative in design was the
“Cathedral”. There was no lattice in front of
the light-up panel. The panel had a stained
glass design reminiscent of the windows in
a church.
Another stained glass design was the
“Tiffany”, with the panel design that reminds
you of a Tiffany lamp shade.
Both the Cathedral and Tiffany had a
different grille cloth in the lower front. It was
reddish in color, with a gold design.
The final two models also had the redgold grill cloth. Instead of looking like stained
glass, the front panel had a mural in each
version. In keeping with “sex sells”, both of
these murals show a nude woman in an
“artistic” pose. The “Playgirl”” shows a rear
view of a semi-reclining lady with her derriere in full view, and a mirror on the wall
strategically placed to give a reflection of a
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breast. The “Beauty” shows a reclining lady
with her bosom visible and, of all things, a
record being held in her hand.
I can see the Californian and the New
Orleans would be the choice for the typical
cafe or neighborhood bar. The Cathedral
and Tiffany would certainly go in the more
conservative locations. I’m not so sure about
the Playgirl and Beauty. They look like an
attempt to be artistic, but it seems more
likely they would end up in a trucker’s or
motorcycle bar.
I’m not sure what these various names
have to do with being presidential. We’ve
had a couple of presidents from California
in my lifetime, so I guess that fits. But none
that I know of from New Orleans. I have no
clue what is presidential about the Tiffany
and Cathedral. You can draw your own
conclusions about the Beauty and Playgirl.
The rest of the cabinet is fairly typical for
the console era. The sides have a brown
wood grain laminate. The speaker grilles
have surrounds with the appearance of
carved wood. The grille cloth continues
around on the lower sides also.
The title board is in the typical console
position, placed horizontally at the top of the
main box section.
The backboard is rather attractive. The
center section has the pushbuttons, instructions, and coin entry. The sides have the
high frequency speakers, with a carved
wood grille. The vertical bars of this grille
also extend around the sides.
The mechanism is little changed from
when it was introduced in the model JAL.
It’s an amazingly compact mechanism, and
looks dwarfed by the cavernous space inside the cabinet. It has a 100 record capacity (200 selections).
Dual speed capability was standard in
the MM5. Both 33 and 45 RPM 7” records
could be played. Dual pricing was standard, with the 33’s being LP selections.
The ability to be customized carried over
into the number of selections also. 100 and
160 selection versions were available, but
rather than come up with unique parts for
the lower selection models, they scaled the
200 back by not filling all the record slots.
Counterweights had to be installed on the
magazine to compensate for the missing
records. Sections of the title strip area had
to be replaced with blanks. Blanks were
also put in place of the non-used
pushbuttons.
Not only was it compact and light, but
was also designed for low maintenance.
Rowe only recommended lubrication once
every five years. Only eight oiling points
were illustrated in the owners manual.

If it was necessary to remove the mechanism for repair, it is light enough for one
person to lift out of the cabinet.
The selectors still used the typical twenty
letter and ten number buttons. The selections were written into the search unit, which
mounts on the right front of the mechanism.
This is an extremely compact unit and can
be difficult to work on.
The credit unit could accumulate up to
$3. The “Control Console” on the left side of
the cabinet interior had a switch to select
the various pricing options. An dollar bill
changer was optional.
As usual, the Rowe/AMI sound system
was first class. Two amplifiers were available - a 50 watt (25 per channel) tube type
amp and an optional 100 watt solid state
version (these ratings are RMS, not “music
power” as some manufacturers used).The
50 watt amp used the type 7868 output
tubes which are scarce and expensive.
Even with the tube amplifier, a solidstate preamp (mounted on a separate chassis) was used.
The cartridge used was a Shure M44.
It’s a little disconcerting at first glance, but
as the tone arm is on the left side of the
turntable, the cartridge is placed backwards
in the tone arm. It tracks at 4 grams.
Four speakers were used - two 10” bass
speakers in the lower portion of the cabinet,
and two 6” mid-high frequency speakers in
the top of the cabinet. The bass speakers
are mounted in a duct-tuned, bass-reflex
enclosure. The mid-high frequency speakers are mounted at a 35 degree angle
(pointing outward) “to produce patented
Stereo-Round Sound”. A crossover frequency of 350 cps was used. Total system
frequency response is 50 to 12,000 cps.
A remote volume control was available
and would be easy to connect. It only takes
two wires, and as a DC control signal is
used, no shielding would be required.

A separately mounted output
transformer chassis was used, to
distribute the audio between the
built-in and remote speakers. Both
70.7 volt (CV) and low impedance
outputs are available. 0.3, 1.5, 6,
or 24 watts is available for extension speakers.
Rowe had the operator in mind
with the MM5. “Packaged with the
phonograph is an envelope containing a schematic diagram, a
price of play programming chart
for changing phonograph pricing,
and sound system and speaker
power charts for connecting extension speakers and accessories. Also included in this envelope is a spare parts bag containing slip-on terminals for connecting accessories, an assortment of spare fuses, and
spare contacts for Mate-n-Lock connectors.”
Of course, remote control was available.
“Install a Rowe-AMI Wall-Ette. It’s the most
compact of all wallboxes. It delivers 100
percent, two-ear, you-are-there stereo.”
The Wall-Ette featured a 4-in-1 Slug Rejector (5-10-25-50¢), dual pricing switches,
twelve display panels for advertising, two
small speakers, and a speaker volume control.
A pushbutton labeled “Service” on the
Wall-Ette evidently would be used to signal
a waitress that attention was desired.
The oddest accessory was the
“PhonoVue”. This had a selections of films
that would play along with the music. They
were generic, probably mostly young
women dancing, but not directly related to
the song playing. Generally an up-tempo
film would be played along with an uptempo song.
Rowe bragged that “In every instance
where PhonoVue was tested, it boosted
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WALL-ETTE

jukebox business (As much as 400% in
some locations).” It’s possible it might have
at first, but I’m sure the novelty wore off fast.
The MM5 is a good sized machine, measuring 50 1/2” tall by 41 7/8” wide by 26 5/
8” deep. It’s also pretty heavy - weighing in
at 386 pounds. Prepared for shipping, it’s
412 pounds (domestic) or 426 pounds (export).
In some ways, the MM5 is easy to work
on - in other ways not. The access to the
interior is very good. The dome lifts high,
and the picture panel is removable. There’s
plenty of room to work around the mechanism.
The mechanism and selection system
can be a little daunting for the inexperienced. Experienced Rowe technicians
swear that it’s easy to work on, but it’s
probably a matter of familiarity.
Value, according to the AJ Price Guide,
is $1200 maximum, putting it well into the
budget class. The sound quality / price ratio
must be one of the highest in the jukebox
world.
The most common models are probably
the Californian and the New Orleans. Versions with the female nudes are probably
uncommon.
These are one of the best values around.
They are great for putting on your favorite
records and turning the volume up loud.

1975 ROWE AMI R-74

Classic
There were two versions of the R-74 sold in
1975 (but probably introduced in late 1974,
which may explain the R-74 nomenclature).
The first version is the “Arlington”. Rowe
provides the following description: Vibrant blue
back-illuminated front and side panels
complimented by a woodgrain framing for a
touch of elegance. Highly visible top panel with
vertical pattern selection buttons, contrasting
color instruction area, and silver embossed
speaker grilles. “Human Engineered” design
and quality construction materials maintain its
fresh, new appearance in any environment.
The second version is the Classic, with the
following description: Warm, attention-getting
appearance from back-illuminated orangegold krinkle glass set in woodgrain framing.
Embossed pattern silver top grilles and chrome
trim accentuate selector button and customer
instruction area. Traditional Rowe AMI outstanding quality and workmanship maintains
“like new” appearance in any environment.
These were basically trim variations of the
same machine. It was a common theme to
have a flashier model for the bars/cafes, and
a more subdued model for the conservative/
higher class locations. This allowed the operator to provide the proper fit between the
jukebox and the establishment.
The Arlington would be the proper fit for the

neighborhood bar or cafe, with its brighter
colors to attract the patrons. The Classic
would be more at home in a cocktail lounge.
ROWE had taken the basic console configuration and provided some variations on the
theme. As with many console jukeboxes of the
era, the control panel was set at the very top in
the rear, above the basic box of the cabinet. It
was rectangular in shape, but was tilted back
at an angle, to make it easier for a person of
average height to use.
This panel contains the treble and midrange
speakers at the two ends, with the usual
control features in the center, including the
coin entry, instruction panels, and selector
buttons.
The instruction panels are back-lit plastic.
The upper speaker grilles are rectangular,
with an embossed pattern in the metal grill of
a dozen smaller circles.
The title board is pretty much in the usual
position for a console style jukebox, but it has
a slight upward tilt toward the rear, to also put
it in a better viewing angle for the patron.
The lower part of the cabinet had a few
variations on the basic box shape. The lower
speaker grille was inset a little from the display
panel above it. The sides extended a little
above the title board to give the effect of fins.
The biggest difference between the two
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versions of the R-74 is in the illuminated display panel in front and the sides. The Arlington
panel has brightly colored circular and angular
geometric shapes, while the Classic stayed
conservative with the “orange-gold krinkle
glass” set behind the woodgrain framing. This
still provides the illumination, but also gives it
a more classic vintage look.
The lower speaker grilles were also different - with the Arlington having a bright metal
grille, and the Classic a darker colored metal.
The overhang of the display panel allows the
fluorescent lighting to shine onto the speaker
grille.
The whole front panel removes easily to
allow easy access to the interior.
The mechanism held 100 records (200
selections). It had been redesigned for the JAL
and contained nothing in common with the
older 200 selection mechanism. it was the
lightest, most compact mechanism on the
market, smaller even than the competitors
160 play mechanisms (ROWE wasted no
time advertising its mech as the only 200 play
model available - Wurlitzer had just barely
discontinued production).
The R-74 has the “Automix” system, to play
both the standard 45RPM records and the 33
RPM albums.
The selection system still uses the “Search
Unit and Pinwheel Assembly” in the lower front
of the mechanism to store the selections as
they are made. This is also extremely compact, and without experience, can be difficult
to adjust and time the wiper contacts.
The digital keypad hadn’t made it into
ROWE’s designs yet. The selector panel has
three rows of ten pushbuttons - as with most
jukeboxes of the fifties on, both a letter and a
number pushbutton must be pressed.
The credit system used a solid-state “Credit
Computer”. This seems to be ROWE’s counterpart to the Wurlitzer BOAC in more ways
than one. The use of solid state electronics to
keep track of credits and subtractions was
new for jukeboxes. Like Wurlitzer, no information on the Credit Computer was given in the
manual. Different price cards, and a row of
switches gave the operator a wide variety of

WRC Wallette

pricing options. Like the BOAC, the Credit
Computer had bonus credits given when multiple coins were deposited. Both standard and
album selections could be set up.
According to the manual, up to 255 standard plays could be accumulated.
The coin system would accept nickels,
dimes, quarters, and half dollars. The Dollar
Bill Acceptor was optional.
A choice was also given with the sound
system. The standard amplifier was the 64
watt version (32 watts per channel). Unlike the
other manufacturers with their “Music Power”
ratings, ROWE’s were true RMS power.
Optional, for larger locations with multiple
remote speakers, was the 120 watt amplifier.
In both cases, the internal speakers could
be set for 1, 4, 16, 28, or 64 watts, with the
remaining power available to the remote speakers. These ratings are for both channels power to each channel would be half as much.
A small door in the rear gives access to the
“Output Transformer Accessory Package”,
with connections and a power setting switch
for the internal speakers, and terminals for the
Constant Voltage output for the remote speakers.
A Shure magnetic cartridge was used.
Uniquely, since the tone arm is on the left side,
the cartridge sits backwards in the tone arm.
There are a total of six speakers used in the
R-74. The low frequency system is a pair of
10” speakers at the lower front. These are
mounted in a duct-tuned bass reflex sound
chamber.
The upper section carries a 6” midrange
and a 3” high frequency speaker on each side.
A crossover network is included, with crossover frequencies at 350 Hz between the low
and mid frequency speakers, and 5000 Hz
between mid and high. The speaker system
frequency response is 50 to 17000 Hz.
The lighting consists of an 8 watt 12” fluorescent on each side (to illuminate the side
panels), a pair of 25 watt 33” lamps, one for the
selector and title rack, and one for the front
door. The credit window has a pair of #757
incandescent lamps.
A wide array of options were available.
Among them were the Dollar Bill Acceptor Kit,
Digital Print Out Money Meter, Monitor Alarm

EX-700 Extension Speaker

Arlington
Kit, and Phono Paging Kit. The Alarm Kit
contained a horn operated by a replaceable
Freon aerosol can. It would go off if someone
tried to break open the coin box door.
Both the WRA and the WRC “Wallettes”
were available. These were ROWE’s answer
to the Seeburg Consolette, containing built-in
speakers. The WRC differed only in that it
would accept half dollars, as well as nickels,
dimes and quarters, and had dual pricing.
The Wallette was a little more compact
than other companies offerings, measuring
13 3/8" tall by 16 1/2" wide by 6 1/4" deep.
To use the Wallettes, a CGA stepper would
have to be installed, as well as an Auxiliary
Power Supply. If more than six Wallettes were
connected, a Secondary Power Supply would
have to be used (one for each additional six).
12 conductor cable connected the wallboxes
to the jukebox.
ROWE also manufactured the CGC stepper to use with competitors' 160 or 200 selection wall boxes.
Various bookshelf style speakers were offered (EX-201, EX-301, and EX-401. In addition, ROWE offered the “Decorator Extension
Speaker” model EX-700, which is pictured
below.
A remote volume control was available, as
well as various remote speaker volume controls.
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The ROWE R-74 is not a lightweight, weighing in at 360 pounds. It stands 50 11/16” tall by
41 7/8” wide by 27 1/2” deep.
The AJ Price Guide lists ROWE AMI models of this era at up to $1000, so it should be no
problem to pick one up for under a grand. So
far appreciation in the console era machines
has been fairly slow.
The R-74 rates moderate in difficulty. The
mechanical selection system makes it probable it can be kept working in the future. The
mechanism and selection system can be a
little intimidating for someone not familiar with
them.
These were popular with the operators,
and some are probably still being used commercially. With a large record capacity and
excellent sound, they make a good home
jukebox too.

1977 ROWE/AMI R-82 “BLACK MAGIC”
Jukeboxes had gone through a number of changes in the 60’s and 70’s. The
early sixties saw the end of the “Silver
Age” of jukeboxes, with their visible
mechanisms and extensive use of
chrome and glass. The “Console Era”
began, with hidden mechanisms and
furniture styling.
External forces also began influencing
jukebox design. The sixties and seventies saw much social upheaval, and the
advent of the psychedelic era, followed
by the go-go era, and finally the disco
era. These all affected jukebox styling,
and by the time of the R-82, these were
all beginning to converge. The name
“Black Magic” also suggests the occult,
although I don’t see much influence from
the supernatural.
The cabinet is indeed black - at least
the sides and the base, and the background for the illuminated panels. The
side view of the cabinet shows the front
sloping away from you towards the top.
The title board assembly is fairly ingenious - it’s inset from the front panel, and
slopes toward the rear. The position and
the angle of the title board make it easy
for the patron to read. All 200 selections
are contained on the one board.
The control panel is to the right of the
title board. The coin entry and coin return button are at the top, then the digital
keypad under that. A dollar bill acceptor
was optional equipment.
The dominant theme for styling seems
to be circular. Both the panels surrounding the title board, and the front lower
panel have multi-colored circles, with
tails. For the area surrounding the title
board, the disks are orange and green.
In the lower front panel, the colors range
from red to violet to blue. These panels
are illuminated from behind by fluorescent lamps.
The R-82 was actually available in two
versions. The second version was called
the “Woodhue”, and, as the name suggests, a wood grain finish is the predominant theme. The panel below the
title board has a columned wood appearance with illuminated panels between the columns.
The sound system is rather interesting. Although they were no longer using
the term, it is definitely a derivative of the
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“Stereo-Round” system used in the sixties.
Two solid-state amplifiers were available. The standard amplifier was rated
at 64 watts RMS. Optional was one
rated at 120 watts RMS.
As usual for AMI’s, the speaker system showed more than the usual amount
of imagination. There are a total of five
speakers. Two 10" heavy duty speakers
are mounted in the bottom in a ducttuned enclosure for the low frequencies.
There is a 6" speaker on each side of the
cabinet for the mid and high frequencies, and a 5 1/4" speaker on the front
(below the selector panel) for the high
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frequencies.
Both the low frequency speakers and
the single high frequency speaker in the
front are connected as “center channel”
- by summing the outputs of the two
channels.
The speakers on the sides are connected to individual channels, through a
cross-over network that limits their frequency response to mid and high frequencies. Having these speakers face
sideways gives much better separation
for anyone standing near the jukebox.
Since the center channel is connected
between the outputs of the two channels, the cartridge must be connected

with the two channels out of phase.
With the tone arm is on the left side of
the mechanism, and the cartridge must
be mounted backwards in the tone arm.
This, and the out-of-phase cartridge connections can make working on these
confusing to a novice.
Sound systems were always AMI’s
strong point, and the “Black Magic” was
no exception. The R-82 gives strong
bass and clear treble. These are capable of lots of volume before the sound
starts to distort (especially with the optional amplifier).
A maximum of 64 watts (32 per channel) can be applied to the internal speakers. At this setting, it would leave nothing
for external speakers if the 64 watt amplifier is used. With the 120 watt amplifier, 56 watts would be available for
external speakers.
Connections on the output transformer
assembly can reduce the power to the
internal speakers to 28, 16, 4 or 1 watt,
increasing the power available to the
external speakers. Constant Voltage
(70.7 volt) outputs are available for external speakers.
The option list is quite extensive, and
the R-82 could be customized for just
about any location. Some of the options
include the previously mentioned dollar
bill acceptor and the 120 watt amplifier.
AMI offered a Digital Print-Out Money
Meter Kit (their version of the Income
Totalizer). Three different Code Converters were offered, depending on the
wallbox type used.
An interesting option was the Monitor
Alarm Kit. This consisted of a horn operated by a replaceable Freon aerosol
can. It was mounted next to the cash
box, and would sound off (loudly) if the

R-82 Woodhue version
coin box door was forced open.
Among the myriad of options were the
Automix Kit, Phono Paging System,
Background Music Adapter, Wallboxes
and Auxiliary Power Supplies, Extension Speakers, Remote Volume Control, and Premium Pricing Switch.
The latest AMI wallbox was the WRD
Wallette. With the proper adapters, the
R-82 could be used with the WRD, the
earlier WRA and WRC Wallettes, or
even the 160 selection Seeburg Digital
Consolette.
A weird option on these could be termed
a “Delete Option”. The 200 selection R82 was “field-convertible to 160, 120, or
100 selections”.
The “Playmaker” is an optional play
stimulator, and can be set to play a
random selection at a predetermined
period of no-play.
The R-82 had gone computer control,
and the module used was called the
“Selection Computer”. By means of a
switch and a pushbutton, a digital readout in the computer can show the operator the most selected records in order,
and how many times each was played.
Moving the switch allows the operator to
view the least played records on the
jukebox. It can also display total selections made on the jukebox since the last
time the counter was cleared.
The Credit Computer has available a
dizzying array of choices on pricing. Two
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switch assemblies with 9 switches each
can be set by a chart in the manual.
The R-82 is not a compact model, by
any means. It is 56" tall by 41 7/8" wide
by 26" deep. For the metric-minded, this
converts to 142 by 106 by 66 centimeters. The weight is above average at 360
pounds (163 Kg).
41" is really wide. This translates into
a roomy interior. With the compact
mechanism used on this era AMI, there
is a lot of space left over. The upper door
raises high, and the front panel is removable, making maintenance easy. The
title board drops down for easy replacement of the title strips. Everything is
accessible from the front.
This is a very affordable machine. The
AJ Price Guide tops it out at $1000. This
era jukebox has not attracted much collector interest yet, so prices are probably
at their lowest now. Maintenance should
probably be not too difficult, unless the
computer module breaks down. Repairing it would be beyond most people’s
capability, and a replacement would have
to be located.
The high point of a jukebox like the
“Black Magic” is its functionality. It holds
200 selections, and gives great sound. A
low purchase price makes it a great recroom machine, and gives you a head
start for when the 70’s makes a comeback.

PHONOGRAPH READY-REFERENCE DATA
National Automatic Selective
Phonograph
1927
78 rpm, 20 selections

Singing Towers
1939-41
78 rpm, 20 selections

Model F
1931-33
78 rpm, 20 selections

Double Singing Towers
1941-42
78 rpm, 20 selections
Est. Production: 707

Modern
Early Prototype
1934
78 rpm, 20 selections

Remote Selectable Speaker
for Singing Towers
1940/1941

Model FR
1934-35
78 rpm, 20 selections

Remote Selectable Speaker
for Singing Towers
1940/1941

Top Flight
1936-37
78 rpm, 20 selections

Remote Selectable Speaker
for Singing Towers
1940/1941

Streamliner
1938-39
78 rpm, 20 selections
Est. Production: 2905

Remote Selectable Speaker
for Singing Towers
1940/1941
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PHONOGRAPH READY-REFERENCE DATA
Model A
“Mother of Plastic”
1946-48
78 rpm, 40 selections
Est. Production: 13,461

E80/120
1953
45 rpm, 80/120 selections
Est. Production: 7,726

Model B
1948-49
78 rpm, 40 selections
Est. Production: 7,675+

F40
1954
78 rpm, 40 selections

Model C
1949-50
78 rpm, 40 selections
Est. Production: 13,409

F80
1954
45 rpm, 80 selections
Est. Production: 2,944

D-40
1951
78 rpm, 40 selections
Est. Production: 8,441

F120
1954
45 rpm, 120 selections
Est. Production: 8,476

D-80
1951
78 rpm, 80 selections

G40/80/120
1955
G40:78 rpm, 40 selections
G80: 45 rpm, 80 selections
Est. Prod: 4,423
G120: 45 rpm, 120 selections
Est. Production: 6,825

G200
1956
45 rpm, 200 selections
Est. Production: 8,068
First carousel mech.

E40
1953
78 rpm, 40 selections
Est. Production: 2,833
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PHONOGRAPH READY-REFERENCE DATA
H100/120/200
1957
45 rpm, 100/120/200 selections
H100 Production: 919
H200 Production: 6,085

Lyric M
1960-61
45 rpm, 100 selections
Manual selection

I100/120/200
1958
45 rpm, 100/120/200 selections
Stereo/Mono
Electric/Manual selectors

Continental
1961
45 rpm, 100/200 selections
Manual/Electrical Selection

J120
1959
45 rpm, 120 selections
J120M: Manual selection
J120E: Electric selection

Lyric 2
1962
33/45 rpm, 100 selections
Manual/Electrical selection
Stereo Round

J200
1959
45 rpm, 200 selections
Est. Production: 1,263
J200M: Manual selection
J200E: Electric selection

Continental 2
1962
33/45 rpm Intermix,
100/200 selections
Stereo Round

K100/200
1960
45 rpm, 100/200 selections
K100 Production: 2,300
K200 Production: 542

JAL/JEL
1963
33/45 rpm Intermix,
200 selections
Est. Production: 2,896
This was the first Rowe/AMi
model. Can be converted to 100/
160 selections.

Lyric A
1960-61
45 rpm, 100 selections
Electrical selection

JBM Tropicana
1964
45 rpm, 200 selections
Can be converted to 100/160
selections.
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PHONOGRAPH READY-REFERENCE DATA
JAN Diplomat
1965
45 rpm, 200 selections
Est. Production: 6,226

MM-4
1970
45 rpm, 200 selections

JAO Bandstand
1966
45 rpm, 200 selections
Est. Production: 3,669

MM-5
1971
45 rpm, 200 selections
Can be converted to 100/160
selections.

MM-1
1967
45 rpm, 200 selections

RI-1 Heritage
1973
45 rpm, 120 selections

MM-2
1968
45 rpm, 100/160/200 selections

TI-1
1973
45 rpm, 200 selections

CMM-1 Cadette
1968
45 rpm, 100 selections
Est. Production: 1,768

CTI-1
1974
33/45 rpm automix,
200 selections

MM-3
1969
45 rpm, 100/160/200 selections

TI-2
1974
33/45 rpm automix,
200 selections
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PHONOGRAPH READY-REFERENCE DATA
R-74
1975
33/45 rpm automix,
200 selections

R-83 Disco
1979
45 rpm, 200 selections

R-80
1976
33/45 rpm automix,
200 selections

CTI-2 Kentwood
1978
45 rpm, 200 selections

R-81
1977
33/45 rpm automix,
200 selections

R-84 Tempo-Disco
1980
45 rpm, 200 selections

RI-2
1977
33/45 rpm automix,
200 selections

RI-3 Jewel
1978
45 rpm, 200 selections

R-82
1978
45 rpm, 200 selections

PhonoVue
for MM series

CTI-1SC
1978
45 rpm, 200 selections

Jr. Remote Wallbox
1936
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PHONOGRAPH READY-REFERENCE DATA
Sr. Remote Wallbox
1936

WQ120/200
Wallbox

Mighty Midget
1938

Wall-Ette Wallbox
1970’s

Barbox
1940

Amivox Speaker
1947

Wallbox
1940

EX600 External Speaker
1960’s

Wallbox
1946

W40/W80/W120 Wallbox
1951
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DR. KNOW-IT-ALL
REFERENCE BOOKS
AMi/ROWE REFERENCE BOOK- 2nd
Edition. Everything the Dr. has written
about AMi/ROWE’s from 1937 on.
Chapters on: Cabinets, Cartridges &
Tone Arms, Electrical, Mechanisms,
Miscellaneous, Selectors & Coin Systems, Sound Systems, Speakers,
Tech Hints, Wallboxes & Steppers,
Feature Articles. 172 pages.

+ $5 Shipping US- Book
+ $4 Shipping - CD

Each book is a collection of
Harold Hagen’s:
• Tech Hints
• Reader Questions & Answers
•Feature Articles
• Photos
• Ready Reference Charts

$29.95- Book
$24.95- CD ROM
ROCKOLA REFERENCE BOOK -2nd
Edition: Everything the Dr. has written
about Rockola’s from 1935 on. Chapters on: Cabinets, Cartridges & Tone
Arms, Electrical, Mechanisms, Miscellaneous, Selectors & Coin Systems,
Sound Systems, Speakers, Tech
Hints, Wallboxes & Steppers, Feature
Articles. 168 pages.

AVAILABLE NOW ON
CD ROM.

$29.95- Book
+ $5 Shipping US- Book
+ $4 Shipping - CD

$24.95- CD ROM
SEEBURG REFERENCE Vol. 1
Seeburgs: 1930 to 1955.
Everything the Dr. has written about
Seeburg’s from 1930 through the
1955 HF100R. Chapters on: Cabinets,
Cartridges & Tone Arms, Coin Systems, Drums, Early Seeburgs, Electrical, Mechanisms, Product Reviews,
Selectors, Sound Systems, Speakers,
Transistor Interchange, Wallboxes &
Steppers, Feature Articles. 196 pages.

+ $5 Shipping US- Book
+ $4 Shipping - CD

SHIPPING:
$5 for 1st Dr. Book, + $1 for each
additional book in the U.S.
$4 for each CD order in the U.S.

$29.95- Book
$24.95- CD ROM

FOREIGN ORDERS:
Please call or email for shipping costs.

SEEBURG REFERENCE Vol. 2
Seeburgs: 1955-1962.
Everything the Dr. has written about
Seeburg’s from the V200 to the
DS160. Chapters on: Cabinets, Cartridges & Tone Arms, Coin Systems,
Drums, Electrical, Mechanisms, Product Reviews, Selectors, Sound Systems, Speakers, Tormats, Transistor
Interchange, Wallboxes & Steppers,
Feature Articles. 200 pages.
+ $5 Shipping US- Book
+ $4 Shipping - CD

Always Jukin’,
PO Box 1082
Folsom, CA 95763
(206)652-4005
Email: alwaysjuke@aol.com
www.alwaysjukin.com

$29.95- Book
$24.95- CD ROM
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DR. KNOW-IT-ALL
REFERENCE BOOKS

CD
MEGA-DEAL:

SEEBURG REFERENCE Vol. 3
1963-1986: Everything the Dr. has written about SEEBURG’s from the LPC1
to the SMC3. Chapters on: Cabinets,
Cartridges & Tone Arms, Coin Systems, Electrical, Gizmos, Mechanisms, Miscellaneous, Home Stereo
Consoles, LPC Speed, Product Reviews, Selectors, Sound Systems,
Speakers, Tech Hints, Tools, Tormats,
Wallboxes & Steppers, Feature Articles. 192 pages.
+ $5 Shipping US- Book
+ $4 Shipping - CD

$29.95- Book
$24.95- CD ROM
WURLITZER REFERENCE BOOK
Vol. 1
1934 - 1963
Everything the Dr. has written about
Wurlitzer’s from 1934 to the Model 1650.
Chapters on: Cabinets, Cartridges & Tone
Arms, Cobras, Electrical, Mechanisms,
Miscellaneous, Selectors & Coin Systems, Sound Systems, Speakers, Table
Models, Tech Hints, Wallboxes, Feature
Articles. 154 pages.

+ $5 Shipping US- Book
+ $4 Shipping - CD

$29.95- Book
$24.95- CD ROM
WURLITZER REFERENCE BOOK Vol.
2
1954-1974: Everything the Dr. has written
about Wurlitzer’s from the Model 1700 to
the 3800. Chapters on: Cabinets, Cartridges & Tone Arms, Cobras, Electrical,
Mechanisms, Miscellaneous, Remote Systems, Selectors & Coin Systems, Sound
Systems, Speakers, Table Models, Tech
Hints, Wallboxes, Feature Articles. 170
pages.

$162.

or

GET ALL 7 DR. KNOW-IT-ALL
BOOKS (AS BOOKS) FOR
50 + $12 S/H

$29.95- Book
+ $5 Shipping US- Book
+ $4 Shipping - CD

EVERYTHING THE DR. HAS WRITTEN SINCE 1988 ON ONE CD!!
GET ALL 7 DR. KNOW-IT-ALL
REFERENCE BOOKS ON 1
CD ROM FOR
50 + $4 S/H

$24.95- CD ROM

$199.

(Foreign shipping, please call or email)

SHIPPING:
$5 for 1st Dr. Book, + $1 for each
additional book in the U.S.
$4 for each CD order in the U.S.

Always Jukin’,
PO Box 1082
Folsom, CA 95763
(206)652-4005
Email: alwaysjuke@aol.com
www.alwaysjukin.com

FOREIGN ORDERS:
Please call or email for shipping costs.
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Jukeboxes are great investmentsIF YOU KNOW
WHAT YOU ARE DOING!!
Always Jukin’ provides the knowledge
you need to buy, sell, trade, fix, and
enjoy Jukeboxes.

Published monthly since 1986, ALWAYS
JUKIN’ features pictures, stories, show
reports, new products, technical tips,
coming events, classified ads, Jukebox
ads, parts ads, service ads, record ads,
Jukebox prices: everything you ever
wanted to know about JUKEBOXES.

SUBSCRIBE TO ALWAYS JUKIN'
ALWAYS JUKIN'
THE WORLD'S FAVORITE
JUKEBOX PUBLICATION
56 PAGES
MANY IN FULL COLOR
A JUKEBOX is a great way to listen to and
display your records & CD's!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!!
SAMPLE COPY:
$4 U.S, $5 FOREIGN.
www.alwaysjukin.com
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PO Box 1082
Folsom, CA 95763
CALL (206) 652-4005
Email: alwaysjuke@aol.com
VISA & MASTERCARDS ACCEPTED

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
12 ISSUES PER YEAR
$
USA: ONE YEAR-40
$
TWO YEARS-75
1ST CLASS:
add $12 per year
FOREIGN: ONE YEAR-- $92*
$
TWO YEARS-176*
$
CANADA AIR: 1 YEAR-68*
$
2 YEARS-128*
EMAIL DOWNLOAD
$44**

NAME:
STREET:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP
COUNTRY:
PHONE:
REFERRED BY: _____________________________________
VISA/MASTERCARD #_______________________________
EXPIRATION DATE:_________________________________

PUBLISHED MONTHLY SINCE 1986.
SUBSCRIBERS WORLDWIDE IN OVER 25 COUNTRIES.
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